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Welcome

Undoubtedly, the digital turn has challenged the theoretical understanding of and the methodological approach to the core research activity in most of the humanities. But while the Digital Humanities have reshaped substantially scholarship, there is still hardly any academic institution which is able to provide the infrastructure and the resources needed in order to train the next generation of young scholars and researchers in the diverse range of skills and methods required. For this reason, ten European leading institutions from academia, in close collaboration with the private sector and cultural heritage institutions and funded under the EU’s Marie Skłodowska-Curie Actions, established one of the most innovative training networks for a new generation of scholars in the field of digital scholarly editing.

One of the key elements of the DiXiT research and training programme has been a set of three conferences, held in The Hague (2015), Cologne and Antwerp (both 2016), where external researchers joined the young researchers of the DiXiT network to discuss the continued development of digital scholarly editions. The extended abstracts and articles collected in this volume reflect the dynamics in the field of Digital Humanities which, more so than other fields of the humanities, is driven by technical solutions, their methodological adaptations and the involved research practice in both the academic and the non-academic sector.

As the coordinator of the DiXiT network, I would like to take the opportunity to express my thanks to all who have made these most prolific years of always trustful cooperation possible: the universities and institutions that formed the body of partners, my colleagues who served as supervisors in the most professional and supportive way, our fellows who contributed their stimulating ideas and projects and, over the years, formed a wonderful body of young researches, and finally the European Union and its research council that set up the MSCA-ITN-programme and supported our network in the most collaborative and generous way.

Our experience with DiXiT is a strong argument for the strength and the need of international cooperation that does not only provide the resources of a network but also shapes our way of thinking. DiXiT clearly is a European project and it could not have happened otherwise.

Andreas Speer (Coordinator of DiXiT)
Preface

The DiXiT Network ran a most successful course of attracting, stimulating, and training Early Stage and Experienced Researchers in Textual Scholarship and Digital Humanities across Europe. Logistically, the network was pivoted on individual training at widely dispersed host institutions, providing environments congenial to each DiXiT fellow’s own explorative research work. The representatives of the diverse host institutions formed the DiXiT collegium. They guaranteed and facilitated its networking in manifold patterns of cooperation, culminating in a succession of three DiXiT Conventions. It was at these conventions that the Early Stage and Experienced Researchers could and did show their capacity to network, that is to aggregate collectively together the innovative gain of the Scholarly Training Programme that supported them and their work. The extended abstracts of the convention contributions here assembled showcase the variety of subjects dealt with in and around the topics of digital editing: from issues of sustainability to changes in publications cultures, from the integrity of research and intellectual rights to mixed methods applied to digital editing – to name only a few. The conventions acted importantly, too, as fruitful occasions to make such a variety of scholarly topics resonate at the social level in the cities which hosted these DiXiT events and where activities were embedded thoughtfully across institutional networks and platforms beyond academia. The DiXiT network thus has achieved a fusion of intellects and personalities strong enough to engender veritable advances in scholarly practice and thought, of which the collocated abstracts give rich evidence.

The DiXiT External Experts Advisory Board

Arianna Ciula, Gregory Crane, Hans Walter Gabler and Espen Ore
Introduction

Peter Boot,¹ Franz Fischer²
& Dirk Van Hulle³

As the papers in this volume testify, digital scholarly editing is a vibrant practice. Since high quality digital scholarly editions have been around for two decades, it is no longer a new undertaking. In fact, digital scholarly editing represents one of the longest traditions in the field of Digital Humanities – and the theories, concepts, and practices that were designed for editing in a digital environment in turn have influenced deeply the development of Digital Humanities as a discipline.⁴ That the field is still experimental in many respects is mainly because the possibilities of digital technologies are in constant flux, and ever expanding. By bringing together the extended abstracts from three conferences organised within the DiXiT project (2013-2017), this volume shows how digital scholarly editing is still developing and constantly redefining itself. So who better to answer the question of what digital scholarly editing entails than a broad selection of the community of scholars who practice it? The common denominator for these three conferences, DiXiT (Digital Scholarly Editions Initial Training Network), is a project funded under the EU’s Marie Skłodowska-Curie schemes for researcher training and mobility. The conferences, held in The Hague (2015), Cologne and Antwerp (both 2016) brought together young researchers employed within the DiXiT network with external researchers to discuss the continuing development of digital scholarly editing.

Digital scholarly editions initial training network

Scholarly editing has a long-standing tradition in the humanities. It is of crucial importance within disciplines such as literary studies, philology, history, philosophy, library and information science and bibliography. Scholarly editors were among the first within the humanities to realize the potential of digital media

¹ peter.boot@huygens.knaw.nl.
² franz.fischer@uni-koeln.de.
³ dirk.vanhulle@ua.ac.be.
for performing research, for disseminating their results, and for bringing research communities together. Hence, digital scholarly editing is one of the most mature fields within the Digital Humanities. Yet, it is also confronted with many challenges. As a cross-disciplinary field, its practitioners must acquire many competences. But since technologies and standards keep improving at a rapid pace, stable practices are hard to establish. Scholars need both high skills and deep knowledge to face present and future challenges of digital scholarly editing. Before DiXiT there was no dedicated postgraduate programme able to provide the training to form a new generation of those scholars.

The institutions cooperating within the DiXiT network are some of the most respected university groups and academies working within the field of digital scholarly editing, along with partner institutions from the commercial and cultural heritage sectors. Together they represent a wide variety of technologies and approaches to European digital scholarly editing. They have created a robust research and training programme in the core skills of digital scholarly editing, reaching researchers from some 300 European institutions. Some 800 researchers in Europe and beyond participated in about 25 events.\(^5\) In applying for a Marie Skłodowska-Curie Initial Training Network in 2012 the network formulated a number of priorities:

1. Attracting young scholars that are able to develop the mix of competences from the humanities, computer science, and information studies that digital scholarly editions require.
2. Combining resources of the most prominent institutions and enterprises in the field in order to train these scholars in the best possible way.
3. Collaborating seamlessly across international scholarly communities in an increasingly cross-cultural and interdisciplinary field.
4. Intensifying efforts towards standards, interoperability and the accumulation of shared methods.
5. Creating suitable models and core curricula for digital scholarly editing.
6. Improving the publishing workflows, infrastructures and publishing venues for digital scholarly editions.
7. Developing a sustainable infrastructure for improving long-term prospects of digital scholarly editing projects.

Fortunately, the EU commission decided to award the requested grant to the DiXiT network. Since 2013, twelve early stage researchers and five experienced researchers are or have been employed within the network, one or two at each participating institution. Each of the early stage researchers works on his or her thesis (or thesis-size subject), while the experienced researchers have more focussed and shorter appointments. One of the unique characteristics of the Marie Curie

---

\(^5\) Participating researchers came from almost all European countries and many non-European countries; DiXiT training events and conferences were held across 11 European countries including two online summer schools in Spanish reaching out to Latin America; see http://dixit.uni-koeln.de/programme.
scheme is that researchers cannot apply for jobs in their own countries. Although working in different European countries, they therefore are motivated to reach out to each other. This has created a closely-knit group of researchers that works together very well.

This collection
Apart from the informal visits, secondments, research stays and a multitude of video sessions, the DiXiT training program was organized in the form of three camps (basic training in digital scholarly editing), followed by three conventions. While the training camps were primarily targeted at the DiXiT researchers, the conventions were set up so as to create an exchange with other researchers. The topics of the conventions were based loosely on the three DiXiT work packages: Theory, Practice, Methods (WP1, Antwerp), Technology, Standards, Software (WP2, The Hague), Academia, Cultural Heritage, Society (WP3, Cologne).

This collection brings together extended abstracts from those conventions. Not all presenters chose to submit their paper for inclusion in this volume. We reorganised the papers along thematic lines: a paper presented in Antwerp that fits best within the ‘Technology, Standards, Software’ chapter is included under that heading.

About the papers

WP1: Theories, Practices, Methods
As digital publications are reaching a stage of maturity and scholarly editors are becoming increasingly aware of the seemingly endless possibilities of hybrid or fully digital scholarly editions, the impact of the digital medium on the field of textual scholarship has become undeniable. As a result of this ‘digital turn’, textual scholars are now faced with new challenges and opportunities that have called for a re-evaluation of the field’s established theoretical and practical framework. To satisfy this need, DiXiT organized a conference at the University of Antwerp in association with the European Society for Textual Scholarship (ESTS), focussing on this reassessment of the theories, practices, and methods of scholarly editing in general, and of the digital scholarly edition in particular. The subject, broadly covering DiXiT work package 1, also was dealt with in papers given at the other two conferences.

The achievements shown by recent digital scholarly editions demonstrate some of the potential for innovation in the digital medium including their openness and exploratory nature. These projects have developed a wide range of editorial products. That is why a first important subject of these papers is assessing and mapping these different types of digital scholarly editions, ranging from ‘digital archives’ to ‘knowledge sites’. This includes projects with large amounts of material as well as stabilised, authoritative readings of important works from all fields of history and human culture. The apparent distinction between these digital archives and digital editions has been questioned in the past decade (Sahle 2007,
Price 2009), leading textual scholars to argue that there is in fact no impermeable border between the two, but rather a ‘continuum’ (Van Hulle 2009). Armed with tools such as automated collation it is up to the reader or researcher to decide in which capacity the archive/edition is used. In his opening keynote in Antwerp, Paul Eggert (this volume) translated these ideas into a ‘slider model’ where the digital scholarly edition gravitates between editorial and archival impulses – thus setting the tone of the conference, which would go on to explore all gradations in between.

Of course, these different types of editions each have different editorial and technological needs, and so a second important subject in the papers concerns the architecture of digital scholarly editions providing more than simply text. The symbiotic interdependency of mass digitisation and scholarly editing does not only raise the question as to how the practice of scholarly editing can be adapted to enrich this data, but also how text/image-linkage can be employed in modelling transcription methodologies that allow for enhanced studies in palaeography and codicology, or how a digital archive of manuscripts may integrate various kinds of relevant material (including, for instance, an author’s complete personal library). By trying to answer these emerging questions on how digital scholarly editions are modelled and designed, the papers seek to facilitate innovative research into the editorial process, and to acknowledge a shift in the role of the editor who is enabled to focus on the interpretive consequences of variants and versions.

These technological changes also imply that through the production of digital editions, editors may be transformed into encoders and even programmers. To accommodate these new developments we now have to rethink the kind of training, skills and knowledge the new generation of editors will need to acquire. To jumpstart this discussion, a third important group of papers critically examines the goals, functions and usability of digital scholarly editions. In the same vein, the Antwerp conference aptly was closed by Kathryn Sutherland (this volume), who drew attention to a recent reflourishing of print editions and connected this to our current digital preoccupation with ‘making copies’, which ‘cannot simply be put down to the fact that the technology allows it – that computers are good facsimile machines; something more is going on’. Sutherland related this new preoccupation to the recent reconception of bibliography as book history and to the digital medium’s capacity as a medium for replicating materialities other than its own. The document underlying the edition has been raised in status thanks to developments in the reproduction of facsimiles, alerting readers to the insecurity of certain editorial conventions and challenging the editorial model in fundamental ways.

**WP2 Technology, Software, Standards**

Technology is an essential ingredient for the digital scholarly edition. The universal availability of computing power makes its production possible, and the global network takes care of its dissemination. Technology, however, continues to develop and that has important consequences for digital editing. The DiXiT application mentioned a few research priorities in that direction, such as the integration of web-based editorial tools into the TEI ecosystem, an investigation into the ways...
that TEI and other standards can work together, a publication architecture and the integration of analytical tools (e.g. for text analysis, stylometry and visualisation) into the digital scholarly edition. The first DiXiT convention, held in The Hague in September 2015, was devoted to the subject of technology: how to apply new technologies in editions, how to integrate new technologies in tools, and how to use them for publishing editions. This section of the volume brings together a number of papers with that subject, presented at any one of the DiXiT conventions.

Tools for creating an edition are of course an important subject for digital editors. During the conferences, some presentations focused on fully-fledged environments for digital editing created for specific projects, others presented generic environments for digital editing. Some tools focus on specific preparatory parts of the edition process, such as an analysis of page images. Other papers considered the problem at a higher level of abstraction, discussing for instance the architectural principles for an editorial environment, or the role of the editor in creating such an environment.

The most important technology to be discussed at the meetings was automated collation. This wide interest in collation also was evidenced by the high turnout for the special workshop on the subject of collation held in The Hague in November 2016. In this collection the papers look at the concept of collation, at the problems of collating modern manuscripts, the need for a base manuscript in collation and at the visualisation of collation output. Most of these papers, but not all, use the CollateX collation tool to illustrate their point.

Another subject that remains of vital importance to digital editing is publication technology. Again, the papers take a variety of approaches. Solutions range from the low-tech Omeka platform to a dedicated software platform, the Edition Visualization Technology. A very promising approach is the integration of publication information into the TEI files defining the edition.

A number of other papers discussed technological problems based on specific editions. Examples are the questions of data modelling and linguistic issues in a database of Indian epigraphy, deep (socio-) linguistic annotation in a TEI context and the very complex intertextual relations between medieval capitularies.

Another issue that is often discussed is the question of the edition-as-data versus the edition-as-interface. That too is discussed in this section (as well as under WP1). And there are other papers, not so easily brought under a single heading, such as a paper about font definition in the context of the scholarly edition, a paper about topic modelling in the context of the edition, and a general reflection about tools. Taken together, the papers in this section show the dynamic relation between the fields of scholarly editing and digital technology.

**WP3: Academia, Cultural Heritage, Society**

Humanities scholarship responds to, explores and brings to light our shared cultural heritage. The vast majority of texts used in scholarly editions are owned by cultural heritage organisations which are increasingly moving towards mass digitisation. Scholarly editing is part of this knowledge ecosystem and contributes to the quality of rich knowledge sites for scholars and the general public.
Papers given at the Cologne Convention provided ample evidence of the diversity and dynamic nature of approaches to editing. These approaches reach from the highest methodological standards, developed over decades of textual criticism dealing with huge text corpora in philosophy, theology and the history of sciences to non-academic communities engaging with historical documents and topics as diverse as burial records, sword fighting and spiders. All these papers and some of those presented at the conventions in Antwerp and The Hague centred on the interrelationship between academia, cultural heritage, and society and how scholarly editors can have a wider impact beyond constituencies typically served by its research.

Accordingly, as a first topic the role of museums, libraries and archives on the one hand, and academic scholars and a wider public on the other has been investigated. Papers explored how the quality of digital images and texts can be measured, ensured and improved and how information from various digitization projects can be implemented into digital critical editions. The emergence of new media and formats of cultural heritage material also require new practices, for instance when using film to document the creation of an edition, creating artworks to represent in a creative deformation of a literary work or when editing electronic literature. Digital preservation of endangered cultural heritage has been addressed as a particular challenge, especially in regions of socio-political conflicts and instability with significant constraints of hardware, software, education, network capacity and power.

Web 2.0 approaches and models of public engagement have been investigated as a second research topic. The recent explosion of social networking sites which encourage wide participation from the public opens up a completely new set of challenges and raises many unanswered questions. New editorial formats such as the ‘Social Edition’ are aiming at combining traditional scholarly editing practices and standards with recent developments in online social media environments. Enabled and facilitated through media wiki technology and online platforms we see a growing number of community-driven editorial projects establishing scholarly standards and methods for citizen science independently from academic paternalism.

Under a third topic scholars engaged with marketing research and experimentation in order to propose viable publication models reflecting both financial sustainability for exploitation and maintenance on the one hand, and the general interest of the scholarly community in open access on the other. With regard to increasingly image and audio oriented literacies particular attention has been drawn to the rhythm of data publication that should be brought into accordance with human thinking, talking and production of knowledge.

**Conclusion**
The paper book is not dead. While preparing this publication, some suggested to us that the web might be a better place for extended abstracts such as the ones that we collected here. And of course the web is a wonderful place, digital scholarly editing is thriving because of it. Still, for the focussed reading that scholarship requires,
there is nothing like paper. Conference websites are also likely to disappear, and scattered over the web, unlike paper books. We are proud to offer the world this volume as a testimony to the fecundity of the DiXiT project and the creativity of young scholars facing the challenges and opportunities of the digital realm for the scholarly edition.
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Concepts, Theory, Practice
Towards a TEI model for the encoding of diplomatic charters

The charters of the County of Luna at the end of the Middle Ages

Francisco Javier Álvarez Carbajal


Introduction

This paper presents the current state of my research initiated during my secondment in the Centre for Information Modelling of the Austrian Centre for Digital Humanities in Graz. My main goal was to recover the original aim of the CEI, that is, explore the idea of proposing a standard for the encoding of diplomatic sources and, eventually, find a way to fit this standard in the TEI guidelines. For this purpose, the methodology I have adopted is a case study: a prototype of a Digital Diplomatic Edition presenting an ODD designed to deal with the encoding of the diplomatic structure of a set of medieval charters. In particular, the material selected was a collection of late medieval Asturleonese charters, held in the Archivo de los Condes de Luna (León, Spain) which is an excellent sample to illustrate the documentary strategies carried out by the Quiñones family (Counts of Luna) in a period when they were engaged in a fierce rivalry with the Castilian monarchy and the urban councils of Asturias and León.

1 francisco.alvarez-carbajal@ehess.fr.
3 The archive was catalogued several decades ago. See Álvarez Álvarez 1977 and 1982.
4 We are dedicating our doctoral research to the in-depth study of this issue.
The idea of digitizing diplomatic discourse lies on the necessity to find a feasible way to explore the documentary tenor of huge corpora of charters. This would allow to study charters at a new, larger scale, leading scholars to prove or propose hypotheses that are not achievable easily by traditional means. Besides, there is always the thorny problem of finding an encoding standard, particularly now that TEI has been raised as the de facto one. If digital diplomatists do not find a way to standardize their encoding, they will find their editions unable to interoperate and exchange data.

Finally, it is necessary to clarify that by ‘diplomatic edition’ I do not mean the representation of the visual aspects of manuscripts. Instead, I am using ‘diplomatic’ here to refer to the scholar field of Diplomatics. Therefore, my goal was to create a digital edition that assisted diplomatists to answer, test or suggest hypotheses in their field of knowledge. In order to do so, I believe that a digital diplomatic edition must implement at least the two following key elements:

- Accessible files containing the encoding of the diplomatic structure of a corpus of medieval charters. Such encoding should be as TEI compliant as possible and, in this case, aim to promote further discussion on the development of a standard.
- A search engine capable of retrieving with ease the aforementioned diplomatic clauses.

**Diplomatics and digital editions**

Other scholars before have reflected on the possibilities that Digital Editions offered to Diplomatics. Michele Ansani, for example, stated:

‘(Diplomatics) has widely and long time ago consolidated its methods, during decades it has discussed and substantially normalized its editorial criteria, but above all it has detailed its own analytic categories, formalized terminological and conceptual convergences, and systematized its international scholarly language. (Therefore diplomatics) is a field in theory ready to confront this (digital) transition without major trauma.’

---

5 This is the most extended philologic understanding of diplomatic (or documentary) editions. For instance, see Pierazzo 2011: ‘According to its classic definition, a diplomatic edition comprises a transcription that reproduces as many characteristics of the transcribed document (the diploma) as allowed by the characters used in modern print. It includes features like line breaks, page breaks, abbreviations and differentiated letter shapes.’


7 The nature of this paper does not allow an exhaustive bibliography, but a good starting point can be found in the proceedings of the two conferences dedicated to ‘Digital Diplomatics’. Vogeler 2009; Ambrosio, Barret and Vogeler 2014.

8 Translated from the original in Italian, Ansani 2003.
However, the current scenario of diplomatic editions is quite inconsistent. The lack of encoding standards has led to a panorama of encoding fragmentation and loss of interchangeability among the created editions. In this regard, CEI has been so far the only solid attempt to design a standard for the encoding of charters. However, even if it was implemented by some editions, it never truly achieved the category of standard. Quite on the contrary, many editors have developed their own model ad hoc, and what is worse, their encoding often is not available for the user. On the other hand, another group of editions do follow the TEI guidelines, but their encoding does not reflect the scholarly interests of Diplomatics. Finally, some editions do encode the diplomatic structure of charters, although not in an exhaustive way, leaving in blank important text fragments of interest for the diplomatist.

TEI and the encoding of charters

My proposal is to explore TEI and figure out how the encoding of diplomatic structure can fit in its guidelines. In the last years the rise of TEI as the de facto standard for textual encoding has been obvious. This, together with the fact that TEI also includes some very useful modules for the work of a digital diplomatist (such as msDescription, namesDates, transcr) undoubtedly makes attractive the possibility of making our encoded charters TEI compliant.

However, TEI also has some crucial shortcomings for the diplomatist, since there are no modules dealing with relevant diplomatic concepts, such as diplomatic discourse, documentary tradition or means of authentication (other than seals).

As for the encoding of diplomatic clauses, the TEI enables a way around using the <seg> element. It stands for arbitrary segment and it represents any segmentation of text below the 'chunk' level. Therefore, TEI does allow to mark up any diplomatic clause with the <seg> element. Then, by including the @ana attribute, the editor can point to somewhere in the internet where the clause already is defined. This suits very well the diplomatic analysis since, as we have seen already, the Comission Internationale de Diplomatique has its own vocabulary available online, making it possible to point to a huge part of our academic jargon. According to this method, it is possible to encode, for example, the protocol of a charter in the following manner:

```
<seg ana='http://www.cei.lmu.de/VID/#VID_182'>
```

9 Also see Vogeler 2004.
11 For example, Monumenta Germaniae Historica, Constitutiones et acta publica imperatorum et regum 1357-1378, last accessed January 28, 2016, http://telota.bbaw.de/constitutiones/.
16 See this paper.
This method, however, is very inconvenient in the daily work of the editor: it is too verbose (and thus inefficient) and blind. It compels the encoder/user to previously know the number of the entry in the VID instead of using explicitly the name of the encoded clause, which increases the possibility of error in the encoding.

**An ODD for the encoding of charters**

In short, diplomatists need to create their own set of tags so that anyone immediately can understand and follow their encoding. Luckily, TEI Roma allows for the creation of a customizable ODD and therefore add the elements which are best suitable for our encoding.\(^\text{17}\) In this case, and again thanks to the fact that the VID is available online, it is possible to use as a base the `<seg>` element and define as many types of diplomatic clauses as required by referring to the definitions contained in the VID. This allows for an easier, more intuitive and explicit way of encoding charters.

However, this method also has its drawbacks. One of the main problems that arises when trying to create a standard for the encoding of charters is precisely the wide variety of charters that exists, depending on several factors, such as the historical period, its geographical provenance and the documentary type. This makes it almost impossible to foresee the complete set of elements needed to encode any kind of charter. The set of tags created for the charters of the County of Luna, for example, by force is limited by the particularities of the studied documentary source and, thus, it is highly likely that it will not suffice to encode charters from other periods of geographical areas.

Furthermore, and since the VID is used as the referential conceptual framework, the markup created is forcefully constrained by it. The VID was intended to be a general vocabulary, so in spite of working quite well with the main clauses of the documents (at least in the case of the County of Luna) it cannot guarantee a total adequacy with all kinds of diplomatic phenomena, especially in the finest level of granularity.

This is why, in order to improve and refine the model proposed here, it is my intention to use this ODD to encode charters from other areas and periods. This could be done thanks to my participation in an Iberian network devoted to the study of Portuguese and Castilian notarial documents\(^\text{18}\), and also to my collaboration with Monasterium\(^\text{19}\).

But encoding the diplomatic structure is just one of the challenges ahead when it comes to creating a standard for digital diplomatics. Concepts such as documentary tradition or means of authentication are again non-existent in TEI, and their encoding also must be taken into account when developing a TEI compliant model for the encoding of charters.

---

18 Escritura, notariado y espacio urbano en la corona de Castilla y Portugal (siglos XII-XVII) (ENCAPO).
The prototype
Having all these things in mind, and in close collaboration with Georg Vogeler and the Centre for Information Modelling of the Austrian Center for Digital Humanities[20], we have launched a prototype that includes all the considerations put forward in these papers[21]. The edition allows the visualization of the above mentioned encoding. Also, it has implemented a search engine that allows to retrieve information not only by places, names and dates, but also by diplomatic clauses. In the future, a documentary-type filter may be implemented to help users to compare similar diplomatic models.

With this paper I wanted to bring this issue up for a potential community of digital diplomatists that in a close future I am sure will increase as Digital Editions keep on gaining more attention from textual scholarship. The truth is that a standard always must emanate from the common agreement of the community. Probably in this regard the community of Digital Diplomatics can follow what other SIGs have achieved within TEI.
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The uncommon literary draft and its editorial representation

Mateusz Antoniuk


The ‘uncommon draft’ I am going to discuss was left by the Polish poet Aleksander Wat and simply is inextricable from his biography. While Wat’s legacy is little-known outside Poland, that does not mean that his poetry has been ignored completely by scholars in the West (Venclova 2011; Shore 2006).

A few words on biography

Aleksander Wat was born in 1900 into a Jewish family that was assimilated heavily and secularized. He started his literary career around 1920 as an avant-garde poet writing in Polish. Wat’s early poetical writings are mediocre and interesting only as a reflection of the temper of the times (they heavily are influenced by such European movements as Italian and Russian futurism and French surrealism). Much better from an artistic point of view are translations – Wat, who loved great classical Russian literature, translated the novel The Brothers Karamazow by Dostojevski. Early Wat is also interesting as the author of short prosaic stories written in the 1920s.

One of them, titled The Wandering Jew, can be described as a very ironic, perfectly constructed work of political fiction. Here is a summary of the plot: the Western world is going through a severe economic, social and cultural crisis and is threatened by a Chinese invasion. Nobody knows what to do except for a Jewish billionaire, the richest man on the planet. He knows that the only effective programme to save Western civilization is to reject capitalism in favour of a new ideology, by which the Holy Roman Church, Communists and Jews will join forces. The billionaire’s scheme is carried out: the Holy Catholic Church takes...
political control over world and proclaims theocracy; all clergymen (including the Pope himself) are Jews who converted from Judaism to Catholicism. In this global theocracy governed by the Church and Jews, society is organized in accordance with Communist ideology: no private property, no privately-run trade or industry, everything centrally controlled and planned by the Catholic-Jewish-Communist state.

The global, supranational state works smoothly to everybody's satisfaction, except for anti-Semites. Motivated by their hatred against Jews who, as you remember, turned into Catholic clergy, anti-Semites abandon Catholicism and convert to Judaism, which earlier had been rejected by Jews. In other words: anti-Semites transform themselves into Jews, because they want to fight against Jews, who have transformed themselves into Catholics. In this situation, Jews who transformed themselves into Catholics are forced to fight against anti-Semites who have now become Jews. All of this leads to a situation in which Jews are anti-Semitic and anti-Semites are Jewish.

In his short novel published in 1927 Wat creates a world that is completely crazy. Wat's novel, however, is by no means funny. Rather, it is a catastrophic grotesque written to express the writer's concern that human history has reached the highest level of absurdity in the twentieth century and that the world has lost any sense of orientation and meaning. It is strange that the author of such a grotesque, ironic and catastrophic text as *The Wandering Jew* was able to support any political idea, but in fact Wat was able. In the 1930s, Wat abandoned literary activity almost completely and became entirely involved in the Communist movement as a supporter of the Polish Communist party, which in interwar Poland was illegal.

In 1939, the Second World War began. Poland was invaded by and divided between Germany and the Soviet Union. Wat found himself in the part of Poland occupied by the Soviets, which meant that he did not perish in the Holocaust. However he became the victim of Stalin's policy. He was imprisoned and sent to a forced labour camp in Kazakhstan. But he was lucky enough to survive. When the war was over, the poet and his family were released and returned to Poland. Then, after a few years, they managed to emigrate to France.

In the post-war years, two major changes occurred in Wat's life. First, he became completely disillusioned with Communism. Second, he started to suffer from an incurable neurological illness, which caused extreme pain in the head and the face. The pain was acute and recurred frequently, with brief moments of relief. The intensity of suffering was the reason for Wat's dramatic decision: he committed suicide by taking an overdose of painkillers in 1967. Next to the unconscious poet his wife found a note that read: ‘For God’s sake – do not rescue’.

During this final stage of his life in the 1950s and the 1960s Wat resumed writing poetry. This time the result was impressive. The poems written during this period gained him the reputation of one of the best Polish poets of the second half of the twentieth century. The main subject of Wat's late poetic works is his traumatic experience of pain.
The poem
An untitled poem written by Wat in his final years belongs to this strand of his poetic activity. Let us look at the main fragment of the text in an English paraphrase, which is simple and inevitably loses the linguistic, stylistic values of the original (unfortunately the poem has never been translated into English by professional translator). I hope, however, that the poem will become intelligible, at least at the basic level.

At
the peak
of antinomy:
what belongs to time
versus
what belongs to space.

A young man in his audacity, I declared myself the emperor of space,
and the enemy of confinement and time.
That was foolishness
of youth.
(...)
Now that I have been defeated and broken by time,
the gracious space
offers several cubic decimetres
of lifelong sentence
to hold my bones.

In the absence of a notary, the contract was concluded at a drinking bar.
Where the barmaid and the blacksmith signed with X's,
I, in my vanity, gave a show of calligraphy:
In a decisive move, I put an X on a piece of skin
torn off my forehead, and so,
Marsyas, no Apollo was needed to flay me,
as my forehead is useless
and aches a lot.

Much can be said about this poem written around 1967, shortly before the author’s death, but what I find most important here is the final image. A suffering man on the verge of death concludes an agreement concerning the place for his grave. The text of the agreement is written on a piece of skin torn off the man’s forehead. This macabre manuscript imagined in Wat’s poem is a metaphor of the conjunction between pain and writing, between body and text.
The rough draft
The rough draft of the poem is preserved in the Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University. The text was inscribed, or rather created, on a quite strange ‘work sheet’. What serves here as a work sheet is a packaging of a medicine. Glifané is a strong painkiller that Wat took to achieve temporary relief from the pain in his head and face. The written text is combined into a material unity together with the packaging of a painkiller drug – what kind of conclusion can be drawn from this strict coexistence of the scripture and its physical medium?

My answer will be as concise and simple as possible: the poem about the connection between writing and suffering not only expresses this connection with words, but also manifests it with its material form. This interpretation also can be expressed in terms proposed by American scholars studying the materiality of the text: linguistic code and bibliographic code (Bornstein 2001, 7). We can say that the key concept presented by Aleksander Wat, that is the connection between pain and writing, is communicated here simultaneously by the linguistic code and the bibliographic code. The bibliographic code underscores and enhances the meaning of the linguistic code, while the linguistic code finds its visualisation in the bibliographic code. The division between form and content cannot be maintained any longer as we are dealing with a striking unity.

What happened when the text was transferred from the manuscript to a typescript (and then to a printed edition)? What was the effect of the textual transmission process? On the one hand, we can say that the existence of the text gained a new level of intensity. In its multiple form the text is more accessible, functions in society, and can be read and interpreted. But another interpretation is also possible: in the process of textual transmission the text loses some of the intensity of its existence. It still expresses the idea of conjunction between pain and writing, but the meaning is conveyed in one dimension only: that of the linguistic code which, of course, is preserved, but not that of the bibliographic code, which has been altered completely. The ‘lost value’ of the transferred text can be also described using Benjamin’s famous notion of ‘aura’ (Benjamin 1969). According to Benjamin, the aura is a special property of a work of art in its original spatial and temporal context. If an old painting is removed from the chapel where it was originally placed in accordance with the intentions of the artist and the donator, and is transferred to a museum, it loses its aura. By analogy, Wat’s text moved from its original context, that is from the packaging of a medicine, loses some of its initial impact and its new presence on a paper sheet in a standard edition is much less remarkable and striking.

Editorial representation
What model of editorial representation should be employed in the case of this late, ‘somatic’ poem by Aleksander Wat? Maybe what this literary work needs is a genetic edition, possibly digital. It is not difficult to imagine an edition having the form of a website; the user would be able to trace the process of textual transmission in both directions: beginning with the draft, through the typescript to the first edition and the other way round. Each stage would be accompanied by extensive
commentary. Links would lead to information about Wat’s illness (reflected, in such a dramatic way, by the draft) but also to information about Wat’s wife, Ola, who produced the typescript and who also had a very interesting biography. Other links would point out different ways of interpreting the poem and provide the user with different contexts.

Would such an edition restore the original aura of Wat’s text? According to Benjamin it would not, because any mechanical reproduction, including a digital edition, effaces the auratic properties of a work of art. But even if this conclusion is true, it is not essentially depressing. Quite the contrary, it is a consolation. Even if all manuscripts in the world were digitalized and shared online, traditional archives preserving originals, would still be needed. The packaging of Glifanan on which Wat wrote one of his most disturbing poems, would become just another speck in the global haze of virtual objects. But the original would still be waiting in Beinecke Library for a discoverer eager to see it and to touch it. Of course, this desire for physical contact with the source can be discredited easily as fetishism, logocentrism or an illusion of the metaphysics of presence. And yet many of us, I guess, still feel this kind of desire.
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Data vs. presentation

What is the core of a scholarly digital edition?

Gioele Barabucci,¹ Elena Spadini² & Magdalena Turska³


Critical editions historically have been published as printed books, they are now more often published as electronic resources, mostly as websites. The introduction of electronic publishing toolchains exposed a fundamental distinction between the data of the edition, usually XML/TEI files, and its presentation, usually HTML pages generated on the fly from the TEI files.

This distinction leads to an important question: what constitutes the core of an edition? Its data or its presentation? It is possible to think of a critical edition as a collection of pieces of pure data? Or is a representation layer fundamental to the concept of ‘edition’?

This paper summarizes the two extreme positions that, for the sake of argument, have been held in the panel: the core of the edition lies only in the data vs. the presentation constitutes the core of the scholarly effort. The paper also reports some of the remarks that have been expressed during the discussion that followed the panel.
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A look at a different field: cartography

Before delving into the main question of the panel, it may be beneficial to have a look at another field that has gone through a similar transformation and is facing a very similar issue: cartography.

Cartography is the science, art and craft of summarizing and representing geographical information in maps, two-dimensional graphical documents. The first maps of the earth are contemporary of the first written documents (Harley and Woodward 1987; 1994; Wolodtchenko and Forner 2007).

Each map represents the knowledge that the cartographer has about a certain place plus their ability to represent that knowledge in a drawing. Advances in geographical knowledge lead to better maps, but so did also advances in drawing techniques.

In any case, advancements in cartography will never resolve a fundamental problem: that the perfect map cannot be realized. A perfectly precise depiction of the world is going to be as big as the world itself. This phenomenon is usually referred to as ‘the map is not the territory’ (Korzybski 1933) and forms the basis for the one-paragraph short-story ‘On rigor in science’ by Jorge Luis Borges.

In modern times, thus, with more high-quality data available than can be displayed, the skill of a cartographer is measured more in terms of what they decide to leave out of the map rather than what they include. In a map, each design decision carries a, sometimes unconscious, stance (Wood 1992). For example, maps of the Earth that use the Gall-Peters projection show Africa twice as big as maps that use the more common Mercator projection, conveying a substantial political message (Monmonier 1994).

Sometimes cartographers have produced maps that were ‘defective’ by design: for example nautical maps for routes around meridians and the equator use the gnomonic projection that severely distorts the dry land area but allows the nautical routes to be drawn as straight lines instead of curved lines, significantly simplifying many route calculations (Snyder 1987).

The work of cartographers has changed in the recent times with the digitalization of cartography. In particular, the crowdsourcing project OpenStreetMap has become the reference point for all digital cartographical activities since its inception in 2006.

In 2015 geographical data is no longer scarce: between satellite images and user-collected GPS tracks, an open project like OpenStreetMap has been able to amass more data than any single human will ever be able to look at or review. The problems these days are of a different sort. First of all it is very hard to edit such a gigantic amount of data when errors are spotted or updates are needed. It is also hard to make sure that the quality of the data is high enough through different subsections of the maps. Last, the concept of ‘authoriality’ is hard to apply to such a map, especially in its classic sense.

Based on the data in the OpenStreetMap’s database, many different graphical visualizations have been implemented. A few of these visualizations have been created by the project itself, but many are created and used by external public and
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private organizations that take the freely available data and render it using their own styles for their own needs.

One of the tenets of OpenStreetMap is the rule that says ‘don’t tag for the renderer’\(^5\). This rule highlights that the data should be correct for its own sake and no changes should be done just to make one of the many renderers generate a better visualization.

The importance of this rule stems from the fact that the data is the only thing that users are supposed to touch and influence directly. Their knowledge should be reflected only in what is in the database. The presentation is generated on the fly, it is thus secondary. Under these premises it would be easy to stipulate that for the OpenStreetMap project, the map is the data.

But things are never as easy as they seem. For most users the default visualization is the only visualization they use, know or care about. So it is understandable that they try to modify the data in order to achieve a more correct visualization when they spot something that is not perfectly right. In some cases what moves the users are artefacts that are caused by programming errors in the render and that should be addressed by fixing the code of the render. In other cases the users perceive as wrong artefacts that are instead just unfamiliar (but correct) and try to modify the data so to make the visualisation ‘more right’. An example of this behaviour is the ‘cafe/bar/pub/biergarten’ problem. Each of these kinds of facility is displayed with a different icon in the default renderer. These icons are based on the official definition of those terms, definitions born in the UK culture: for example, the icon for ‘cafe’ is a coffee cup while that for ‘bar’ is a cocktail glass.

There have been many cases in which people from Italy, who were not familiar with the definitions and the tagging schema, tried to change a venue from ‘cafe’ to ‘bar’ because the Italian word for that kind of place is ‘bar’, only to later complain that the map was wrong because it displayed a cocktail glass for a place in which cocktails are not sold. All these attempts to change the data are caused by the users thinking that ‘the map is wrong’ because the visualization is, or is perceived as, wrong. This should make us think that, for many users of the maps produced by OpenStreetMap, the map is the presentation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Map</th>
<th>Edition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Drawing</td>
<td>Book</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The map is the territory</td>
<td>The transcription is the manuscript</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Database</td>
<td>Scanned facsimile + TEI files</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tagging schema</td>
<td>TEI guidelines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renderer</td>
<td>HTML pages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Default render</td>
<td>Edition website</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change renders</td>
<td>Use the TEI files unchanged in another edition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The ‘cafe/bar/pub/biergarten’ problem</td>
<td>Presentational markup like ‘rend=color:red’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^5\) [http://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/Tagging_for_the_renderer].
It may be sensible, at this point, to make some explicit links between maps and critical editions, so to make the analogy more explicit and more fruitful to the discussion.

This excursion into the world of cartography was supposed to abstract us by the question at stake (what constitutes an edition: its data or its presentation?) by providing insights from a different research area. Seeing the problem under a different light and with a more distant glance can help framing the question in a more rigorous way. The question itself, however, remains yet unsolved. In the next sections we will discuss more in depth the consequences of considering only the data or only the presentation as the core of a scholarly edition.

Plaidoyer for the presentation

There are two common places about interfaces and, as many common places, they are partly true. The first is quoted by Donald A. Norman, a design guru: ‘The real problem with interface is that it is an interface. Interfaces get in the way. I do not want to focus my energies on interface. I want to focus on my job’ (Laurel and Montford 1990). The second is that developing an interface is often the last step in a project; at that stage it may happen that the project is running out of time and money.

These widespread approaches explain why it is necessary to defend the importance of the presentation layer in a Scholarly Digital Edition.

In the Guidelines of the MLA we can read that the scholarly edition’s basic task is to present a reliable text (MLA 2011; emphasis mine). In Sahle’s definition, ‘A scholarly edition is an information resource’ (Sahle 2014). The same concept is stated in the White Paper of the MLA devoted to Digital Editions: ‘Our definition of an edition begins with the idea that all editions are mediations of some kind: they are a medium through which we encounter some text or document and through which we can study it. In this sense an edition is a re-presentation, a representational apparatus, and as such it carries the responsibility not only to achieve that mediation but also to explain it: to make the apparatus visible and accessible to criticism’ (MLA 2015; emphasis mine).

By editing a text and providing a scholarly edition, the editor makes a text available. In this act of communication, as in any other, the presentation layer (the signifier) is important. To summarize, if one of the editor’s aim is to communicate, she should find out the best way to do it.

By way of illustration, some examples will be provided. A scholarly edition commonly includes a table of contents and one or more indexes. In The Dynamic Table of Contexts (INKE et al.) they are presented together. The user has access to the text (on the right), to the encoding (the ‘tags’ column on the left) and to the structure of the text (the table of contents). The functionalities have been combined: when the user selects a tag, she will also see where the tag appears in the text and in the table of contents. The access to the data is in this case easy.

6 <http://voyant-tools.org/?skin=dtc&corpus=1369422830248.654&docId=d1369370428939.8c168831-fad0-0412-cc3b-c8b0c0242772.>
and multiple. Therefore the act of communication undertaken by the editor is effective.

An opposite example is provided by *The Proceedings of the Old Bailey* (Hitchcock 2012), a commendable edition of criminal trials held at London’s central criminal court between 1674 and 1913. The XML data (available on click) reveals that some information is encoded, but not visualized. For instance, in the trial of Sarah Crouch for a theft (Old Bailey Proceedings Online t17270222-67), the Three Compasses is mentioned. Three Compasses is encoded as a place, using <placeName>, but nothing in the interface shows it, nor is there a link to the beautiful map (Greenwood: Three Compasses, map section 2), from the same period, where the place is marked. The presentation layer provides in this case little access to the data, that is almost lost. The act of communication is therefore not effective.

The prototype *Around a sequence and some notes of Notebook 46: encoding issues about Proust’s drafts* (Pierazzo and André 2012) shows how a peculiar document may need a peculiar presentation, and an unsuitable presentation, may even hide its interesting features. The prototype offers an interactive genetic edition; the main point of interest for the current discussion is that the visualization allows the user to look at the openings, not only at the recto or verso. As one of the editors wrote, ‘Proust considered his writing space to be the opening as a whole, as he used to write only on the right side of the opening of his own notebooks and used the left side for additions, corrections and rewriting. Therefore, the page-by-page visualization that has become the standard for some types of digital editions was not an option’ (Pierazzo 2015).

Visualization tools are so largely used in Digital Humanities that they can represent a distinctive mark of the discipline. The importance of a certain presentation of data is (or should be) particularly clear in the field of scholarly editions: textual scholars are used to devote attention to how, where and why a certain text is displayed on the page and in the book. Moreover, the shift from a printed book to a digital screen has stimulated reflections on how to present data. Visualization has been used so intensively in DH that critical voices have raised. For instance, Johanna Drucker urges the Humanities to rethink visualization of data, or, as she put it, of capta (what the scholar collects as data). In her view, the interpretative (vs. realist) and qualitative (vs. quantitative) aspects of the information, distinctive of the Humanities, should be represented and highlighted. ‘The rhetorical force of graphical display is too important a field for its design to be adopted without critical scrutiny and the full force of theoretical insight’ (Drucker 2011).

‘The rhetorical force of graphical display’ (from quote above) is put into effect when somebody states: ‘You doubt of what I say? I’ll show you’ (cf. Latour 1985). Applying this to digital editions means using ‘the rhetorical force of graphical display’ and (we shall add) the power of interactivity to convey the contents of the scholarly edition.
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The following examples, by offering different visualizations (more or less graphical representations, more or less interactive) of the same data, show how the communication between the editor and the user may improve thanks to these approaches.

As part of the Interface Critique platform, J. Van Zundert and T. Andrews presented a paper entitled Apparatus vs. Graph – an Interface as Scholarly Argument (Van Zundert and Andrews 2014). Several visualizations of the collation results (using, for instance, CollateX) are compared: in the graph it is possible to follow the text and its fluidity for each of the witnesses. The graphical representation is readable and intuitive, while the apparatus is a technical, formalized and very compressed way to convey the information.

On the matter of interactivity, the VBase tool integrated into the Commedia Digital Edition (Shaw 2010) is an effective example. The readings of multiple witnesses for one verse can be visualized in the edition in a number of ways (through the apparatus or word-by-word). VBase, instead, permits the user to search for readings, according to parameters such as manuscripts and portion of the text. In this case, data is not only visualized, but the user can interact with them.

In Information Visualization for Humanities Scholars, the authors argue that ‘the humanities approach consists (...) of examining the objects of study from as many reasonable and original perspectives as possible to develop convincing interpretations. (...) a visualization that produces a single output for a given body of material is of limited usefulness; a visualization that provides many ways to interact with the data, viewed from different perspectives, is better; a visualization that contributes to new and emergent ways of understanding the material is best. In this context, there is an important difference between static and interactive visualizations’ (Sinclair et al. 2013).

The edition L’édit de Nantes et ses antécédents (1562-1598) by the École nationale des Chartes (Barbiche 2005-2011) is completed with three indexes: of places, persons and subjects. The Index des lieux lists the places and indicates in which edicts they appear. The same data (the texts of the edicts) has been processed through RezoViz9, one of the Voyant visualization tools, which shows the relations between the terms (peoples, locations, organizations). The two visualizations permit to pose different questions to the corpus: where does a certain term appear and together with which other term. The second is interactive: links can be edited and the functions at the bottom of the page set. In this case, the Index des lieux and the RezoViz visualization would be complementary, offering ‘many ways to interact with the data’.

If the majority of the SDEs offer multiple views on the material (see, e.g., Van Hulle and Neyt), ‘a visualization that contributes to new and emergent ways of understanding (it)’ is more rare in the digital editions’ panorama. To conclude, thanks to the power of graphical display and of interactivity it is possible to look at the same data in different ways and to ask them different questions. The way data

is presented is fundamental in order to fulfil the task of any scholarly edition as an act of communication.

Supremacy of data
We have seen that digital cartography already is asking itself ‘what is the map? the data or its presentation?’. Scholarly editions in the digital era move as well from the tangible, physical object of printed editions into constantly evolving, multi-faceted and interactive applications, transferring significant portion of the power to approach the material into the hands of its users. Basically all printed editions are available only in one particular book format, while current HTML-based editions routinely are displayed in a myriad of different ways depending on the electronic device used to access them. More importantly an edition printed on paper allows only one possible reading direction while hypertextual interfaces allow the same text to be experienced in countless different ways.

Notably, for digital maps and editions alike, there is a prominent group of users who are happy to stay unconscious of the distinction between the data and the product they use, which is a certain projection of the data created as a response to their queries by a certain system. Nevertheless the process of transformation of the data to generate that particular view requested by the user happens every time such a request occurs. Thus, unlike the printed edition or a map, which stay safe and useful on the library shelf even if their creators switch jobs and burn all their working notes, systems that generate their digital counterparts are rendered helpless when the data is broken.

The data gathering phase is always an equally crucial prerequisite in preparing a faithful map as an edition. Alas, once the final opus is deemed ready and fixed in tangible form the work no longer depends for its existence on the original data. In digital realm this link is much more direct and can never be broken. This is the first important consequence of digital paradigm: data is not just used once in preparation and later filed away but needs to stay there forever (read: for the lifetime of the digital resource). What follows is the second consequence: changes to final presentation require edits to the underlying data or enhancements for the rendering software, but tweaking the generated output makes no sense at all.

It is unquestionable that certain presentational aspects, like system of customary visual clues adopted to communicate common phenomena (e.g. foreign words marked in italics), clear layout and user friendly interface, well-thought search engine or meaningful visualizations enormously facilitate decoding of the information stored in the raw datasets. For the majority of users it makes a world of difference when it comes to practical exploration of the scholarly resource. Yet, the change is merely quantitative, not qualitative. Even with most unhelpful of presentations, the information still stays there, in the raw data, and remains discoverable and processable in an automated manner regardless of how much the presentation layer assists in that or not.

Thus, from a general perspective, a poorly designed system with high quality data is indeed much better then a beautiful one with data that is limited, inconsistent or inadequately modelled in the digital form. For the former it will be
always possible to transfer the data into a better system, while there is not much that can be done without significant and difficult (in terms of time, money and human skills) amendments if the structure or scope of the data is insufficient.

As to what distinguishes a poor system from the well-designed one – in this day and age it sometimes will be time alone. With technological progression and growing user expectations it is often a question of mere years for the state of the art presentation to start to feel dated and obsolete. There is no reason though while such a system could not be updated at relatively small cost and given a new lease on life through changes to the presentation generating parts alone. Presentation being thus ephemeral by its very nature cannot be deemed the most important aspect of a digital work.

Final notes
The concept of data and of presentation, and the relationship between them, is changing in the digital paradigm. In the field of scholarly editions, these topics deserve new attention. The discussion that followed the panel was extensive and exposed numerous viewpoints on the subject. Unfortunately there are no transcriptions of the whole discussion (and a diligent reader will quickly observe how we thus are running into an insufficient data problem), but it can be reconstructed partly from the messages sent via Twitter with the hashtag #dixit1. An archive of all the tweets of the conference can be found on the DiXiT website.¹⁰

To conclude, we would like to point out two of the comments from the discussion. The first one is about the fact that the edition is in the encoding;¹¹ this implies that encoded data is, in a certain sense, already a scholarly-mediated presentation of other data that exist in the original manuscript. The second comment reminds us that this discussion is well known and is part of a deeply entrenched philosophical argument closely related to ‘Kant’s distinction between Erscheinung and Ding an sich’.¹²
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The formalization of textual criticism
Bridging the gap between automated collation and edited critical texts

Gioele Barabucci¹ & Franz Fischer²


Introduction
Not much of the editorial process of creating digital scholarly editions is automated or assisted by computer tools. Even those parts of the process that are automated do not really form a cohesive unit. For example, the tools and the data formats used to extract text via OCR from manuscripts are different and mostly incompatible with the tools and data formats used to collate the extracted texts. Because of these incompatibilities or missing computer tools, the editorial workflow is highly fragmented, hard to manage in small-scale editions and to extend to big-scale projects.

This paper discusses several challenges we have been facing in various collaborative editorial projects run at our research center, including large-scale projects, such as Capitularia or Novum Testamentum Graece.³ These editions deal with hundreds texts transmitted in even more manuscript witnesses. Conceived as long-term project, they involve dozens of editors and collaborators. It is easy to imagine that maintaining consistent editorial practices throughout the years and changes in the composition of the editing team is not an easy effort. Simple tasks like collating a particular passage or finding occurrences of a certain editing pattern in the transmission of the texts can be daunting. There are computer tools that could help with some of these tasks. However, they cover only a few of the editorial steps, do not always interact with the editors and are hard to combine into a coherent workflow.

¹ gioele.barabucci@uni-koeln.de.
² franz.fischer@uni-koeln.de.
³ See the contributions by Klaus Wachtel and Daniela Schulz (this volume).
In order to solve these problems, we suggest the adoption of a shared formalization describing the editorial process. The use of this shared formalization will allow the whole editorial process to be semi-automated, with positive repercussions on the workload of the editors and on the quality and verifiability of the edition itself.

**Problem: computers should help more but there are many gaps in the editorial workflow**

There are many areas of the editorial process that could be improved if computer-based tools were available.

*Dealing with massive traditions.* Editorial projects that deal with hundreds of witnesses often have to sacrifice precision in their results in order to be able to deliver a complete edition inside the limits of the agreed budget (time, people and money). Letting computers deal with the most repetitive tasks frees up many resources that can be better spent on the research questions of the projects.

*Advanced search.* The current search tools allow only few kinds of searches, usually just textual searches. Researchers often have the need to search vast corpora looking for complex editing patterns.

*Documentation of editorial guidelines and automatic review.* Normally the editorial guidelines (e.g., which variants are to be included in the critical apparatus) are expressed in the introduction of the edition. It is impossible in practice for the readers of the editions, as well as for the authors themselves, to be sure that these guidelines have always been followed.

*Reproducibility.* In theory, given the same materials and the rules stated in the introduction of an edition, it should be possible to reproduce the same outcomes described in the edition itself. This is what gives credibility to an edition. (For a discussion on the role of reproducibility in digital scholarly editions see, among others, van Zundert 2016.) Such verification tasks are impossible to carry out manually for any non-trivial edition.

Admittedly, certain parts of the editorial process have received a certain degree of support from computer tools. For example, collation tools such as CollateX (Dekker 2015) have been successfully integrated in many editions; stemmatic tools like Stemmaweb (Andrews 2014) also have been applied in various projects; publication frameworks based on TEI and LaTeX like TEI-CAT (Burghart 2016) or EVT (Rosselli Del Turco 2014) have been used in the production of some editions.

All these tools, however, act like small unconnected islands. They expect input and output data to match their own data format and data model, both narrowly tailored to their task and following their own idiosyncratic vocabulary. Please note that, while this behaviour seems to resembles the famous UNIX principle ‘do one thing and do it well’ (Salus 1994), it fails to comply with the second, and more important, UNIX principle ‘write programs to work together’. In our experience with both small- and large-scale projects, most of the programming time is spent writing code to coordinate these services (for example converting between incompatible data models). Instead of writing glue code between incompatible services, the same time could be better spent providing enhanced functionality built on top of these tools.
Looking at a generic editorial process for a digital scholarly edition (see Figure 1), we easily notice that there is a roadblock between each step. Each of these roadblocks represent a different data format, data model or vocabulary. At each step some editorial information is lost because of these incompatibilities. Moreover, the inherent difficulty in dealing with all these disconnected worlds leads editors to perform many of these steps manually.

Whenever editors perform a step manually, various issues arise. First of all, doing manual transformations often means manually changing files in situ, mixing the output of the tool with the manual interventions of the editor. Second, manual changes are hard (often impossible) to replicate. This means that if one of the steps has to be redone (for example, because a better transcription has been produced or a new witness has emerged), then the editors will not be able to use the computer tool again and will have to redo the whole step manually, skip it or lose their interventions.

We can provide a practical example of how these manual changes interfere with the editing process. Suppose we are editing a three-witness text. We used CollateX to generate a collation table of our three witnesses. Because there were some misalignment, we manually fixed the generated collation. We then used this collation to manually typeset an edition in CTE, manually choosing some readings as correct and including in the critical apparatus all the variants except some deemed irrelevant (such as all orthographic variants except in proper nouns). In addition, we decided to render all the names of kings in bold. We realize only near the end of our edition that fragments of our text can be found also in fourth manuscripts. Generating a new collation table with CollateX means losing all the manual work we have done in the meantime, basically the whole editorial work. If, instead of manually making these changes, we just stated the changes we wanted...
to make and let a computer apply them for us, we could easily run the whole editorial process again in few clicks. As a useful byproduct, we also would have a complete list of all the editorial decisions we have taken during the preparation of the edition. But how could we describe the actions we want to make?

**Root cause: current tools are based on incomplete theoretical basis**

The question of how to describe the editorial decisions takes us to the root cause of our problems: the lack of a shared theoretical foundations that can be used to describe all the steps of the editorial process and can be used by all the computer tools involved in it.

Let us state clearly that the described issues are not due to fact that the implementations of the tools are incomplete.

The root cause lies, instead, in the fragile theoretical foundations upon which these tools are built. For example, it would not be too hard for a tool to automatically typeset a whole edition, but it cannot do it because it does not know which variants should be considered correct, which are relevant enough to be included in the critical apparatus and which should just be omitted. In turn, a tool cannot know how to identify a variant as correct, relevant or irrelevant if the editor has not explained it. And under the theoretical frameworks used by current tools, the editor has no way to explain to the tool what rules it should apply to identify a variant as relevant.

---

**Figure 2: All the editorial steps need, directly or indirectly, a shared formalization.**
It is clear that to address our problems there must be a way for the editors to describe their rules, decisions and preferences to the machine. In other words, a formalization of the editorial process. In order to be useful, such a formalization should define, in precise and machine-readable terms, the many different aspects that comprise the editorial workflow.

The shared formalization should allow the editors to, at least:

- define the basic elements that a tool can operate upon;
  - e.g., does the tool operate on letters? (and what is a ‘letter’ in its parlance? A Unicode codepoint? A grapheme?) or hieroglyphs? words? XML nodes? sequences?
- provide a way to group, classify and identify these basic elements;
  - e.g., which words are adjectives, which are names of people?
- name and define the known editing phenomena and the rules to detect them;
  - e.g., a saut du même au même is detected in document B, if document B contains the sequence W1 W5, while document A contains the sequence W1 W2 W3 W4 W5 and W1 is identical to W4;
- define which classes of editing phenomena are relevant and which are not;
  - e.g., orthographic variations in general = NON RELEVANT, orthographic variance in the names of kings = RELEVANT;
- state rules on how certain classes of editing phenomena influence the critical edition;
  - e.g., if document A contains a sentence similar to another found in B, but the sentence in A has been truncated due to saut du même au même ⇒ then A cannot be an ancestor of B in the stemma codicum;
  - e.g., all orthographic variants of the names of kings must appear in the critical apparatus and in bold.

Such a shared formalization is needed because all the editorial steps are based, directly or indirectly, on it. This dependence is graphically exemplified in Figure 2.

**Proposed solution: structured changes, machine-readable editorial knowledge**

One such shared formalization could be created borrowing existing models from computer science, in particular from the field of document changes: the Universal Delta Model (UniDM) (Barabucci 2013), the associated document model CMV+P (Content Model Variants + Physical carrier) (Barabucci forthcoming) and the concepts of meaningful changes and detection rules (Barabucci 2016).

The CMV+P document model sees digital documents as stacks of abstraction levels, each storing content according to a certain model. For example, an XML-TEI document is seen at the same time as a graph of TEI objects, as a tree of XML nodes, as a string of Unicode codepoints, as a series of UTF-8 byte sequences, as a series of bits, and so on. The content inside each abstraction level is addressed according to an addressing scheme that suits the model of that level (e.g., XPath or XPointer for XML, 0-based indexes for bytes). This precise system allows tools working at different levels of abstraction to work on the the same document without loss of precision or lossy data/model conversions.
On top of this data model, the Universal Delta Model provides a uniform way to describe the differences (the delta) between two or more documents. These differences (termed changes) can be basic or structured. Basic changes describe the simplest kind of changes that can happen at a certain abstraction level. For example, at the alphabetic level, letters can be removed or added, while at the XML level what is removed or added are elements, comments, text nodes and so on.

Basic changes can be grouped together to create structured changes if they match a certain detection rule. For example, if one deletion and one addition operate on the same node, we can construct one replacement structured change by combining these two basic changes. Similarly, if we see that the letter being added is the uppercase version of the letter being deleted, then we further classify this replacement change as a capitalization change.

Using this technique editors could define their own detection rules and use these rules to explain to the machine how to classify variants and what to do with the classified variants. One example of sophisticated detection rules are the rules for the detection of undo operations in the writings of Samuel Beckett (Barabucci 2016).

It is envisioned that the community of digital scholarly editors could share their rules in public repositories, letting other editors reuse their rules or write even more refined rules on top of them.

Detection rules could as well be published as part of the respective edition to make it verifiable.

Conclusions
Currently only few steps of the editorial workflow of a digital scholarly edition are automated or receive help from computer tools. The main issue with the current tools is that they do not share data models and formats: each tool uses its own idiosyncratic data model. For this reason, making the tools work together is extremely time-consuming, cumbersome and prone to information losses. This problem is also the root of many limitations: one example is the lack of feedback or communication between the tools and the editors, another example is the impossibility for editors to suggest their preferences to these tools and influence their behaviour.

We identify the root cause of this issues with the lack of a shared formalization and propose a shared formalization that is based on models and techniques borrowed from computer science, in particular from the field of document changes. Using the Universal Delta Model, the CMV+P document model and the concepts of structured changes and detection rules it is possible to define in precise and rigorous terms all the editorial decisions taken during the creation of a digital scholarly edition.

This shared formalization would lead to the semi-automatization of the editorial process, cleanly dividing the responsibilities between editors and computers. The responsibility of editors would be to describe their choices and decisions, including rules and exceptions. Computers would, instead, deal with applying these rules and decisions in the best way.
This kind of semi-automatization would leave the editors in charge of all the scholarly decisions, while handing over to the machine the more mechanical part of the work, such as normalizing the transcriptions, collating the documents, removing irrelevant variants, typesetting the edition and so on.

Additional features that this paradigm would bring are the possibility 1) to perform advanced pattern-based search; 2) to replay the past work if, for example the set of witnesses has changed, an editorial rule has been revised or a transcription has been improved; 3) to verify if the stated editorial rules have been properly followed and the end results are replicable.
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Modelling process and the process of modelling: the genesis of a modern literary text

*Elli Bleeker*


‘She showed him the stories in statu nascendi. He could see how she filled (them) with the truffles of a mocking thought(;) how she ornamented them with the rigging pendants of metaphores …’

(Raymond Brulez, ‘Sheherazade of Literatuur als Losprijs’; own translation)

‘Follow the question mark, not the exclamation point.’

(David Bowie)

Scholarly editors are a peculiar species. They know a literary work almost better than its creator does; yet they seem content with a role ‘behind the scenes’. At the same time, they hope that their edition reaches a large public and succeeds in convincing its readers of the value of the text. What this ‘text’ may be and how it can best be represented varies according to a number of factors. One of the most important factors are the editors themselves, namely from which perspective and with what intention they approach the text. Peter Shillingsburg refers to this as the editor’s ‘orientation’ towards the text (Shillingsburg 2001: 5).

This is an interesting given, for it describes the presence of a subjective part in a research methodology that in general includes a meticulous and careful examination of facts. A large body of literature exists on this tension between objective editing and interpretation (e.g., Zeller 1995; Gabler 2010; Pierazzo 2015). In recent years, it has become clear that objective editing is both infeasible and undesirable. The
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present-day literature seems to consider this a positive development: according to Paul Eggert, it relieves textual scholars from the ‘guilt’ of critically intervening between reader and text (Eggert 2005: 94). And Shillingsburg, who appears to have a slightly different idea of the character of editors, writes that at least ‘it should keep them from acting as though their work was either universally adequate or faultless’ (Shillingsburg: 3). To let go of this ‘untenable pretense of objectivity’, as David Greetham describes it (qtd. in Eggert, 84), means that editors can ‘acknowledge a more self-reflective hermeneutics’ (Dahlström 2006: 362). These opinions form, together with the technological developments and increasingly interdisciplinary editing projects, a fertile ground for more experimental approaches to editing.

The conditions outlined above also accord well with the idea behind modelling. In her extensive discussion of this concept, Elena Pierazzo stresses two characteristics: that modelling is an ‘iterative, learning process’; and – accordingly – that failure is completely acceptable (2015: 39; idem 63). Not incidentally, modelling has become an important aspect of digital editing. Its trial-and-error character indeed could result in a more self-reflective textual scholarship; a discipline that is interested in the process of editing and acknowledges that – just as the ‘final’ text does not exist – the ‘final edition’ of a work might be an outdated notion. This is epitomized by Edward Vanhoutte’s response to the critical reviews of his digital edition of Stijn Streuvels’ De teleurgang van de Waterhoek: his analysis of the reasons behind some of the edition’s shortcomings are almost as a valuable research output as the edition itself (Vanhoutte 2006: 162-5).

The current research project can be seen in a similar light. Its goal is to examine the different possibilities of digitally representing the genesis of a literary work, and what that implies for the tasks of the editor. It uses as case study the story collection Sheherazade of Literatuur als Losprijs (1932) by Flemish author Raymond Brulez. A study of the Sheherazade-material demonstrates what scholarly editors already know: the genesis and transmission of a literary work can be as compelling as the work itself. The extant documentary sources offer a number of promising possibilities to illustrate the development of this text, each possibly presenting its own challenges. The section that follows demonstrates one of these challenges using an example from the genetic dossier of Sheherazade. Our example regards the development of the so-called ‘gramophone sentence’ and consists of the following fragments, all located in the Archive and Museum for Flemish Cultural Life in Antwerp (AMVC):

- N1: note 5/33 (B 917 / H / 2a)
- N2: note 15/33 (B 917 / H / 2a)
- MS1: front page of the draft manuscript (B 917 / H / 2b)
- MS8: page 8 of the draft manuscript (B 917 / H / 2b)
- TSfol: folio typescript with author’s corrections (B 917 / H / 3)
- TSq: quarto typescript with author’s corrections (B 917 / H / 3)
- P: page proof (B 917 / H / 3)

The genetic dossier, also referred to as avant-texte, is a selection of all extant documentary material of the work (e.g., notes, draft manuscript, corrected typescripts) critically assembled by the editor, that together gives a representation of the text’s genesis.
Note 5/33 (N5, depicted below in Figure 1), mentions the ‘flagellatory music’ of the opera by Richard Strauss.

A second, more substantial note also mentions a gramophone. On note 15/33 (N15; Figure 2), Brulez describes in his typical lyrical terms how the needle of a gramophone player ‘floats over the ebonite black whirl of a vinyl record’; the reflection of the light on the record resembling the hourglass of eternity, symbolizing the nearing end of its existence.

The fact that the gramophone plays a significant role in the story is confirmed further by the title page of the manuscript (M1, Figure 4). On this document Brulez wrote the title of the main narrative, the date and place of inspiration (August 16th, in the ‘Kursaal’ in Oostende), the period of writing (August 1929 – March 1930) and, in the lower left corner, one comment: ‘the gramophone: Pandora’s box from which Shiriar’s (dreams?) were constantly born’. This reference to Pandora’s box, however, does not recur elsewhere in the main narrative. It is also not clear when he wrote this comment, but considering the place and the slightly thicker ink it was probably in a later stage than the title and his name.

Figure 1: N5 with keywords ‘de gramofoon(sic) muziek: / Strauss ‘Salome’: muzikaal / flagellantisme / flagellantische muziek’.

Figure 2: N15, an extended version of the gramophone sentence.
Figure 3-4: M1, the front page of the draft manuscript. In the lower right corner (in close-up, left) a reference to the gramophone.
Figure 5: M8 (flipped sideways). The gramophone sentence is written in the left margin, which suggests that it was added in a later stage.

Figure 6: first conceptual model of the relationships between segments of the text.
There is no direct reference to Pandora's box in the main narrative, but the phrases on the notes are both incorporated – in slightly altered versions – into the margin of the manuscript M8 (Figure 5).

In general, Brulez’ composition process started with the sketching of a writing plan, making notes, and drafting a manuscript (cf. Fierens 2015, 58-9). However, the fact that the gramophone sentence is added in the margin of MS8 suggests that at least N5 and N15 are written after the first manuscript draft. The gramophone sentence subsequently is incorporated – with slight variations – in the folio typescript (TSfol) and the quarto typescript (TSq), as well as in the page proof (P) of the story. A first conceptual model of the sentence is depicted below (Figure 6).

Despite its simplicity, this model clarifies the dynamic workings of the text and illustrates how the extant documents are related. Keep in mind that this represents only one sentence. The links between the nodes are meaningful in the sense that they represent the path between two writing stages. The model shows, among other things, the connection between the manuscript MS8 and the two notes N5 and N15 without necessarily indicating a chronological order. Textual genesis is often not linear or chronological; it can be imagined as a dynamic network of interrelated documents.

In her discussion of a model of textual transmission, Pierazzo mentions ‘channels’ through which text is transmitted and, during the transmission, is susceptible for ‘noise’ and other interferences that lead to variance (2015: 69). Although Pierazzo talks about textual transmission on a larger scale, it is possible to extend this metaphor to our case: the path between different writing stages would be the channel. The next challenge is to make sense of those relationships, whether we call them paths or channels, while retaining part of their dynamicity. The rudimentary nature of N5 adds another level of complexity: can we consider it a proper version of the gramophone sentence? How do we handle such loose snippets and similar paralipomena?

Previous studies (cf. Van Hulle 2008) build upon the aforementioned ‘network’-metaphor and suggest recreating a similar hypertextual structure. Pierazzo suggests that ‘this can be easily done in the XML (sic) source code, but not yet in the output’. So what could the output look like? If we consider the practice of a number of existing editions dealing with similar challenges, it becomes clear that there is not one ‘correct’ approach. There is the ‘linkemic approach’ of the aforementioned Streuvels-edition of Vanhoutte and Marcel DeSmedt that indeed connects related paragraphs within an Xpointer structure. Moreover, John Bryant’s fluid text edition of Melville’s Typee proposes to explain textual variation with editorial narratives. A third example is the Beckett Digital Manuscript Project that connects variant sentences by means of the same TEI XML element <xml:id>. Users of the Beckett Archive can select sentences to collate and subsequently see their connections in the collation output, where the versions are presented in a

---

3 In a blogpost on May 11, 2012 <http://epierazzo.blogspot.co.uk/2012/05/genetic-encoding-at-work.html>, last accessed on January 15, 2016.
In general, it is important to keep in mind that the goal is to provide a suitable environment to study the work’s genesis. This does not imply necessarily that the model needs to mimic it.

Although it is only one aspect of Brulez’ writing process, the example of the gramophone sentence illustrates the intriguing issue of modelling and representing textual relations across documents. Future research entails an examination of the existing editorial practices, and testing different ways to represent the fascinating stories told by textual variation. Is it possible to maintain, as Alan Galey describes it, ‘the double-vision that characterizes textual scholarship: to see at once both the signifying surface and what lies beneath’ (2010: 106)? It seems necessary, now more than ever, that scholarly editors find a balance between establishing editorial standards and respecting the ‘unique features of every single writing process’ (Van Hulle 2004: 6). As a result, they might create increasingly distinctive editions that reflect not only the writer and the work in question, but also the unique features of their editor(s).
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Towards open, multi-source, and multi-authors digital scholarly editions

The Ampère platform

Christine Blondel1 & Marco Segala2


Introduction
André-Marie Ampère (1775-1836) is renowned for his fundamental contributions to classical electromagnetism after his mathematical theory of electrodynamics as published in 1826 (Ampère 1826). James Clerk Maxwell referred to Ampère as ‘the Newton of electricity’: ‘The experimental investigation by which Ampere established the laws of the mechanical action between electric currents is one of the most brilliant achievements in science. The whole, theory and experiment, seems as if it had leaped, full grown and full armed, from the brain of the Newton of electricity. It is perfect in form, and unassailable in accuracy, and it is summed up in a formula from which all the phenomena may be deduced, and which must always remain the cardinal formula of electro-dynamics’ (Maxwell 1973: part IV, chapter III, § 528, p. 162). But his achievements went well beyond physics: before 1820 his reputation – and his position within the prestigious Académie des Science of Paris – was mainly due to his activity in mathematics (Ampère 1802, 1815) and chemistry (Ampère 1814). In fact, Ampère was a polymath and his writings reflect various interests and research projects in natural sciences and humanities.
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Today we still conserve the greatest part of Ampère’s writings: quantitatively and qualitatively his corpus is one of the most significant in the history of French science. In 2005 the project for a digital edition of his corpus was launched: Christine Blondel, researcher at the Centre national de la recherche scientifique (CNRS), obtained a grant from the French Agence nationale pour la recherche (ANR) and the support of the Cité des sciences et de l’industrie and the Fondation EDF (the foundation of the Electricité de France, Inc.). Hence the platform ‘Ampère et l’histoire de l’électricité’ (www.ampere.cnrs.it) was put in place.

In 2016, thanks to another ANR grant, a new project led by Christine Blondel and Marco Segala (University of L’Aquila, Italy) at the Centre Alexandre Koyré has achieved a completely new version of the platform. The Atelier des Humanités Numériques of the Ecole Normale Supérieure at Lyon has given technical collaboration in establishing the new platform through BaseX³ and Synopsis.⁴

The first platform was projected to host two different sets of sources and documents: the first one presenting André-Marie Ampère’s writings (publications, correspondence, and manuscripts), to give scholars an easy access to the author who at the beginning of the 1820s established a seminal mathematical theory of electrodynamics; the second one – mainly addressed to laypeople, school professors in physics, and their pupils – devoted to the history of electricity and magnetism and providing primary and secondary sources and multimedia documents with videos of historical experiments.

While the second part has migrated into the new platform with minor changes in content, the first part has seen substantial transformation and becomes an actual digital scholarly edition of Ampère’s writings and correspondence. In the first website the publications, with the exception of a few ones, were displayed in PDF format; the correspondence mainly relied upon the De Launay’s uncomplete edition (De Launay 1936: vol. 3); the manuscripts section collected the 53417 facsimiles of the papers conserved at the Archives of the Paris Académie des Sciences – but only a very small portion had been transcribed. The new version is offering the complete TEI transcription of Ampère’s publications and correspondence – now completed notably by an extended youth correspondence between Ampère and another young bourgeois passionate about science – and TEI transcriptions of a qualitatively important selection of the manuscripts (in the new platform more correctly called archives, the French term for ‘archival material’). The corpus is enriched by an indexation of all the transcribed material. Moreover the annotation software ‘Pundit’, developed by the Italian Net7, has been implemented to allow private and public annotations.

This presentation will illustrate contents, aims, and challenges of the new digital edition of Ampère’s corpus and will consider the importance of implementing the digital edition with annotation software.

³ Open source software that is defined as «a light-weight, high-performance and scalable XML Database engine and XPath/XQuery 3. 1 processor»; it «includes full support for the W3C Update and Full Text extensions». It is an interactive and user-friendly GUI frontend that gives full insight into XML documents.

⁴ Open source software, it is a full XML corpus publishing system from BaseX XML database.
Contents: the corpus and its TEI transcription

Ampère’s corpus is composed of 153 publications (3689 pages), mainly in the domain of mathematics, physics, and philosophy of science, 1182 letters (from and to Ampère), and 53417 archival pages devoted to scientific disciplines (mathematics, physics, chemistry, astronomy, natural history), the human sciences (psychology, philosophy, linguistics), and personal writings (autobiography, personal journals, poetry).

As previously said, all the publications and letters, together with a significant selection of the manuscripts, have been encoded according to the TEI. Choosing TEI for the encoded transcriptions was not only motivated by the exigency to adhere to consolidated international standards in digital scholarly editions. The crucial point, here, is that Ampère’s corpus consists of three kinds of material (publications, manuscripts, and correspondence) in different forms: publications, reprints, printed proofs; archival material with texts, drawings, calculations, tables, lists, classifications; printed letters with or without the original manuscript, unpublished manuscripts letters, anonymous or undated letters. And the complexity grows when one considers that, Ampère being a polymath, each document can be related to different topics.

It is evident that in this case the mere transcription and the related possibility of textual search is necessary but not sufficient. What a corpus like Ampère’s needs is both the establishing of connections among the three kinds of documents and support to interrelated research – as required by scholarship. Opting for TEI-based transcriptions intended to add easily manageable and quickly exploitable information to the texts. It also gives the possibility of interoperability with other digital corpus of savants or philosophers of the time.

Even if the idea is sound, in Ampère’s case its realization is complicated by the large quantity of documents and pages to transcribe. Maybe this is not a ‘big data’ project, but certainly quantity is a relevant factor and impacts every choice. When at the beginning we decided for ‘light’ encoding, the ultimate reason was our intention to transcribe and encode many thousands of pages (by TEI) and mathematical formulas (with MathML, Mathematical Markup Language). As we did not want to lose neither physical information (chapters, pages, paragraphs, and lines) nor editorial details (deletions, gaps, old spelling, language), we found ourselves obliged to limit semantic encoding to only five categories: people, institutions, publications titles, places, and dates. Notwithstanding such ‘lightness’, the transcriptions ended up with 164 tags – and some of them were not light at all: 15000 mathematical formulas; 15000 occurrences of sic/corr; 11700 <persName>; 11800 <date>; 6600 <place>; 1500 <institution>.

As a result, Ampère’s writings are now collected in hundreds of XML files ready for web edition and completely searchable – even within mathematical formulas. Even if Ampère is famous as a physicist – and studies on Ampère are mainly in the domain of the history of physics – his contributions to other fields of knowledge were not negligible and we hope our transcriptions can stimulate specific attention by the historians of mathematics, philosophy, life sciences, education, and linguistics.
Aims and challenges: indexing and annotating

The present encoded transcriptions establish a digital edition of Ampère’s texts that replicate the same standards through the three kinds of documents (publications, manuscripts, and correspondence). This is the first step to the exploitation of Ampère’s writings: making available new materials in order to both understand and exhibit not only how he contributed to the growth of knowledge, but also to enlighten the life of an 18th-century young provincial bourgeois who became a 19th-century professor, education inspector, and academician. Main goal of this multi-source edition is to provide scholars with a homogeneous corpus that is as easy as possible to explore.

As major tools for such exploration, indexes, a faceted search engine, and an annotation software are embedded in the Ampère platform.

Indexes

Indexes are essential for exploring and analysing the entire corpus. Each index entry must link to the different passages in the three kinds of documents where the indexed entity is mentioned.

Quantitatively and qualitatively, the general name index is the most important. It is generated by the `<persname>`-tag in the encoded transcription. Once again, the difficulties come from the dimensions of the corpus: it mentions about 2000 people in about 11700 occurrences and with different graphical forms.

Our first work consisted of relating those 11700 occurrences and their graphical varieties to identified people; later we made efforts to enrich those identified names with first names, dates, and short biographical data. We decided to rely on authority files provided by the Bibliothèque Nationale de France (DataBNF) and Wikipedia to both gain in standardization and provide interoperability with other corpora. It is pleonastic to say that identifying people from the occurrences required an enormous effort, but a worthy one: the merit of indexing via authority files is that once one has identified a person, the reference is stable. And this is certainly highly desirable when compared with the inherently provisional indexes of the past.

Together with the name index, two other indexes are generated by the encoding of places and institutions. Place names are of particular importance as they are provided mainly by Ampère’s correspondence and travels as general inspector of the ministry of education. As such, they make available a ‘geography’ of Ampère’s network, life, and career.

Last but not least, there is a list of the books he refers to in his correspondence – often implicitly. It highlights his strong interests in religion, philosophy, psychology, and topics usually considered at the margins of science, like animal magnetism.

---

5 Ampère was professor at the Ecole centrale, the Ecole polytechnique, and the Collège de France. He also worked as ‘inspecteur général’ of the Ministry of education.
Annotation

The idea underlying this project is that digital humanities must support research in humanities in an innovative way. Traditional research in the corpora of great scientists generally is intended to establish relationships among different texts. Scholars devote their skills to selection, analysis and interpretation of texts. Digital access to a corpus – from any location and through a search engine and indexes – certainly gives substantial advantage but today we can demand something more from a digital edition.

When scholars study a corpus, they preliminarily annotate it, establish relations among different parts of that corpus, create classification and references. Put in another way: even before the publication of their research results, scholars produce knowledge as ‘annotations’ that usually are stored in their computers. The Ampère platform includes an annotation software that gives scholars the opportunity of anchoring their annotations to the web pages they are reading. Each scholar will choose whether those annotations will be private or public, then having the possibility to share their knowledge even before publication. As a consequence, the Ampère platform is to be intended as multi-source and multi-authors.

As editors of the platform, we are the first annotators of the corpus. We intend to show notions and relations that can be useful for further research. It is very interesting, for example, to expose genetic relations from germinal concepts in manuscripts or letters to mature and definitive concepts in publications.

Concluding remarks

Our view is that a digital scholarly edition must provide something new and something more than a printed scholarly edition. The classical scholarly edition is definite regarding its object and definitive; a digital scholarly edition is never definitive and it is not necessarily definite regarding its object.

We think that it must foster research by sharing knowledge and becoming itself a research tool. Our wish is that sharing annotations will establish new standards and methods in the exploitation of textual and multi-source corpora.

---

6 Pundit, by Net7, Pisa, Italy. See www.thepund.it.
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Accidental editors and the crowd

Ben Brumfield


Thanks to DiXiT for bringing me here and thank you all for coming. All right, my talk tonight is about accidental editors and the crowd. What is an accidental editor? Most of you people in this room are here because you’re editors and you work with editions. So I ask you, look back, think back to when you decided to become an editor. Maybe you were a small child and you told your mother, ‘When I grow up I want to be an editor.’ Or maybe it was just when you applied for a fellowship at DiXiT because it sounded like a good deal.

The fact of the matter is there are many editions that are happening by people who never decided to become an editor. They never made any intentional decision to do this and I’d like to talk about this tonight:

Digital Scholarly Editions

So all this week we’ve been talking digital scholarly editions, tonight, however, I’d like to take you on a tour of digital editions that have no connection whatsoever to the scholarly community in this room.

Torsten Schäffner yesterday defined digital editions saying that, ‘A digital edition is anything that calls itself a digital edition.’ None of the projects that I’m going to talk about tonight call themselves digital editions. Many of them have never heard of digital editions. So, we’re going to need another definition. We’re going to need a functional definition along the lines of Patrick Sahle’s, and this is the definition I’d like to use tonight. So these are ‘Encoded representations of primary sources that are designed to serve a digital research need.’

1 benwbrum@gmail.com.
2 This is a transcript of the lecture and subsequent demonstration, delivered March 17, 2016, in the Stereo Wonderland, Cologne. A video recording is available on YouTube at https://youtu.be/7X6rj35rE1k and https://youtu.be/rupktzp0Xrg respectively.
All right, so the need is important. The need gives birth to these digital editions. So what is a need in the world of people who are doing editing without knowing they’re doing editing? Well, I’ll start with OhNoRobot. Everyone is familiar with the digital editing platform OhNoRobot, right? Right?

All right, so let’s say that you read a web comic. Here’s my favorite web comic, Achewood, and it has some lovely dark humor about books being ‘huge money-losers’ and everyone ‘gets burned on those deals’ (Figure 2). And now you have a problem which is that two years later a friend of yours says, ‘I’m going to write a book and it’s going to be great.’ And you’d say, ‘Oh, I remember this great comic I read about that. How am I going to find that, though?’

Well, fortunately you can go to the Achewood Search Service and you type in ‘huge money-loser’ and you see a bit of transcript and you click on it…

And you have the comic again (Figure 2). You’ve suddenly found the comic strip from 2002 that referred to books as huge money losers. Now, how is that possibly? See this button down here? This button here that says ‘Improve Transcription.’ If you click on that button…

You’ll get at a place to edit the text and you’ll get a set of instructions (Figure 3). And you’ll get a format, a very specific format and encoding style for editing this web comic. All right? Where did that format—where did that encoding come from? Well, it came from the world of stage, the world of screenplays. So this reads like a script. And the thing is, it actually does work. It works pretty well. So that community has developed this encoding standard to solve this problem.
Figure 2: Achewood July 15, 2002.

Thank you for helping transcribe this comic! This helps me build a database of my comics, which makes searching for a specific comic a whole lot easier. This comic's transcription has been marked as "needing improvement", so compare it to what you find in the comic, and see if you can add or correct what's below. If you're not sure how the transcription process is meant to work, [click here]. Thanks!

transcription for the comic at http://achewood.com/index.php?date=07152002:

[A desk with papers and a martini glass. Ray, dressed in shirt and tie, is just discarding a sheet of paper.]
Ray: What? Because the Achewood book is finally done, that's why!

[Phillippe appears at Ray's side.]
Phillippe: It was super-expensive to make the book, and it is a huge money-loser!
Ray: No it's not! No it's not! Everything's fine!

Press return after each line of dialogue, and leave a blank line after each panel.
Format dialogue like Character's name: What are the hops?
You don't have to add "PANEL 1:" labels.
You can use these optional tags to add more to the transcription:
[Scene description] • <<Sound effect>> • {{Meta-comic information}}
[click here for instructions on how to use these tags]

Figure 3: Achewood transcription editor.
Let’s say that you’re a genealogist and you want to track records of burials from 1684 that are written in horrible old secretary hand (Figure 4) and you want to share them with people. No one is going to sit down and read that. They’re going to interact with us through something like FreeReg. This is a search engine that I developed for Free UK Genealogy which is an Open Data genealogy non-profit in the U. K. And this is how they’re going to interact with this data. But how’s it actually encoded? How are these volunteers entering what is now, I’m pleased to say, 38 million records?

Well, they have rules.⁵ They have very strict rules. They have rules that are so strict that they are written in bold. ‘You transcribe what you read errors and all!’

And if you need help here is a very simple set of encoding standards that are derived from regular expressions from the world of computer programming (Figure 5). All right? This is a very effective thing to do.

One thing I’d like to point out is that in the current database records encoded using this encoding style are never actually returned. This is (encoded) because volunteers demand the ability to represent what they see and encoding that’s sufficient to do that even if the results might even be lost, in the hope that some day in the future they will be able to retrieve them.

Okay. So far I’ve been talking mainly about amateur editions. I’d like to talk about another set of accidental editors which are people in the natural sciences. For

---

Uncertain Character Format (UCF)

Some common types of uncertainty that you are likely to encounter in your first few batches of transcription, and the technique to use for each of them, are given below. This is followed by more details of the format that we use.

Some examples

I can see one letter which could be an ‘l’ or a ‘t’.

[lt]

I can see one character which could be anything.

—

I can see two characters which could be anything.

—

I think the letter is a ‘b’.

[b_]

I see a group of characters that I can’t read — I don’t know how many.

*

I can see two or three letters that I can’t read.

_{2,3}

I can see something which could be a letter or just an ink blot.

_{0,1}

I think I see the word ‘John’.

John?

Figure 5: Uncertain Character Format (UCF) from ‘Entering Data From Registers’, FreeREG project. https://www.freereg.org.uk/cms/information-for-transcribers/entering-data-from-registers.

years and years naturalists have studied collections and they’ve studied specimens in museums and they’ve gotten very, very good at digitizing things like...

This is a ‘wet collection’. It’s a spider in a jar and it’s a picture I took at the Peabody Museum (Figure 6). In case you’ve ever wondered whether provenance can be a matter of horror (laughter) I will tell you that the note on this says, ‘Found on bananas from Ecuador.’ Be careful opening your bananas from Ecuador! Thanks to climate change and thanks to habitat loss these scientists are returning to these original field books to try to find out about the locations that these were collected from to find out what the habitats looked like 100 years ago or more. And for that these records need to be transcribed.
So here is the Smithsonian Institute Transcription Center (Figure 7). This is going to look familiar to a lot of people in the room. The encoding is something really interesting because we have this set of square notes: *vertical notation in left margin, vertical in red, slash left margin, vertical in red* all around ‘Meeker’. The interesting thing about this encoding is that this was not developed by the Smithsonian. Where did they get this encoding from?

They got this encoding from a blog post by one of their volunteers. This is a blog post by Siobhan Leachman who spends a lot of time volunteering and transcribing for the Smithsonian (Figure 8). And because of her encounter with the text she was forced to develop a set of transcription encoding standards and to tell all of her friends about it, to try to proselytize, to convert all of the other volunteers to use these conventions. And the conventions are pretty complete: They talk about circled text, they talk about superscript text, they talk about geographical names. I’m fairly convinced – and having met Siobhan I believe she can do it – that given another couple of years she will have reinvented the TEI. (laughter)

So you may ask me, ‘Why are we squished into the back of a room?’ To make room for the swords. And we haven’t talked about swords yet. So I’d like to talk about people doing what’s called Historical European Martial Arts. This is sword fighting. It’s HEMA for short. So you have a group of people doing martial arts in the athletic tradition as well as in the tradition of re-enactors who are trying to recreate the martial arts techniques of the past.
Figure 7: Smithsonian Institute Transcription Center.

Figure 8: ‘Transcribing for the Smithsonian etc’, blog post by Siobhan Leachman.
Figure 9: HEMA Alliance Club Finder.

Figure 10: Instruction (screenshot from Back to the Source – Historical European Martial Arts documentary by Cédric Hauteville).

Figure 11: Practicing (Screenshot from Back to the Source).
So there are HEMA chapters all over. This is a map of central Texas showing the groups near me within about 100 kilometers and as you can see many clubs specialize in different traditions (Figure 9). There are two clubs near me that specialize in German long sword. There’s one club that specializes in the Italian traditions and there are—there’s at least one club I know of that specializes in a certain set of weapons from all over Europe.

So how do they use them? Right? How do they actually recreate the sword fighting techniques? They use the texts in training. And this is a scene from an excellent documentary called ‘Back to the Source’, which I think is very telling, talking about how they actually interact with these (Figure 10). So here we have somebody explaining a technique, explaining how to pull a sword from someone’s hand...

And now they’re demonstrating it (Figure 11).

So where do they get these sources from? For a long time they worked with 19th century print editions. For a long time people, including the group in this room, worked with photocopies or PDFs on forms. Really all of this stuff was very sort of separated and disparate until about five years ago. So five or six years ago Michael Chidester who was a HEMA practitioner who was bedridden due to a leg injury had a lot of time on the computer to modify Wikisource, which is the best media wiki platform for creating digital editions, to create a site called Wiktenauer.

What can you find on Wiktenauer? Okay, here’s a very simple example of a fighting manual (Figure 12). We’ve got the image on one side. We’ve got a facsimile with illustrations. We have a transcription, we have a translation in the middle. This is the most basic. This is something that people can very easily print out, use in the field in their training.

![Figure 12: Fighting manual on Wiktenauer: facsimile, translation, transcription.](image)
Still it’s a parallel-text edition. If you click through any of those you get to the editing interface (Figure 13), which has a direct connection between the facsimile and the transcript. And the transcript is done using pretty traditional MediaWiki mark up.
Okay. Now, and I apologize to the people in the back of the room because this is a complex document (Figure 14). We get into more complex texts. So this is a text by someone named Ringeck and here we have four variants of the same text because they’re producing a variorum edition. In addition to producing the variants… They have a nice introduction explaining the history of Ringeck himself and contextualizing the text. What’s more, they traced the text itself and they do stemmatology to explain how these texts developed.

And in fact even come up with these these nice stemmata graphs (Figure 15).

So how are they used? So, people study the text, they encounter a new text and then they practice. As my friends last night explained to me, the practice informs their reading of the text. They are informed deeply by die Körperlichkeit – the actual physicality of trying out moves.

The reason that they’re doing this is because they’re trying to get back to the original text and the original text is not what was written down by a scribe the first time. The original text, this Urtext, is what was actually practiced 700 years ago and

![Figure 15: Provisional stemma codicum for Ringeck (Wiktenauer).]
taught in schools. Much like Claire Clivaz mentioned talking about Clement of Alexandria: You have this living tradition, parts of it are written down, those parts are elaborated by members of that living tradition and now they're reconstructed.

What if your interpretation is wrong? Well, one way they find out is by fighting each other. You go to a tournament. You try out your interpretation of those moves. Someone else tries out their interpretation of those moves. If one of you would end up dead that person's interpretation is wrong. (laughter) (People think that the stakes of scholarly editing are high.)

What are the challenges to projects like Wiktenauer? So one of the projects -when I interviewed Michael Chidester he explained that they particularly, editors in the U.S., actually do struggle and they would love to have help from members of the scholarly community dealing with paleography, dealing with linguistic issues, and some of these fundamental issues.

One of the other big challenges that I found is – by contrast with some of the other projects we talked about – in many cases the texts on Wiktenauer are of highly varied quality. They try to adjust for this by giving each text a grade, but if an individual is going to contribute a text and they're the only one willing to do it, you sort of have to take what they get. My theory for why Wiktenauer transcripts may be of different quality from those that you see on the Smithsonian or that genealogists produce is that for those people the transcription – the act of working with the text – is an end in itself whereas for the HEMA community the texts are a way to get to the fun part, to get it to the fighting.

And now–speaking of 'the fun part' – it’s time for our demonstration. It gives me great pleasure to welcome Langes Schwert Cologne, with:

Junior Instructor, Georg Schlager
Senior Instructor, Richard Strey
Head Instructor, Michael Rieck

RICHARD: Okay, two things first I will be presenting this in English even though the text is in German, but you won't really have to read the text to understand what's going on. Also, we will have to adjust for a couple of things. A sword fight usually starts at long range unless someone is jumping out from behind a bush or something. So we'll have to adjust for that. In reality moves would be quite large. All right. So he could actually go to the toilet and then kill me with just one step. So we will be symbolizing the onset of the fight by him doing a little step instead us both taking several steps. All right.

So basically, this is what it's all about. These techniques also work in castles and small hallways. (laughter) All right. Now, again we are Langes Schwert we have been doing the historical German martial arts since 1992. We train here in Cologne and today we would like to show you how we get from the written source to an actual working fighting. You can all calm down now from now on it's going to be a slow match. So, in case you didn't get what happened the whole thing in slow.

Okay, so how do we know what to do? We have books that tell us. For this presentation we will be using four primary sources: fencing books from around 1450 to 1490 all dealing with the same source material. On the right hand side you can see our second source the text you see there will be exactly what we are doing
now. Also, we use a transcription by Didien de Conier from France. He did that in 2003, but since the words do not change we can still use it. All right, so how do we know what to do? I can talk in this direction.

He’s the good guy, I’m the bad guy.

GEORGE: We can see that. (laughter)

RICHARD: So how does he know what to do? I’ll be basically reading this to you in English, we’ve translated it. In our group we have several historians. Several other members as well can actually read the original sources, but still in training we go the easy and do the transcription. But still usually we have the originals with us in PDF format so in case we figure, ‘Well, maybe something’s wrong there,’ we can still look at it. For the most part that doesn’t really matter, but the difference between seine rechte seite and deine rechte seite - ‘his right side’ and ‘your right side’ can make a difference. (laughter)

Okay, so what we’re dealing with today is the easiest cut, the wrath cut. The sources tell us that the wrath cut breaks all attacks that come from above with the point of the sword and yet it’s nothing but the poor peasant’s blow. Essentially what you would do with a baseball bat, all right? But very refined. (laughter) So, usually his plan would be to come here and kill me. Sadly, I was better than him. I have the initiative so he has to react. And it says, do it like this, if you come to him in the onset, symbolized, and he strikes at you from his right side with a long edge diagonally at your head like this… then also strike at him from your right side diagonally from above onto his sword without any deflection or defense.

So that’s his plan. It would be a very short fight if I didn’t notice that. (laughter) So, thirdly it says if he weak—oh no, if he is soft in the bind which implies that I survive the first part which looks like this then let your point shoot in long towards his face or chest and stab at him. See we like each other so he doesn’t actually stab me. (laughter)

Okay, it says this is how you set your point on him. Okay, next part, if he becomes aware of your thrust and become hard in the bind and pushes your sword aside with strength… then you should grip your sword up along his blade back down the other side again along the blade and hit him in the head. (laughter) All right, this is called taking it all from above. Okay. This is the end of our source right here. Now we have left out lots of things. There are a lot of things that are not said in the text. For example it says if he’s weak in the bind, or soft in the bind, actually I’m not, I’m neutral and then I become soft. How do I know this? It doesn’t say, so right here. Well maybe I could just try it being soft. It would basically look like this.

It doesn’t really work. (laughter) Now, if being soft doesn’t really work maybe being hard does. So I’ll try that next. It doesn’t really work either. Okay. So this is an example from fencing, from actually doing it you know that in the bind you have to be neutral. If you decide too early he can react to it and you can change your mind too fast.

All right, now what we read here is just one possible outcome of a fight. A fight is always a decision tree. Whenever something happens you can decide to do this or do the other thing and if you fight at the master level which is this you lots and lots and lots of actions that happen and the opponent notices it, reacts accordingly
and now if you were to carry out your plan you would die. So you have to abort your plan and do something else instead. So now we'll show you what our actual plans were and what happened or didn't happen. So, I was the lucky guy who got to go first. I have the initiative. So my plan A is always this.

And then I'll go have a beer. (laughter) And the talk is over, but he's the good guy so he notices what happened and his plan is this. He hits my sword and my head at the same time. So if I just did what they do in the movies notice that he's going bang, he is not dead, I'll do something else, no it doesn't work. I'm already finished. So I have to notice this while I'm still in the air. Abort the attack, right? I was going to go far like this, now I'm not going to do that. I'm going to shorten my attack and my stab. And from here I'm going to keep going. He is strong in the bind so I will work around his sword and hit him in the face. How to do this is described I think two pages later or three.

All right. Now, remember I was supposed to be weak or soft in the bind. My plan was to kill him, it didn't work. I had to abort it. When I hit his blade he was strong, I go around it which makes me soft which is what is says there. Okay, sadly he doesn't really give me the time to do my attack and instead, he keeps going. I was going to hit him in the face, but since I was soft he took the middle, hits me in the head. All thrusts are depending on the range. In here we do not have much range so we'll always be hitting. If we're farther apart it will be a thrust. Okay, but I notice that, so I'm not afraid for my head I'm afraid for the people. (laughter)

MAN #1: Divine intervention!

RICHARD: So I notice him hitting me in the head so I'll just take the middle and hit him in the head. It usually works. Okay. Now, obviously, the smart move for him is to just take his sword away, let me drop into the hole because I was pushing in that direction anyway and then he'll keep me from getting back inside by just going down this way. And that, basically, is how the good guy wins. Except, of course, there is a page over there where it tells me how to win. And it says, well if he tries to go up and down you just go in. See, you have to stand here.

So, basically there is never any foolproof way to win. It's always a case of initiative and feeling the right thing. Actually, there is one foolproof way, but we're not going to tell you. (laughter) This concludes our small demonstration. (applause) I'm not finished yet. So, what we did was about 60 to 70% speed. We couldn't go full speed here because of the beam. Also it was just a fraction of the possible power we could do it at. We counted yesterday, we had been for the practice session what you just saw are nine different actions that are taken within about one-and-a-half seconds and that's not studied or choreography. In each instance you feel what is happening. You feel soft, hard, left, right, whatever, it's not magic, everyone does it. Well, all martial arts do it once they get to a certain level. So we would like to thank Didier de Conier who, unknowingly, provided us with the transcriptions. We would like to thank Wiktenauer even though we do not need it that often because we can actually read this stuff. It's a great resource for everyone else and as always we have that. And oh yeah, we train at the Uni Mensa every Sunday at 2. So whoever wants to drop by and join is invited to do so. (applause)
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Toward a new realism for digital textuality

Fabio Ciotti


In this theoretical paper I expose and defend a position that goes against the tide of the most common assumptions shared by the community of digital textual scholars: the time has come to go back to a realistic notion of (digital) textuality.

The starting point of my thesis is this: the theoretical debate about digital textuality has been deeply influenced by the post-modernist theory. If this influence was quite apparent in the debates and theories about the hypertext in the early nineties of the last century (Landow 1997; McGann 2001), we can find some of its fundamental tenets also in those fields of the Digital Humanities that could be considered less susceptible to the lures of Theory – to quote J. Culler (1997) – like text encoding and digital scholarly editing. As a consequence, even in these areas we can find a general and strong support to anti-realistic, interpretativist or social constructionist notions about textuality and its digital representation.

Probably the most well-known formulation of this belief is the one made by Jerome McGann some fifteen years ago: ‘What is text? I am not so naive as to imagine that question could ever be finally settled. Asking such a question is like asking ‘How long is the coast of England?’’ (McGann 2002). But we can find many sentences in the work of the most important and influential scholars in Digital Humanities domain stating and trying to demonstrate these tenets, with various kinds of arguments, ranging from empirical evidences taken from real word textual documents (especially authorial handwritten manuscripts) to theoretical speculations about the ontological nature of textuality or the epistemological conditions of our knowledge ‘of’ and ‘about’ texts.

On the contrary, the realist theory of textuality that Renear, DeRose and others had proposed under the famous formula of an Ordered Hierarchy of Content
Object in the 90s (DeRose et al. 1990) has been harshly criticized (see for instance McGann 2001), even by its own creators that have progressively moved toward a pluralistic notion of textuality (Renear, Durand, and Mylonas 1996).

In recent years perspectivist and interpretativist theories about the nature of (digital) textuality have been reaffirmed – among which, my own (Ciotti 2001). Probably the most known pluralistic theory (and model) of textuality to date is the one proposed by Patrick Sahle (2013a) which states that the definition of text depends on how we look at it, on the aspects we are most interested in making explicit in our modeling efforts and the tacit knowledge invested in those efforts: ‘Text is what you look at. And how you look at it’ (Sahle 2013b). And from this assumption he derives a well-known wheel model of textuality based on a six dimensional space (see also Fischer 2013).

Still more recently in an article by Arianna Ciula and Cristina Marras, devoted to the meta-analysis of the modeling practices in the Digital Humanities, we can read this clear statement (Ciula and Marras 2016):

> Texts are or at least have been so far the privileged objects of modeling activities in DH. Here we chose to focus on some interrelated aspects of the study of texts, which seem to us particularly relevant to exemplify their complexity and openness with respect to modeling in DH: ‘dynamicity’, ‘multidimensionality’, historicity, and processuality.

**New Realism and the Text**

In this paper I do not want to delve into each and every one of these theories, trying to find specific counterarguments or to deny the factual assertions related to specific complex textual artefacts. My proposal to adopt a realistic theory of digital textuality is a purely speculative argument, along the lines of the ‘new realism’ movement in the philosophical debate promoted in Italy by Maurizio Ferraris (Ferraris, Bilgrami, and De Caro 2012).

The basic idea of ‘new realism’ is that even if we do not believe (or we believe only to a certain extent) that natural sciences are the ultimate measure of truth and reality, it does not follows that we should abandon the notions of reality, truth or objectivity, as it was posited by much of the 20th century continental philosophy, and by most of the *Theory* in cultural studies and social sciences. Rather, it means that philosophy, as well as other humanities disciplines, have something important and true to say about the world and the ontological nature of their objects, and that we can find criteria to assess the truthfulness of these assertions. New realism’s fundamental tenet is that reality is given first, and only at a later time may be interpreted and, if necessary, transformed.

One of the theoretical underpinnings of new realism as conceived by Ferraris that I find useful in relation to what I want to say here, is the reaffirmation of a distinction between ontology and epistemology (a distinction that post-modernist thought has blurred if not refuted at all). The domain of ontology is the domain of what really exists, and is composed by individuals; that of epistemology is what we know about the reality, and is composed by objects (Ferraris 2016, 4):
l’ontologia è composta da individui, l’epistemologia si riferisce a oggetti (…). Questi possono essere degli individui canonici, individui in senso stretto e rigoroso, come avviene nel caso degli oggetti naturali, che esistono nello spazio e nel tempo indipendentemente dai soggetti conoscenti, e in quello degli oggetti sociali, che esistono nello spazio e nel tempo ma dipendentemente dai soggetti conoscenti – in effetti, gli oggetti sociali manifestano una dipendenza generale dai soggetti, però non una dipendenza particolare, non dipendendo da uno specifico soggetto (…). Ma gli oggetti possono anche essere individui atipici, come avviene nel caso degli oggetti ideali che, esistendo fuori dello spazio e del tempo indipendentemente dai soggetti (…). Una quarta (e ultima) famiglia di oggetti epistemologici è costituita dagli artefatti. Che sono dipendenti dai soggetti quanto alla loro produzione (…), ma che (…) possono continuare a esistere anche in assenza di soggetti.

This distinction has important consequences on the notion of truth: in fact, truth depends on the ontological state of things, as much as epistemology (our knowledge of things) has a dependence relationship with ontology (the way the world is). The state of things which is the reference of a proposition subsist independently from the proposition itself, and from any knowledge or belief that we can hold about it (Ferraris 2016, 3).

I think that we can derive a realist foundation of the notion of textuality moving from this general theoretical framework. Or to reverse McGann allegory cited before, I think that we can find a way to measure (with a certain approximation…) the length of the cost of England!

If we analyze the term ‘text’ in its common usage, we realize that it can be used to refer to different entities, as Sahle (and many others) has rightly observed: for example, the material document, as a synonym of ‘book’ (the reverse is valid, as well); the linguistic discourse fixed on a material document; the intellectual work that is constituted by that discourse. Nonetheless, out of this plurality, in ordinary language we always manage to express identity statement about texts, or to speak in meaningful way about a specific text. And we actually manage to do so because, although from an ontological point of view texts exist only as a set of individual material artefacts (the documents), when they become objects of knowledge a unitary social object comes out of this plurality. The text emerges from the sum of the ontological individual documents that vehiculate it, but is not less real: as a social object, it is something that exists in time and space independently from the subjects that have access to it.

Note that here I am not negating the whole pluralist view of textuality: I am only denying the unlicensed (and undesirable, in my view) consequence that texts are not really existent objects. The fact that we can describe reality at different levels does not imply that the objects we describe do not exist in se; this fallacy is a direct consequence of the confusion between ontology and epistemology, a confusion that I want to get rid of.
A principium individuationis for text(s)

If text is an existent, a part of reality that precedes any human reading (not to say interpretation), is there a principium individuationis of this text that can prove useful also in digital textual sciences (in the sense that it can be the theoretical foundation for a sensible data model for textuality)?

I think that we can find such a foundation in the suggestions of the great Italian philologist and literary theorist Cesare Segre: according to Segre a text is the ‘invariant’ emerging from every operation of material reproduction of the sequence of graphic symbols (Segre 1985, 29; translation mine):

If we consider the graphic signs (letters, punctuation etc.) as signifiers of sounds, pauses etc… and reflect on the fact that these signs can be transcribed many times in many ways (for instance with a different handwriting, and different characters) without changing its value, we therefore can conclude that the text is the invariant, the succession of values, compared to the variables of characters, writing etc. We also can talk about meanings, if we specify that we refer to the graphic signified, those of the series of letters and punctuation signs which constitute the text. The text is therefore the fixed succession of graphic meanings.

A text is the invariant in every operation of material reproduction of the sequence of graphic symbols. This definition of the text as an invariant can be connected to the analysis of the allographic nature of textuality provided by the philosopher Nelson Goodman (1968). This definition of text as an allographic abstract object seems to provide a criterion to identify a text on the basis of the principle of identity by substitution. The permanence of the text as invariant represents the guarantee of its identification and reproducibility. As Goodman noticed (Goodman 1968, 115):

Differences between them in style and size of script or type, in color of the ink, in kind of paper, in number and layout of pages, in condition etc., do not matter. All that matters is in what may be called ‘sameness of spelling’: exact correspondence as sequences of letters, spaces, punctuation marks.

To be more precise, the possibility to establish such identity is determined by the formal characteristics of the symbols used to make and to reproduce the text, the characters and the alphabetic writing (Goodman 1968, 116):

To verify the spelling or to spell correctly is all that is required to identify an instance of the work or to produce a new instance. In effect, the fact that a literary work is in a definite notation, consisting of certain signs or characters that are to be combined by concatenation, provides the means for distinguishing the properties constitutive of the work from all the contingent properties – that is, for fixing the required features and the limits of permissible variations in each.
Someone might notice that there is something missing in this definition. For example, the title of a paragraph is certainly a sequence of alphabetical characters: nevertheless, not even a simple, naive reader would accept that ‘being title’ is not important for that sequence; on the contrary, a title often plays a very important role in understanding a text, be it poetic or narrative, an essay or scientific prose. However we easily can extend the definition of text as an invariant to include these features. For example, the theory of ordered hierarchy of content objects (OHCO; DeRose et al. 1990) is an excellent example of this extension. And it is not by coincidence that among the arguments to support this theory the criterion of identity by substitution was quoted explicitly.

Another possible counter-argument against the effectiveness of the identity of spelling (and of structural composition) as an objective criterion for text identification concerns the determination of the characters on which it is based. In fact, the identification of a character on a written text implies theoretical assumptions and interpretation: the assumption that a given graphic trace, ‘A’, is a token of a given class of abstract traces which we identify as the ‘A’ character. The identification of the characters in a text is therefore a hypercoded abduction, as Umberto Eco would put it (Eco and Sebeok 1983, chap. 10). If, in most cases, anybody can make this abduction automatically, there are some cases where it is not as simple or it is impossible, and more interpretative efforts are needed: ‘To identify a given phenomenon as the token of a given type, implies a few hypothesis about the expressive context and the discursive co-text’ (Eco 1990, 237). In short, to recognize a character we must apply different levels of competence:

- the knowledge of the writing’s notation code
- the knowledge of the verbal code
- the intervention of contextual and circumstantial competencies
- the attribution of communicative intentions to the text or the author

As a matter of fact this is exactly the sort of processes that actually happen naturally for all human beings that have the minimal set of cognitive capacities required, in almost all of the cases! And even the difficult ones are treated by the specialists by the way of a de-automatization of the process itself, not by some kind of magic or mysterious hermeneutic trick! Making sense of reality around us by the way of the intentional stance is a strategy that our species has gained and fine-tuned during evolution, and has proved to be a well-crafted mechanism in almost all the cases, as the philosopher Daniel Dennet has observed (Dennett 1990):

*We rely on the norms for the formation of letters on the one hand, and on the other hand we have expectations about the likelihood that this inscription was produced with some communicative intent. We try to see a message in any string of letters (...).*

So, to come to a conclusion, I think that there is no bad metaphysic in the idea that texts are really existent objects, that we can identify, refer to and extract meaning from, be they digital or not.
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Modelling textuality: a material culture framework

Arianna Ciula


This DiXiT convention was no exception in showcasing how some of us in Digital Humanities might lean towards a preferred interest on tools rather than epistemologies (how we come to know) or vice versa. That said, as others have stated amply, the intersection between the two is where the most fruitful prospect for the field lies. This closing keynote departed from some contextual definitions – digital humanities, modelling, material culture, textuality – to reflect on and exemplify a material culture framework to modelling textually. Does it speak to the DiXiT fellows and do they have anything to say?

Modelling

In itself a polysemic word, modelling is considered to be a or the core research methodology in Digital Humanities (McCarty 2005). In many other research contexts, modelling is understood as a research strategy and, in particular, a process by which researchers make and manipulate external representations to make sense of objects and phenomena (Ciula and Eide 2015). The iterative experimental cycles of modelling have been theorised extensively within industrial

---

1 arianna.ciula@roehampton.ac.uk.
2 Inspired by a recent article (Kralemann and Lattmann 2013), recent research co-authored with other colleagues (Ciula and Marras 2016; Ciula and Eide 2017) we argue that a semiotic understanding of models as icons and of modelling as creating/interpreting icons to reason with could be helpful to grasp the dynamic relations between models, objects and interpretations. In Ciula and Eide (2014 and 2017) we gave examples of DH modelling practices in specific contexts where we analyse the representational function of models with respect to the objects they signify as well as the inferential and epistemological processes involved in these efforts. It seems a promising avenue to investigate further.
design practices engaged with making things. The widespread use of computers in modelling (in Digital Humanities in particular) tightened up but also freed the constraints of formal modelling. What is interesting to note is that even in very technical settings – such as the one exemplified by the concerns over projects documentation in Alex Czmiel’s paper – formal and informal models co-exist and interact to give sense to our modelling efforts.

**Material culture**

While in apparent terms an oxymoron, insightful studies in anthropology and ethnography remind us that ‘culture is ordinary’ (Williams 2001/1985) and that artefacts are intentional, cultural releasers ‘animated by their passage through the lives of people’ (Graves-Brown 2000). A material culture approach to doing history translates into an attempt at answering the question of how people have been or are by looking at what they have made. While we can debate on its scholarly value, the sword fight enacted as part of Ben Brumfield’s compelling talk at Stereo Wonderland exemplified this framework in non-digital terms. My own example drew from the work of a somehow also atypical researcher, Jacqui Carey (2015) who, as part of her in depth study of the embroidered cover of a 15th century folded almanac (Wellcome Library, MS. 8932), analysed the types of silk threads being used and reproduced the spinning process. Her research focuses on the understanding of the what, why and how of past practices by re-enacting some of the making processes revealed by the artefact to her expert eyes of textile craftsperson. But what would this have to do with our engagement with digital technologies?

**Digital materiality**

The keynote by Bruno Latour on ‘Rematerializing Humanities Thanks to Digital Traces’ at the DH 2014 conference was a series of rich glosses to the statement that the digital is material. There are at least two ways in which we can grasp this. Recalling the contribution to this convention by Till Grallert around the notion of the digital being a commodity, I referred to the work of the artist Timo Arnall who recently presented his *Internet Machine* at the Big Bang Data exhibition (Somerset House, London, 2015-16; see Arnall 2014) and showcased the noisy and hulking physical materiality of digital connectivity in a film of the super secure data centre run by Telefonica in Alcalá (Spain). The digital is material also in a more subtle sense as outlined in the conversation between Laura Brake and Jim Mussell (2015). It deals with a physical, cumbersome and expensive but also *truculent*, resistant materiality with its own constraints.

**Societal resonance**

The theme of this convention encouraged speakers to make an explicit connection across ‘Academia, Cultural Heritage, and Society.’ Models used to extract patterns of significance from complex systems are ubiquitous. An attention to the materiality
of our digital world and our engagement with it seems to me of self-evident societal resonance. Only seventy years ago mainframe computers had names like Colossus (actually an electronic valves computer) and required expert operators to function; while nowadays it is not uncommon to see a toddler playing with a computer called Blackberry in her coat. If we agree with Ludmilla Jordanova (2015) on what public history is about, Digital Humanities has an important contribution to make. I presented briefly some of the works exhibited at the Big Bang data exhibition mentioned above which I believe resonate with our concerns as Digital Humanists, when we emphasise the importance of presentation of and interface to data as much as data collection and sampling. The importance of context and interpretation we usually make emerge via the analysis of our digital projects was revealed here through art. The contribution I see Digital Humanities making to the complex world we live in has to do with our engagement – both in teaching and research – in creating and hence also unpacking digital and data models.4

Modelling textuality
If the scope of material culture and the breadth of societal engagement widen our horizons with respect to the meaning of cultural artefacts and of modelling, the scope of my talk was nevertheless restricted to modelling textuality. I use ‘textuality’ on the one hand to imply a specific social theory of texts which recognises texts as open objects to be understood within the dynamic condition of their production and use (a framework articulated extensively by Jerome McGann over the years; e.g. McGann 2014); on the other hand, I use it to appeal to the readability of cultural phenomena at large (texts beyond linguistic texts). To account for this dynamic and heterogeneous view of textuality we need a model of modelling able to grasp the relational aspects of what is fundamentally a meaning-making activity (Ciula and Marras 2016). Sahle (2006; 2012) drew a very insightful model of ‘what text as reproduction is’ by plotting on a wheel diverse perspectives on textual objects useful to inform modelling efforts and in particular to develop digital editions. While there is no order in this pluralistic model of text, I would argue that an approach informed by a material culture framework would move from the upper left hand side of the wheel anticlockwise, shifting from an in depth analysis of the visual object to its semantics. In addition, such an approach would also have to consider elements outside the wheel of text, connected to the production, transmission and use of both the reproduced textual objects and the new texts being produced.

3 The curators chose the Plan of Brookes Slave Ship by William Elford (1788) to represent what they judged to be one of the first powerful data visualizations. This diagram illustrates the capacity of an 18th century ship to stack slaves; at the time it raised awareness of their inhumane treatment and had a crucial role in the abolitionist movement. Other examples taken from the exhibition I emphasised in my talk were the works ‘World Process’ by Ingo Günther (1988-) and ‘Pixellating the War Casualties in Iraq’ by Kamel Makhlof (2010).

4 A new project ‘Modelling between digital and humanities: thinking in practice’ funded by the Volkswagen Stiftung (2016-2018) and led by Øyvind Eide, Cristina Marras, Patrick Sahle, and myself, aims to reflect further on the kind of cultural literacy we can and want to enable via modelling.
Material primary sources (level 1) – The first level of a material culture approach to the modelling of textuality in a digital environment encompasses the materiality of primary sources, whatever our type of interest. The example I provided relates to my own PhD research (e.g. Ciula 2005), where I attempted to date and localise a certain corpus of medieval manuscripts in Caroline minuscule (X-XII centuries) drawing from the computational generation of image-like models of handwritten letters. This modelling process focused on specific features of the manuscript sources and, in particular, the morphology of the letters.5 However, there could be many other aspects a material culture approach to a textual source could focus on. To a certain extent this is the most obvious level of material engagement which I did not think deserved further explanation.

Materiality publications (level 2) – My second analytical level concerning the modelling of the materiality of research publications and collections we produce is possibly less obvious. The DiXiT community is certainly familiar with the notion of interface of a digital edition.6 Andreas Speer’s talk provided rich examples of the sophisticated interfaces developed within the print tradition. The example I reflected upon draws on past co-authored research (Ciula and Lopez 2007) and focuses on the materiality of a hybrid publication resulted from the Henry III Fine Rolls project – in print, a set of volumes and on the web, a thematic research collection (Palmer 2005). Here the focus is not so much on the textual object the project departed from (13th century royal chancery documents recording fines made to the English king Henry III in exchange for favours and privileges) but on the two new publications produced by the collaborative team involved in the project.

Socio-cultural agencies (level 3) – Besides the sources we are interested in and the publications we produce, what we model is more than often a whole world around those sources and our own understanding of them. Often we call this ‘data’. In the case of the project mentioned above, examples of data the historians were interested to analyse were the intersection between individuals (men and women), locations and themes or subjects. Typically, to support such analysis, it is not only the occurrence of a name in a document that needs to be recorded or encoded, but also a whole set of other information and inferences (e.g. the fact that the name refers to a person of a certain gender, engaged in a relationship of marriage with another person at a certain period as witnessed by another document etc.). The way we decided to represent such a world around the historical sources was via the development of a conceptual model or ontology (Ciula et al. 2008). At a quick glance the graph of this ontology is evidently a model which goes beyond the boundaries of the historical documents themselves to account for, for instance, a geopolitical division of England in the 13th century, the definition of what a person is, how time can be expressed etc. While one of the main purposes of creating such models might be the quantitative analysis or the compelling visualisation of certain historical information, the modelling behind it is what interests me here.

---

5 In Ciula and Eide (2017), we discuss more specifically how this type of image-like models come to be and what generalisations can be made with respect to inferential power and creation of new meaning.
Whose knowledge is embedded in this model and how? What assumptions are made about the material conditions of production and use of the sources as well as of the historians’ and modellers’ interpretative frameworks of the same sources? These are the past and present socio-cultural agencies, some of which we model explicitly, some not.

**Questionnaire to DiXiT Fellows**

The rest of my talk presented the results and analysis of an online questionnaire circulated to all DiXiT fellows (13 replied i.e. ca. 86.7%). The aim of the questionnaire was to find out whether the topic I wanted to present was relevant for their research but also to challenge my own understanding and gain insights for my own ongoing research. I summarise below some of the main findings:

- There are cases where ‘digital things’ are by default not perceived as material in themselves.
- The majority of the fellows recognize they are engaged in heterogeneous modelling processes of some kind – mainly associated to the level 1 outlined above. Heterogeneous are also the objects being modelled (and not limited to linguistic texts).
- With respect to the work with texts, the materiality connected to the document level as well as production, transmission and use are prominent foci; however the distribution across various perspectives on text is spread out more or less equally across other levels too (including semantics). When asked to exemplify these levels, some uncertainty emerged, but again, a very rich variety of levels of attention towards the source texts was revealed.
- A surprising 38.5% of respondents do not seem to follow any specific theory of texts in their work. Yet the theories being adopted resonate with the focus of my talk.
- While the concept ‘modelling textuality’ might be of uncertain meaning to some (30.8%), the articulation of definitions in the responses is rich, encompassing formal and conceptual modelling as well as modelling for production (see Eide 2015).
- The research plans of the DiXiT fellowships include alternative ‘products’ (e.g. models and digital objects) as well as more predictable outputs (e.g. articles and monographs); the expectations of use seem to lean more towards the latter (especially articles); however the expected wide use of models is worth noticing. Whatever the expectations about use, a good 54.5% is not sure about having engaged with any foreseen uses of these products (including traditional publications).
- The examples of models being produced is very diverse ranging from informal to formal models, from prototypes to data models; same is valid for digital objects ranging from blogs to tools and digital editions (interestingly, only two of the latter are been produced as results of the fellowships though).
Some of the more extensive comments in the questionnaire were insightful in themselves; we need to think more about modelling and how we do and teach it. The analysis certainly will help me sharpen further my own research focus. I concluded summarising a research agenda for a material culture approach to modelling textuality engaged in parallel on all the three levels of modelling mentioned above. Those are the bridges we can build on to mutually relate materiality and semantics.
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Multimodal literacies and continuous data publishing

Une question de rythme

Claire Clivaz


The issues at stake

Fundamental questions repeatedly are raised about the evolution of the scholarly edition in a digital culture, such as the questions mentioned in the abstract of a panel organized at the first DiXiT convention in 2015 by Gioele Barabucci, Elena Spadini and Magdalena Turska:

What constitutes the core of the edition? Its data or its presentation? In the world of printed critical editions the two things were forcefully tangled; in the electronic world they can be (and often are) separated. Is it possible to think of a digital critical edition as a collection of ‘pure data’? Or is a presentation layer fundamental to the concept of edition?

Such fundamental – and also disturbing – questions for the classical conception of edition matter for all the DiXiT researchers. This opening keynote lecture has presented two different issues related to them: the multimodal literacies and the continuous data publishing. A common point is used to compare them: the rhythm, according to the French expression in the title, une question de rythme.

I wrote it voluntarily in French, first, to make visible the importance to develop multilingual perspectives in Digital Humanities; secondly, because this lecture is based on French thinkers, notably Roland Barthes and Henri Meschonnic.

1 claire.clivaz@sib.swiss.
2 See also Digital scholarly editions. Data vs. Presentation?, this volume.
The question of the rhythm of data publication recently has been raised strongly by a new journal in Life Sciences, *Sciencematters*, produced by Lawrence Rajendra, neurobiologist at the University of Zürich, and his team. He tries to advocate for publishing small data sets rather than full articles telling a ‘whole story’, but often forcing data to enter in the story, even if they are not all fitting in the narrative. The question of publication rhythm also is addressed in an SNF project developed by Sara Schulthess under my direction.

Our rhythm of knowledge production is also at stake in the notion of multimodal literacies: while we are going everyday more out of the culture of the printed book, a new multimodal culture is emerging, based on the interaction between text, images, sound. And we can wonder, with Roland Barthes, if at the end the image has not always ‘the last word’ (Barthes 1995, 171). Barthes died in 1980 in a car accident, and he was preparing a seminar at the Collège de France about images, based on diapositives taken by Paul Nadar about the characters of Proust’s novel. In a 2015 monograph, Guillaume Cassegrain reconsiders all the work of Roland Barthes through the topic of the image. So if the image ‘has the last word’, are we leaving a textual civilization for a vulgar, images based culture scoop? Are we losing the fine nuances of the written text, slowly prepared in the calm office of humanist scholars, to go in the perverse ways of a simplifying oral and image based culture, that even scholars would produce as they are talking? We have surely such concerns today, the notion of rhythm is also at stake here: the rhythm with which we are thinking, talking, producing knowledge.

**Multimodal literacies**

My entree to this issue is one of scholarship in antiquity, a historical period where cultural transmission was primarily oral, supplemented by images and texts (Clivaz 2014). Texts were read by, at most, 10% of the population. Among these 10%, a part was able to read but not to write – a situation we will find again in the 17th century, notably, before the mass scholarization of the 19th century. Since then we have got accustomed to the equation ‘reading-writing’ that it is an effort for us today to figure what it means to be able to read without being able to write. But digital cultures and innovation soon could produce again literacies divided between reading and reading/writing. It is really impressive to see how a Google tool is now able to write what we speak. In this example, we see how ‘to talk’ is again a place of power, comparing to a time where written single literacy was dominant. In Ancient Studies, the plural has now come on the front of the scene, as shows Parker and Johnson’s collection of essays on *Ancient Literacies* (2009).

It is surely not too strong to speak today about a revenge of orality. The most advanced tool for speech recognition today seems to be the Chinese Baidu,
according to an announcement in the MIT Technology review: ‘China’s leading
internet-search company, Baidu, has developed a voice system that can recognize
English and Mandarin speech better than people, in some cases’ (Knight 2015). In
a comment Andrew Ng, a former Stanford professor and Google researcher, now
scientist-in-chief for the Chinese company, states that ‘historically, people viewed
Chinese and English as two vastly different languages, and so there was a need to
design very different features. The learning algorithms are now so general that you
can just learn’ (ibid.).

Such an example leads us to focus on the question ‘what do we really want’, ‘what
are we afraid to loose’, ‘what are we really to keep or to develop’, in our multivalent
relationship with culture. I am not sure if our contemporaries are always worried
about useful points. Strong reactions have been provoked in France some weeks
ago by the announcement that the circumflex accent was not mandatory at school
in a couple of French words (cf. Laurent 2016). The decision was taken 26 years
ago, but has been applied only recently at school; it is still optional, homophonic
words will keep it, and of course, we can still use it anyways. Nevertheless, people
were so mad at this announcement by the media, that a Facebook page was opened
with the sentence: ‘Je suis un accent circonflexe’, like ‘I am Charlie’, as if one was
killing writing with the possible omission of the circumflex accent.

This strong protest nevertheless is mixing up written rules and living memory of
orality in written rules. If we follow the work of Henri Meschonnic, there is no writing
without orality embedded in it, by one way or another. Henri Meschonnic is a French
thinker and writer, died 2009 in Paris, who enlightened in all his work the presence
of the orality in the writing. He was a linguist and a poet and considered writing not
to be opposed to orality, and sense not to be opposed to sound. Influenced notably by
the reading and translation of Hebrew biblical texts, he was struck by the numerous
marks of orality inscribed into the Hebrew writing. For Meschonnic, orality remains
inscribed in the writing itself, and this relationship can be expressed by the word
‘rhythm’, a notion absolutely central for him: the subject who is speaking remains
always related to a performance, to a social act. The speaking subject is a ‘body-
social-language’. As a consequence, rhythm constitutes the principal operator of the
sense in the discourse; rhythm produces the signification: ‘Le sens étant l’activité du
sujet de l’énonciation, le rythme est l’organisation du sujet comme discours dans et
par son discours’ (Meschonnic 1982, 217).

Meschonnic’s emphasis on rhythm as organizing the discourse was anticipating
the present multimodal cultural production we begin to see. Artists have been
the first to explore the interactions between text, image and sound, as notably
the work of the digital writer/artist François Bon shows it. His production ‘Où
le monde double s’effondre’ is a particularly complicated work (Bon 2016). You
have to look at it several times to grasp all the information: paintings of Pierre
Ardouvin, music by Chopin, a read text by Marcel Proust, and finally, a 4th level of
information built by sentences written on the screen by François Bon himself. The
notion of ‘auctorial voice’, so important in all the literary studies, here is reshaped
completely by the digital possibilities, offering multimodal literacies.

Thanks to Martine Hennard Dutheil for the reference.
Similar effects are visible also in diverse literary genres such as a photo reportage on Eretria in form of a multimedia ‘Lab’ by the Swiss newspaper *Le Temps* (Buret 2016). The rhythm of the reportage is particularly interesting: the user decides on the rhythm of images and writing, but not on the rhythm of sound. The speaking voice, most subjectively and poetically, accompanies certain images, but one cannot provoke or stop it. If one wants ‘factual’ information, as usually expected from a reportage, it is provided in written format. Communication here is deeply influenced by rhetoric.

Nowadays, the production of academic multimodal literacies is encouraged by tools like Scalar\(^8\) or eTalks such as those produced at the Swiss Institute of Bioinformatics. We are just beginning to face all the editorial questions raised by a multimodal knowledge: eTalks try to offer a solution to quote in detail the elements of such productions (Clivaz *et al.* 2015).

At the same time people are exploring multimodal productions and other cultural/artistic/academic productions are focusing on one sense of perception. For example, on listening and sound: The *Maison de la Poésie* in Paris proposes ‘sound snacks’,\(^{10}\) or artists propose to listen to a Requiem with closed eyes.\(^{11}\) One can now consult an *Oxford Handbook of Sound Studies* (Pinch and Bijsterveld 2011). Regarding the expansion of all these elements, a module about multimodal literacies will be developed within the #dariahTeach project.\(^{12}\)

Last but not least, Neal Stephenson underlined in his provocative essay ‘In the Beginning... Was the Command Line’ that orality can be found even in the code:

\begin{quote}
*Windows 95 and MacOS are products, contrived by engineers in the service of specific companies. Unix, by contrast, is not so much a ‘product’ as it is a painstakingly compiled oral history of the hacker subculture. It is our Gilgamesh epic. (…) Unix is known, loved, and understood by so many hackers that it can be re-created from scratch whenever someone needs it. (…) Unix has slowly accreted around a simple kernel and acquired a kind of complexity and asymmetry that is organic, like the roots of a tree, or the branchings of a coronary artery. (Stephenson 1999)*\(^{13}\)
\end{quote}

The digital culture is definitively a multimodal one – and its publication and edition remains a challenge to take up.\(^{14}\)

**Continuous data publishing**

Under the label ‘stories can wait, sciences cannot’, Sciencematters defends the possibility for Life Sciences researchers to publish small datasets with comments, before having the full picture of a ‘story’ to be sold to a journal. As the website claims,

---

8 [http://scalar.usc.edu/about/](http://scalar.usc.edu/about/).
9 [https://etalk.vital-it.ch/](https://etalk.vital-it.ch/).
12 In collaboration with Marianne Huang and Stef Scagliola: dariah.eu/teach.
13 Thanks to Ivan Topolsky for this reference (Kindle, l. 937-947).
14 I decided to not mention Walter Ong here, since he is quoted too often on orality.
observations, not stories, are the pillars of good science. Today’s journals however, favour story-telling over observations, and congruency over complexity. As a consequence, there is a pressure to tell only good stories. (…) The resulting non-communication of data and irreproducibility not only delays scientific progress, but also negatively affects society as a whole.15

Changes in the rhythm of publication in Life Sciences seem mandatory today: as a matter of fact, penicillin could not get published today, as Julia Belluz (2015) claims.

If we transfer this example to Humanities, new perspectives can be perceived for digital editions: A model of continuously published small datasets need to be tested also in Humanities in close collaboration of a scientific editorial board, peer reviewers and the editors.
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Theorizing a digital scholarly edition of *Paradise Lost*

*Richard Cunningham*


Hans Walter Gabler defines ‘a scholarly edition (a) as the presentation of a text (...) or (...) work (...) through the agency of an editor in lieu of the author of the text, or work,’ but, more interestingly he notes: ‘(T)he scholarly edition assembles several auxiliary sections of material around the text it presents’ (Gabler 2010, 44). A couple of pages deeper into that essay he clarifies that ‘we *read* texts in their native *print* medium (...) in books; but we *study* texts and works in editions – in editions that live in the digital medium’ (Gabler 2010, 46; emphasis added). Gabler identifies the ‘auxiliary sections of material’ assembled around the text as ‘“Apparatus’, ‘Annotations’ and ‘Commentary”’ (Gabler 2010, 44). The apparatus concerns itself with the material text, and it establishes the link between editor and author.

By now, 350 years after its first printing, I suggest that the editor of the next scholarly edition of John Milton’s more than 10,000 line poem, *Paradise Lost*, can afford to pay comparatively little attention to the apparatus, to potential links between the editor her- or himself, and the author of the poem. As Gordon Moyles pointed out, *Paradise Lost* ‘has been printed, in complete and distinct editions, at a rate equivalent to once every year’ since it first appeared in 1667: probably, as Moyles suggests, ‘more often (...) than any other work of literature in the English language’ (Moyles 1985, ix).

Milton himself was blind by the time he composed *Paradise Lost*, and therefore no autograph manuscript has ever been, or ever could be, found. The poem’s composition was enabled by the help of several amanuenses, and the only surviving hand-written portion of the poem is a 1665 manuscript in an unknown hand of Book One of the first edition. The first two printed editions of the poem,
therefore, have always been regarded as the authoritative editions. The first edition was printed as a ten-book poem in 1667; the second edition was published in 1674 as a twelve-book poem. And it has been the second, twelve-book edition that, to recall Gabler’s thinking, most people have read; but it also has been and continues to be the edition most commonly studied: this, despite the publication in 2007 of a new version of the 10-book first edition along with a companion volume of scholarly essays. This historical anomaly notwithstanding, the second edition remains the more often read and the more extensively studied version of *Paradise Lost*. Thus, if it makes sense to produce a new scholarly edition of the poem, it makes sense to publish a digital scholarly edition of the 1674, twelve-book, second edition. And given the impossibility of an autograph text, it obviously makes a great deal more sense to attend not to the apparatus that might link the editor to the author, but to the annotations and commentary that can be used to ‘support a second ‘agency’ function falling to editors (…)': namely, one of mediating the text, or work, and of a text’s or work’s meaning, to readers’ (Gabler 2010, 44).

The editor of a digital scholarly edition of *Paradise Lost* will better serve the poem and the literary world by attending to the annotations and commentary that, according to Gabler, mediate the text’s meaning to readers. Gabler also holds that ‘annotation and commentary, are in our day widely neglected’ and ‘need to be brought back into’ our practice as scholarly editors. But ‘(f)or this to come about,’ Gabler continues, ‘these discourses should be brought back no longer as add-ons to the edition but instead as essential strands in an edition’s set of interrelated discourses, interlinked with (the text and the apparatus) not in serially additive arrangements, but in functional interdependence’ (Gabler 2010, 46). That way we can realize the dynamic possibilities inherent in the digital realm, thereby better enabling contextual alongside textual study.

So that is the goal: to produce and provide Annotations and Commentaries that sit comfortably alongside, within, or in front of the text. In a paper published in volume 7 of *Digital Medievalist*, Roberto Rosselli Del Turco offers an argument that runs very nearly parallel to Gabler’s. Rosselli Del Turco reminds us that ‘(c) omputers have become widely accepted as a research tool by Humanities Scholars in the course of the last decade. (But) academic applications like Digital Library or Digital Edition software are both limited in their diffusion and often quite complex to create.

This is especially true’ wrote Rosselli Del Turco, ‘in the case of Digital Edition software.’ The goal of such software, he believes, ‘is to integrate and interconnect several layers of information through hypertextuality and hypermediality and it faces a number of task-specific presentation problems (e.g. image-text linking, visualization of variant readings, etc.) that pose unique (User Interface) problems’ (Rosselli Del Turco 2011, 3). Very soon after this point in his argument he and I part philosophical ways. Rosselli Del Turco carries on to cite Peter Robinson’s 2005 ‘list (of) several reasons why electronic editions aren’t more widespread and widely used in the scholarly community: they can be quite expensive, big publishers are not interested and, most significantly from Robinson’s point of view, they’re very hard to produce because we lack appropriate tools’ (Rosselli Turco 2011, 3). ‘To this list,’ Rosselli Del Turco ‘would add the difficulty from the end user perspective of
having to learn how to use a new GUI (Graphical User Interface) for almost every new electronic edition.’ It is at that point that Rosselli Del Turco and I part ways. I certainly understand his argument and I am not wholly unsympathetic toward it. It describes with a fair measure of accuracy the era of the printed scholarly edition, and in that regard arguing against it would be to argue against five centuries of successful reader-text interaction. But to wish for a one-size-fits-all software for the production of digital scholarly editions is and would be misguided, I think. I agree with Robinson’s paraphrasing of Gabler in the former’s essay ‘Editing Without Walls’ when he borrows Gabler’s phrase “dynamic contextualization” and then interprets it to signify a situation in which ‘as the reader reads through a site, all the relevant documents float to his or her attention’ (Robinson 2010, 60). But I worry that a common digital scholarly edition-producing software would deny exactly what I, Robinson, and I think also Rosselli Del Turco, want to allow: Gabler’s ‘dynamic contextualization.’

Annotation and commentary need to be brought back into the scholarly edition. Greater attention needs to be paid to the reader through annotation and commentary than to the author through the scholarly apparatus. The result of reviving, or enlivening, annotation and commentary and re-focusing on the reader is to create, in Gabler’s words, the ‘novel opportunity of interlinked textual and contextual study’ (Gabler 2010, 46), and this is to be realized, again in Gabler’s words, through ‘the dynamics inherent in the digital medium’ (48).

So, as I theorize a digital scholarly edition of *Paradise Lost*, I suggest that a text that originates from a printed rather than an autograph source can afford to diminish the backward-looking role of the apparatus in favour of conferring greater significance on the forward- and outward-looking role of annotations and commentaries. This leads the potential editor of a digital scholarly edition of *Paradise Lost* to a position from which (s)he must consider, first, the nature of the annotations and of the commentaries, and second, the means by which those elements of the work are made available to readers. The first is a set of editorial concerns, the second poses a set of concerns to be addressed under the heading of interface. To address the editorial concerns, questions of audience must first be asked: What is meant by ‘scholarly’? Because of the nature of *Paradise Lost*, the question must be asked: how much classical knowledge do such ‘scholars’ have? how much Biblical knowledge? What, if any, specific knowledge of 17th century English history should be provided? What, if any, knowledge of the history of English Puritanism is relevant to the poem and needs to be provided? How relevant is specialized knowledge of Milton’s sui-generis species of Christianity to an understanding of the poem? To address the interface’s needs is to engage directly with the question of how to ensure the answers to the preceding editorial concerns enable readers the ‘novel opportunity of interlinked textual and contextual study’ through ‘the dynamics inherent in the digital medium’ (Gabler 2010, 46; 48).

But a diminished emphasis on the apparatus does not free one from attending to the accuracy of the digital representation of the text. And it is at that stage in which work on the digital scholarly edition of *Paradise Lost* currently is moving forward. As that work progresses, thought is being given to the preceding and other questions pertaining to the annotation, commentary, and interface design.
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The digital libraries of James Joyce and Samuel Beckett

Tom De Keyser,1 Vincent Neyt,2
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In 2006, Edward Beckett allowed us (Mark Nixon and Dirk Van Hulle) to consult the personal library of Samuel Beckett in his apartment in Paris and make scans of marginalia in his books. This resulted in a study called Samuel Beckett’s Library (Cambridge UP, 2013), but we also wanted to share the digital facsimiles online. In order to do so, we needed to create a digital infrastructure. At the Centre for Manuscript Genetics in Antwerp, we already had been doing some experiments with Joyce’s books and the source texts he used during the writing of his last work, Finnegans Wake, when it was still called ‘Work in Progress’. James Joyce’s writing method heavily depended on his notebooks. For his ‘work in progress’, he filled 50 notebooks with words and phrases, most of which were ‘stolen’ or ‘cogged’ from external source texts. In the experiment we linked the early drafts of Finnegans Wake to the corresponding phrases in the notebooks, and to the source texts. Whenever Joyce used a phrase in his drafts, he crossed it out so as not to use any word twice.

The notes that were not used are also important to genetic research. These so-called dead ends often are overlooked because no evidence of the word or phrase can be found in later stages of the writing process, but they sometimes provide useful information for the reconstruction of the writing process, especially with respect to a writer’s source texts.
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Joyce's library

The first note on notebook page VI.B.6.056 presents such information. Research has shown that the word ‘Kells’ can be linked to *The Book of Kells*, a famous Irish medieval manuscript that contains the four gospels of the New Testament in Latin. *The Book of Kells* is an interesting source text in Joyce studies, for Joyce's paradoxical relation to his religion and nation is well known. While he rejected catholicism and Ireland, these subjects are ominously present in all of his works.

Ferrer, Deane and Lernout (2001-2004) have traced back about 35 of Joyce's notes to the introduction of a facsimile edition of *The Book of Kells*, edited by Edward Sullivan. While dead ends appear in abundance, some of the notes have been crossed out in coloured pencil and have thus been used in later stages of the writing process. We only find one such note on the first notebook page that contains references to *The Book of Kells*. This note is, along with the very first note on *The Book of Kells*, taken from the first page of the introduction by Edward Sullivan. Ferrer, Deane and Lernout (2002) have traced this note in one of Joyce's manuscripts as an addition to a fair copy of an important collection of drafts, called the ‘guiltless’ copybook, which comprises first drafts of several chapters of *Finnegans Wake*. The note ‘spiral’ became the word ‘spirally’ in the fair copy and that is also how it was eventually published in *Finnegans Wake* (Joyce 1939, 121.24). Interestingly, the first note – ‘Kells, goldless’ – is not crossed out in the notebook and does not appear in *Finnegans Wake*, but it has been transferred to another notebook, VI.C.2. At that stage, the trail stops.

To reconstruct the writing process in a genetic edition, it is important to be able to focus on the small pieces of text that Joyce was interested in. This kind of research is word or phrase based. The aim is not so much to compare different versions of a text (Textfassungen in German ‘Editionswissenschaft’) as it is to document the relations between the different stages of a word or phrase (or ‘Wortfassungen’; see Van Hulle 2005).

Joyce read various kinds of books, magazines or newspapers as sources of inspiration; he had some of his notebooks transcribed because of his bad eyes, and he usually worked with multiple drafts, fair copies, and typescripts before the text was sent to the printer. We can clearly distinguish different stages in the writing process. The relations between these stages define how Joyce worked, and bringing these relations together in a model reveals interesting patterns in the development of Joyce's texts.

Thanks to research projects such as the *Finnegans Wake Notebooks at Buffalo*, we now possess a large amount of data in the form of words or phrases emanating from Joyce's notebooks and manuscripts. As we are focusing on relations between parts of the data, we have brought the data together in a relational database. The database model has been designed after Joyce's own writing habits, representing 4 main stages in the writing process, namely Joyce's (1) personal library, (2) notes, (3) manuscripts, and (4) published texts.

The connections between and within the stages of the writing process are what we want to study, so we designed a system that is able to look for all links related to for instance a specific note, so as to automate what we have been doing in the example of *The Book of Kells*. The system represents the gathered bulk of
information as trees, for which each node represents a concrete stage in the writing process. A red node represents an item in the library; a yellow node refers to one of Joyce’s notes, and a blue node refers to a line in a published text, in this case *Finnegans Wake*. The example of *The Book of Kells* can be generated as follows.

**Figure 1:** Visualisation of the database design based on four stages of the writing process.

**Figure 2:** Writing sequence (chronological perspective) emanating from page 1 of *The Book of Kells*.

**Figure 3:** Writing sequence (retrograde perspective) emanating from line 121.24 of *Finnegans Wake*. 
Data from research such as the *Finnegans Wake Notebooks at Buffalo* can be transferred directly into the database model. The system’s design allows us to study links starting from every stage in the writing process, whether that be a source text, a note, notebook, draft, or line in a novel. Different vantage points often reveal very different information. Starting from a page from *The Book of Kells* indicates that multiple notes have been composed based on Joyce’s reading of that page, and apparently one of those notes has been used for line 121.24 in *Finnegans Wake*. On the other hand, when we start searching from this line in *Finnegans Wake*, it becomes clear that two more notes have been used for its composition, which brings the total of ‘used items’ from notebook VI. B. 6 (for this page in Finnegans Wake) amount to three, two of which can be traced to *The Book of Kells*.

The digital infrastructure does not radically change the way we approach textual genetic research, but it does give shape to this research (1) in a way that enables the researcher to study the dynamics of the writing process and (2) in a way that is adapted to the nature of the data. Joyce’s case suggests an approach on word or (at most) phrase level, according to a database model. Other works may require a different approach. Samuel Beckett’s works, for instance, suggest an approach on sentence level, according to a text-based model.

**Beckett’s Library**

When we started thinking about making a digital infrastructure for Samuel Beckett’s library, we were more or less in a similar situation as Beckett himself. Joyce was a sort of mentor to Beckett, who helped Joyce with the correction of proofs and even the reading of books in the late stages of ‘Work in Progress’. Beckett knew Joyce’s system of writing from within and in his own early writing he tried to apply this system. For his first novel, *Dream of Fair to Middling Women*, he compared himself to a ‘notesnatcher’, referring to Shem the Penman in *Finnegans Wake*. He compiled a notebook, similar to the 50 notebooks Joyce filled for *Finnegans Wake*. But he also realized very soon that this ‘notesnatching’ did not work for him and that he urgently needed to find another system of writing in order to find his own voice. Initially he still had encyclopedic ambitions like Joyce and even though he later tended to present his own work as the opposite of Joyce’s expansive approach, he did keep reading numerous books. Several of them are still in his apartment in Paris, even though Beckett also gave away many of his books to friends.

The library currently houses 4700 scanned pages, representing 761 *extant* volumes as well as 248 *virtual* entries for which no physical copy has been retrieved. The virtual library contains books we know Beckett read – because he mentions them in letters, or because they are on the TCD Calendars for the years when Beckett was a student. So far, we limited ourselves to the student library to create this virtual library. The volumes in Beckett’s library show different forms of reading traces, ranging from underlined or marked passages and dog-eared pages to ‘marginalia’. If the user is *only* interested in the ‘marginalia’, the marginalia can be arranged by the number of pages that contain annotations in the margin, which immediately shows that Proust appears twice in the Top 5, next to Maurice Scève, John Cousin’s *Short Biographical Dictionary of English Literature* and Beckett’s
English Bible. Especially the last volume of Proust’s Recherche contains many marginalia, including the ‘Bombardment’ of involuntary memories.

Reading Proust may have helped Beckett in his attempt to take a distance from Joyce. Although he kept reading numerous books, Beckett gradually started eliminating the erudition from his works. Unlike Joyce’s encyclopedism, Beckett’s writing often starts from an intertextual reference, but he gradually removes it from his published texts. That means that there are sometimes intertextual references that can only be found in the manuscripts.

Suppose a user of the BDMP wonders whether Beckett used anything by her favourite poet in his works. And say that this poet is Paul Verlaine. In that case a simple search generates a survey of all the instances where Verlaine is mentioned. One item refers to a manuscript, the French draft of Molloy. There is no reference to Verlaine in the published work, but the manuscript refers to the last lines of one of the Poèmes Saturniens, a sonnet called ‘Mon rêve familier’ opening with the lines ‘Je fais souvent ce rêve’. It opens with a first-person ‘narrator’ saying that he often dreams of an unknown woman, whom he loves and who loves him (‘Je fais souvent ce rêve étrange et pénétrant / D’une femme inconnue, et que j’aime, et qui m’aime’). The last stanza reads as follows (the words that are used by Beckett in the draft of Molloy are marked in bold typeface):

Son regard est pareil au regard des statues,

Et, pour sa voix, lointaine, et calme, et grave, elle a

L’inflexion des voix chères qui se sont tues.

The words ‘voix’, ‘lointaine’, ‘chère’ and ‘tues’ are alluded to in Beckett’s manuscript, and the intertextual reference is even made explicit between brackets (‘Verlaine’, see Beckett 2016: BDMP4, MS-HRC-SB-4-6, 24v). But gradually Beckett hides and finally undoes the reference to Verlaine. First, in the Minuit edition, the words ‘chère’ and ‘voix’, and the name ‘Verlaine’ are eliminated. In the English translation, the allusion has become nothing more than a ‘far whisper’. Nonetheless, the manuscript clearly indicated a reference to Verlaine. In the digital genetic edition, a note refers the user to the Pléiade edition of the Complete Works by Verlaine. Unfortunately, this is a book without marginalia, purchased long after Molloy was written, when Beckett finally had the money to buy it. Still, it contains an inserted card that mentions ‘Je fais souvent ce rêve’, indicating Beckett’s continued interest in this particular poem.

This is only one particular reference to illustrate how the interaction between exogenetics and endogenetics works in Beckett’s case, and how the personal library (the Beckett Digital Library) is integrated in the digital infrastructure of the genetic edition (the Beckett Digital Manuscript Project, BDMP, www.beckettarchive.org). It is only one literary allusion, found by one scholar, but a team of scholars would undoubtedly find more references, and an entire community of Beckett scholars even more. We therefore want to stress that the BDMP is a collaborative project. Wherever a reader happens to be in the Beckett Digital Library and the Beckett
Digital Manuscript Project, (s)he can make use of the button ‘Your Comments’ to send suggestions to the editorial team, for instance when (s)he has found a new intertextual reference. When the reference is added to the edition, the finder is credited automatically.

**Conclusion**

In non-digital scholarly editing, we usually separated the scholarly edition of an author’s texts from a catalogue of his books. Digital scholarly editing can be a great tool for genetic criticism, especially if it can include not just the endogenesis (the writing of drafts) but also the exogenesis (the links with external source texts). One way of doing this is by integrating the author’s library in the edition. Our experience is that there is not one single standard or best practice that fits all projects. The development of the digital infrastructure is determined by the particularity of each author and the extant traces of each writing process. For Joyce, we chose a relational database model, adapted to his word- or phrase-based writing. For Beckett, we adapted the digital infrastructure to a text-based approach. Consequently, there are different models of exogenetic editing (the integration of a digital library in an edition). The important thing is to embrace exogenetic editing as a new practice in digital scholarly editing; and the challenge for editors is not simply to draw attention to the links between the drafts and the source texts, but especially to develop new ways of inviting literary critics to contribute and of turning the edition into a collaborative project.
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Editing the medical recipes in the Glasgow University Library Ferguson Collection

Isabel de la Cruz-Cabanillas


Introduction
Medical recipes used to be incorporated into other codices which contained more extensive and relevant works. Therefore, many recipes have remained hitherto unknown and the only way to identify them is by consulting different catalogues and manuscripts. Nonetheless, even specialised catalogues are rarely comprehensive and do not include cross-references to other catalogues, which makes the identification of recipes an arduous task and, consequently, their edition and study.

This paper reports on a project on the John Ferguson Collection of medical recipes carried out at Glasgow University Library whose aim firstly was to identify English medical recipes in the Ferguson Collection and secondly to edit them in order to undertake the study of their linguistic and structural features and analyse their development over time.

John Ferguson was a Chemistry Professor at Glasgow University from 1874 to 1915. Ferguson’s personal library was extensive, containing approximately 18,000 volumes. After his death, an important part of his collection was purchased by Glasgow University in 1921. The collection is made up of c. 500 manuscripts and c. 7,500 printed books from 1363 to 1864 and is written in different languages, chiefly in Latin, German and English, but there are also texts in Italian, French and Portuguese. The manuscripts in the collection are mainly about chemistry, alchemy and medicine. The library catalogue, as well as other specific catalogues on medical and scientific manuscripts, were searched to select the manuscripts
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that should be scrutinised (Keiser, 1998; Ker, 1977; Voigts and Kurtz, 2000). The compilation of previously unexplored English medical recipes in the Ferguson Collection is structured in the following way:

a. Alchemy treatises (Ferguson MS 58, Ferguson MS 91, Ferguson MS 229 and Ferguson MS 309), which contain a small number of medical and culinary recipes.

b. Medical compendia, such as Ferguson MS 147, where the recipe collection appears along with other more well-known treatises, as it is the case of the Antidotarium Nicholai.

c. Recipe books, like Ferguson MS 61, Ferguson MS 15 and Ferguson MS 43, where medical, cooking and other kinds of recipes are bound together in one single volume.

In fact, Taavitsainen (2009, 194) noticed that ‘texts from one genre, such as recipes, can occur in several traditions.’ Thus, as can be deduced by the groups above, recipes appear in medical compendia, but also in collections including cooking recipes, as noted by Görlich (2004), and alchemical books.

**Medical recipes in the Ferguson Collection**

**Alchemy Treatises**
The recipes in this section are scarce, ranging from only one recipe in Ferguson MS 91 to several in Ferguson MS 58. They are all alchemy treatises from the 16th and 17th centuries dealing with works by George Ripley and other well-known alchemists like Raimundus Lullius, where medical recipes are included along with alchemy recipes, as in Ferguson MS 229 and Ferguson MS 309.

**Medical Compendia**
Ferguson MS 147 proved to be one of the most interesting pieces for the project, as it contains a wide collection of medieval recipes in English as well as some charms in Latin. A specific challenge was the transcription of shortenings (especially a superscript 9 for -us and the shortening for -ur). The superscript 9 seemed to work perfectly in Latin words, but produced a weird type of language in English native words, with forms like baronus, onus, ranckelus or hornus, reinforced by other expanded forms like shepus, skynus, gostus, cornus, monthus, clothus, clessus, cropus, or bretecropus. Likewise, the expansion of the shortening -ur fit well in Latin words, such as in sanabitur, but incorporated a lot of native forms like watur, botur, powdur or togedur. Nonetheless, the study of these items along with other dialectally significant forms, according to the grounds established by the LALME team, led to the localisation of the language of the Ferguson MS 147 in an area delimited by Shropshire to the north, Herefordshire to the south and Monmouth to the west (De la Cruz-Cabanillas, 2017b).

Regarding the structure of the recipe the usual elements are found: The title or medical purpose introduced by Medycin for/to do, To make, Another for the same or Another. This is followed by the ingredients section, where usually plants combined with the juice of fruits or other liquids, such as wine or water, are needed to prepare
the recipe. Sometimes sugar or honey may be added and some other ingredients as well. After that, the reader faces the preparation section with instruction in relation to the combination of ingredients. In the preparation phase, culinary verbs in the imperative mood, as well as technical vocabulary related to kitchen and medical utensils are found often. Then, the application section presents a less well-defined organisation of information. It describes how the remedy is to be used by indicating its dosage and duration. Finally, the efficacy phrase evaluates the recipe with an English sentence or the Latin formula *sanabitur* (see De la Cruz-Cabanillas, 2017a).

**Recipe Books**

The three recipe books in the Ferguson collection were compiled by women in the 17th and 18th centuries. They depict women who are aware of their role in the household and the community, which consists of caring about people’s health in their environment. For this reason, women gather information relevant to this purpose and any other recipes that may be useful to them. Thus, Mary Harrison (Ferguson MS 61) includes not only medical recipes but also recipes for cattle, chicken or instructions on how to polish men’s boots properly. Her few cooking recipes have a therapeutic purpose, broths are recommended for strengthening and the recipe for ‘Pepper Cakes’ is followed by a section which specifies the virtues or ‘uses of it’, where the cakes are claimed to be good for digestion, as well as for the brain and to restore your memory (See De la Cruz-Cabanillas, 2016). Similarly, Ferguson MS 43 includes mainly medical recipes with one or two cooking recipes, unlike Ferguson MS 15 whose main contents deal with cooking instructions and just the final part is devoted to a brief section on medical recipes.

**English recipes across time: from Late Middle English to the 18th Century**

If the focus is now on how the structure of the recipe has evolved, as noted by Jucker and Taavitsainen (2013, 147), ‘genres show different realisations in different periods, but more prototypical features may remain constant in a long diachronic perspective.’ This statement holds true for the Ferguson medical recipe collection, since the same structural constituents are preserved from late Middle English up to the 18th century, where slight differences are observed.

In the title section, the same linguistic procedures which were available in the Middle English period are registered in Early Modern English, as can be seen in Table 1.

Regarding the ingredients section, *take* is still the prevailing verb, but other imperative forms also appear. It is worth noting that new ingredients, such are tea, coffee, chocolate or sarsaparilla, are now available to be used in preparing recipes. This section is followed by the preparation section characterized by a gradual specialisation conveyed by verbs such as *boil, seethe, mix or strain*. In the application section, a major specialisation can also be observed with indication of exact measures, although vagueness is still present, as when the reader is asked to take ‘as much green young parsley as you can hold betwixt yr four fingers’ (Ferguson MS 15). Finally, the efficacy phrase is not so common in the Ferguson
collection of Early Modern medical recipes, as it used to be in medieval times. In those cases where it is present, the Latin set phrase *sanabitur* is no longer used.

### Conclusions

The research presented here is part of a project investigating the extensive material in the collection of John Ferguson housed at Glasgow University Library. The interest in this specific collection lies in the fact that it contains unexplored texts, difficult to spot, since they are not acknowledged properly in catalogues and must be identified by searching through the manuscript pages.

The medical recipes in the collection have been identified in different genres which comprise alchemy treatises, to medical compendia or recipe books containing not only medical but also cooking and practical recipes to manage Early Modern England households.

Regarding the analysis of the genre and text type conventions of the recipes, it has been observed that the main constituents of the recipe structure remain from medieval times; namely, the title to show the purpose, the ingredients section, the preparation of the recipe and a possible final phrase to evaluate its efficacy. Regarding the linguistic formulation of the latter section, it is observed that the Latin phrase *sanabitur*, found in medieval recipes, has disappeared completely in the Early Modern English period.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Template</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>To</em> + inf. + NP</td>
<td>To make Surfeit Water (Ferguson MS 15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>To make ye White Salue excellent for all Wounds &amp; Aches (Ferguson MS 43)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>For</em> + v-ing</td>
<td>For to make Tincture of Carroways (Ferguson MS 15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>For pising a bed (GUL Ferguson MS 61)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>For</em> + NP</td>
<td>ffor ye bloody flux (Ferguson MS 229)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>For ye Wormes (Ferguson MS 43)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NP + for + NP</td>
<td>An Excelent Plaster for A Cosumption (Ferguson MS 61)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A Plaister for an Ache (Ferguson 43)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NP + to + inf. + NP</td>
<td>A Remedye to break the stone (Ferguson MS 58)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A Water to stay ye fflux (Ferguson MS 43)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NP</td>
<td>dr Stephens water (Ferguson MS 15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A Purging and cloising Julep (Ferguson 43)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Another</em> (+NP)</td>
<td>an other (Ferguson MS 61)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Another for the same</em></td>
<td>An other Couling Ojntment for ye Same Vseies (Ferguson MS 61)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 1: Formulaic templates in recipe titles.*
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The archival impulse and the editorial impulse

Paul Eggert


The distinction between archive and edition has been much discussed in recent years. Some people believe the distinction ought to be a firm one. In an article from 2013, for instance, three scholars associated with the FaustEdition read the archive versus edition distinction back onto Hans Zeller’s famous distinction of 1971 between Befund and Deutung (record and meaning) (Brüning et al. 2013; Zeller 1995). Although I too have been attracted to the parallel I now feel that applying Zeller’s case in this way is a mistake. Unfortunately the two categories – record and interpretation – cannot gain the firmly differentiated objective footing for which philologists traditionally have yearned. This is because humanly-agented reading is intrinsic to both of them. There is no firm, outside vantage-point from which to survey and thus to define archive and edition as securely differentiated categories. As readers we inhabit the same textual field as the approaches to documents and texts that we seek to define. To record is first to read and analyse sufficiently for the archival purpose; to interpret is first to read and to analyse sufficiently for the editorial purpose. In practice, the archival impulse anticipates the editorial, and the editorial rests on the archival. They are not separate categories and certainly not objective or transcendental ones. As co-dependents they are perhaps best understood as being in a negative dialectical relationship with one another, that is, each requiring the other to exist at all, yet each requiring the other’s different identity to secure its own.

So, how better may we envisage the relationship of archive and edition? I propose that we think of a horizontal slider or scroll bar running from archive at the left to edition at the right. In this model every position on the slider involves interpretative judgement appropriate to its purpose. All stakeholders will want to
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position themselves at one place rather than another along that slider, or at one place rather than another depending on what responsibilities they are discharging at any one time. To see things like this is to want to recast the archive idea as archival impulse and its complementary opposite as the editorial impulse. Based on impulse or tendency, the distinction that I am proposing is pragmatic rather than ideal. To the extent that the archive — edition distinction is deployed it has to be understood, then, as a shorthand standing in for what is in fact a more nuanced reality. I wish now to consider where this approach leads us.

Every position along the slider involves a report on the documents, but the archival impulse is more document-facing and the editorial is, relatively speaking, more audience-facing. Yet each activity, if it be a truly scholarly activity, depends upon or anticipates the need for its complementary or co-dependent Other. The archival impulse aims to satisfy the shared need for a reliable record of the documentary evidence; the editorial impulse to further interpret it, with the aim of reorienting it towards known or envisaged audiences and by taking their anticipated needs into account. Another way of putting this is to say that every expression of the archival impulse is to some extent editorial, and that every expression of the editorial impulse is to some extent archival. Their difference lies in the fact that they situate themselves at different positions on the slider.

The slider model permits certain clarifications to emerge about archival — editorial projects in the digital domain. On the very left of the slider where the archival impulse is dominant, there is, to be strict, no robust or settled work attribution yet available, nor for that matter a version concept, since, strictly speaking, all the archivist-transcriber has are documents in need of transcription. Work-and-version attributions are a matter for editorial postulation and argument once the facts are in, once the record has been more or less settled. In practice of course, work-and-version concepts often are drawn down in advance, whether from tradition, from the fact of preceding publication or following bibliographical or codicological analysis. The terms ‘work’ and ‘version’ are useful categories by which to organize the archival effort, to keep it within achievable bounds. Their use is a silent indication that the archival impulse already bends, if ever so slightly, towards the later editorial one. Thus the two are linked, because they are in need of one another, even at this early stage. Nevertheless, the drawing-down has to be understood as provisional and always open to editorial reinterpretation or challenge.

As the project subsequently proceeds, the document-facing transcription, now tentatively completed, begins to come into a dawning editionhood of its own as the scholar-transcriber draws the documentary details into a shaping editorial argument about their history and significance. Even if originally prepared for private uses, the transcription now bends that document’s textual witness towards an envisaged readership. Any and every emendation that makes the text more legible or usable is done on behalf of a readership, and that fact shifts the project a few points along the slider to the right without having quite reached the midpoint. Nevertheless, the archival pull of the document, of fidelity to the document, remains strong. That is the first clarification.
Once the relevant transcriptions for a multi-witness work have been prepared and checked, once the archival impulse has been satisfied, a second clarification emerges from the slider model: automatic collation is the pivot between the archival impulse and the editorial impulse. It is the midpoint on the slider. The editor considers the meanings of the data produced by the collation and confirms, corrects or discards the provisional assignation of versionhood and workhood that had helped organize the archival effort. The editor finds it harder and harder to resist the pull of work or version concepts as containers for shaping the data into a legible form for readers. As the editorial impulse gains ascendancy — as archival data is converted into evidence in support of the editorial argument — a more fully reader-facing edition comes into focus. Documentary fidelity is by no means lost sight of — the slider model insists on it — but is now consigned to the archival expression of the project.

Although the slider links all interpretative archival — editorial decisions on the same continuous scale it is obvious that a transcriber’s decision to record as unobjectionably as possible the attribute and rend tags for, say, italics involves a different level of judgement than the system-wide decisions that an editor must make. The project workflow wisely will respect that reality. It normally will make sense to do the reader-oriented editing after the archival effort is finished, even though, admittedly, the archival phase will be generating all kinds of clues that will benefit the editorial effort.

But what form should the digital edition take and how should it be stored, joined at the hip as it is to the archive from which it now seeks separation? Or, put another way, as it reaches towards the right-hand end of the slider — for a reader-facing editionhood? So far we know that such a digital edition typically will take the form of a reading text of the unit being edited (work or version) or the genetic development of the version or draft, supported by a commentary analysing the documentary evidence. The edition will be potentially only one considered application of that data, potentially only one of many, since there will usually be more than one possible argument about textual authority or authorization. Indeed, there will potentially be as many editions as there are organizing arguments. Each one, offered as an interpretation of the data in the archive, must then take its chances in the intellectual marketplace. It must persuade its readers or, in the case of a genetic edition, be useful to those who study the genesis or emergence of text on the page under the hand of the writer.

The sliding scroll-bar model dispenses with anxiety about archives replacing editions. Editions will continue to be prepared as long as there are readers whose requirements and capacities need to be served. Readers need reader-facing editions. The special-purpose collections that we call archives can be wonderful achievements in themselves, and certainly they are indispensible to digital editing. But only a tiny number of readers will want or feel that they need face-to-face engagement with the original sources or will be able to make effective use of them. Expanding the constituency of such curious readers to help them engage with the primary documents is desirable, for a range of pedagogic reasons. But we have to be realistic about our chances of success. Accordingly, I believe we will continue to prepare editions in the digital domain if only because, on the slider, archival contributions
are by definition document-facing. They have a responsibility to leave the textual difficulties encountered in situ for the next specialist user. Ordinary readers, on the other hand, will need those impediments to comprehension to have been digested editorially by commentary or emendation.

Because of the way in which it will be stored the digital edition will be better described as the editorial layer of the complete project. It will be the normal point of entry for the reader. It will be up to the editor to link the archival evidence to the editorial layer again and again, thus tempting the reader to go deeper. Provided that the project can be given a collaborative interface some readers may become enduring contributors to the project. This is the third clarification: apprehensions that single-document transcription projects are replacing work editions needlessly telescope the slider into a single disputed point. The slider model helps us to survey the full range of archival and editorial possibilities.

Patrick Sahle’s recent use of the term ‘critical representation’ to describe the range of project outcomes between archive and edition also warrants inspection. He writes: ‘A scholarly edition is the critical representation of historic documents’ (Sahle 2016, 23; emphasis in original). The benefit of the term ‘critical’ lies in the fact that it allows him to envisage archival and editorial endeavours as more or less continuous without sacrificing any of the rigour associated with scholarly editing. But it does not afford a way of differentiating expressions of archival from editorial impulses such as I have been arguing is essential.

The term ‘representation’ seems to apply aptly to the aim of transcribers of documents, especially in projects involving the encoding of the transcribed text. So the term embraces the archival impulse nicely. But it does not satisfactorily describe the editorial impulse. The editor’s aim is less to represent something that is pre-existing than to present something (the text of a version, the text of work, a process of writing) that typically has not existed in precisely this form before, together with the critically analysed materials necessary to defend the presentation.

While an archival transcription is an attempt to capture the text of a historical document (representation), an edition claims to make present the text of the thing that has been subject to the editorial analysis (presentation). This distinction seems cleaner – there is less muddying of the waters – than trying to bridge, as Sahle does, the archival and editorial activities as both being forms of representation.
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Pessoa’s editorial projects and publications

The digital edition as a multiple form of textual criticism

Ulrike Henny-Krahmer¹ & Pedro Sepúlveda²


A digital edition of Fernando Pessoa’s editorial projects and publications is being established through a collaboration between scholars from the Institute of Literature and Tradition (IELT) of the New University of Lisbon and the Cologne Center for eHumanities (CCeH) of the University of Cologne.³ The edition focuses on the contrast between the potential character of Pessoa’s numerous lists of editorial projects and his actual publications in lifetime. The digital format allows for a combination of different editorial procedures, proposing a new form of a multiple textual criticism within the editing of Pessoa’s work, where coexistent forms of transcription are applied together with genetic and semantic criticism.

Pessoa’s editorial projects and publications

Fernando Pessoa conceived numerous lists of editorial projects, showing a constant obsession with the editorial planning of his work. These lists follow not only an editorial purpose, foreseeing the future publication of the work, but define also systemic grounds of this work. By establishing titles and attributing them to

---
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³ The project has been primarily funded by the Fundação para a Ciência e Tecnologia (FCT) and additionally by the CCeH to fund transcribers, encoders and programmers, mainly between September 2014 and June 2015. A special thank you goes to Ben Bigalke who presented the poster ‘Digital Edition of Fernando Pessoa: projects & publications’ at the DiXiT convention in Cologne.
certain author names or to collections of works, the lists of editorial projects give meaning to otherwise loose texts. The great amount of lists which remained in Pessoa’s Archive, held by the Portuguese National Library (BNP), and some still in possession of the heirs, are of decisive importance for the understanding of the foundations of Pessoa’s work and its development. The significance of this corpus questions the idea of a poet in search for anonymity and avoiding the publication of his work. Although publishing little in lifetime, at least if we compare these publications with his Archive, gathering almost 30,000 documents, Pessoa was an author for whom the edition and publication of his works was of utmost importance. Parallel to his writings, the poet constantly developed lists gathering editorial projects, providing his work with a potential dimension, exceeding what was in fact written or even published.

As the lists show the development of titles, authorial attributions, and the establishment of collections of works throughout different periods of time, they allow to chart the history of Pessoa’s projects, regarding each particular work. The lists of editorial projects are to be distinguished, within Pessoa’s Archive, from other types of lists, such as lists of tasks or of readings, and from editorial plans, that provide the structure of one particular work. These lists refer to editorial projects of a diverse nature, establishing relations between them. The simultaneity of the occurrences of certain projects, in relation to others, is decisive for the understanding of the history of their development.

Although the importance of the editorial lists has been pointed out by recent criticism (cf. Sepúlveda 2013 and Feijó 2015) and they have been included in several editorial volumes, a comprehensive edition of these lists is still missing. Following a first gathering of these documents by Jorge Nemésio in 1958, Teresa Sobral Cunha referred in 1987 to the plan of establishing an edition of these lists, among which the plans structuring the different works, without having ever concluded the task. Never having been conceived to be published, even less integrated in a book, as these lists represent plans for future publications, the dynamics of the digital provide the adequate support for their publication. The corpus of the edition will include, in a first launch, to be concluded in 2017, all lists of editorial projects which were located in the Archive held by the Portuguese National Library, as well as by the heirs, elaborated between 1913 and 1935. In addition to this corpus, Fernando Pessoa’s published poetry in lifetime, in journals and literary reviews, between 1914 and 1935, also will be integrated in the digital edition, already in its first launch. 1914 is the year of Pessoa’s first publications of poetry in Portuguese until his death in November 1935, a period in which Pessoa publishes his poetry written under the fictional names of Alberto Caeiro, Álvaro de Campos and Ricardo Reis, defined by the poet as heteronyms, as well as a significant part under his own name. The extension of the corpus to the poetry published in lifetime allows for an interaction between the potential level of the projects and what has been presented effectively in terms of publication. This interaction is facilitated through the establishment of links between the documents, of different indexes and a timeline of all lists and publications included.
Multiplicity and simultaneity of textual criticism in the digital edition

Coexistent forms of transcription

The TEI-based digital edition offers to the reader a combination of different editorial modalities for each document of the Archive, thereby proposing a new form of textual criticism within the edition of Pessoa’s work. For each document, four different forms of transcription are presented:

- A diplomatic transcription, including all variants, hesitations and passages later rejected by the author.
- A first version of the text, as established by the author, including the development of abbreviations.
- A last version of the text, following the last non-rejected textual variant, also including developed abbreviations.
- A personal version of the text, allowing for the reader to establish his own version, by choosing among the elements he wishes to see presented.

Due to the existence of several textual variants within the archival writings, previous editions, in a book form, establish only one particular version of the text, by choosing among the variants. Some editions, such as the collection of works published by Assírio & Alvim, define themselves by choosing the first version of each text, based on the argument that further variants are mere hesitations of the author (cf. Lopes 1992). Other editions, such as the critical edition of Fernando Pessoa, published by Imprensa Nacional-Casa da Moeda, follow the last textual variant, arguing that this corresponds to the poet’s last intention (cf. Duarte 1988 and Castro 2013). Even further editions choose a hermeneutical criterion as the basis of their editorial proposal, by choosing among the variants the editor sees as the most adequate in a given text (cf. Zenith 2011).

This digital edition offers the different modalities of reading each text, by not rejecting any of the textual variants left by the author in his archival writings, as it is the case with the lists of editorial projects. This editorial proposal, facilitated by the digital format, provides a privileged access to the author’s writing process, offering the reader the different textual versions, corresponding to alternatives and hesitations left by the author. The textual variants, the underlined, as well as the rejected passages are presented in terms of a graphical proximity to the textual source. A facsimile of the text is visible beside each transcription.

Genetic and semantic criticism

The approach to offer coexistent textual layers in an edition, not to prefer one authorial textual variant over another, and not to establish a definite and unambiguous version of a text meant to be the final and authoritative one, has been facilitated by the digital medium. Notwithstanding the novelty of this procedure inside the tradition of editing Fernando Pessoa’s works, it has been practiced elsewhere. As Elena Pierazzo points out, the multiplicity of transcriptions in a
single edition may be due to a by now established model for digital editions which she calls the ‘Source-and-the-Output-Model’ (2015, 25):

most digital scholarly editions are based on markup (...) This fact then implies that we need to distinguish the data model, where the information is added (the source), from the publication where the information is displayed (the output) (...) type-facsimile or diplomatic, or (...) so-called reading editions (...) each represents only one of the possible outputs of the source.

She then proposes that the classic labels for editions should be redefined. In fact, when thinking about how the digital edition of Pessoa’s editorial projects and publications could be classified according to the editorial procedures pursued, we found that it is best described as an edition making use of various, multiple forms of textual criticism, borrowing from and combining different editorial approaches. Following the basic typology proposed by the Institute for Documentology and Scholarly Editing (IDE) in a questionnaire which has the purpose of gathering information about a variety of digital editions, one could say that the Pessoa edition includes at least aspects from a documentary, a diplomatic, a genetic and an enriched edition:

Documentary Edition: Related to the school of ‘documentary editing’, focuses on the documents rather than on abstract texts; tries to give truthful representations of the documents with (often: diplomatic) transcription and additional information.

Diplomatic Edition: Focuses on the text (not the visual layer) of documents, tries to give a transcription as accurate as possible.

Genetic Edition: Focuses on the genesis of texts, usually on the level of microgenesis (within a document) sometimes on the level of macrogenesis (across documents). (...)

Enriched Edition: ‘Enriched Edition’ describes digital representations of texts that put a particular emphasis on extracting information from the text, e.g. by elaborate indices, extensive comments and annotations on the content, linking of related information, or formal representation of content.

(IDE 2014ff.)

Another matter in the questionnaire regards the forms of text which are presented in an edition. From the six different options offered (Facsimiles, Diplomatic transcription, Edited text, Translations, Commentaries, Semantic data), five apply to the digital edition at hand (all except translations). Luckily and probably significantly, most of the questions allow for multiple choices of answers. Two of the above mentioned facets are elaborated a bit further here to show in what way they apply to the edition of Pessoa’s projects and publications, namely semantic and genetic criticism.

Genetic editions focus on single documents, the relationships between documents, the process of a text coming into being and the evolution of a work (cf. Deppman et al. 2004; Gabler 1999). In this respect, the digital edition of Fernando Pessoa’s projects and publications can be seen in the context of genetic
criticism: single handwritten or typed documents are transcribed, thereby capturing additions of characters, words, lines, marginal notes; substitutions and deletions made by the author. The goal is to trace the evolution of Pessoa’s work as planned and projected by himself in the editorial lists. Therefore, the documentary and genetic approach are not followed exhaustively:

- the transcription is made only for those parts of the documents that contain editorial lists and poems published by Pessoa during lifetime and are thus of interest for this edition
- additions, substitutions and deletions are only recorded if they are meaningful, in the sense that they cause changes to author names, work titles etc.

Second, the notion of genesis assumed in the edition needs a closer look. What is of interest here is not a single specific text or work whose genesis is traced from a first sketch on one or several documents to a fully elaborated version. Rather, the focus is on what could be called a meta level. The documents witness mentions of author names and titles in editorial lists, first of all, they ‘speak about’ and evoke a work (cf. Figure 1).

The material documents point to an abstract notion of work, whose title, (fictitious) author and structure can change, regardless of whether the work materializes at some point or does not. The meta level is supposed to mean that changes to an abstract text or work are described by what has been written in the documents instead of being manifest in the writing.

Figure 1: Example of a document (BNP/E3 8-3v) from Pessoa’s archive, containing a list of planned texts and works.
A change of a work’s title can for example occur when:

- a work title is mentioned in an editorial list on one document and there is an addition, substitution or deletion of a word of the title on the same document
- a work title is mentioned in an editorial list on one document and mentioned again on another document, but with a change.

That way, the partially imagined work of Fernando Pessoa emerges from the documents which contain the editorial lists, plans and notes, as sketched in Figure 2.

To be able to trace and analyze the evolution of Pessoa’s work as planned by himself, it is necessary to know when references to author names refer to the same person and references to work titles refer to the same work. This is where semantic criticism comes in. The encoding of semantic information has played a role in the context of digital editions and the TEI.\(^4\)

For the purpose of identifying persons (in the role of authors, editors, translators, topics) and works, a central list of imagined and historical persons and works has been established in the project. References in the documents are encoded and point to that central list. Obviously, it is not always clear to what work a title refers, especially when the title can undergo a change. It has been decided to start with the cases that are less doubtful, in order to be able to draw conclusions from the semantic encoding. Figure 3 shows an RDF graph as an example of a formal description of the relationships between works, work titles and documents. The work O1 (‘Poems of Fernando Pessoa’) can have the title ‘Cancioneiro’ as well as ‘Itinerario’. In the document BNP/E3 63-31 the title ‘Itinerario’ is mentioned and thus the work O1.

An analysis of a handful of already encoded documents from 1915 to 1935 with references to the ‘Poems of Fernando Pessoa’ shows that Pessoa used the title ‘Cancioneiro’ and ‘Itinerario’ alternatively in his editorial lists. A slight preference for ‘Itinerario’ in the early documents and for ‘Cancioneiro’ in the later ones becomes visible and might be supported or rejected by further documents. Interestingly, the different titles are even used in the same document, e.g. BNP/

\[\text{documents}\]

\[\text{material} \rightarrow \text{meta} \rightarrow \text{abstract}\]

\[\text{Pessoa’s work}\]

\(\text{Figure 2: Pessoa’s (abstract and partially imagined) work emerging from the documents with editorial projects.}\)

E3 44-47r. In the document MN909, Pessoa marks the alternative directly as ‘Cancioneiro/Itinerario’ (see Figure 4).

Figure 5 shows a timeline of documents referencing the poem ‘Ode Marítima’ which was published in 1915. Nevertheless, the poem is mentioned in editorial lists that Pessoa wrote in later years, and under different titles, which suggests that the publication of a single work was not the decisive and final point in the planning and organization of his complete works.

Figure 3: RDF graph showing relationships between a work, work titles and a document.

Figure 4: Timeline (1915-1935) showing document identifiers and alternative titles of the ‘Poems of Fernando Pessoa’ used in the documents.
Conclusion

The digital edition of Pessoa’s editorial projects and publications draws on several forms of textual criticism stemming from different editorial approaches. Procedures used to create documentary, diplomatic, genetic and enriched editions are combined in order to make the most out of the material being edited. The TEI encoding of the source documents allows for the creation of coexistent forms of transcriptions as well as indexes and visualizations building on a simple genetic and semantic encoding. The combination of approaches primarily is determined by the research questions behind the edition: How did Fernando Pessoa plan and organize his complete works? How can his ‘potential’ work be analyzed? What conclusions can be drawn from his editorial projects regarding the question of the unitary or fragmentary character of his work? As has been shown, a digital edition lends itself particularly well to support the philological research concerned with the editorial projects and publications of Pessoa. The form of textual criticism proposed by this digital edition can be described as multiple: traditional and new forms of editing liaise to suit the subject matter of the edition and the characteristics of the edited material.

Figure 5: Timeline (1915-1935) showing document identifiers and alternative titles of the poem ‘Ode Maritima’ used in the documents, as well as author and title of the published version.
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Reproducible editions

Alex Speed Kjeldsen


Inspired by Reproducible Research I will argue for the production of what might be called Reproducible Editions and – more generally – for the usefulness of computing as much of an edition as possible, even outside a fully automated reproducible setup.

The main idea behind reproducible research is that data analyses, and more generally, scientific claims, are published together with their data and software code so that others may verify the findings and build upon them. In recent years this approach has gained popularity, not least in fields where statistics play an essential role.

When producing a scholarly edition, an article or an introduction to an edition in a reproducible way, we publish not only the text in its final format including the prose with possible figures and tables, but also the data (in our case typically annotated transcriptions) as well as the computer code used in the analytic work. This enables other users – including our future selves – to redo, build upon and adjust the work without the need to start over.

One of the great general advantages in a workflow based on reproducibility is how much easier one can verify the results, but in this paper I will focus on three more specific main points (also cf. e.g. Gandrud 2015, ch. 1).

First, a number of advantages are the direct consequence of analysis and writing being together. This in itself minimises the need for double bookkeeping, e.g. when analysing empirical material in an article or in the introduction to a scholarly edition. It is e.g. often the case that an error in the transcription or the linguistic or paleographical annotation is discovered only during the analysis, simply because you first notice how a certain feature sticks out when looking at it more systematically or analytically.
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When discovering such errors or inconsistencies it is much easier to make changes in your interpretation of the empirical data when a reproducible workflow is applied, since changes in the data source will not require you to repeat the same more or less manual procedure. Furthermore you are not forced to use mental energy on the possible consequences of the individual changes for the perhaps 200 tables found in an introduction – something which is bound to go wrong anyway. Less manual work should generally result in less error-prone results, and it also opens up for the possibility to apply automatic tests to check the empirical data analysis (as known from software development).

Second, the adjustment of the workflow with the development of usable tools has some advantages in itself in the sense that you will actually develop better work habits. Even if you already write code to assist you in the analytic work, the demand to publish this code along with the empirical data pushes you to bring your data and source code up to a higher level of quality. At the same time it facilitates your own reuse of data and methods in new or revised investigations.

Third, a reproducible workflow opens up for better collaboration and use of the material, since other researchers are able to use the reproducible data or code to look at other, often unanticipated, questions. The fact that many things have to be stated explicitly in order for the reproducibility to work should furthermore facilitate better teamwork.

A number of tools exist which support reproducible research to varying degrees, but org-mode (orgmode.org) is probably the most versatile of these (cf. Schulte and Davison 2011; Schulte et al. 2011).

Org-mode is implemented as a part of the Emacs text editor, and initially it was developed as a simple outliner intended for note taking and brainstorming. Later it got support for – among other things – task management and the inclusion of tables, data blocks and active code blocks (cf. below).

Among org-mode’s strengths the following could be mentioned:

1) It is a purely text-based system with all the advantages this gives, e.g. in relation to version control and long term preservability. 2) It is an exceptionally great editing environment due to its integration with Emacs which has literally thousands of built-in commands for working with text. Among other things this facilitates very convenient editing of tabular data (incl. spreadsheet-like functionality), hierarchical structures such as lists and sections of different levels and a number of things with relevance for academic writing, e.g. functionality to insert and manage references and to create indices. 3) It has active code blocks, and org-mode is not only programming language agnostic in the sense that you can mix code blocks written in different languages in a single document, but also that code blocks can pass results and the contents of data structures to each other, effectively turning org-mode into a meta-programming platform. 4) It has great built-in, configurable export features with support for many formats and backends. Org-mode documents can therefore serve as a metaformat from which other formats can be generated. 5) It is extremely flexible since everything can be (re)programmed on the fly as a direct consequence of .Org-mode being part of Emacs which has a Lisp interpreter as its core. 6) Org-mode is part of a very helpful and vivid open source community.
Because of this and the tight integration with Emacs, one of the oldest and most ported pieces of software in active development, it is likely to stay around and to be developed further for many years to come.

When using a reproducible workflow in which the computer extracts information from the transcriptions, it is especially advantageous to have quite specific markup. In my transcriptions of the oldest Icelandic original charters, for example, each individual word/token has the following kind of annotation:
1) Four levels of text representation (a facsimile level – a transcription very close to the actual forms in the charter, including abbreviations and various forms of special characters), a diplomatic level (abbreviations are expanded and some variant letter forms merged) and two normalised levels (Old and Modern Icelandic with fully standardised orthography).
2) Two lemmas (Old and Modern Icelandic).
3) Full morpho-syntactic annotation (part-of-speech).
4) Phono-graphemic annotation (mapping from the characters on facsimile level to the entities in a phonological reference system).
5) Paleographical annotation (of specific letter variants).
6) Linking of each grammatical word/token to the corresponding part of the digital image.
7) Non-linguistic annotation (e.g. persons and places, incl. geo-tagging).
8) Various kinds of notes.

Parts of the specific markup is illustrated in Figure 1. It is implemented in org-mode and encoded in a tabular format which makes it very easy to hide and show information as you see fit (by collapsing the individual columns and/or hiding individual rows), something which has proven invaluable when dealing with such extensive amount of meta-information for each word.

In a talk on reproducibility and computability it is important to stress that most of this markup has been automatically or semi-automatically generated. This is the case for the lemmas, the morpho-syntactic and grapho-phonemic annotation and three of the four levels of text representation.

All this information can be exported to TEI compatible XML following the guidelines from Medieval Nordic Text Archive (menota.org). It is also possible to export to other formats, e.g. html and pdf. You can export the entire corpus, specific charters or even more specific parts of the annotation, e.g. by producing word indices on the fly.

In my experience it is extremely useful to have the different kinds of functionality fully integrated into one system, not just in terms of practical reproducibility, but also because it facilitates interactive use in the editing process which is essential for the philologist who cannot automate everything to the same degree as the statistician.
Figure 2: Interactive citation control.

Figure 3: Table of grapho-phonemic relations generated by an active code block.
Interactive tools used for proofreading can serve as an example. When proofreading primary sources it is e.g. possible to take full advantage of the tagged image data. You can proofread more traditionally by automatically inserting images of the individual words into the table containing the transcription or perform more systematic proofreading on the basis of specific searches or queries. When proofreading an introduction to an edition you can check citations automatically, either for the whole introduction, for an individual citation or for all citations found in a specified part of the introduction. Also in this case, the actual words in the manuscript can be extracted from the digital images and viewed as part of the interactive citation control (cf. Figure 2).

The last example to be mentioned illustrates how elements of reproducibility can be used when producing an orthographic description. Instead of building up tables like the one seen in Figure 3 manually, they can be generated by embedding an active code block in the introduction. This code block is then responsible for extracting all the grapho-phonemic relations and for the layout of the table in its final form with caption, numbering etc. (cf. Figure 3). This means that changes in the transcription automatically will result in an updated table in the introduction.

The system that I have called MenotaB has been used on a daily basis for the last three years and will be developed further in the years to come. In regard to reproducibility the idea is to add functionality to generate the entire digital edition from a simple declarative description, including the html, css and JavaScript code.

This is especially fruitful because the edition will be self-contained with all functionality written in pure JavaScript (including all tools for advanced search, export and visualisation). Since it will not rely on external functionality, e.g. on a server, it makes dependency management, and therefore reproducibility and reuse, much easier.

An example of this kind of edition is my preliminary version of *Icelandic Original Charters Online* (IOCO). This edition has much of the same functionality built in as the MenotaB system, and often when new functionality is implemented, it is added both to the edition and to the editorial system.

If you want to use a reproducible approach it has some consequences for the philological workflow. Some important points are the following: 1) Use quite specific markup or annotation to facilitate better automatic data extraction. 2) Compute as much as possible (possibly combined with manual check of the computer's suggestions), both in terms of textual metadata and the accompanying prose. 3) Make the edition as self-contained as possible. Although not strictly necessary from a theoretical point of view, it makes things much easier in practice. With the powerful features of modern browsers with highly optimised JavaScript engines this is feasible. 4) Put everything under version control. This is particularly easy when using a text-based system with source code and data as part of the final product. You principally could have everything in a single org-mode document. 5) State the software dependencies very precisely (including the specific versions used). Ideally all software also should be packaged with the final product. Again, the more self-contained the product is, the easier this is to achieve. 6) The philologist does not need to become an expert programmer, but it is necessary to acquire some basic coding skills to be able to take full advantage of a programmable system.
Having asked what consequences it has for the philologist to use a reproducible workflow, we should also ask what consequences it has for the software we use. I think some of the most important demands for our software are the following: 

1) It should be easy to compute (automatically). This means that we should generally not rely on the mouse or some other pointing device. 

2) The software should be as adjustable as possible. It is essential that everything can be programmed, changed and enhanced with new functionality. 

3) You should be able to interact easily with other tools and integrate them directly in the software and workflow. This includes tools for version control and the use of different programming languages. 

4) All software should be free and open source. 

5) It should be easy to package things. As already mentioned, this most easily can be achieved by using systems which are as self-contained as possible. This on the other hand stresses the importance of the high degree of adjustability, since it is impossible (and probably not even desirable) to predict all future needs.
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‘... but what should I put in a digital apparatus?’ A not-so-obvious choice

New types of digital scholarly editions

Raffaella Afferni,¹ Alice Borgna,² Maurizio Lana,³

Paolo Monella⁴ & Timothy Tambassi⁵


We propose to develop and expand the concept of ‘digital edition of a text’. The specific value of a digital edition is not only in the digital form of representation of textual information: dynamic rather than static, resulting in better visual or practical usability, but it mainly lies in the ability to work with computational methods on the text and on the information it conveys. Therefore the digital edition of a text should aim to provide adequate data and functionality to further forms of processing.

Hence the idea that the ‘digital scholarly edition’ until now often identified with the ‘digital critical edition’ (i.e. an edition *variorum*, reporting variant reading), also can take other forms focused on other types of ‘scholarly research’: from the geographical knowledge contained in the text, to the historical knowledge (time and events) often inextricably linked with the prosopography, and much more.

If the *digital critical edition* is a type of *digital scholarly edition* containing an apparatus that analyses and describes the state of the text in the witnesses, then we can conceive e.g.
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• the *digital scholarly geographical edition* of a work – whose apparatus contains an analytical description of the geographical knowledge contained in the placenames;
• the *digital critical geographical edition* whose geographical apparatus is layered over a base critical edition:

![Figure 1: Types of digital scholarly editions.](image)

By 'base critical edition' we do not necessarily mean a previously published edition with a critical text already established. The best model would be an integrated edition where the critical discussion on (and selection of) textual variants and the interpretive extraction of geographical knowledge are integrated and both ‘born digital’.

The knowledge contained in the text must be expressed in a highly formal manner – the same way that the critical apparatus is a highly formal device – by means of an ontology. The ontology both from a philosophical or a computer science point of view is a structure aimed to analyse and describe the categorical hierarchy of a specific domain, analysing its basic constituents (entities like objects, events, processes, etc.), the properties characterizing them and the relationships which correlate them. The resulting (structural) representation of knowledge allows to resolve conceptual or terminological inconsistencies, providing a dictionary of terms formulated in a canonical syntax and with commonly accepted definitions. It also provides a lexical or taxonomic framework for the representation of knowledge, shared by different communities of information systems that can range across several domains.

From this point of view, the starting point can be the adoption of GO!, a geographical ontology aimed at providing a complete and informative description of the geographical knowledge emerging from Latin literature. The most general aims of GO! are essentially three: accessibility (both for the scientific community and for general public), informativeness and completeness. Moreover, about the most specific goals, GO! has been developed to describe the geographical locations, with a particular attention to the description of the Ancient World, especially to give the opportunity of having a link between the places mentioned.
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in the texts, especially ancient, and their identification and correspondence with contemporary ones. For classical scholars this correspondence of ancient and contemporary modelling is of undisputed interest, both for the study of the habits of the most ancient peoples, and for the most various themes of literary interest. Through ontologies you can build maps of the ancient world and compare them to contemporary ones, annotate historical, geographical, cultural details connected to the place, indicate in which ancient text the place is mentioned and which author discloses the details. These are just some ideas for research that can be developed, but the scenario that opens through these connections will be much larger.

From a scholarly point of view we also can add that digital critical editions of classical works whose textual tradition is made of many witnesses are still very rare. The ancient literatures scholars usually ask to the digital no more than authoritative collections of texts (TLG, PHI, and online digital libraries). So the opportunity to enrich the digital text with variants (especially from a new collation of manuscripts) has known little practical application. Even less common in Classics, not to say absent, is the model of an edition ‘based on full-text transcription of original texts into electronic form’ (Robinson 2006). The peculiar nature of textual variance in classical texts, where the discarded lesson is a mistake to recognize and remove, contributes to this closure face to the opportunities of the digital. Consequently a digital critical edition aimed to include a bigger number of variants – that is ‘errors’ – than in printed format is unsustainable in terms of cost/benefit evaluation. Thus a new space for reflection opens, no longer confined to the form (that is to the textual tradition) but open to the content of the text formally analysed in the apparatus, which might be thought of as a space open to contain other, new, kinds of knowledge.
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Critical editions and the digital medium

Caroline Macé


Many critical editions are now digital, especially those which are no longer under copyright: as PDF or in large digital text corpora (normally without apparatus and philological introduction). New critical editions, born digital, are rarer. Scholarly editors of ancient and medieval texts are reluctant to publish their editions online, because so far there is no convincing replacement for the role that publishing houses used to play: giving credit, visibility, recognition to the published work and some confidence that it may last and be found in libraries. Compared to the well-organized world of published scholarship, with its book series, reviews, repertories, encyclopaedias, the rather chaotic and anarchic world of internet publishing is still unappealing and adventurous. In addition, the current model of digital scholarly editing, at least the one that is attracting most attention, seems mostly suitable for documentary editions, which is only one type of edition fitting one type of textual tradition. Of course, it is wonderful to have digital images facing diplomatic transcriptions (or transliterations) of documents, especially when they preserve rare or unique texts. This had been done long ago, although at that time on paper, by papyrologists, or people working on palimpsests, and even digitally as early as 1997 in the case of the edition of Tocharian fragments in the text corpus ‘Titus’ (http://titus.fkidg1.uni-frankfurt.de/texte/etc0/toch/tocha/tocha.htm). But not all ancient or medieval texts require the same treatment and we cannot replace critical editions by a juxtaposition of diplomatic editions somehow ‘automatically’ (?), compared (?), as some people seem to believe.

Those of us who have been working with black-and-white microfilms of manuscripts, sometimes barely readable, especially with those poor microfilm-readers we had then, know how great it is to be able to work with high-quality
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digital images of manuscripts. Many manuscripts still can be viewed only thanks to microfilms (sometimes very old ones), however, and microfilm-readers are becoming increasingly rare in libraries and universities (and usually no one knows how to use them). Even digital reproductions are not always faultless, not to speak about the fact that it is sometimes difficult to know that they exist in the first place and under which name you can call them on the website of the library. Sometimes the rectos and the versos have been put together in the wrong order (since manuscripts often have the bad habit of being foliated), or one page was not photographed, when it is not the old bad microfilm which has been digitised instead of the manuscript itself... At any event, and with all those reservations, no one can deny that the digitization of manuscripts represents a considerable help for scholarly work – but in itself this is not a scholarly achievement, but rather a technical one, carried out thanks to institutional well-willingness.

Nobody will deny either that producing an accurate transcription or transliteration of a text preserved in a document is by itself a scholarly work, especially when that document is difficult to read. Just to take one extreme example, imagine how difficult it is to read a text written in a language that nobody knows using a script that nobody knows, and that as an under-text that has been washed away and overwritten (Gippert et al. 2009). But whereas one can admire the technical performance of aligning images and transcriptions of, for example, in the case of the famous ‘Codex Sinaiticus’, the Greek Bible (http://www.codexsinaiticus.org/de/), it must be said that already in 1862 (Tischendorf) a transcription of the ‘Codex Sinaiticus’ existed, that has been corrected and improved by many scholars since then, and even a facsimile was printed in 1911 and 1922 (Lake). So, is it wicked not to be impressed by the novelty of that scholarly endeavour (especially since the reference system of the Bible has been standardized thanks to centuries of scholarship)? Many transcriptions of manuscripts made by outstanding scholars in the 19th or early 20th century (and before) exist in published form (for example Cramer 1835-1837 and 1839-1841). They were made by scholars who had the chance to work on manuscripts and wanted their colleagues to be able to read the texts without having to undertake an expensive trip to the libraries where those manuscripts were kept. They transcribed texts in which they were interested, which seemed unusual or rare. Often people do not know that they exist, unless they have been noted in repertories, because they are not really editions and therefore are not published in the same way. It would be great to have in digital form not only images of manuscripts, but also as many transcriptions as possible, not only new ones, but also old ones, and have them in a place and with a reference system that makes it easy to find them and to refer to them.

However, with or without those digital images and digital transcriptions, the scholarly work of engaging critically with the text has to be done, and its results have to be expressed in a suitable way, in order to be in turn read, understood and criticised by other scholars. Digital tools may help as well in that endeavour, although in a rather limited way, but they are still few and often not accessible to scholars who are not themselves programmers (Andrews and Macé 2015). And so far nothing has replaced the critical apparatus (although it may appear as a pop-up
box on the webpage rather than at the bottom of the printed page) as the most economic way of representing textual variation.

There is still a long way to go before digital critical editions will be more appealing to scholars producing them (Macé and Gippert forthcoming).
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Scholarly editions of three rabbinic texts – one critical and two digital

Chaim Milikowsky


Introduction

One of the main foci of my scholarly research for the past thirty or so years has been textual criticism in a very broad sense, studying such matters as transmission and tradition, identifying texts and fragments, assessing and establishing textual traditions, studying the work of copyists as well as textual contamination and corruption, and – in the final instance – modes of editing a text.

I have been involved in various capacities in the production of three scholarly editions of rabbinic texts, and will give a short outline here of the nature of the works and the modes of textual presentation used in each of the three editions.

But first I wish to explicate my title ‘Scholarly editions of three rabbinic texts – one critical and two digital’, and define clearly the underlying distinction between a scholarly edition and a critical edition. A scholarly edition is any edition which presents in some form or another the manuscript material of the work under study. This can be a diplomatic edition of the text of one document of a work, or a variorum edition, presenting the texts of a multitude of documents of a specific work in a (hopefully) easy-to-use format. A critical edition, however, presupposes the use of the critical faculty of the human mind to reconstruct – or perhaps it is more fitting to write, construct – a better text of the work than any that has been preserved in the extant documents. Any critical edition is, by definition, a scholarly edition; many scholarly editions are not critical editions. (It should be clear by now that my remarks in this short essay have little or no relevance to works created in the post-print era).
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Note the three terms I am using here: work, document and text. The term work is being used to denote the author’s or editor’s product (one which theoretically may never have existed in any concrete mode of expression such as a manuscript or book). A document is a concrete mode of expressing a work: thus the manuscripts of the Iliad are the documents of the work conceptualized/reified as the Iliad. The text of a work is the actual word-after-word presentation of the original product and the text of a document is the word-after-word presentation found in a manuscript. Generally, texts of documents are used to try to reconstruct texts of works, although it is of course legitimate, and very often important, to take as one’s goal the presentation of the text of a specific document. For the purposes of this discussion I am ignoring the theoretical position that there is no such thing as the text of a work or that it is invalid to try to reconstruct the texts of works and one can deal only with the texts of documents. Against this position I can do no better than refer the reader to the still useful and very admirable short book by G. T. Tanselle, A Rationale of Textual Criticism (Tanselle 1989). Or to quote the classicist Martin West who wrote in his Studies in the Text and Transmission of the Iliad: ‘As regards the text, I conceive the aim as being the best approximation that may be possible to the Iliad as its original author left it’ (West 2001, 158).

My crucial distinction then is between non-critical scholarly editions and critical editions. Regarding non-critical scholarly editions I think it is immediately obvious to everyone that these days there is no justification for the print publication of such editions, whether the edition is a diplomatic transcription of the text of a specific document or it presents the texts of many documents together in one format or another. The digital mode of presentation takes little space – the bane of diplomatic transcriptions in general – and also allows easy access and easy revision, in a sense democratizing admittance to what used to be a small coterie of scholars who were at elite institutions with extensive library holdings in all scholarly fields.

I am less sure that critical editions should be produced in digital format. I will return to this point below.

And now to the three scholarly editions.

**Scholarly edition no. 1: A critical edition of Seder Olam**


Seder Olam is an early rabbinic chronography of the biblical period whose primary raison d’être is dating events not dated in Bible, from the earliest parts of the biblical narrative (e.g., the Genesis accounts of the Tower of Babel and the Binding of Isaac) to the latest (e.g., the year of Jehoiakim’s reign in which Nebuchadnezzar ascended to the throne), and resolving chronological cruces, such as synchronizing the regnal lists of the kingdoms of Judah and Israel and resolving contradictions between the biblical books of Kings and Chronicles. It is the earliest preserved rabbinic composition and was composed in the 1st-2nd centuries of the
Figure 1: A standard critical edition in print format: Seder Olam.
Common Era; later works cite it thousands of times. No critical edition of the entire work has been published ever.

The text of the edition was established using classic stemmatological methods. A codex optimus was presented as the base text, but was changed freely when the stemmatic evidence was definitive. It is based upon all extant manuscripts and early printed editions. Variants are presented in classical critical edition mode (see Figure 1). No digital critical edition has been prepared. (A digital image of a paper critical edition cannot be called a digital critical edition). A primary reason for this lack is the simple fact that this edition is, as noted above, an outgrowth and extensive revision of an edition produced well before the digital age began, but this is not the only reason.

**Scholarly edition no. 2: A synoptic line-under-line edition of Vayyiqra Rabba**

Vayyiqra Rabba is a homiletic-cum-exegetical early midrashic work with Leviticus as its base, and is a central repository of rabbinic ideology and theology. It, like most classical rabbinic works, is not the work of an author, but a collection of homiletical sermons, exegetical explications, short narratives, pithy apothegms, and other similar genres collected together, compiled and variously revised by an editor sometime in the 5th century of the Common Era.

Given the compilatory nature of rabbinic literature, and given the fact that this literature is replete with parallel passages appearing in two or more works, from both practical and theoretical vantage points it becomes difficult to determine if it is legitimate to speak of a redactorial moment with regard to these works, or should one speak more of works in constant states of becoming/changing.

My own research has led me to conclude that at least with regard to Vayyiqra Rabba (and a number of other midrashic works whose textual traditions I have studied in more or less detail), it is eminently correct to speak of a redactorial moment.

A critical edition of Vayyiqra Rabba was published by Mordechai Margulies (1972). Nonetheless, the difficulties in analyzing a not-simple textual tradition using solely the variant readings cited in a critical apparatus are well-known, and for my work on Vayyiqra Rabba, I found it essential to produce a synoptic edition, with the variant texts presented line under line (Figure 2). The beginnings of this edition were in a project jointly directed by the late lamented Professor Margarete Schlüter (of the Goethe University of Frankfurt) and me, and funded by the German-Israel Foundation.
Figure 2: An online line-under-line synoptic edition: Vayyiqra Rabba.
The digital edition was input using plain-text (Hebrew) ASCII; care was taken to add no codes or coding (forestalling incipient obsolescence).

Inasmuch as this edition does not purport to reconstruct any ‘original text’ or a hypothetical archetype/hyperarchetype it is a classic instance of a scholarly edition, published online for easy access to all.

**Scholarly edition no. 3: The Friedberg Project for Babylonian Talmud Variants (‘Hachi Garsinan’) (commenced c. 2012)**

The project will encompass all Babylonian Talmud textual witnesses, i.e. manuscripts, early printings, Genizah fragments, binding fragments and other fragments found in public libraries and private collections all over the world and will include all tractates of the Babylonian Talmud. It presents high quality digital images of all original text-witnesses, accompanied by precise transcriptions of the text in the image. It will display the text-witnesses by column synopsis as well as by row synopsis, dynamically, enabling the user to choose which variants to highlight and which to omit, while emphasizing the differences between the text-witnesses, using advanced visual methods that will help the user complete his quest quickly and efficiently. It also will integrate additional functions including full text search on all text-witnesses, as well as save, copy and print options, personal workspace,

![Figure 3: A web database with a columnar and a linear synoptic edition and interactive access to digital photos and transcriptions: Babylonian Talmud.](image)
etc. A partial version began operation approximately a year ago (March 2015) and is freely available, though registration is required (Figure 3).

This is an audacious project, from many perspectives, and could not have been embarked on without very generous private funding. Just locating all the witnesses to the Babylonian Talmud, receiving permission to use them and assembling high-resolution digital images of all these manuscripts and early prints has necessitated large outlays of money and time. And then began the crucial work of transcribing all these images, until the staff and the Academic Advisory Board were confident in the accuracy of the digital text. In parallel, a computing team began work on the various software and network aspects of the project.

This is also an edition which has as its goal the presentation of the source material and has no pretensions of creating a critical text.

**Points to Ponder in Conclusion**

There is, as indicated, a world of difference between the first scholarly edition noted above, on the one hand, and the second and third, on the other. The first is a critical edition, and presents a text which to my mind is as close to the text of the original work as one can get using the extant documents. The other two editions are scholarly non-critical editions, whose sole goal is to present to as wide an audience as possible the texts contained in the documents of the work. Digital scholarly non-critical editions have many advantages. As well as saving trees and bookshelf space, they have the advantage of easily being updated.

A printed edition cannot be changed; if a new manuscript is discovered, the only way to incorporate it is to produce a new edition. With regard to a digital edition, the solution is relatively trivial.

It is fitting that the first edition is paper-bound and the others digital. An edition printed on the correct materials has the capability to last centuries, but will digital editions last centuries?

Crucial questions relating to preservation, sustainability, and long-term access, all closely inter-related, have been raised again and again by those involved with the production of digital editions, and the answers we have are sadly deficient.

Let me give some depressing examples. We are burdened with a growing number of scholarly editions, digital castaways from as recently as the 1990s. The CD-ROM multiple edition of Johnson’s Dictionary, for example, does not work with the operating systems of many post-2005 computers, and will become increasingly unusable as those systems continue to evolve. The Samuel Hartlib Papers, offered in digital format on two CD-ROMs in 1996 (edited by M. Greengrass and M. Hannon) was overtaken quickly by advances in software, reprogrammed, and again rendered obsolete by later updates. It languishes in the digital doldrums. In the UK, funding organizations such as the Arts and Humanities Research Council have become reluctant to support applications for mounting primary materials on line in recognition of the fact that these high-cost projects simply disappear without frequent, and often very expensive upgrades.

Nor is it likely that we will have the hardware to display today’s digital images on a screen in 50 years, let alone 500. Remember floppy disks? And will the
information encoded on chunks of silicon, including hard drives, be electronically legible 50 years from now? The odds are, no. Ordinary CDs, DVDs, and hard drives have shelf-lives of 7-10 years. They are vulnerable to oxygen and other elements in the air, to sunlight, dust, and magnetism. The most optimistic manufacturers of expensive, solid-gold coated CD-ROM’s express hope that their products may last for 100, even 200 years! At best, that’s less than half the shelf life of acid-free paper.

Digital images of anything, left to their own devices, as it were, turn out to be a lot more fragile, a lot less durable over time, than papyrus or paper, let alone parchment. Digital is still the technology of choice, but it is unfortunately the most ephemeral means of textual transmission since man wrote on sand. Instead of recopying everything important every few centuries, digital editions must be recopied and their software revised at the minimum every few decades, to insure readability. And that readability will still depend on access to appropriate hardware.

An important figure in the field of modern literary studies who has placed digital editing, processing and study at the center of his scholarly career is Jerome McGann, author of the classic and controversial *A Critique of Modern Textual Criticism* (McGann 1983). In what I see as a rather sad epilogue to much of what he has done (he was born in 1937), he recently wrote:

*I spent eighteen years designing The Rossetti Archive and filling out its content. This was a collaborative project involving some forty graduate students plus a dozen or more skilled technical experts, not to speak of the cooperation of funding agencies and scores of persons around the world in many libraries, museums, and other depositories. It comprises some 70,000 digital files and 42,000 hyperlinks organizing a critical space for the study of Rossetti’s complete poetry, prose, pictures, and designs in their immediate historical context. The Archive has high-resolution digital images of every known manuscript, proof, and print publication of his textual works, and every known or accessible painting, drawing, or art object he designed. It also has a substantial body of contextual materials that are related in important ways to Rossetti’s work. All of this is imbedded in a robust environment of editorial and critical commentary. (...)*

*On the other hand, if the Archive is judged strictly as a scholarly edition, the jury is still out. One simple and deplorable reason explains why: no one knows how it or projects like it will be or could be sustained. And here is the supreme irony of this adventure: I am now thinking that, to preserve what I have come to see as the permanent core of its scholarly materials, I shall have to print it out.*

(McGann 2010; emphasis added).

It should be noted immediately that in spite of these apocalyptic reflections, digital editions still are being funded, still are being produced. I wish their progenitors well, and hope my Cassandra-like musings are all mistaken.
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From manuscript to digital edition

The challenges of editing early English alchemical texts

Sara Norja


Introduction

Alchemy, later considered a pseudo-science, was one of the first experimental sciences in the Middle Ages and influenced the development of chemistry. A multitude of English medieval alchemical manuscript texts survive, written in both Latin and the vernacular. However, the uncharted material vastly outnumbers the texts edited so far, especially in the case of vernacular texts. Indeed, according to Peter J. Grund (2013: 428), the editing of alchemical manuscript texts can be called ‘the final frontier’ in Middle English (ME) textual editing. There are currently no digital editions of ME alchemical texts, although one is under preparation (Grund 2006). Indeed, there is to my knowledge only one digital edition of alchemical texts from any period: The Chymistry of Isaac Newton, presenting Newton’s alchemical manuscript material (Newman 2005). There are also very few print editions compared to the vast amount of manuscript material: currently, only nine scholarly print editions of ME alchemical manuscript texts exist (Grund 2013: 431-32, fn. 14-15). The lack of editions may be partly due to alchemical texts having been considered too ‘obscure’ and ‘difficult’ to merit editing; alchemical language has a reputation for being vague and laden with metaphors. In general, English-language early scientific texts have not been edited much until fairly recently (cf. Pahta and Taavitsainen 2004: 3-4), and disciplines such as alchemy, considered pseudo-scientific in the present day, have been especially neglected.
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However, alchemical texts present many intriguing research possibilities. In order for this branch of ME scientific writing to be used by e.g. historical linguists, more alchemical texts need to be edited – preferably in a digital form compatible with corpus search tools. This paper will discuss the challenges presented by ME alchemical texts and the ways in which a digital edition can address those challenges. A group of previously unedited and unresearched alchemical manuscript texts will act as a case study, with a focus on the issue of textual fluidity.

**Early English alchemical manuscript texts attributed to Roger Bacon**

The earliest Latin translations of Arabic alchemical texts appeared in the 12th century (Principe 2013: 51). However, it was only in the 15th century that texts began to be written in English. At first, these were mostly translations or transformations of Latin originals. The 16th and 17th centuries saw a flourishing of alchemical practice in England, and thus a proliferation of new alchemical texts. However, many older texts also were copied; medieval texts may appear for the first time as an early modern manuscript copy.

Pseudepigraphical texts – that is, texts falsely attributed to a famous author – are common in alchemical writing, as in many other types of medieval writing. Roger Bacon (c. 1214-92?) was a scholar interested in many branches of science. He valued the science of alchemy, and produced some genuine writings on the subject (Molland 2004). However, they are outnumbered by the pseudepigrapha: Bacon rose to great fame in alchemical circles, and thus numerous writings were attributed falsely or spuriously to him even centuries after his death.

Among these Pseudo-Baconian texts are several English-language texts. My doctoral dissertation will include a digital scholarly edition of some of them: the focus in my dissertation is on *The Mirror of Alchemy*, extant in seven manuscript copies. The edition will be oriented linguistically, but with the possibility for a general reader/usership as well due to the flexibility of the digital format. Due to the linguistic focus, the edition will be documentary (it also will be accompanied by a reader-friendly best-text edition of one of the copies). Documentary editions are especially important for historical linguists, since the focus on accurate representation of the original and the lack of unsignalled editorial interventions make the edition a better witness of the language of a past age (Lass 2004). My edition will adapt the framework for digital editing of ME texts proposed by Ville Marttila (2014); the TEI-XML guidelines form the basis for the framework. In the course of my doctoral degree, I will mainly aim for a data archive, intended to include the raw XML data and metadata, but not aiming for visual representation of any great degree. Any website presentation will appear only later. The edition is currently in early stages.

However, in this paper I focus on a broader group, featuring many of the English-language alchemical texts attributed to Roger Bacon. Some manuscript versions of *The Mirror of Alchemy* are included in this broader group. Overall, these texts seem to bear little relation to Bacon’s genuine writings. The group of Pseudo-Baconian texts focused on here consists of twelve texts from manuscripts dating
from the 15th to the 17th centuries. The manuscripts are located in libraries in Cambridge (Cambridge University Library, Trinity College Library), London (British Library) and Oxford (Bodleian Library). I have transcribed all of the texts; they add up to c. 31,400 words.

Ten of these texts have been divided preliminarily into four groups (A, B, C and D) based on their identification by George Keiser as versions of the same ‘work’ (Keiser 1998: 3636). The A and D groups consist of only one manuscript text each; the B group consists of five texts, and the C group of three. The material also includes two texts I have found which do not fit Keiser’s classification. All the texts are predominantly in English, with occasional code-switching into Latin. The B group has a clear Latin antecedent: Speculum Alchemiae, also falsely attributed to Roger Bacon. The B group thus can be identified as versions of The Mirror of Alchemy.

Most of the texts are treatises on alchemy, dealing with matters such as the properties of metals and how to prepare the Philosophers’ Stone. However, there are also several alchemical recipes.

The issue of textual fluidity and other challenges

Early alchemical texts present several challenges to the editor. Some of these are common to the editing of any manuscript text. For instance, physical challenges such as smudges, stains, faded ink and so on are not a unique problem for alchemical texts. However, some of these physical challenges may be exacerbated by the fact that many alchemical manuscripts actually have been used as workbooks before being placed in archives, and so may contain stains from various substances used in alchemical work (e.g. a small orange-hued stain penetrating several folios in Oxford, Bodleian Library MS Ashmole 1486, Part IV, at least ff. 17r-18v).

In my introduction I mentioned the ambiguity of alchemical language. Metaphors are indeed common, and although there has been plenty of research into alchemical metaphors and imagery (e.g. Abraham 1998), individual texts may well be obscure. Some of the Pseudo-Baconian texts rely on metaphors such as the ‘father and mother of all metals’ (referring to sulphur and mercury, often conceived of as male and female, respectively; cf. Príncipe 2013: 78), and other more obscure ones such as ‘byardyd blood’ (London, British Library, MS Sloane 1091, f. 102r; it is unclear precisely what substance this refers to). There are additional challenges to understanding the texts to be edited: alchemical terminology is not always recorded in the Oxford English Dictionary or the Middle English Dictionary (cf. Grund 2014), so it can be challenging to uncover the meaning of technical terms (e.g. ‘contr icyons’, MS Sloane 1091, f. 102v).

There are also challenges relating to representing the original manuscript in the edition; many of these, of course, are common to any editor, but alchemical manuscripts often add to these problems. For instance, alchemical manuscripts often contain extensive marginalia and additions that may be of great interest linguistically and from a historical point of view (e.g. a note in mirrored handwriting in Cambridge, Trinity College Library MS R. 14. 44, in Part IV of the MS, f. 12v). Thus, these marginalia also should be encoded as intrinsic to the
text itself, but presented as separate depending on whether they were added by the original scribe or a later hand. Since there are so few other editions, the possibility for comparison is not yet as fruitful as it could be – however, the Isaac Newton project is an extremely helpful resource for Early Modern English alchemical texts.

Medieval alchemical texts are complex when it comes to textual transmission, as is the case for many other early scientific texts (cf. Grund 2013: 435; Pahta and Taavitsainen 2004: 12-13). Scribes combined sections from various sources and sometimes added their own contributions. Perhaps the chief editorial challenge, thus, is that due to the fluid nature of alchemical texts, it is often difficult to actually define what a certain ‘text’ actually is (cf. Varila 2016; the term ‘work’ is useful in some cases, such as for The Mirror of Alchemy, but not in all). This is a challenge if one is considering a printed edition where (for either financial or practical reasons) it is often not feasible to attempt a documentary record of all the possible textual variations.

An example of this textual fluidity can be found in the Pseudo-Baconian D text (MS R. 14. 44, Pt IV, ff. 8v – 14v). According to Keiser (1998: 3636), this text forms a separate group on its own, and thus is not connected to the other texts in his four-part classification. However, my transcription of the D text reveals some definite connections: D contains passages similar to the C group. It also has similar collocations compared to the B group. Keiser’s (1998) work is a manual of scientific writings in ME, and he had to go through a great number of manuscripts in the process. Thus, it is not surprising that extensive research on all the manuscripts was not feasible. In any case, it seems clear that Keiser’s group boundaries are more fluid than they might appear, and should be reconsidered.

The textual fluidity in the D group is evident when comparing it to the C group. One of the texts in the C group (Cambridge, Trinity College MS R. 14. 45, ff. 2r – 4r) contains the following on f. 2r:2

Ask þþ comyn verkerys þþ holde ham soo wyse what ys þþ erthe & what ys the vete. þþ schall be souyn in the erthe.

‘ask the common workers that consider themselves so wise: what is the earth and what is the wheat that shall be sown in the earth’

The same passage also appears in the other texts in the C group. When compared with a passage from the D text (f. 12r), it can be seen that the two examples are almost identical according to medieval standards:

aske þþ of þþe. philisophires. þþ holde þþen hem so wyse.
what muste be þþ þþe þþat is sowyn in þþ erthe

‘ask ye of these philosophers that consider themselves so wise:
what must be the wheat that is sown in the earth’

2 The transcriptions are by myself. My transcription principles, in brief, are the following: original spelling, line breaks, punctuation, and superscripts have been retained. Abbreviations are expanded in italics. Thorn and yogh are retained.
The only major difference in word choice is ‘comyn verkerys’ ‘common workers’ in the C text, which is ‘philisophires’ ‘philosophers’ in the D text. However, the general similarities are immediately evident. In addition, the passages continue in a near-identical fashion in both texts until D’s explicit, over the space of several folios. There are also other similarities; the texts in MSS R. 14. 44 and R. 14. 45 (as well as the other C texts) have numerous complexities in their textual relationships that cannot be dealt with here. Thus, the latter part of the D text seems to have a similar textual history as parts of the C texts. Should the D text then be included among the C group? Or is it sufficiently different to merit a grouping of its own? Editorial decisions such as these are made very challenging by the textual situation in the manuscripts. However, digital documentary editing can provide many solutions for these issues.

**Digital editions for alchemical texts**

Digital editing is a useful choice for alchemical texts for many reasons. Considering the issues of textual fluidity, a digital edition is a good solution: because of the lack of issues such as printing costs, a digital edition of alchemical texts can provide all the versions of a text and represent their interrelations in a flexible manner. Digital editions can overcome the issue of ‘too much’ text to be edited: lack of space is not an issue in the digital realm. Thus, multiple versions of an alchemical text/work can be edited and displayed in various ways. In addition, digital editions in website form can make it easier to present complex interrelations of texts. On a website, it would be possible to display links in textual organisation – thus enabling comparison of different versions. Such an edition could also highlight such things as the similarity of passages (cf. the example of the C and D groups above).

In addition, digital editions can easily provide multiple representations of alchemical texts with varying degrees of normalisation, thus catering to audiences both scholarly and popular. This makes the texts both 1) accurate representations of historical evidence – full texts, with all the idiosyncrasies of spelling and word choice used by the original scribe – and also 2) accessible for a more general audience, with the possibility of a representation of the edition with e.g. normalised spelling. Varying degrees of normalisation – with the possibility of going back to the most accurate representation of the manuscript – are one of the great strengths of digital editions. In one representation, e.g. modern punctuation can be added to ease comprehension of the often convoluted syntax of ME alchemical language. However, this should be encoded clearly in the XML as an editorial addition, and should not be part of the default view of the texts.

In conclusion: we need more editions of alchemical texts. The examples presented here are but a drop in the ocean of unedited material. Digital editing is very well suited to alchemical texts. However, a common framework for the documentary editing of alchemical texts is needed. In my doctoral dissertation and the accompanying edition, I hope to present a suggestion for such a framework.
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Towards a digital edition of the Minor Greek Geographers

Chiara Palladino


The purpose of the presentation is to introduce in-progress work for the creation of a digital edition of the corpus of the so-called Minor Greek Geographers. It will focus on issues and opportunities in the formalization and use of geographical data expressed in historical languages such as Greek and Latin.

The definition of ‘Minor geographers’ has become traditional in scholarship, due to the establishment of a distinction between ‘major’ geographical encyclopedias of antiquity (Strabo’s or Pausanias’ works, for example), and ‘minor’ compilations or opuscules belonging to essentially anonymous authors, of relatively short extent or in fragmentary form, whose coverage was more technical or strictly related to travel.

This ensemble is traditionally indicated as a ‘corpus’, as the majority of these works were transmitted in two reciprocally connected manuscripts (Pal. Gr. 398 and Par. Suppl. Gr. 443, 9th and 13th century respectively). These two related codices were transmitted together throughout the tradition, and were edited for the first time in 1855-1861 by Karl Müller in the two volumes of the Geographi Graeci Minores – that also included works in Latin, derived from Greek originals (Müller 1855; 1861).

However, the texts falling in this definition are varied in terms of sources, chronological, spatial and linguistic coverage, and also in terms of purpose. The corpus includes summaries of astronomy, didactic compendia of geography, travelogues, or even poetical extravaganzas (e.g. portolans transposed in verses, such as Dionysius’ Periegesis of the inhabited world). Therefore, they are strategical repositories of information: in a relatively limited textual space, they provide immense variety and density of geospatial data about the ancient world (average
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4-5 place names per line are mentioned in prose works), frequently preserving extended quotations from previous not surviving sources, such as Dicaearchus, Eratosthenes and Hipparchus; their chronological span also offers a wide range of linguistic information on the expression of space.

Despite being certainly outdated, Müller’s work offers a panoramic view on a corpus of spatial documents which is currently unique in its completeness and variety. His gigantic critical effort contributed to the creation of a conceptual ‘collection’ of interrelated works which not only are connected from the codicological point of view, but also represent a geographical ‘tradition’ of technical and didactic documents which contributed to shape the spatial knowledge and experience of the Graeco-Roman world in the form of a conceptual transmission, a tradition of information from the Classical period to the Byzantine Age, with all the imaginable variations, enhancements, discussions and distortions (Van Paassen 1957). Müller’s edition represents, therefore, the starting point of any critical work on ancient geography.

The two volumes have been scanned and are currently available as copyright-free in .pdf format on archive.org and Google Books. In order to extract a machine-readable text from the scans, we used the Lace OCR engine developed by Federico Boschetti and Bruce Robertson (Robertson 2012; Boschetti and Robertson 2013), which is based on Rigaudon, originally developed by Robertson for Polytonic Greek (Robertson 2014), and trained on different fonts used in modern critical editions. While the first tests revealed very positive results for the first volume of the GGM, the scans of the second volume were of very bad typographic quality, and the workflow had to be repeated several times with new scans taken from the physical book. Both the Greek and the Latin translation were OCR’d from the first volume with good accuracy, and have been manually corrected and enriched with basic XML structural tagging. The resulting files can then be used to create a more refined encoding through manual tagging and the creation of a machine-readable citation scheme.

Following the editorial tradition of his time, Müller also provided Latin translations for every text, often copying them from previous single or collective editions, sometimes providing them himself. The availability of a corresponding Latin translation to the Greek text offers an important opportunity to create translation alignment. The alignment editor is in this case provided by Alpheios (http://alpheios.net/) through the Perseids platform (http://www.perseids.org/), which provides a collaborative annotation environment. The annotations can be exported in XML format, also providing a large corpus of training data for the improvement of automatic cross-language alignment engines.

These steps belong to what should be called a preliminary editorial workflow, aimed at providing machine-readable texts with basic structural features. The inspection of conceptual/semantic phenomena, on the other hand, has to be approached by means of external annotation. The corpus of the Minor Geographers offers a panoramic view on a very specific type of data, namely, geospatial information.
Spatial data in textual sources are essentially based on the notion of ‘place’, which should not be limited to place-names, but provide a fundamental point of start. The basic workflow for machine-readable sources including information about places requires the use of standard references to authority lists, namely, gazetteers. Gazettes currently represent an authoritative reference to geographical entities, which are stored as Uniform Resource Identifiers (URIs), referred to real geographical coordinates when possible, and also classified according to modern categorization systems. This means that each place is identified uniquely through a stable machine-readable reference, included in a more general authority reference where it can be associated to additional information, such as alternative names, chronological data, disambiguation references, related projects, etc.

In the case of historical languages such as ancient Greek, automatic methods on Named Entities are still very imperfect and computer-based recognition workflows still need to be reinforced with manual intervention, especially in the task of disambiguation and georeferencing. The most important explorative environment where this currently is attempted is provided by Recogito (http://pelagios.org/recogito/), the annotation platform created within the Pelagios Project (Barker et al. 2015). Recogito was developed in order to allow manual and semi-automatic annotation on geospatial documents in historical languages, to index and georeference place names by referring them to gazetteers, and to allow simple visual representation and data download. It is currently under development in a more advanced version which eventually will allow annotation of an extended variety of named entities (http://recogito.pelagios.org/).

Georeferencing and visually representing the data provided by dense geospatial texts gives some additional possibilities in terms of comparative study and global representation of the general spatial concepts of the corpus. Moreover, the principle of collaborative annotation allows the extension of the work to scholarly and students’ projects involving Greek or Roman geographers, for example in the context of seminars dealing with Named Entities data in ancient sources (Bodard and Palladino 2016): some of the authors of Müller’s corpus have already been annotated and georeferenced, and many others are in the process of being annotated by non-experts and scholars (Dionysius’ Periegesis of the inhabited world, the Periplus Ponti Euxini, The Greek Cities by the so-called Heraclides Criticus, Arrian’s Periplus and Indica, Agathemerus’ Sketch of Geography are amongst the most complete in the original Greek version).

Manually verified and georeferenced place-names already provide a database of information which can be used for a variety of purposes: by cross-referencing to Linked Data-based gazetteers such as Pleiades (http://pleiades.stoa.org/), for example, additional data are made immediately available, especially in terms of semantic information on place classification. Recogito itself allows for a simple visualization of some of this information, e.g. the spatial coordinates as retrieved from georeferencing, boundaries of Roman provinces, and basic information of place frequency indicated by different sizes of pointers. Exported annotations can be used for more refined visualization experiments, by using some of the other
categories of information provided: applications like QuantumGIS (http://www.qgis.org/), for instance, allow the elaboration of occurrence-based relations or connections (although the semantic meaning of such relations is not explicit), density and frequency data in the mention of specific categories of places, such as ethnics, water bodies or man-made structures.

The expression of space through specific morphosyntactic constructs is also important for the study of the corpus, as the linguistic encoding of directions and orientation has a relevant cognitive importance (Levinson 2003; Thiering 2014): this is approached through treebanking, linguistic annotation of morphology and syntax (Celano n. d.).

Geospatial documents generated by premodern societies challenge our spatial perspective in a variety of other ways, and they still provide much meaningful information that should be treated with a specific formalization strategy in order to be fully inspected and understood. When dealing with ancient geography, it has to be acknowledged that premodern societies were not map-based, as they considered cartographic representation of space as mathematical-philosophical abstraction, while concrete traveling and spatial practice were related to descriptive geography in word-form (Janni 1984; Brodersen 2003). Spatial practice was shaped through a peculiar system of knowledge, which made limited use of graphical representation, but was built as a chain of concepts and specific components, functional to empirical experience (Geus and Thiering 2014). These components can be summarized as relational descriptions of various types: the main ones being distances, definition of topological/conceptual categories, and systems of orientation, either formalized or non-formalized.

The corpus of the Minor Geographers offers a variety and density of geospatial information which provides a suitable quantity of documents representing the way Graeco-Roman societies described and experienced the world through specific concepts, in a radically different way from our perceived cultural paradigm. On the other hand, it challenges the limitations of current GIS technologies and editorial workflows, which are not apt to represent non-standardized ways of connection between spatial entities, with all their semantic peculiarities, in a consistent way. For example, it is currently impossible to refer to any authority concerning types of orientation systems, or ancient classifications of places (which tend to be different from the modern ones), and especially relations between spatial entities in general. What is still missing from the picture is, therefore, an authoritative vocabulary retrieved from textual data as they appear in ancient sources, not only classifying places, but especially providing additional relational and semantic information.
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Digital editions and materiality

A media-specific analysis of the first and the last edition of Michael Joyce’s Afternoon

Mehdy Sedaghat Payam


In this paper, the early development of hypertext fiction will be approached from the perspective of the materiality of the digital text, with the purpose of demonstrating the extent to which the materiality of the digital medium has affected editing Michael Joyce’s Afternoon, which as the first work of hypertext fiction is arguably the most discussed work of the early 1990s. Writing a novel in the new medium and presenting it as a work of fiction surely must have required a significant amount of (pre)meditation about narrative, the new medium and the way its materiality should or should not play a significant part in the narrative, and this is what Joyce confesses to have done during the years preceding the writing of Afternoon. The main reason which this novel has been chosen for this research is that Afternoon in various ways reveals how it changes when its material support as well as its reading and writing software, Storyspace, go through various updates. Those updates practically make a floppy disc designed to be read through Storyspace 1.0 on a Mac LC, unreadable on an iMac with Storyspace 1.3.0. The stand-alone feature of the works of hypertext fiction means that their material support needs to be updated anytime that a new technology, or the upgrades to the previous ones, change the electronic media ecology. This has already happened once when Storyspace 1 was upgraded to Storyspace 2, which according to its developer made it a completely new computing environment. The current Storyspace available on the website of Eastgate System (late 2015) is Storyspace 2.5 for Mac OS X, and Storyspace 2.0 for Windows. During the last twenty years the medium of the computer and its operating systems were developed further and further by their manufacturing
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companies. This made Joyce (and his publisher) develop *Afternoon* and edited it for the new platforms. For the contemporary reader in late 2015, apart from the web ported version only the sixth edition (for both Mac and Windows users) is commercially available.

As both Kirschenbaum (2008) and Harpold (2009) have demonstrated, there are several *Aftemoons*. Just as during the last twenty years the medium of the computer and its operating systems were developed further and further by their manufacturing companies, so did Joyce (and his publisher) develop *Afternoon*. Harpold has identified sixteen versions for *Afternoon* up to 2007, six for Macintosh computers and six for Windows, two translations (into German and Italian), a web porting, and a print version. The last two are only a selection of the lexias (fifteen lexias for the web version, and ten for the print copy of *Postmodern American Fiction: A Norton Anthology*). For the contemporary reader in late 2015, apart from the web ported version only the sixth edition (for both Mac and Windows users) is commercially available, and the previous editions are already collector’s items.

Although *Afternoon* as the first hypertext novel has primary importance for this paper, its history, development and the myriad of changes that it has undergone in each edition will not be studied here. Instead, this paper analyzes the first commercial edition of the novel and the sixth edition to show how and in what ways the materiality of this novel has been modified for different platforms and operating systems. Moreover, it will demonstrate how all these features are dependent on and a function of the interplay between this novel’s physical characteristics and its signifying strategies.

The materiality of both editions of *Afternoon* should be studied in at least three ways, two of which are forensic and one of which is formal materiality. For the first commercial edition, the first kind of forensic materiality refers to the data storage medium (3.5 inch floppy disks) on which it was sold, and the second kind of forensic materiality refers to the machine which retrieves information from the storage medium and makes reading *Afternoon* possible (a Mac LC here). The formal materiality of *Afternoon* refers to the software (Storyspace) by which this novel has been written and presented to the audience. All these three at the same time provide various opportunities and create several limitations for the early works of hypertext fiction writers. In addition to all these, packaging and the way the floppy diskettes have been sold by their publisher (Eastgate Systems) creates another level of materiality which will be discussed below. Michael Joyce who was one of the developers of Storyspace states that it took him four years to figure out how to make it a useful tool in writing novels.

---

2 Terry Harpold (2009) and Mathew Kirschenbaum (2008) have written insightful chapters on these issues in their books. Reading their books can be very informative for readers who are interested to explore these fields.

3 Formal materiality affects the form of the files and not the substance of the computer. In other words, formal materiality is an emphasis on the manipulation of symbols not the matter. It is experienced as buttons on the screen or a blank page that is filled by users while writing on a MS Word Document. Forensic materiality on the other hand, refers to all the physical elements (both microscopic and macroscopic) used in the computer (C.f. Kirschenbaum 2008).
Yet a fairly common reaction to hypertext and hypermedia systems in product reviews, in technical literature, and among everyday users of these tools is the one expressed by Jeffrey Conklin in his still definitive 1987 article, ‘One must work in current hypertext environments for a while for the collection of features to coalesce in a useful tool.’ This is a kind way to say that you have to figure out what to do with these things. I have spent much of the last four years figuring out exactly that. As a code-developer of Storyspace, I have approached what to do with the things as a design question; as a fiction writer seeking to work in a new medium, I have approached it as an artistic question, and, as a teacher, a practical, pedagogic, and sometimes a political one.

(Of Two Minds 39)

Thus, it can be said that many of the features of Afternoon already had been thought about by Joyce, and he created that novel with a comprehensive knowledge of the capabilities of the medium and both layers of its materiality, the computer and its new range of abilities (which required its users to have a certain degree of computer literacy to be able to use it) and Storyspace as the authoring tool for Afternoon.

Afternoon as the first work of hypertext fiction, is one of the most discussed works of Storyspace school. From Landow (1994) to Bell (2010) many scholars have discussed various features of this work (closure and possible stories (Douglas, 2001), freedom of the reader (Aarseth 1997), and narrative (Ryan 2006). However, apart from Kirschenbaum (2008), and Harpold (2009), almost none of the books and essays have discussed its materiality, and how changes in different published versions of Afternoon modify the experience of reading this work.

The medium used here to analyze the first commercial edition (instead of a simulated program) has been an actual Mac LC with forty MB Hard Drive with 6.0 Mac OS and two MB RAM. The CRT monitor for this Mac was a fourteen inch ViewSonic E641 which has a display resolution of 512x384 pixels at eight-bit color. Afternoon was published on a three and a half inch floppy disk which had the capacity limit of 720 Kilobytes and during the early 1990s was the most popular portable storage medium for electronic data. This storage medium imposes its own limitations (in addition to the opportunities it provides) for publishing a work of hypertext fiction. The first (and probably the most important) limitation imposed on the authors by this medium was its small storage capacity which discouraged the authors who wanted to sell their works through Eastgate Systems (and probably designers of the software) from creating large-scale works. This could have been one of the reasons why Afternoon, like many other works which follow it, is mainly script-based and has minimal graphics. The only picture on the opening lexia which shows three characters is small and blurry.

4 The second release of Storyspace, King of Space (1991) by Susan Smith was published on three 3.5 floppy disks, and Uncle Buddy’s Phantom Funhouse (1992) by John McDaid was published on five 3.5 floppy disks (and comes in a box which is totally different from the standard packaging of other Storyspace releases). However, these are the exceptions and most other works released by Eastgate Systems were either published on one or two 3.5 floppy disks.
The version of *Afternoon* which is studied here comes in a jacket which, in an obvious attempt to remediate books, functions as the cover for the novel and, similar to its print equivalents, has the name of the novel and the author on the front. A short introduction about Michael Joyce along with a selection from the reviews of other famous novelists and scholars is printed on its back. Inside the cover, in addition to the floppy diskette of *Afternoon*, there is an actual printed booklet. This eight-page booklet has eight sections: a) *Afternoon, a story* (with more selections from the reviews), b) Getting Started, c) Reading *Afternoon*, d) The Tool Bar, e) Questions?, f) About the author, g) License Agreement, h) Limited Warranty and Disclaimer. Sections c and d (in slightly altered forms) are repeated in the digital version of the story under the lexias of ‘hypertext’ and ‘read at depth’ and precede the story. Sections a, e, f, g, and h are the standard sections which can be found in almost all contemporary print novels, and adding them to the booklet here is a further attempt at the remediation of the material form of the print novel. It is not clear whether having a printed booklet in packaging has been the decision of Storyspace designers or the publishers (Eastgate Systems), but it clearly aims to further justify Joyce’s claim that *Afternoon* is a novel.

One of the main challenges for Joyce, as the first hypertext fiction writer, was finding an electronic equivalent for the page and how to move to other pages of the novel on the computer screen. In order to address this issue Joyce chose to use (hidden) links and have every lexia fit to the screen, so that the novel could partly have a visual similarity with the book. Another issue which has been taken into account in the physical organization and design of *Afternoon* is the bookmarking capability of the novel, which is shown in the program’s asking to save the reading path before exiting the program while you open it next time for a new reading. This feature allows the machine to automatically trace the reading sequence of every reading and stresses the procedural aspect of the reading. In a print novel, a reader may use a custom-made bookmark or a piece of paper to bookmark his reading path, and after the novel is finished, the reader does not use the bookmark anymore. However, even if you have visited almost all 539 lexias of the story and have made an intensive study of *Afternoon* like Douglas (2001), the machine still asks you whether you want to ‘save the current place in your reading of *Afternoon*,’ a request which implicitly notes the never-ending nature of reading this novel. No reading is complete and the physical organization and design of this novel stresses this repeatedly. This bookmarking feature might seem trivial at the beginning, but it is one of the features of the software which has been thought seriously about (and later developed) by the developers of Storyspace. Bookmarking in addition to implying kinship with print novels (which cannot be read in one sitting) also implies the existence of the guard-fields. You cannot simply pass through the maze of *Afternoon* in one reading. It is a place that you have to return to (probably every

---

5 This booklet hints at strength of the print tradition which exists and leaves its mark and trace on even the works which ironically were hailed by some critics as the nemesis of print.

6 The accompanying booklet of *Afternoon* pinpoints this feature: ‘Each time you open *Afternoon*, you can choose whether to begin a new reading or resume previous reading. If you resume a previous reading, you begin at the place where you stopped reading previously.’
and that is why you need bookmarks to help you explore various corners of it.

*Afternoon*'s 2001 edition for Windows and Mac comes in a CD with a glass cover and the booklet which accompanied the first commercial edition has been downsized to a small photo. Moreover, the information on the booklet has been added as separate file which appears in the same folder where *Afternoon* is. There is also a text file in which the copyright information of *Afternoon* appears. Several other navigation options have been added to this version as well. For instance ‘locate writing space’ from the Navigate tab allows the reader to search among the lexis. Apart from all this, the 2001 edition has an important statement by Joyce. Under the Storyspace tab in the software, there are a couple of keywords which differ in Windows and Mac versions. The Keywords in Windows are *fragments, moaning, poetry, wall, winter, yesterday*, but the Mac version has some additional keywords which include *black, blue, cyan, green, magenta, and red*. This becomes even more interesting when we search these colours in the ‘find text’ search option of the novel (under the drop-down Navigate tab), and find out that some of these colors (such as cyan, and magenta) have not been mentioned in the novel at all. Cyan, Magenta, Yellow and Black are the basic colors used for printing color images. On the other hand, Red, Blue and Green are used for creating images on the computer screens. The first obvious interpretation of this feature is that, similar to the creation of colors, different stories are created when different lexis of this novel are placed alongside each other. The second interpretation is that since cyan, magenta, and yellow are ‘subtractive’ colors, they get darker as you blend them together, and ultimately create the color black. On the other hand, red, green, and blue produce the color white when they are blended together. Since the only colors used in this novel are black on the white background, what Joyce means here is that the whole range of colors are available in his novel, and his work is a blend of all these colors which have been used for creating images on the computer screen and printing them on paper. What this means in textual practice is that his story incorporates the elements of print and computing media and combines them together to achieve a kind of synthesis (or compromise) between these two; the long tradition of the novel and the new medium of the computer.

These changes make a bold statement about the relationship between each edition and its material support which highlights the role of editing for each instantiation of the same work. A work of digital fiction has to evolve alongside the upgrades of the each medium in it is instantiated. These upgrades appear in minor edits on some parts either within the linguistic section of the novel (Harpold 2009; and Kirschenbaum 2008) or in the materiality of the novel, so that even a different platform (Mac OS) offers a different reading of the same work.
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Challenges of a digital approach

Considerations for an edition of Pedro Homem de Mello’s poetry

_Elsa Pereira_1


Pedro Homem de Mello (1904-1984) is one of the relevant lyric poets in 20th century Portuguese literature, whose works were subject to extensive authorial revision. This presentation argues that structural variance, as observed in the poet’s compositions, can be visualized best through an electronic edition, and that the affordances of the medium contribute to reconceiving the concept of text, as a fluid entity that is subject to expansion, through its divergent manifestations. With that in mind, it will present examples where this kind of variation occurs, and point out a few challenges of going digital.

The first thing we have to observe is that Pedro Homem de Mello started his writing career during the Modernist period. Hannah Sullivan, in her book _The Work of Revision_, already identified obsessive authorial revision with ‘the legacy of high modernism’ and the multistage process that characterized the ‘print culture that nourished it.’ She claims that ‘Modernism writers (…) used revision’ not only through the kind of lexical substitution that aims to refine the expression, ‘but to make it new through large-scale transformations of length and structure’ (Sullivan 2013, 22). This also could be related to what Tanselle classified as _vertical revision_ – that is, a rewriting that metamorphoses a text and seems ‘to make a different sort of work out of it’ (Tanselle 1990, 53).

There are many examples of vertical revision in Mello’s poetry. Sometimes, the relationships between versions are obvious, as they involve mainly excision, extension or substitution of some parts of the poem, while the core of the composition remains the same. Other versions, however, seem to have more of
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'a filial relationship rather than one of direct descent' (Sullivan 2013, 18). This is the case, for example, with two versions entitled ‘Saudade’ (Mello 1961, 49) and ‘Apolo’ (Mello, BNP, E14, cx. 22). Altogether, only four half lines are shared, and those lines do not even appear in the same position. But there is more: these are just two of the nineteen witnesses assembled from a larger cluster of texts that have been identified so far. If we compare them all, we will find several different versions, with extreme variation from one another.

In such cases, we perhaps should ask what degree of variation creates a new version, and if differing versions can be distinguished (and edited) as separate texts. Peter Shillingsburg already has asked these questions and identified four criteria to measure variation: time, content, function, and material (Shillingsburg 2000, 69). The second question remains especially problematic, though. Some critics consider that a work may be regarded as new whenever a certain degree of continuity is not preserved from one stage to the next (McLaverty 1991, 137). Others argue that, no matter how different they may seem to be, versions ‘can never be revised into a different work’ (Bryant 2005, 85), and in no circumstance can be unlinked from one another. John Bryant is included in the second group and recommends that we edit multiple versions at once, mapping out the variation from one stage to another, and enabling users ‘to lead themselves along those paths’ (Bryant 2005, 123). Instead of an appended apparatus ‘that places that data in footnotes or endnotes’ (Bryant 2005, 127), editorial strategies must be devised to combine text and apparatus, thus enticing ‘readers into the pleasures of the fluid text’ (Bryant 2005, 133).

This is somehow difficult to achieve in a printed book. Although the idea of an integrated apparatus has been considered since Zeller’s proposal in the early 1970s (and later put into practice in Gabler’s 1984 edition of the *Ulysses*), it is extremely difficult for readers to visualize variation through coded data, when versions are not formally similar. Alternatives should then be considered. Sometimes a facing-page edition can be an option, when two versions with structural variance are involved. However, the material constraints of the book offer limited possibilities when multiple versions coexist.

As Bryant admits, fluid-text editions ‘can best be realized, perhaps only realized, through the extraordinary hypertextual features of the electronic medium’ (Bryant 2005, 145). Yet, an electronic approach could be undertaken in several ways, from static editions to what Peter Robinson envisioned as dynamic repositories of textual knowledge (Robinson 2005).

In the first case, the electronic medium comes up as a mere publication platform, which relies on the hyperlinked architecture to relationally organize reading text, emendations, apparatus, and annotations. Because these sections are assembled independently, users still have to reconstruct the layers of the text themselves, as happens with any print edition. While that is, of course, not a bad thing, it offers limited possibilities to deal with texts where instability and versioning are as strongly governing principles as is the case with these poems.

That brings us to a new editorial paradigm, which is based on the functional integration of text and apparatus, so that new patterns and relationships may be rearranged through automatic processing. The most obvious advantage is the
ability to compare multiple versions, at the user’s discretion, and explore diachronic revision, with no single version being privileged hierarchically over another.

In order to make this possible, syntax and markup language become an essential part of the design of the edition. This is where the Text Encoding Initiative (http://www.tei-c.org) comes into play, as a comprehensive set of guidelines for the representation of texts in digital form, which aims to empower processability and visualization tools.

While, according to a recent study only 37% of the electronic editions Franzini et al. (2016) examined follow TEI (mainly because editors need to make their own customizations, in order to address specific phenomena), the number of projects adopting the guidelines ‘is gradually increasing’, perhaps as a consequence of its ‘systematic growth and improvement’ (175). This standardised implementation fosters interoperability, which is important not just from a maintenance perspective. It also allows tools to be shared by several similar projects around the world, facilitating one of the most demanding stages in the creation of a digital edition: the design of the graphic user interface. Since modern authors usually display intricate revisions in their texts, sophisticated software is required to visualize the underlying encodings in a flexible and dynamic environment. Developing such tools from scratch would involve extensive technical support, which in no way is available to individual projects such as this. Fortunately, by adopting the TEI guidelines, we can resort to open-source software with all-round tested solutions.

Among the freely available resources, there is one that generally suits the goals of this project and the specificity of the challenges raised by our author’s poetry. It is the Versioning Machine (v-machine.org) – an interface for displaying multiple versions of text encoded with the TEI guidelines, which originally was conceived in 2000 by Susan Schreibman and since has been used in a number of projects with similar cases of vertical revision. Its current version 5.0 was released early in 2016 and is HTML5 compatible. This means that it has been developed to suit texts with multimedia requirements, such as Pedro Homem de Mello’s poems adapted to fado, allowing image and audio files to be incorporated and aligned with the text.

Through its hypertextual architecture and a TEI-P5 conformant schema, the Versioning Machine is appropriate for a genetic-critical approach, favouring a text-centric view. Thus, emendations may be added to the transcriptions (using the <choice>, <sic> and <corr> elements), while the representation of the writing process is achieved by a parallel display of successive versions, enriched by in-document sub-stratification. Furthermore, a series of pop-up notes also may be encoded, in order to assemble para-genetic materials that somehow are related to the compositional history of the text.

The Versioning Machine’s interface allows users to critically engage with the dynamics of revision, by comparing chunks of text, alongside word-by-word or line-by-line comparisons. These may occur in direct correspondence, or may involve different lines of each version.

This compare and contrast logic (that manifests itself across multiple versions at the same time) is only possible thanks to the underlying encoded apparatus. The VM 5.0 supports two different methods, described in the TEI-P5 critical
apparatus tag set, which can be chosen according to the specificity of the text. While parallel-segmentation is the most straightforward approach, it does not easily deal with overlapping relationships of elements and structures. To get around this challenge, the VM 5.0 has built in the ability to encode documents with the location-referenced encoding method, which associates several lines with corresponding text by using the same value for the <loc> attribute within the <app>s that need to be assembled.

The visual rendering is that, by mousing over any of the lines within the same location value, all <rdg>s inside correlating <app>s will be highlighted in the HTML interface, providing a dynamic representation of compositional or revisional stages, which is substantially different from the print counterparts.

Where conventional book editions privilege a stable reading text, fully digital editions like this favour a continual textual flow that is mutable over time, since multiple assembled versions dialogue through the text’s subtle fluidities. Such a heuristic display of versions allows for non-linear reading paths, and is particularly significant when dealing with authors from the Modernist period, because, as we have seen with Hannah Sullivan, they revised ‘more frequently, at more points in the lifespan of the text, more structurally and experimentally’ (Sullivan 2013, 22). Therefore, the decision to edit Pedro Homem de Mello’s poems electronically is not just a matter of representation. It actually ‘conveys and embodies a’ different, ‘pluralistic notion of text’ (Sahle 2016, 30-31).
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The born digital record of the writing process

A hands-on workshop on digital forensics, concepts of the forensic record and challenges of its representation in the DSE

Thorsten Ries


In its first part, the workshop gave a hands-on introduction to digital forensic analysis of hard drives for born digital traces of the writing process with different constructed case scenarios. The hands-on experience served as a foundation for a moderated group discussion about how the specific materiality of the digital historical record can be read in philological terms of the critique génétique, how this changes our ideas about text production and consequently the requirements and understanding of representation of the genetic digital born record in a documentary or genetic DSE.

The hands-on workshop introduced participating archivists, philologists and researchers from the humanities to forensic imaging of hard drives, inspection and analysis of forensic images with the forensic Linux distribution Caine Linux 7.0. Two phases of analysis of the process have been covered during the workshop: a) forensic imaging, triage and preservation of hard drives in the archive and b) philological recovery of textual versions of a writing process from a digital forensic image (mounting, inspection of temporary files, undelete, file carving, drive slack analysis, timeline analysis, grep, use of bulk_extractor) and by low-level inspection of files (fast save artefacts, RSID-tags). While doing so, the participants have been introduced to typical use case effects such as file fragmentation in the evidence (binary formats, zip container). Other scenarios, e.g. cloud services, have been...
addressed briefly. To avoid legal issues, participants worked with forensic images created for training purposes with Christian Moch’s Forensig2 forensic image generator (Moch 2009).

The guided exercises performed during the workshop led to lively discussions about the preservation of born digital heritage, digital forensic analysis and the representation of digital forensic findings in genetic scholarly editions.
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Enduring distinctions in textual studies¹

Peter Shillingsburg


I was asked to offer a brief retrospective on textual studies. I have been in textual studies since 1966. I first confronted European textual studies seriously in 1999, at a conference of German textual scholars in The Hague. It was an experience I did not understand immediately. Words like authority and mixed authority, scholarly edition, emendation, copy-text, and even apparatus all had different meanings for me because the European and American textual traditions entailed unfamiliar values and nuances.

The history of textual study is punctuated with new insights, but there are enduring theoretical concepts as well. They include basic distinctions. One distinction is that between the material document and the texts inscribed on them. Is a document a unity, where the material and the symbolic are an undivided whole? Or can the inscribed text be replicated endlessly in other documents without violating the unity of being? We have labelled these two ways of looking as the distinction between the bibliographic code (documentary), and the lexical code (symbolic).

Another distinction is between visible printed text as found in a document and the verbal conceptual content or experience of the literary work which the text represents for, or stimulates in, readers. Documents provide textual scholars with sufficient difficulties that we sometimes ignore the conceptual works and mental experiences of the works. I doubt, however, that many of us ever forget that, as Emily Dickinson said, there is no frigate like a book to carry us away from our

¹ This is the summary of an address Peter Shillingsburg gave at the joint ESTS/DiXiT convention in Antwerp on the occasion of receiving an award for his work in textual studies by the European Society for Textual Scholarship. A full version is available at http://sunrisetc.blogspot.com/. It will not be published elsewhere.
present time and place (Dickinson 1999). Like John Keats, we have boarded those frigates and ‘travell’d in the realms of gold, / And many goodly states and kingdoms seen’ (Keats 1919). With Keats we all have looked into Chapman’s Homer and seen islands. We see through the text to the imagined world. Without that, we probably would not be discussing bibliography, textual criticism, or editorial theory. As textual critics, we look at the books, as well as through them. It is important not to lose sight of the literary work, the aesthetic object and our experience of it, while examining the literary documents, just as it is important not to skim unheedingly over and through the literary documents on our way to the literary work.

A number of generalizations have been made about the relation between documents and works, but simplifications grasp one truth at the expense of others. Close observers abandon simplifications. Just two common examples will clarify. If we hold that each document is the work because without the document we would not have the work, we would have to see each different document as a different work. If one does not want to say that every copy of a work is a different work, then one must not say that the document and the work form an inseparable unity. If, on the other hand, one says a single work is represented differently by the variant texts in different documents, it seems necessary to also hold that one cannot apprehend the work as a whole without somehow holding its variant iterations in mind. Textual complexities resist simplification. How one conceives of the relationship between documents and works influences one’s practice when editing; it is important to have a sense of the complexity of that relationship.\(^2\)

A third distinction is that between methods and goals. My first encounters with European, particularly German Historical Critical editing confused me because the general tendency of European editorial practice was different from that in which I had been trained. Each side thought we wanted the same goal, so, of course, the other side’s methods must be wrong. Turns out the goals were different, too. The European model emphasized assembling a record of a work’s historical forms, providing an orderly representation of textual history by combining a clear text, accurately representing one historical document’s text, with an apparatus that codified accurately the texts found in other historical documents. By contrast, Anglo-American editors conducted the same extensive research into the archival forms of the work, compiled the data for the historical apparatus, and attached that information to a critically edited text. Europeans accused Americans of contaminating the historical record; Americans accused Europeans of stopping before the real work of editing was begun. In their own way, each was right.

On the surface, the Historical / Critical approach appeared to Americans as narrow, rigid, and unimaginative, but it seems now fundamentally liberal and expansive because it presented its strictly factual product as a basis, not only for understanding the history of the texts of a work, but for new critical imaginative editing. By contrast, Scholarly Critical Editing in America, while on the surface seeming to be open and imaginative was a bit tyrannical, for it offered texts as accomplished, established facts, saying ‘This is the text you should use; the other
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data is of historical interest only.' Historical / Critical Editing and Scholarly
Critical Editing have legitimate places in textual criticism. Their methods are
different because their goals are different. The test of a good edition is whether its
methods actually fit its goal. And, also very important, though seldom mentioned
in editorial scholarship, readers need to learn to use scholarly editions rather than
assuming that they are all alike and work in the same way.

The distinction between original material documents and representations of
them, displays itself in print in the distinction between new editions (especially
scholarly editions) and facsimiles. New print scholarly editions claim to be only
the lexical equivalent of original editions. Facsimile editions provide a simulacrum
of the bibliographic code by imitating the physical aspects of original editions.
The digital age has both muddied and clarified this distinction, first between
originals and reproductions, and, second, between texts and images. All digital
representations of print texts are reproductions; none is the original. We re-key
texts or we scan images. It is an ignorant assumption that the symbols of a text
can be represented in any font or any medium and still represent the same work
without significant loss. Nevertheless, digitally, it is often the case that a retyped
text is presented as if it were a sufficient representation of the historical text
from which it derives. Bibliographers call a re-keyed text a new edition. It does
not represent the work in the same way that the original document, and every
keystroke is an opportunity for textual error. In digital representations of original
documentary texts, the distinction between re-keyed (lexical) text and scanned
(bibliographic) image is stark, requiring different files, emphasizing a distinction
that always has been there.

For large modern digital projects I acknowledge two truths: No one person
knows all of our areas of specialization, and every project requires expertise in
several areas. Despite the tradition of literary and textual scholars working alone
in small carrels in libraries, our projects now require team efforts. In one team
model the chief of the project says to his helpers, Do this; do that. The helper may
be a graduate research assistant, a secretary or clerk, a librarian, or a computer
technologist or programmer. Like a great secret, the chief sits in the middle and
knows. Except that mostly the chief in the middle does not know – does not know
how to do what the helpers know how to do and does not know if the helpers
actually have done it the best way or an acceptable way or have just covered up
not doing it at all or not well. I believe this hierarchical model of project conduct
is counterproductive, limited, and I hope doomed to extinction. Another team
model involves a group of persons with similar and overlapping interests who
conceive of a project and lay out a system of collaboration. The tasks are various
and should go to those best suited to the task. Being a good fundraiser makes
you important but does not make you a chief. Other tasks focus on bibliography;
materials collection; compilation of analytical data; analysis of data; elaboration of
textual principles; organization of the workflow; and selection of existing software
or development of improved software, involving tools, data storage and retrieval,
interfaces, navigation, and exit and portability strategies. When collaborative
relationships are that of partners in an enterprise, the project becomes not only the
fulfilment of an individual’s concept but it can develop in ways the chief initiator
did not know and could not imagine. Of course you should vet your partners, just as they should vet you. Partnerships like chains are only as strong as their weakest link. You should strive to be that weak link – which is to say, you should strive to partner only with those who are better than yourself. It is amazing how good that will make you look.

In a moment of weakness, and although he should know better, Dirk asked me to look into the future. In my own future I see fishing, woodworking, travel for pleasure, and the superintendence of a growing array of grandchildren. In your future I see your tasks and your accomplishments through a lens that reveals that knowledge is not knowledge if it is not verified; that in editing, the facts are all documentary. If you do not have the original documents, you cannot be absolutely sure of your facts. I see that methods of editing are not facts; instead they are ways to organize and present facts. I see that editions are arguments about the facts and are susceptible to the same faults and shortcomings that attend all critical arguments. I see that you will be tempted from time to time to believe that your discoveries, your methods, and your arguments are the best in the world and that you should tell others what to do and how to do it because, like the secret, you are sitting in the middle and know.

But let me leave you with a quotation from Richard Flanagan’s magical novel called Gould’s Book of Fish (p.406), in which the protagonist says:

*To be frank, though I have painted all I know, it’s clear that what I know is two parts of bugger-all. All that I don’t know, on the other hand, is truly impressive & the library of Alexandria would be too small to contain the details of my ignorance.*

In your future, cultivate productively the bits that you do know; and try to understand what others do before dismissing them or criticizing them. The world is a big place with room for many truths, but is too small I think for error, for unsupported argument, and for attempts to make everyone see and do the same thing the same way. We just do not know enough.
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Blind spots of digital editions

The case of huge text corpora in philosophy, theology and the history of sciences

Andreas Speer


The aim of this paper

The present paper reflects on my observations inside and outside DiXiT during the past years and addresses what puzzles me about it. Outside DiXiT means, for instance, my research institute, the Thomas-Institut. Its research is mainly focused on the history of philosophy and the sciences including theology in the millennium that we usually call Middle Ages. I will not enter into the discussion on how misleading this periodization is – this is a different story and part of another debate.

My point of concern are the editions of huge text corpora which represent the scientific discourses of this millennium. Many of those editions are long-term projects and continue over generations of editors. Many of those editions – I will give some examples later – shaped the field of research, provided us with new sources for reconstructing the most influential intellectual debates and brought forth highly innovative philological and hermeneutical methods. All the more puzzling is the fact that only few of these high-ranking scholarly editions hitherto have implemented digital methods, let alone been conceived fully as digital editions. Vice versa, however, these editions also seem to be blind spots of digital editing. They seem to be out of the picture when it comes to methodological discussions and the search for technical solutions in the digital humanities. What is the reason for this puzzling state of affair?
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At least one reason lies in the history of digital editions in the field of digital humanities, which originated mainly from material philology, diplomatics and new philology. Therefore, digital methods focus on the most comprehensive encoding of every single detail of a witness, *e.g.* a manuscript, independent of its heuristic value for the editor. This might be worthwhile in dealing with a unique document like a charter or the manuscript of an author that went through various phases of correction and revision. But this model does not fit without serious problems those editions that I am going to talk about in this paper. These problems have to be taken into account seriously in order to bridge the gap between editions of huge scientific text corpora and scholarly digital editing.

In the following, I will ask what makes such ‘scientific’ editions special and what the overall problems with digital editions of ‘scientific’ texts are. Four case studies will show the complexity of those editions and their high methodological standards developed over the last decades, which seem to be difficult to meet in digital modeling. Finally, I will ask what could be done to enlighten this blind spot of digital editions.

**What makes ‘scientific’ text corpora special?**

What do I mean by speaking of ‘scientific’ texts? To answer this question, we have to go back to the invention of philosophy among the Pre-Socratics and then to the times of Plato and Aristotle, when ‘episteme’ became the technical term for a certain type of acquiring knowledge following strict methodological rules of demonstration. An exemplary model for the scope and the diversity of ‘episteme’ is defined by the writings of Aristotle, the *Corpus Aristotelicum*, which became a main subject of huge commentary work. This commentary tradition started with the ancient commentators of the Peripatetic and Neoplatonic schools, followed by the Arabic, Hebrew and finally Latin commentators, the latter being at work during the time when the European universities were founded. The longue durée of the Aristotelian corpus and its huge multilingual commentaries in Greek, Arabic, Hebrew and Latin, which comprise writings on logic and hermeneutics, on physics and natural philosophy in general, on ethics and politics and finally on first philosophy or metaphysics, lasted through the entire Middle Ages, the Renaissance until Early Modernity and even beyond. But what is called philosophy or ‘scientia’ comprises also cosmology and astronomy, medicine, law and theology. Speaking of theology, we have to take into consideration that theology – the name for the highest of the theoretical sciences (besides physics and mathematics) – was brought to bear – first by Christianity, then by Islam and Judaism – on the mysteries and doctrines of the respective faith, which became the cognitive content of this theological science. The most striking example is the most successful and influential source book on Christian dogmatics, composed in the 12th century by Peter Lombard, which became the subject of a huge commentary tradition over
centuries. The continuously growing catalogue nowadays comprises about 24,000 entries.²

Let us summarize some of the main characteristics of scientific text corpora:
1. They are huge in size and with regard to their transmission. As our case studies will show, one commentary can comprise more than 200 folia pages in about 100 copies from different libraries and scriptoria over a period of three centuries. We have, in fact, a ‘smart big data’ problem.
2. The commentary traditions are multilingual. We have to deal with translations e.g. from Greek into Syriac into Arabic into Hebrew into Latin. Not only do the languages differ, but so does the way and the direction of writing, which creates significant problems.
3. The scientific discourse is based on a stable terminology. Translations of scientific texts are seeking terminological stability for the sake of the scientific argument. From this intention follows a different attitude towards variation, which has to be excluded if it is not in accordance with the main goal of the scientific discourse.
4. Scientific texts address a specific readership: scholars who are interested primarily in the philosophical arguments and only accidentally in historical or philological questions. Those readers demand reliable, readable and easily accessible texts, which also should comply with the scientific lingua franca.

What are the overall problems with regard to digital editions of ‘scientific’ texts?
With respect to what I have already said, I can be very brief now. What are the overall problems concerning digital editions of scientific texts?

• the size of a text / a text corpus, which makes it impossible to encode every single detail of a manuscript in the most comprehensive way;
• the complexity of the transmission, which necessarily requires the selection of data on the basis of established philological methods;
• the specific goal of the edition, namely making a text accessible in the most multi-faceted manner for an interdisciplinary community of scholars, each member of which has a very specific, often limited interest in the respective text;
• the limited resources concerning time, manpower and not least budget;
• the missing digital tools for a conceptual as well as pragmatic handling of huge and complex semantic data.

We have to be aware that critical editions are not an aim in itself; they are part of an interdisciplinary context of rather diverse scholarly interests. Before we move on to the four case studies, which will give a glimpse of the state of the art and of the complexity of critical editions of scientific texts, let us briefly reflect

² http://www.repbib.uni-trier.de/cgi-bin/rebidasrb.tcl.
on the question who uses those editions, since the editor is, to a certain extent, depending on the user of the editions due to the interdisciplinary logic of the scholarly discourse and the required support for preparing editions. In fact, there are many levels of using a critical edition. With respect to scientific text and text corpora, we can identify three main readers:

- the philosopher, who is just interested in the argument, not in orthography, punctuation, etc.;
- the philologist, who investigates the linguistic and grammatical specificities;
- the historian, who is interested in the many layers of transmission and context.

Even if this schema seems a bit oversimplified, we should think about our readers. Because it is the reader whose support the editor needs, and it is the reader who pays for the critical edition of a scientific text. For the most part, this is the philosopher. So, as an editor, you have to gain his / her support!

Four case studies of huge and complex critical editions of scientific text corpora

It has become a questionable habit at conferences concerned with digital editing to accuse printed editions of being inappropriate and lacking the methodological sophistication of digital editions. Apart from the fact that this statement does not withstand the reality check, it is neither a good starting point for one’s own enterprise nor does it lead to the required cooperation with the editors, who are well acquainted with the material and who should be convinced to become engaged in digital editing.

The four case studies exemplarily show the high standards of critical editions of scientific texts, which have solved unsolvable problems and also have found models for encoding these problems. If you are able and willing to read the introduction, to decipher the apparatus and to deal with a lexicon and an index, you have the maximum of information about a complex text at hand. Moreover, those information are modeled in a way that one can deal with their complexity. Digital editions have to meet those standards and should not fall short of them. This is a great challenge, as the following cases will show. For each of those cases I am going to highlight one specific problem.

Number and Complexity: The Aristoteles Latinus, Metaphysica

Our first case is the critical edition of the Latin translation of Aristotle’s *Metaphysics*, which was drafted between the second quarter of the 12th and the third quarter of the 13th century and comprises four versions translated from Greek into Latin and one version translated from the Arabic into Latin. I will particularly point to the four translations from Greek into Latin, which have been the subject of research for around a quarter of a century for Gudrun Vuillemin-Diem. She reconstructed the complex history of the translation process, which began in Venice with the so-called ‘Translatio Vetustissima’ by Iacobus Veneticus Graecus and was completed in Paris, where the Aristotelian *Metaphysics* became a center piece of what is commonly called ‘Aristotelesrezeption’, i.e. the full reception of the entire Corpus
Aristotelicum, which originated from the translation of his oeuvre into Latin, together with the commentaries of the Arabic commentators, especially Avicenna (Ibn Sina) and Averroes (Ibn Rušd).

The final version was produced by William of Moerbeke between 1260 and 1270, a Dominican confere of Albert the Great and Thomas Aquinas and a philological genius. His new translation, the ‘Recensio et Translatio Guillelmi’, which originally started as a revision of the former ‘Translatio Anonyma sive Media’, is transmitted in more than 200 manuscripts plus 10 fragments, 2 manuscripts of which are lost; furthermore, there are 27 early printed editions from the 15th and 16th century. The average size of the full text is between 80 and 110 folia. A special role in this huge number of transmissions play two Parisian manuscripts (one of which is lost), which served as ‘exemplaria’ in the scriptoria of the Sorbonne. Those exemplaria were divided into 23 ‘peciae’, i.e. pieces, which were copied, e.g., for the classes at the university. I will come back to this pecia system in my next case. From the peciae, the editor was able to identify also the lost exemplar and the place of the two exemplaria within the stemma codicum, which is nothing but an attempt to reconstruct the entire history of the transmission of one of the most important translated texts from between the 13th and the 16th century. Moreover, the editor has identified the Greek codex from the 9th century (which is now in Vienna), which William was using when he first began revising the former translation and then moved to a completely new translation, which is handed down in two redactions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pecia 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>In locis infra scriptis quattuordecim codices a petia alterius ordinis descripti variam lectionem praebent, quae lectionem recensionis italicae codicumque sedeceim a petia prioris ordinis descripserunt dispersen:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liber I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1: Collation table for pecia 4 (Editio Leonina XLVII, 1: 91*).
**The pecia-transmission: Thomas Aquinas, Sententia Libri Ethicorum**

The very fact that manuscripts were copied and handed down in ‘peciae’ (oder ‘petiae’) was already well known. However, no one had thought that such a complex system ever could be reconstructed and made part of the reconstruction of the transmission of a text and its critical edition, based on the full history of the respective text. It was René-Antoine Gauthier who brought to bear the method of fully reconstructing the pecia system to the commentary on the *Nicomachean Ethics* by Thomas Aquinas, who composed this masterpiece while working on the second book of his most famous *Summa theologiae* in Paris in 1271/2. The editor could identify two main recensions: the *recensio Italica* and the *recensio Parisiaca*, the latter originating from two *exemplaria* from which 38 peciae arose. Those pieces, into which the exemplar was divided, form specific groups, which Gauthier reconstructed with the help of collation tables for each pecia, which show the specific transmission and grouping of the peciae within the transmission of the manuscripts.

Thomas’ *Ethics Commentary* comprises between 90 and 150 folia on average, and is handed down in 126 manuscripts from the 13th to the 15th century of different origin. At least 50 codices are lost. In addition, there are seven medieval editions of summaries or abbreviations, which are part of the text history, as well as 20 early printed editions.

**Versions and revisions: Durandus of St. Pourçain, Commentary on the Sentences**

The third case is concerned with a highly prominent example of the scientific theological discourse from the beginning of the 14th century at the University of Paris, which originated from the academic reading of Peter Lombard’s *Sentences.*

Durand’s commentary on the *Sentences* is huge. It comprises – if one takes the early Venetian print from 1571 as a standard – 423 closely printed folio pages in double columns, which amount to more than 4000 printed standard pages without apparatus. Moreover, the case of this commentary is highly complicated because there are three main version: a first version (A) from 1307/8, which became the subject of heavy criticism so that Durandus began to revise his commentary, which was read orally to the students around 1310/1 (and which is the B version). After being appointed to lecture at the papal curia in Avignon in 1313 and becoming Bishop in 1317, he again revised his *Sentence commentary* and established this third version (C) as his standard version. An edition project at the Thomas-Institut is concerned with the two early Parisian versions, which are lively witnesses of the debates that went on at the University of Paris. The transmission, again, is highly complex: all four books of Durand’s *Sentences* commentary provide us with a completely different setting concerning the delivery and the transmission of the text handed down in 7 to 12 manuscripts each from the 14th and 15th century. Particularly Book II provides us with the clearest evidence with regard to the two redactions A and B, and gives us a glimpse into the editorial workshop of Durandus himself. Moreover, as the editor Fiorella Retucci has demonstrated, Book II shows

---

3 Project homepage: http://www.thomasinstitut.uni-koeln.de/11755.html.
more than one redaction phase, it rather reveals a complex multistage redaction process, which contains at least three, partly even four phases.

If we assume a continuous work in the copy by the very same author, and if the changes in the text are caused by deletions and additions in the margins or between the lines in the main copy, then we have to admit an open tradition of various versions by the author himself instead of copies by one or many copyists taken from one autograph. The autograph rather must be viewed as an author’s copy, on which the author was working continuously, on which he made his changes and deletions and additions. This situation ultimately leads to different phases of the transmission of the text, because it was copied – authorized or unauthorized (as Durandus complains) – at different occasions. So, individual copies could vary and might not contain the actual text of their exemplar. The critical edition, which covers and maps all the variants, therefore is built on an open stemma.

Multilingual hermeneutical levels: the Averrois Opera omnia

The commentaries on Aristotle by Ibn Rūḍ or Averroes (1126-1198) are a summa of the late ancient and Arabic reception of Greek philosophy. These works – and above all their Latin and Hebrew translations – have had continuous influence on central aspects in the scientific discourses for centuries. Averroes’ commentaries on Aristotle’s works represent a common heritage of the Arabic, Hebrew and Latin traditions of Europe, which is unmatched, both in scope and influence, by the work of any other thinker. Currently the Averroes database contains 65 Arabic, 66 Hebrew and 94 Latin works, in sum 225 works, mainly commentaries of different styles and size.4

Starting point were the Middle Commentaries to the so-called Logica vetus. The three commentaries to Peri Hermeneias, the Categories and to Porphyry’s Isagoge,

4  http://dare.uni-koeln.de/.
ascribed to Wilhelm de Luna, are milestones in text editing, due to the efforts of the editor Roland Hissette, because they have established new methods in dealing with editions of translations from Arabic via / or Hebrew into Latin. The editions record the Latin transmission of the text against the background of their Arabic original, including the entire history of its Latin transmission, complete with the Renaissance prints and the interplay with the Hebrew transmission. In establishing an Arabic-Latin and Latin-Arabic glossary, a systematic inquiry into the translation techniques was made possible.

A new long-term project at the Thomas-Institut is concerned with the Arabic, Hebrew and Latin Reception of Aristotelian Natural Philosophy by Averroes (Ibn Rušd). This project aims at examining a central and still unstudied part of Ibn Rušd’s philosophy of nature and exploring the unique interplay of the three linguistic branches of its textual transmission. The manifold interconnections within the Arabic, Hebrew and Latin transmission of the texts are reflected by the trilingual structure of the project. The project as a whole will complete the critical edition of Ibn Rušd’s works on natural philosophy in Arabic, Hebrew and Latin.

To ensure a steady workflow, the Digital Averroes Research Environment (DARE), a platform already established at the Thomas-Institut, will be used to link and to compare the three language traditions, to integrate the existing editions and previous achievements, to secure the continuous digital analysis of the relevant materials, and ultimately to document the final as well as interim results of the project. The research platform provides tools for connecting and comparing the three language traditions and will support the editors in their work at every stage of their projects. In addition to the conventional medium of a printed edition, the platform allows for saving and publishing the results in the form of digital editions with the help of new digital research tools. Furthermore, interim results can be shared with the scholarly community early on, so that even complex long-time projects can benefit from the scientific exchange with international experts of the field. That way, DARE will continue to be a pilot enterprise in the field of interdisciplinary digital humanities by producing and distributing innovative technical solutions.

What has to be done?
The four cases clearly show how sophisticated critical editing of complex scientific text corpora has become. We have to admit that those text corpora are a true challenge for both traditional and digital philology with respect to the level of complexity regarding the transmission of texts, the diversity of the context and the methodological efforts. All those information can be found in the printed editions. What is then the surplus value of a digital edition? Why should editors of such complex projects add complexity to their already hypercomplex undertaking? These questions have to be addressed seriously, because they are crucial for the future of digital editing, in particular if one makes the claim that future scholarly

http://averroes.uni-koeln.de/.
editorial digital. So, what are the conditions on which this might happen? What has to be done?

1. Digital editing has to meet the philological standards of scholarly editing. Technical encoding standards like TEI / XML are not philological standards and they do not add much to the philological and conceptual design of a project if they are not integrated pragmatically into a workflow that gives priority to the philological work.

2. If digital editing should become the standard practice for preparing editions, digital tools, which are easy to handle and do not require much technical or even programming skills, are needed. Moreover, we need useful standardization processes, which lead to an unhindered and unrestricted usage of digital tools.

3. Caring for research data has gained growing importance, also in the humanities. This is particularly true for critical editions, which are based on a mountain of material evidence, as our four cases have shown. Databases and research platforms have become important tools to collect and to share research data and to create international networks to cope with the new challenges. Among long-term projects of complex scientific editions, there are already examples for such databases and research platforms.6

4. Digital editions facilitate a modular approach by a wide range of digital tools and methods, which will provide the means for the implementation of existing editions and preliminary studies as well as for the documentation of the final and interim results. The release of interim solutions and intermediary steps of a complex `work in progress’ fosters scholarly discussions and the exchange of ideas.

5. We should overcome the opposition between the printed and the digital edition. Digital editing still has to demonstrate its strength in solving complex problems in a sustainable manner. Therefore, both ways of editing should coincide. This is particularly true for complex and huge scientific editions, which often are long-lasting projects with a long history behind and ahead of them.

6. If we want to foster digital editing and to make it the standard among critical editions of complex scientific texts and text corpora, we need realistic concepts for a project design which matches the requirements and the specific research interests of those editorial projects. The strategy of doing small parts in the most ideal manner and leaving the rest for a future which will probably never come is not the winning strategy!

7. The key for all those problems is: Doing science! That means that the problems should not be applied from outside and from a merely abstract point of view, but rather from within a concrete project and due to its specific research interest and project design. The proof of the pudding is in the eating!

---
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The remediation of cultural heritage documents into a digital environment – particularly through the disparate but related practices of mass digitization and digital scholarly editing – has a keen focus on textual and multi-media content. However, this focus sometimes occludes the fact that, working within a digital workflow, our core material is, in fact, data. This panel seeks to explore the possibilities of a more data-driven editing practice, one that sees not only our material (digital proxies, collections information, transcriptions, and metadata) but also our resulting products (corpora, editions) and all of our intermediary stages not as text or images or content, but as data per se. In the following sections, we will seek to reconcile the ambiguity inherent to humanities inquiry with the exactitude required of digital data, asking how we can ‘read’ this data, and what – if anything – is our responsibility as editors to provide access not merely to the final argument of our editions, but to the data that informs it.
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Source material as data – Linda Spinazzè

The case study which follows is concerned with crowdsourcing digital editing. In fact an overview of Letters of 1916 project provides an occasion to explore the particular way in which a collection of texts can be edited digitally according to Web 2.0 philosophy of sharing and collaboration.

The Letters of 1916 is a work in progress to create an online fully searchable collection of correspondence. The aim of the project is to gather and edit letters in the period leading up and just after the 1916 Rising by engaging the ‘crowd’. The collection includes private letters, business missives, official documents, postcards, greeting cards and telegrams written around the time of the Easter Rising of 1916. On 24 April 1916, Easter Monday, in Dublin a small group of Irish nationalists decided to rebel against British rule. The General Post Office (GPO) served as the headquarters, where seven members of the Council who planned the Rising declared the proclamation of Irish Republic in front of this building. Within a week, the British army quickly had suppressed the rebellion and, on 3 May it started to execute the leaders of the Rising. Even though Ireland did not gain independence until 1922, it is a common opinion that the Easter Insurrection is the moment when everything changed, it is considered by historians as a sort of ‘point of no return’. The Letters of 1916 project aims to help in understanding this ‘change’ better creating the new collection consisting of pieces of correspondence written between the 1st of November 1915 and the 31st of October 1916. Assuming that the words present in the letters are the witnesses of different aspects of the society in that particular historical period, we are aware that such a collection can open new perspectives on the events and daily life at that time.

In contrast to a more ‘traditional digital collection’ which tends to be linked to a physical archive stored in a library, or for example, to a specific author already studied and edited, the Letters of 1916 project brings together images of the correspondence from many different institutions, about 20 and also from private collections. So, not only is the team or experts responsible for the upload, but often members of the public undertake the process of uploading their family letters from scratch thanks to the platform created by the Letters of 1916 team. In terms of crowdsourcing, the native platform of the project utilizes the Omeka software alongside some plugins which carry out specific functionality.

---

4 The bibliography is huge; for a general reference about the subject we can just refer to one of the most recent (McGarry 2010) (see also the new ‘Centenary edition’, published in 2016).
5 It is worth to point out to this fact: «In 1914-1915, the last fiscal year during which records of letters posted were kept, approximately 192 million letters were mailed within Ireland, which works out at roughly forty-four letters per person», in Novick 1999: 350.
6 Here the list of institutions which have allowed us to include images of letters and photographs in the Letters of 1916 project: http://letters1916.maynoothuniversity.ie/learn/index.php/collaborate/institutions. Accessed 6.10.2017.
7 For a critical perspective on the gap between crowdsourcing and mission and values of cultural heritage organisations see Ridge 2014.
8 The Letters of 1916 uses the Omeka 1. 5. 3 (http://omeka.org/); the transcription interface is based on the Scripto plugin http://scripto.org/; see forward for other add-ons. Sites accessed 6.10.2017.
Because of the crowdsourcing nature of the project is particular interested in the large participation of *amateurs*\(^9\) and in the creation of a ‘corpus that never was’\(^10\), in such a digital collection the contact with the ‘original text-bearing’ objects is particularly fleeting. Precisely because the workflow quickly moves away from the material objects in favour of the digital data, the conversion from the ‘material’ to the ‘digital’ has to be particularly accurate. After taking the high resolution images the user has to upload the digital item via a form which helps to simultaneously create some basic metadata (such as title, creator, place\(^11\)). In filling in this form, it should be clear, especially to the non-specialist that in this first phase they are contributing in creating a basic digital storage, that it is not a plain silo of photographs, but an actual database of items – of actual structured digital items. The high resolution digital images are surrogates of the original letters, and the archival of this digital material guarantees its curation and preservation. This is especially true in the case of certain private collections which often are stored inappropriately in their physical form (see Figure 1). After the uploading and structuring of the metadata, the new items are quickly revised by a member of the team who makes them accessible in the transcription area of the site, just ready for the next phase of the *Letters of 1916* workflow of editing.

---

9 For a definition of *amateur* inside the crowdsourcing philosophy, Owens 2014.
10 Paraphrasing the ‘text that never was’; see Greetham 1999, or more recently 2014.
In order to also provide the community of users from the public audience with an introduction to TEI mark-up and more generally to a digital scholarly editing workflow, at this point the Letters of 1916 project does not require a simple transcription but rather a ‘structured’ one, which incorporates basic encoding too. To combine the requirement of a TEI structured transcribed text the plain text-field by Omeka/Scripto is equipped with an adapted version of the ‘Bentham toolbar’\(^\text{12}\). This plugin serves as a method for encoding some main feature contained in the letters (the features which provide information about the material aspect or ‘semantic’ details\(^\text{13}\)).

In order to ensure that a digital scholarly edition is created from all these transcriptions, the team editors have to handle encoded information with formal errors, misunderstandings, omissions. In fact, inside the definition itself of ‘edition’, the accuracy assessment is one of the basic requirements. The question of how to dynamically proof the accuracy of the tagging remains. When the error is not about the ‘well-formedness’ of the mark-up, but is a real misinterpretation of the tag or a completely wrong reading, it is almost unpredictable. Is there a dynamical solution?

At the moment, we are concerned with figuring out a solution for proofing this kind of collection ‘driven’ by digital data on its own is unrealistic. So, considering that the human checking is necessary, the question is: how can we combine automated and manual editing effectively? And more importantly, can we just consider an edition a plain transcription, even if it is well structured and well formed?

**The edition as data – Misha Broughton**

If the resources of digital text editing are data, it is important to also note that its output is equally data. While this may seem self-evident in theory, it is a point easily forgotten in practice, where the aim of editing is so commonly the production of an edition. However, while this goal is certainly natural, our concept of what an edition is, or can be, is still limited to a print concept, or as Patrick Sahle would have it, ‘the print paradigm.’\(^\text{14}\)

What is the nature of a critical edition, print or otherwise? The MLA Guidelines for Editors of Scholarly Editions states that its ‘basic task is to present a reliable text,’\(^\text{15}\) with – I argue – a silent emphasis on the singular ‘a.’ Editions are composed, however, from multiple document witnesses and, often, a contentious transmission history. If this is the case, then editing – or, at least, editing to the edition – is a process of ablation, of whittling away at textual extraneities that do not support the privileged reading of that particular edition. And yet the text, the holographic, syncretic whole that we aim to represent through our endeavors, is surely bigger


than any single reading, just as it is bigger than any single document witness that attests it. And yet, in effect, this is what the edition conceived under such these terms can not help but be: another document witness in the text's transmission history, albeit one authorized by an expert scholarly editor.

In a previous technological environment, the edition could be nothing but. Limited by the same constraints of the page space in which previous document witnesses were compiled, the print scholarly edition had but few methods (e.g. the critical apparatus, paratext, footnotes, marginalia) to do anything besides document the textual history largely as it was received. Though the advent of digital media technologies has brought many new affordances to the display, publication, and discoverability of scholarly editions, it brought little – if any – reconsideration of what the edition is. In our practical commonplaces, like the MLA Guideline cited above, we have re-inscribed the familiar shape of the print-document edition in the digital: a single, reliable text with a scattering of apparati to record the more important variation. Perhaps more importantly, though, this understanding of the edition as a print-like document also has influenced the logical model which informs our most prominent data model, TEI/XML. The Ordered Hierarchy of Content Object model of text,¹⁶ which informs the XML markup language, was proposed as a method of organizing text data specifically for its similarity to print documents. For as far as we have come, technologically, we have arrived at little more than print documents migrated whole-cloth from pages to screens.

It is important to remember, though, that while the document-like (or text-like, if you will) methods of organizing data are a very venerable and mature technology, they are still only one possible method, and one far from perfect for all applications. While the form is familiar to editors for its similarity to the witnesses it collates, it is this very similarity that limits it dimensionally, making compositing of various textual features difficult, at best. And while it is certainly needful for the presentation of the ‘reliable (reading) text’ mentioned, considerations of presentation and of encoding need not (and should not) be confused.¹⁷

These concerns would be entirely academic, of course, if not for the fact that the practice already is running afoot of all-too practical consequences of this document-like approach to encoding. The problems of hierarchy overlap (Renear et al. 1996) and limited data interoperability (Schmidt 2014) are, I argue, not only related but both stem from the same dimensional limitations imposed on digital textual encoding by a print-centric conceptual model and encoding scheme. It is all but impossible to fully represent a topographically complex three dimensional object in a two dimensional plane. How much more difficult must it be, then, to represent the layered complexities of multiple document witnesses – each at least a two-dimensional page space and some with their own collections of dimensionally extending commentaries, emendations, and apparati – in a conceptual space utilizing only the same set of dimensions and functions? The TEI community

¹⁶ See De Rose et al. 1997.
¹⁷ At present, I will leave the definition of ‘reading’ as the rather conservative one of reading linearly page-by-page (or its screen equivalent), though discussion certainly is warranted of the relation of the DSE to Moretti’s ‘Distant Reading,’ Bloome’s ‘unruly reading,’ and the large corpus of early work on hypertext reading practices.
has done wonders adapting to the shortcomings of the model, sometimes at the expense of the underlying logic of its assumptions.

For all of that, though, I predict that these problems – and more like them that we have not yet considered – will multiply far beyond our ability to make allowances for them under existing practice. Our understanding of text in its material form has been expanded by our years of work transmediating its content to the digital and it is this expanded understanding of (often printed) texts which leads to the desire to encode features or sets of features which challenge the underlying assumptions of our practice. What is needed is not more allowances in the current technologies to ‘make it do what we want,’ but back trenching, a reconsideration of the logical model by which we encode that allows native expression of the dimensional complexity we have come to understand in text. In short, we must display our editions, but encode our data. Such an encoding would fulfill the requirements of what Elena Pierazzo has called the ‘paradigmatic edition,’ an encoding that provides ‘many alternative options for the same string of text in a nonlinear way,’ (Pierazzo 2014) though perhaps going a step further to allow even different strings of text, different readings, different editions, in the same encoding.

However, if our encoding is not organized along the familiar and readily legible modes of the text document, how should it be organized? Even the most basic database or markup language provides a wealth of methods to interconnect related data, with features allowing for the relational or associative linking of content. My own proposal, currently under development in my doctoral dissertation at the
University of Cologne, is based on Patrick Sahle’s ‘Wheel of the Text’ (Figure 2, seeing ‘the text’ as a locus of interpretation of discrete text-bearing objects, with features and values for observation dependent on the perspective of the observer. However, while Sahle’s wheel indicates an equality of these perspectives, none alone sufficient to fully account for the features of other perspectives, my own approach sees a chain of necessity from the most document-centric perspective to the more text-centric perspectives. For instance, if we can not say that observations of the document-centric perspective are entirely sufficient to justify our observation of a linguistic code in the same text or the linguistic code of the work, we must say that the presence of a document is necessary to claim that a linguistic code is being employed and that the use of a linguistic code is necessary to the presence of a textual work. While our object of inquiry, then, is the abstract text, the ‘communicative act’ (Robinson) that is embodied merely in documents, we must acknowledge the presence of instantiated, embodying documents to make any claim that such an abstract text exists. Counterintuitively, perhaps, I propose that the best way to free this abstract text from the confines of a document-centric organizing mode is precisely by encoding data directly observed from documents and linking successive layers of interpretative perspective atop it.

The advantage of this system is three-fold: first, by separating layers of interpretative perspective, it provides a measure of vertical independence, separating the various observational perspectives from Sahle’s wheel and thus avoiding hierarchy overlap common when trying to encode such features together in an in-line transcription. Second, it provides a measure of horizontal independence, allowing for the encoding of disparate editorial perspectives or features clusters in distinct groupings without reference to other perspectives that reference the same base (see Feature A/B/C in Figure 3). Third, though not represented in Figure 3, this approach allows for the encoding of depth, allowing even for the encoding of contradictory or mutually exclusive interpretations from the same editorial perspective (e.g. disagreeing transcriptions of the same region, differing tagging of prosody of the same transcription, etc.).
Editing for data – Richard Hadden

Digital Scholarly Editions have tended to follow a particular paradigm from their printed days, albeit a largely invisible one. This is the tendency to conflate the results of the actions of editing and the form of the edition. Such a view is natural enough: the text of the edition in print is bound very tightly to the material form in print, with specific adaptations designed to represent particular kinds of texts. The critical apparatus, for instance, may be seen as a way of representing the text of multiple witnesses, layered upon a base text. In this case, the presentation is coupled very strongly to the form of the edition.

It is possible – even arguably necessary – to consider a digital edition in the same light. If we view text as anything other than a pure abstraction, it is clear that the representation of text on screen is as vital to a reader’s understanding as it is in print. Following Patrick Sahle’s theory of a ‘pluralistic’ understanding of text (modelled as a ‘wheel of text’), one can argue that the text of any edition – which is to say, that viewed by the reader – is the ‘totality’ of this plurality. If we ask, therefore, what is the edition in a digital, it is the text (as encoded) combined with its presentation.

Such a perspective, while valid, ignores the fundamental difference between a digital and a print edition: notably, that the text of the edition is stored as an abstraction, and only rendered in some form of interface on-demand by a reader’s computer (or other device). As a result, there is inherently a disconnect between the edited text as an abstraction – data – and the edited text as rendered. What I will argue is that, though theoretically it is impossible to fully comprehend an edition and the text represented therein through only one aspect of its plurality, pragmatically at least we, as editors, should concentrate more forcefully on editing data, as that it what fundamentally drives an edition. To do otherwise is to ignore a fundamental reality of text in digital form, and, indeed, to deprive ourselves of a major benefit of the medium.

This is not to suggest that such a view is not already partially applicable. Since the bad old days of <font> tags and inline styling in HTML came to an end, web development already enforces a degree of separation of style (described using CSS) and data (encoded using HTML). With the advent of HTML5 and a greater range of semantically-meaningful, rather than presentationally-oriented, elements, such a divide is even greater. This is one abstraction of the text, albeit one only applicable to a web browser. Using TEI-XML to encode texts, a standard practice, increases this divide. We are able to describe text in much less generic ways (compared to HTML5). Further processing, using XSLT, for instance, to transform XML into HTML, to which CSS then can be added, which then can be rendered by a browser.

I would argue, however, that despite these separations of concerns, there is still too great a tendency to consider TEI encoding as merely the first step towards building an edition. Even though the actual building of an edition website may be the responsibility of someone with greater expertise – i.e. a project may employ editors to encode text and a web designer to build the site – too great a focus is placed, at the stage of encoding, on the end product. That is to say, we are too ready to abandon a greater level of expression (TEI) in order to produce a website...
with some text on it. Altering the focus towards editing data – as an end in and of itself – rather than editing towards a final product, seems a way to avoid what, ultimately, appears to be work for no end.

In a recent paper Peter Shillingsburg argues that producing digital editions is too complicated, compared to the days when he could edit text and typeset the final edition (using LaTeX) all by himself. Now a greater range of expertise (web design, data processing, not to mention arcane procedures of server configuration) is required (Shillingsburg 2015). This is true as far as it goes, but to build, as he suggests, a system that would take care of everything is to lose sight of the benefits of the separation of data and presentation. There is no reason per se that he could not encode his edition directly into HTML – after all, if one can learn LaTeX, learning another relatively simple markup language and vocabulary cannot be too difficult; the two are broadly analogous. Such an approach, however, would involve throwing away a degree of abstraction, and ultimately constrain the use (or re-use, or elaboration) of the edited text.

If we edit towards data rather than an edition, we run into at least some conceptual problems, not least: what exactly are we making? I would argue that a TEI document is, in itself, an edition, with at least equal status to a beautifully-rendered and functioning website. After all, it is (for me at least) as easy to ‘read’ a TEI-XML encoding of a text as to understand the arcane symbols employed in, say, a typical printed critical edition. At the same time, it must have a degree of primacy: a website built by transforming XML into a web-based interface is clearly derivative. As a result, it is not possible to completely disregard the end product when editing the data. Encoded data is not a neutral, ‘pure abstraction’ – as can be said of any form of editing – and neither is it total. If we wish, therefore, to produce a certain kind of edition, it is necessary that enough detail is encoded to make this possible. But we should aim for a form of neutrality – or, better put, a degree of agnosticism with regards to the final product. This is, after all, what the TEI does, by inviting us to describe the text of a work or document rather than its endpoint.

The great benefit of this is both in the re-use and further elaboration of data. Re-use is, of course, one of the fundamental points of the TEI: by providing a set vocabulary, it should be possible for the data created by one project to be reused in another (many digital scholarly editions make their TEI data available for this purpose). However, this potential is seldom realised, I would suggest chiefly because even TEI encoding is geared in too great a degree towards its end transformation into a HTML. As projects necessarily are limited in scope, this is hardly surprising: editors encode as much information as they need, and in the way that they need it, to produce the kind of edition they aim to make.

An approach to circumventing these obvious restrictions is to treat editing as a form of ‘progressive enhancement’ (to borrow a web design term) of data: editing is treated as a modular and incremental workflow, where the objective is to elaborate upon the data as it exists, so far as this might allow new ends to be achieved. Such tasks may be carried out by those working on the initial project, or (re)users of the data further down the line. Moreover, elements of data already encoded may be used algorithmically by automated processes and scripts.
Application to the Letters of 1916 project

Linda Spinazzè already has described some of the workflow of the Letters of 1916 project. I aim here to outline how the principles of this data-centric approach to editing have been, are being, and (I hope) will be employed.

The first aspect to note is the very clear delineation of phases in the project workflow, in terms of activity and personnel involved (this is one distinction from Shillingsburg’s desire for end-to-end production of his own editions). Part of this is, of course, necessary as a result of the crowdsourcing nature of the project. The first stage is the capturing of digital images of letters en masse, by project team members visiting archives (I should say ‘principally by’, as some, though a small minority of images are uploaded directly by contributors). The letter images are uploaded to be transcribed by the ‘crowd’, who also add a limited number of TEI-XML tags (not necessarily accurately). At this stage, we have data that arguably can be distributed as an edition – albeit not a very good one.

The transcribed data then is extracted from the crowd-transcription environment (Omeka) and enhanced using a range of automated scripts written in Python. The text, which is stored as individual pages in Omeka, is joined into a single TEI document for each letter; metadata added to the letter in Omeka is used to construct TEI elements such as <correspDesc> and <revisionDesc>; and further semantic information is added automatically based on the limited encoding already completed.

The ‘compiled’ TEI documents then are sent to be proofed for text and markup by project team members using a purpose-built, web-based editing tool, which tracks edits to the documents using automatic commits to a git repository. At this stage, further data is added, such as normalising names of senders and receivers from a canonical list. The workflow thus far is strongly data-focused, with effort geared towards producing accurate and valid TEI encoding; also, each stage can be viewed as a progressive elaboration of semantic information over the ‘base’ transcription.

At this stage, it is necessary to consider the plans for the forthcoming edition. This has been designed by another project member, and is designed as a full-text searchable edition, with a provision of the full letter-text and side-by-side page and image views. This new site has been designed to store text as pre-rendered HTML. However, it uses only some of the encoded TEI elements. As such, it can be seen as consumer of the edition data, while the focus of editing remains on the data itself. The new edition’s importing process is adapted to the data, rather than the other way round. By using TEI, much of this adaptation can be foreseen; though where this is not the case (for instance, the use of specific elements to indicate document structure), it is for the importing scripts to adapt. This being the case, and following the argument made thus far, it can be seen as one consumer among many potential consumers: it satisfies one potential use of the data, but by no means all of them.

As a result of such an approach, it is possible to envisage further uses for this data, both in terms of alternative editions, possibly using data-analysis techniques such as topic modelling, and, more importantly perhaps, further elaboration of the base data: thus far, encoding has steered clear of more graphical features of
the document (such as official stamps) which could be added later; the marked-up addresses can be used to add geolocation data. Moreover, data already marked up could be used to train classifiers to automate the markup of the next ‘generation’ of letters to pass through the workflow: work on this has been attempted already, using decision-tree classifiers to identify lines in the text with particular significance, such as addresses and dates. Such an approach also can be used to identify named entities within the text body, which currently are not marked up.

The obvious downside to such a data-driven approach is consistency. If the underlying data of an edition is constantly – and actively – changed, what are the implications of this for a scholarly edition, of which academic rigour demands stability? To allow versions to exist concurrently, the project uses two approaches. Firstly, the data is stored in a git repository, which tracks all changes to documents, and also allows the data to be cloned, edited and re-merged as necessary. Further to this, the TEI markup makes extensive use of the <revisionDesc> element: each change to each page made by transcribers is logged as a revision, with the text of each ‘version’ stored in an XML comment (this is necessary as the transcribed text is not necessarily valid XML) for future reference. Each scripting operation logs its effect in a revision as well.

As with the TEI-encoded text itself, this revision data is not oriented towards a particular use: instead, it is simply made available to potential consumers to make use of as required.

```xml
<revisionDesc>
  <change when="2014-05-25T19:26:34" who="#Badzmiek"> Page 2637 modified:
    <!-- Holy Ghost Missionary College
Kimmage Manor,
Dublin 1 July 1916

Dear Monsignor Hogan,
I cannot but accede to your request to conduct the Retreat for the opening of the coming Scholastic
Please let me have a copy of the Regulations usually followed, and I should, also, like to have a
With every best wish,
Faithfully yours,
John J. Murphy C.S.S.P.
The Right Rev. J. F. Hogan, D.D.,
President, &c. -->
  </change>

  <change when="2014-06-28T15:24:21" who="#Badzmiek"> Page 2637 modified:
    <!-- <address>Holy Ghost
Missionary College.
Kimmage Manor,
Dublin</address> <date>1 July 1916</date>
<salute>Dear Monsignor Hogan,</salute>

<p>I cannot but accede to your request to conduct the Retreat for the opening of the coming Scholastic Year. So you may count on me for that purpose.</p>
<p>Please let me have a copy of the Regulations usually followed, and
</p>
</revisionDesc>
```

Figure 4: Illustration of the revisionDesc in the Letters of 1916 TEI files.
This final point illustrates the pitfall of this data-centric approach. With each phase divorced from the next, and with a greatly lessened possibility for revision of a previous process at a later stage, rigour at each point is essential. Each elaboration of data is built upon a pre-existing foundation, which must be secure. At the same time, the benefits for ongoing usefulness of editorial activity make such an approach worthwhile.
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Making copies

Kathryn Sutherland


Editing in the digital medium offers multiple challenges of a foundational kind: whether they be the urgent economics of the digital (getting the funding in place); the politics of the digital (the institutional and interdisciplinary collaborations required of the edition-builders – scholars, archivists, and information technologists); or the need to anticipate how the scholar-user or the interested reader-user will engage – the flexible entry points demanded of the digital edition. Interestingly, too, in Britain we currently are experiencing a significant refloourishing of print editions of major works: from Cambridge University Press, the Works of Jonathan Swift; from Oxford University Press, John Donne’s Sermons, Robert Burns’s Poetry and Prose, and new editions planned of the poetry of Pope and Wordsworth. All have been conceived with no more than a back-end digital component, an appended digital laboratory or home for excess textual matter rather than a primary instantiation as web-based edition, while the commercial publishers Faber and Palgrave recently have entered the market with print-only scholarly editions of the poems of T.S. Eliot and the Italian Letters of Elizabeth I.

The recent major reconnection with print is not irrelevant to our current digital preoccupation with the copy, with making copies. The critical work of copying, whether as transcription, collation, or bibliographic description traditionally has been a fundamental editorial activity. In the digital environment it is supplemented and potentially overtaken by a further aspect: the reproduction of images of actual objects (whether of old editions or ‘raw’ sources, such as holograph manuscripts). This is worth pondering because, although facsimile reproduction within print editions has a long history, facsimile editing (until recently) rarely has contributed to the work of scholarly editing. This might be explained as the problem of visual evidence; the fact that it is evidence by illustration rather than by analysis, and that illustration has tended to smack of something belated and nostalgic – bibliophilic rather than bibliographic.
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Largely unacknowledged in American editorial theory and practice of the 20th century, routine facsimile reproduction was confined in Britain over the same period, in the dominant Clarendon Press model, to the use of the photo-facsimile first-edition title-page, a gesture to history that sat oddly with the compressed, non-historical, eclectic edition (never a straightforward reprint) that lay beyond it. This was not because facsimile editions were necessarily poor in quality; photography was capable of great precision early on. It had more to do with the abstract and synoptic allegiances of theories and practices of scholarly representation favoured by most editors. Editing conventionally implies an engagement beyond reproduction, in which the act of copying is only one stage, albeit an essential stage, in the critical interrogation of the evidence.

Our digital editorial preoccupation with making copies cannot be put down simply to the fact that the technology allows it – that computers are good facsimile machines; something more is going on. This ‘something more’ has much to do with the radical reconception of bibliography (editing’s underlying ‘grammar of literary investigation’; Greg 1966, 83) as book history (with its sociological parameters) and with how that feeds into a preoccupation with the digital environment as a medium for replicating materialities other than its own.

In the age of the digital copy, the book, a robust and enduring reproductive technology, has gained new glamour – each copy seemingly an original with unique messages to deliver: annotations in its margins, the somatic traces of long-dead owners, and the identifiable signs of the agents of its manufacture. What was, until relatively recently, the narrow and arcane science of the bibliographer, practised in the detection of leaf cancels, irregular collations, and lying title-pages (signs of the duplicity of the seeming copy and evidence of the errors of history) has entered the mainstream of our critical thinking as something altogether warmer and more generous: book history as a kind of biblio-biography. Books, their feel and heft, their bindings, their paper, all assume profound significance and repay our minutest attention. We increasingly are impelled to curate each copy as ‘a protest against forgetting’ (Obrist 2011, 27) – forgetting what, exactly?

What has the affective relationship offered by copies of books to do with issues of editing, in either print or digital forms? For open enthusiasts like Katharine Hayles and Jerome McGann, the digital is ‘the lever for enlightenment’ upon the book. ‘Literature’, writes Hayles (and McGann echoes her) ‘was never only words’ (McGann 2013, 278-279). For them, digital media, rather than print, indeed not print under any circumstances, provide the tools that give critical purchase on literature’s ‘bibliographic interfaces’, on all that is implied in its shared and individual design features. Bring on Don McKenzie, the book historian hailed by McGann as ‘The Hero of Our Own Time’ (281), and we hear something that only appears to offer an opposing argument. Back in 1992, when major repositories like the British Library were announcing plans to remove bulky volumes from their shelves to rely at that stage on microfilm surrogates, McKenzie made an important defence of original artefacts, arguing:
Any simulation (including re-presentation in a database – a copy of a copy) is an impoverishment, a theft of evidence, a denial of more exact and immediate visual and tactile ways of knowing, a destruction of their quiddity as collaborative products under the varying historical conditions of their successive realisations.

(McKenzie 2002, 271)

On the one side, the digital provides our only purchase on literature's 'bibliographic interfaces'; on the other, the digital is 'an impoverishment, a theft of [bibliographic] evidence'. The apparent stand-off in the two positions is resolved, I would argue, by recourse to the principle that underlies the science of bibliographic description, where the challenge is to represent, in some other form than itself, an entity (in this case a particular book copy) that is necessarily absent. It is as if the unreproducible features of the book-object – its paper, binding, sewn structures, inking – come into full view only in the face of the impossibility of representing them digitally.

Book to book translation, the norm in paper-based technologies of editing, requires economies of scale that need not pertain in the digital; at the same time, the print edition's assumption of the materiality of the text it records dissolves within its own manufacture the bookishness of earlier forms. It is unsurprising, then, that print-determined editorial theories give prominence to ideas of texts as words rather than bodies; nor that New Bibliography, dominant in Anglo-American circles until the end of the 20th century, convincingly argued the paradoxical logic of eclectic text-editing as freeing textual forms from the inevitable corruption or failure of all their previous manifestations or bodies. By an equivalent paradox, the weightless and apparently limitless environment of the digital currently promises to anchor its e-texts in material objects, real rather than ideal textual bodies. The digital age is the age of the perceived significance of the material copy.

This, too, is less surprising than it might seem. What is facsimile editing but an investment in the reproducible social text? Both the digital and the book-historical turn can be traced to roughly the same moment around 1960 – Febvre and Martin's L'apparation du livre (1958) and Marshal McLuhan's celebration of the cool participatory media of electric communication (The Gutenberg Galaxy, 1962) set to liberate society from the conformities of print. The birth and death of print, then, circa 1960. McLuhan, McKenzie, and McGann continued to privilege the eventfulness and expressiveness of communication as conceived in the improvisational and participatory countercultures of the 1960s and 1970s – an understanding of print and electric textual forms alike as hippy 'happenings'. Witness McKenzie's McLuhan-haunted phrase 'forms effect meaning', while in McGann's late convergent thinking, only digital tools offer the means to 'develop a model for editing books and material objects rather than just the linguistic phenomena we call texts' (McGann 2013, 281).

The recovery and presentation of text as object, which I see as symptomatic of a particular digital editorial mindset, has obvious associations with curation. Of course, in its function to preserve and transmit cultural heritage, the act of curation always was implied in the work of editing. In its present digital form, however, text curation shares some of the implications of curation in its popular reconception as curationsim, encounter, or installation – not so much the exhibition of a discrete
object, as its situated reproduction as performance or interactive experience, expertly managed in the user’s favour – a new participatory art that, thanks to visualization tools, pushes against previous limits on the acts of looking and consumption. Digitization releases both the potential for image customization and its userly affectiveness.

The new encounter challenges the traditional authority of the editor and raises the editorial stakes. As long ago as 1981, Randall McLeod wrote of the ‘un-editing’ potential of paper-based photofacsimiles of the earliest print editions of Shakespeare: ‘Our editorial tradition has normalized text; facsimiles function rather to abnormalize readers’ (McLeod 1981, 37). I take this to mean that facsimiles provide the means to make readers more critical by alerting them to the insecurity of certain conventions. Facsimile evidence challenges the editorial model in fundamental ways. Not least, now that the document underlying the new edition has been raised in status, its presence within the edition argues against or at least weakens the case for certain kinds of editorial licence. The document or object becomes more than a vehicle for text, it appears to become meaningfully indivisible from it.

Facsimile editions are undoubtedly a major benefit of digital editing. In revising our understanding of text and object they issue new critical challenges. We accordingly should be wary of suggesting that the ‘un-editing’ initiated by the facsimile does not require an even closer (and more suspicious) critical engagement with the textual object. By extension, something interesting is going on in our present refiguring of the print/non-print distinction that we might trace back to the sociological (or was it theological) textual turn established by McLuhan-McKenzie-McGann. On the one hand, we now see the book as no longer an inert object, a mere vehicle for text, but like the text it carries amenable to interpretation as a set of human actions, intentions, and interactions which are precious and specific; indeed, precious because they are specific, time-stamped and non-transferable. Meaning, we are happy to say, is not a privilege of text (which can be transmitted) but a property of things (which cannot), of objects. Under pressure from a sociologically inflected model of literary production we have re-ordered the forensic tools of our editorial trade. At the same time, we are become curators of objects and find their sites of particularity replicable within the electronic medium, and we are beginning to articulate arguments why this is so – why book objects might (even must) be digitally replicated – why the copy of the copy is the original.
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The Videotext project

Solutions for the new age of digital genetic reading

Georgy Vekshin & Ekaterina Khomyakova


The subject of this paper is the main communicative background and first results of the Videotext digital editorial project (http://videotekst.ru/), aimed to design the digital environment for tracing the author’s text creation process in a reading mode.

Reading as activity. Hypertext… What is new?

It is well known, that reading as an activity (one of the organizing principles of modern social and cultural being) has changed considerably in the digital age. The linear (successive, syntactic) reading, upon which the idea of codex technology was based, has given way to a ‘jumping’ mode of reading, switching the eye from one page to another in a sufficiently random order. What was marginal for traditional books – its vocabulary, reference, hypertextual component – has become the biggest advantage of e-books. However, hypertext is not a product of the digital age, which only has generalized this principle. Hypertext, for all its importance for the reading and publishing culture, only rebuilds the reading process and makes it more complicated, but it does not present a new way of reading.
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Textual criticism and the prospects of digital genetic reading. Linearity regained?

The storing and editorial representation of the main materials of textual criticism (manuscripts, pre-textual witnesses, and textual Versions – either as individual documents or aggregated and ordered) is only one possible approach to reading these materials. For the traditional book a natural way of organizing genetic materials always has been the hypertext. In this sense, textual criticism could be considered merely a mother of hypertext, and it would be strange if it does not use its capabilities in the digital age. However, it would be also strange if pre-textual information in digital editions, including scholarly editions, has limited the capabilities of its submission by a hypertext form, which is mostly discrete and does not provide a holistic perception of avant-text as reading object. At the moment, the main task may be the development of the technology for such an editional digital representation of avant-text, that would be adequate to its nature, and that would provide the linearity of avant-text as a continual trail of the creative process.

As the new round of publishing and reading practices the syntactically arranged avant-text, showing the changes by the measures of text animation – a digital technology for genetic reading – can return to the process of reading its mostly lost linearity, and allow the reader to consciously follow the changes in any process of writing – to observe the formation of the text in its continuity. And together with the observed nascent text, of course, we must be able to follow the writing person – alive, acting and exhibiting himself and organizing himself in the creative workflow. Thus, the avant-text in its genetic dynamic representation should become the object of linear reading. Meanwhile it is mostly the heritage of textual critics, philologists, and only the most meticulous readers. New digital technologies can make avant-text a complete reading object.

The Videotext Project: goals, backgrounds and challenges

The most significant projects for digital modeling of the writing process can be considered as follows: Juxta Software (http://www.juxtasoftware.org), developed by NINES scholars; Codex Sinaiticus (http://www.codexsinaiticus.org/en); the ‘Handwritten Monuments of Ancient Rus’ (http://www.lrc-lib.ru); the online edition of V. Van Gogh letters (http://vangoghletters.org/vg), The David Livingstone Spectral Imaging Project (http://livingstone.library.ucla.edu), The Beckett Digital Manuscript Project (http://www.beckettarchive.org), The Proust’s notebooks digital edition (http://research.cch.kcl.ac.uk/proust_prototype/) and some others.

The computer-based tracing of the actual text production process, useful for literary genetic studies, can be carried out by Scriptlog (University of Lund, www.scriptlog.net), Inputlog (University of Antwerp, www.inputlog.net), Translog (Copenhagen Business School, www.translog.dk) and some other software.

The first attempt to animate drafts by cinematic means was made in Soviet Russia, where the outstanding textologist Sergey Bondi and screenwriter Sergey Vladimirsky removed a popular scientific film The Pushkin’s manuscripts (Mostekhfilm studio,
1937, rebuilt in 1961 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FzHAdvgPj0E&tt=6s). The audience of the film was invited to follow the poet’s work on the introduction to ‘The Bronze Horseman’ poem, tracing the appearing actual manuscript lines, crossings, replacements etc., backed by the voice of speaker, who announced the transcription. However, the cinematic animation is an energy-intensive laborious work, and it will never give the possibility to present a large amount of material, and the more to process it automatically. It is not interactive and cannot be used for further organizing, storing, studying, user’s commenting and transforming the pre-text information. The task of that kind also could not be achieved by the animating ‘kinetic typography’ tools.

What concerns the attempts to digitally connect text versions in their dynamic sequence or to create animation tools to compile them within a readable ‘live’ presentation of text genesis – we know nothing about such an experience.

The ‘Videotext’ project, developed by Moscow researches and designers (G. Vekshin, leader of research group and the author of the model, E. Khomyakova, M. Gertzev and others) aims to create an online editorial system for kinetically visualizing genetic pathways of a literary and any other text. Initiated in 2011, it is still a work in progress, but already shows its potential as a valuable aid for scholars, tutors, editors and all software and internet users in their following the textual changes and making comments to avant-text from manuscript to printed copies. The XML format of Videotext software is compatible with most common browsers and offers a set of features for animating textual graphics to display dynamic genetic reading mode.

Alexander Pushkin’s ‘Arzrum Notebook’ poems currently have been presented with Videotext software and are published as an experimental scholarly digital edition (http://arzrum.videotekst.ru/), including videotexts with textual comments, main editorial variants, manuscripts, transcripts and lifetime publications of poems.

We are working now on a specially designed semiotic system of moving graphic symbols and effects, named Video Typography, which allows to reflect basic text operations (appearance, disappearance, displacement, replacement) – with different types of animation; and further on to symbolize the details of the writing process (conjugated substitutions, variants not included in the manuscript, etc.) and 3 basic reasons for text changes, which can be emphasized with static markers (color, font style and so on).

The Videotext group also is working now on the compatibility of the software with automatic syntax, phonics, meter analyzers and so on, which will allow not only to make animated avant-texts, but also to provide visualizing and further automatic processing of huge text material.

Text, which is not ergon, but energia, is always the embodiment of personality in its dynamics. We hope that by dynamically presenting the development of a text instead of merely juxta positioning its variants, a new range of possibilities for genetic reading is opened up. Instead of unquestioningly consuming, by ‘reading from within’ any user will be able to experience a text as source and result of a living process and co-create the text together with its original author.
A stemmatological approach in editing the Greek New Testament

The Coherence-Based Genealogical Method

Klaus Wachtel


Paul Maas is one of the first scholars who used the term ‘Stemmatik’, English ‘stemmatics’ or ‘stemmatology’, albeit in inverted commas. In a 1937 article, ‘Leitfehler and stemmatische Typen’ he apologises for using this neologism and defines it en passant as ‘Lehre von den Abhängigkeitsverhältnissen der Handschriften’, ‘Doctrine of dependencies between manuscripts’. The concluding statement of the article sets a high standard for an acceptable stemma codicum:

As in a chemical formula the order of atoms is unambiguously and invariably determined for each molecule, so in a stemma the dependencies of witnesses for each passage of the text – if we are dealing with a virginal transmission. Against contamination there still is no remedy.

Two features have to be emphasized for a correct understanding of this doctrine:

1. It is restricted to ‘jungfräuliche Überlieferung’, virginal transmission.
2. It is about the relationship of manuscripts, not of the texts they carry.

---
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Maas first published his Textkritik in 1927. Giorgio Pasquali wrote a lengthy review about this work (1929) from which his Storia della tradizione e critica dell testo (1934) developed. The overwhelmingly well documented conclusion of the review was that there is no immaculate manuscript tradition. Contamination is the rule, not an exception in rich manuscript traditions.

On the second point, the subject matter of stemmatology, I can cite Barbara Bordalejo from her recent programmatic article ‘The Genealogy of Texts: Manuscript Traditions and Textual Traditions’ (2016). The title already points to the importance of distinguishing manuscript and text, and Barbara duly emphasises the importance of this distinction for assessing traditional and computer-assisted stemmatology. The aim of conventional stemmatology is the reconstruction of the manuscript tradition. Gaps, i.e. losses, are replaced by hyparchetypes, and ideally the first manuscript of the transmission, the archetype, can be reconstructed. Here, however, conventional stemmatology also turns to the reconstruction of a text which then is printed as the text of an edition. The purpose of the whole enterprise would be pointless, if the archetype was preserved. Computer-assisted stemmatology focuses on the text carried by the manuscripts from the start. This is also true for the Coherence-Based Genealogical Method (CBGM) which was developed by Gerd Mink at the Institut für Neutestamentliche Textforschung in Münster. To use the words of Gerd Mink, ‘The CBGM deals with texts, not with manuscripts. The text is the witness’ (Mink 2009, 38).

The transmission of the Greek New Testament has several features which show that conventional stemmatology could not cope with it and in fact never tried. There is an overwhelming mass of medieval manuscripts which from the 9th century for the most part contain a standardised Byzantine text. This text, although clearly distinguished from older text forms in many places, developed different varieties, and these varieties often contain or, to use the pejorative term, are contaminated with variants from older text forms. Then there are quite a few witnesses from centuries before the 9th, the most comprehensive of which are from the 4th/5th centuries. Our earliest manuscripts, more or less fragmentary papyri, are dated to the 2nd-4th centuries. The early witnesses often share variants by which they are distinguished from the Byzantine text, but compared with each other they show many more differences than the Byzantine witnesses. This is due to the fact that most manuscripts from the first millenium are lost. What we have are single survivors, which support different text forms in constantly varying combinations. This means the NT tradition is highly, some say hopelessly, contaminated.

However, the Coherence-Based Genealogical Method, developed in the context of the Editio Critica Maior of the Greek New Testament, does offer a remedy against contamination. The remedy is the result of an analysis and interpretation of coherence which is the feature of the NT tradition balancing contamination or mixture.
Starting from an assessment of the genealogy of variants assembled in a full critical apparatus coherent structures are traced in the manuscript tradition. The assessments of variant passages are expressed by *local stemmata of variants*. A simple example may look like this:

![Stemma](image)

If we make a statement about the relationship between variants as preserved in manuscript texts, we make a statement about the relationship between the texts containing these variants at the same time. If we say that variant a is prior to b and c, we also say that this passage is an instance of variation where the states of text containing a are prior to those containing b and c.

Hence the following principle of the CBGM:

*A hypothesis about genealogical relationships between the states of a text as preserved in the manuscripts has to rest upon the genealogical relationships between the variants they exhibit. Therefore a systematic assessment of the genealogy of these variants (displayed as local stemmata) is a necessary requirement for examining the genealogy of textual witnesses* (Gäbel et al. 2015, 1).

Having constructed local stemmata for each variant passage we will be able to say in how many instances witness X has the prior variant as compared with witness Y at the places where they differ. As we are dealing with a contaminated tradition, there also will be a number of instances where Y has the prior variant. Finally there will be a number of unclear cases where the variants of X and Y are not related directly or it has to be left open which is the prior one. These numbers are tabulated in tables of potential ancestors and descendants.

**Potential Ancestors of witness 35 (W1)**

For the construction of a global stemma of witnesses a methodological step is necessary which defines an optimal substemma for each witness. An optimal substemma comprises only the ancestors that are necessary to account for the individual text of a witness. Gerd Mink’s online ‘Introductory Presentation’ to the CBGM contains a very clear explanation of the procedure leading to an optimal substemma (2009, 164-177).

In the Introductory Presentation Mink demonstrates the procedure in detail for 35. As a result, four witnesses emerge, 617, 468, 025 and 1739. A global stemma

---

3 The basis for this comprehensive analysis is a critical apparatus comprising all variants of every Greek textual witness selected for the edition.
consisting of optimal substemmata will meet the condition that Maas formulated for a stemma based on an immaculate manuscript tradition. It has to be true at each variant passage. This means that the stemmatic ancestors of each witness will be either equal or support a variant prior to the one in the descendant.

**Optimal Substemma for 35**
A Remedy against contamination
1. Do not try to reconstruct the manuscript tradition but focus on the states of text preserved in the manuscripts.
2. Do not try to use joining and disjoining errors (Binde- und Trennfehler) to define strands of transmission, because diorthosis is an integrated part in the manual reproduction of texts. Instead, base your research on a well constructed apparatus of grammatically valid variants and use tabulated rates of agreement (pregenealogical coherence) to determine the proximity of each state of text.
3. Do not try to reconstruct hyparchetypes, because for all richly transmitted texts from antiquity you would need several generations of them, piling up sub-hypotheses about stages in the development of the text. Instead, trace the structures in the preserved states of text and order them according to rates of agreement (pregenealogical coherence) and according to the genealogy of the variants contained in them (genealogical coherence).
4. To explain the development of the text as documented in extant witnesses (i.e. states of text) determine for each of them their stemmatic ancestors, i.e. the ancestors needed to explain the respective state of text by agreement and descent. Read bottom up, the resulting stemma will account for the reconstruction of the initial text at its top.
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What we talk about when we talk about collation

Tara L. Andrews


In 2010 a roundtable on digital methods for philology was hosted in Leuven, at which I was asked to describe what a digital workflow for critical edition of texts might look like. During the discussion that followed, it became clear that different scholars have very different views of what constitutes ‘a collation’. Although the acts of transcription and collation often are regarded as separate steps in digital workflows for critical editions, many textual scholars regard the collation as a distinct entity in its own right, comprising the text of the individual witnesses and the correspondence between them, inseparable from the acts that go into its creation.

The purpose of this contribution is to discuss the various definitions of ‘collation’ that have arisen in textual scholarship. This is particularly relevant at a meeting of the ESTS devoted to digital methods of textual scholarship, in an environment that has witnessed the development of software to carry out what is known as ‘automatic collation’. If tool developers and digitally-minded textual scholars have an understanding of what collation is that differs from that of less digitally-minded peers, this difference needs to be drawn out so that fruitful collaboration may continue. This contribution will also touch on the use of collation software and other such ‘black boxes’ and their relation to what we think of as scholarly pursuit.
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2 The paper that arose from the round table talk has since been published (Andrews 2012).
Defining collation

Handily enough, the Lexicon of Scholarly Editing has brought together several definitions of collation, culled from various sources. Examining these in more or less chronological order, we find that the concept of what a collation is has evolved, and varied, according to the aims of the editor whose definition is used and according to the capabilities of the time. Into and beyond the 1960s, one conceived of a collation as a process carried out with reference to a base text, usually some kind of norm such as a published edition (Colwell and Tune 1964, 253). By the early 1990s, perhaps spurred on by the adoption of computer technology and the relative ease of whitespace tokenization and pairwise comparison, collation was described as the comparison of ‘two genetic states or two versions…of a text’ (Grésillon 1994, 242) and something that was done ‘word for word’ (Stussi 1994, 123), albeit still with respect to a reference text. Computational affordances could be carried yet farther, with a further definition of collation as an act that was carried out ‘character for character’ (Shillingsburg 1996, 134). This definition is striking in another aspect: rather than referring to comparison with a base text, its author calls for the comparison of ‘all versions that could conceivably have been authoritatively revised or corrected.’ It is around this time that the notion of the base text ceases to be a central part of the definition of the collation. Later scholars define collation as an act whose purpose is to find agreements and diversions between witnesses (Plachta 1997, 137) or explicitly to track the descent of a text (Kline 1998, 270); differentiate between collation as a process of comparison (carried out ‘word-for-word and comma-for-comma’) and the result of comparison that is known as the ‘historical collation’ (Eggert 2013, 103); or describe collation again as a process, the result of which is described simply as lists of variant readings (Greetham 2013, 21).

From these descriptions, it is possible to detect a converging (though also evolving) definition of collation, and a distinction between the act and its result. Collation may be carried out against a reference text, pairwise, or as a many-to-many comparison. The comparison may be done at the word level, at the character level, or at another unspecified syntactic or semantic level, according to the sensibilities of the editor. The question of authority enters into a collation: the witnesses to be compared should have some substantive claim to influence the editor's idea of what the text is. The purpose of collation is usually given as being the discovery of where witnesses to a text converge and diverge; one might also claim that its purpose is to track the descent or the genesis of a text.

The act of collation produces a result, also known as a collation. Greetham (1994, 4) refers to the *apparatus criticus* and historical collation as a representation of a ‘collation and the results of emendation’. From this we may deduce the definition of collation-as-result, the thing often known as the ‘historical collation’: this is the *apparatus criticus* of an edition minus any emendations. It is important to note here that this historical collation is almost always a curated and pruned version of the results of comparison of the text, a fact to which Eggert (2013, 103) also alludes when he writes that the historical collation “is often restricted to… ‘substantives’, leaving the now-orphaned commas and other ‘accidentals’ to look after themselves.” In that sense the collation, as many textual scholars understand
it, is a document that reflects not only the ‘raw’ results of comparing a text, but also the scholarly work of interpreting these results into a particular argument about the constitution and history of that text.

**Automatic collation**
The author of one of the first well-known text collation tools was initially taken with ‘the notion of feeding these manuscripts into one end of the computer, which would then extrude a critical apparatus on the other’ (Robinson 1989, 99). His tool, COLLATE, was designed to work interactively and closely with the editor, not only to support the process of collation but also to produce the scholarly artefact that we call a collation.

The current generation of collation tools, on the other hand, limit themselves strictly to the process; the authors of the CollateX tool describe collation simply as text comparison and refer to it as a process (Dekker et al. 2014, 453). The process of collation around which these tools are based, also known as the ‘collation workflow’, is known as the ‘Gothenburg model’ after its definition there at a workshop in 2009. These discrete steps of tokenization, normalization, alignment, and analysis form the process by which a scholarly collation artefact is generally produced.

There are three pieces of software currently widely available known as ‘collation tools’; according to the Gothenburg model each of these is a tool for alignment, although some include other capabilities. Each has a different model for alignment, conforming to the models we have seen in our definitions of collation above. TuSTEP compares witnesses against a selected base text; JuXta compares pairs of texts, and can visualize the aggregate results obtained by pairing each witness against a selected reference text; CollateX performs a many-to-many comparison of all witnesses without a base text. In none of these tools does the result of this comparison amount to what a scholar would recognize as a ‘historical collation’, or an ‘apparatus criticus without the emendations’. Rather, it remains the task of the editor, whether supported by additional software tools or not, to perform the philological analysis on these comparison results in order to produce the ultimate collation and, thereby, the edition.

**Collation and the black box**
Textual scholars often treat the idea of automatic collation with considerable suspicion. Those who do prepare their editions using these tools often encounter a mix of fascination and resistance among their colleagues, who on the one hand understand the utility of the digital medium, but on the other hand cannot bring themselves to trust software to produce a collation. We now can see how the definitional divergence described here might contribute to this lack of trust. If a textual scholar regards a collation as an artefact that reflects not only straightforward comparison of textual witnesses but also a selection and adaptation of those comparison results that is used to put forward an argument about the genesis or tradition of that text, it is both reasonable to wonder how a piece of
software might do all that, and also to worry that the software is being given an
authority over scholarly interpretation that the editor is being told not to question.

Automatic collation, however, is a different sort of black box. The tool
compares, whether its user understands its methods of comparison or not, and
it produces a result. The authority delegated to the tool is not to judge whether
a given alignment is ‘right’ or ‘wrong’, but rather, and only, to align readings.
Modification, interpretation, and even dismissal of that result remains the
prerogative of the editor who obtains it.
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The growing pains of an Indic epigraphic corpus

Dániel Balogh


This paper introduces a recent initiative in digital epigraphy under the aegis of the ERC Synergy project ‘Beyond Boundaries – Religion, Region, Language and the State.’ The project as a whole aims to re-evaluate the social and cultural history of the Gupta period (loosely defined as the 4th to 7th centuries CE) in South, Central and Southeast Asia. Studies of this region and time largely have been compartmentalised, for instance on the basis of disciplines and of modern-day political states. In order to transcend these boundaries and approach an understanding of the region as an interconnected cultural network, ‘Beyond Boundaries’ involves scholars of several disciplines (such as archaeology, cultural history, numismatics and philology) and various regional/linguistic foci (e.g. India, Tibet and Burma), affiliated to one of the host institutions – the British Museum, the British Library and the School of Oriental and African Studies – or contributing from other institutions across Europe.

One component of this project is the ‘Siddham’ database of Indic epigraphic texts. Its development was commenced in the summer of 2015 with the encoding of previously published Sanskrit inscriptions created under the imperial Gupta rulers. It will be expanded progressively both horizontally (by adding inscriptions

---

1 danbalogh@gmail.com.
2 www.siddham.uk. Project number 609823; https://asiabeyondboundaries.org/about/
3 www.siddham.uk. Siddham (Sanskrit: ‘accomplished, fulfilled, perfected’) is the first word of many Indic inscriptions. It basically serves as an auspicious invocation, but may in at least some epigraphs carry the more concrete meaning that an action the inscription commemorates (such as a donation of land or the construction of a building) has been carried out. The word ‘Indic’ is used here in a loose sense. Presently the corpus is comprised of epigraphs from the Indian subcontinent, mostly Sanskrit with some Prakrit (Middle Indic). It may, in time, be extended to non-Indo-Aryan languages such as Tamil, Tibetan and Pyu, and outside the subcontinent to Sri Lanka, Tibet and Southeast Asia.
from other dynasties and regions) and vertically (by accumulating metadata, gradually increasing the granularity of markup, and through re-editing crucial inscriptions). The public launch of the website is planned for the autumn of 2017. Our objective is to create a digital corpus that will be freely accessible and useful not only for epigraphists and specialists of the relevant languages but, by including translations of the texts, for scholars of other disciplines as well as for interested lay audiences. We are also aiming in the long run to develop an interface through which new inscriptions can be added by scholars anywhere with web access and without a need for lengthy training in our methods.

According to one of the 20th century’s foremost experts on Indian epigraphy, as much as 80% of what we know about Indian history in the 1st millennium CE and before is derived from inscriptive sources (Sircar 1977, 91). Figures notwithstanding (after all, how does one weigh for instance the date of a king’s accession against the ground plan of a temple founded by him?), epigraphic sources are outstandingly important for the study of the Indian subcontinent, given pre-modern India’s proverbially casual approach to factual history. The fact that texts written on perishable traditional media such as palm leaf rarely survive for more than a few centuries in the Indian climate further underscores the significance of records in stone and copper.

Indic epigraphic studies have been pursued for over two hundred years, with a peak in the late 19th and early 20th century. The total number of known Indian inscriptions has been estimated variously from about 90,000 (Sircar 1977, 91) to 200,000 (Havanur 1987, 50), of which about 58,000 have been edited in accessible publications (Garbini 1993, 64). The overwhelming majority of this wealth is, as can be expected, relatively recent; the number of epigraphs increases almost exponentially as we approach modern times. For the timeframe of Beyond Boundaries, the tally is well below one thousand inscriptions, most of which range from a few dozen to a few hundred words.⁴

Although this scope is dwarfed in comparison to corpora of classical antiquity such as EAGLE, Siddham is still the most ambitious project to date in the field of digital Indic epigraphy. It is by no means the first, though, and ‘the need for comprehensive computer databases of the now unmanageably vast published epigraphic material’ has long been recognised as ‘(m)ost urgent’ (Salomon 1998, 224). Earlier endeavours include digital versions of massive amounts of Sanskrit and Prakrit inscriptions and/or their translations, but these are presented with little to no structure and/or face serious accessibility problems as they become increasingly dated. A remarkable pioneer is the ‘Indian Epigraphy’ website⁵ created in the early 2000’s by Dmitriy N. Lielukhine at the Oriental Institute of Moscow, which included a large number of texts carefully digitised (as opposed to simply dumping OCR output on the web) and presented in a structured way, but employed a custom character encoding that is only readable in tandem with

---

⁴ Short epigraphs consisting of just a few words are probably underrepresented in the published material on account of their meagre historical ‘value’ as perceived by the scholars editing the more substantial inscriptions.

⁵ Sadly defunct since 2014, the URL was http://indepigr.narod.ru. Much of the content is still accessible (with difficulty) via archive.org.
a font designed for the purpose. Later endeavours employing better technological solutions also exist, but are more limited in temporal and/or geographical scope.\textsuperscript{6}

At present, the Unicode standard lets us put aside worries about compatibility for a long time to come. The British Library intends to provide for the continuing existence of the Siddham website beyond the lifespan of the mother project, although the issues of maintenance and of the acceptance and curation of future contributions are yet to be settled. To ensure that the essence of the corpus remains available regardless of the long-term survival of the website, the content will also be shared on GitHub in the form of XML files. The increasing currency of TEI in general and EpiDoc in particular will facilitate the interoperability and longevity of our creation.

EpiDoc\textsuperscript{7} serves as the flesh and blood of our corpus, as texts are stored in XML snippets, each comprising the \texttt{<div type='edition'>} of a full EpiDoc file. We use a hybrid input scheme that utilises bracket combinations for common features of the texts and only requires XML tags for structure and for rare textual features. This way the texts remain largely human-readable in their raw form, but can be converted automatically to full EpiDoc. This input method may also be used later on to allow scholars outside the project to contribute to the database without XML expertise. In addition to EpiDoc, the Siddham corpus has a skeleton consisting of relational database tables. The edition snippets, along with other snippets containing translations (and, optionally, critical apparatus and commentaries), are referenced from an ‘Inscriptions Table’ that additionally stores metadata pertinent to each inscription, such as layout and hand description, language and date.

A separate ‘Objects Table’ serves as the repository of metadata pertaining to inscription-bearing objects, such as physical properties (material, dimensions and freeform description) and history. Entities in the object table may have ‘daughters’ when an object consists of several physical parts (such as a set of copper plates, or a fragmented stone tablet). In such cases it is always an abstract ‘whole’ object entity that is linked to one or more inscription entities; the daughter objects may have individual physical descriptions and histories, but do not have links to inscriptions. (The boundaries of the component objects, however, may be shown in the edition of the text using milestone elements.)

The separation of object metadata from inscription metadata is conceptually desirable as it brings objects to the fore as entities in their own right rather than mere dismissible substrates of the texts they carry. It is also helpful in situations where a single object is home to multiple inscriptions. Each entity in the inscriptions table is paired to only one entity in the objects table, but object entities may be in a one-to-many relationship with inscription entities. Thus object data need not be iterated for each inscription on that object, and if object data are updated, this only needs to be done once. When, however, a corpus entry is exported as a full EpiDoc file, its TEI header will incorporate data from the objects table and thus

\textsuperscript{6} Notable examples are ‘Sātavāhana Inscriptions’ (http://162. 243. 35. 29:8080/exist/apps/SAI/index.html) and the ‘Corpus of the Inscriptions of Campā’ (http://isaw.nyu.edu/publications/inscriptions/campa/).

\textsuperscript{7} EpiDoc is an application of TEI for encoding epigraphic documents. See http://www.stoa.org/epidoc/gl/latest/
will involve redundancy in the case of multiple inscriptions on a single object. A difficulty inherent in this demarcation is the placement of images and bibliographic references in the scheme. These, at the present conceptual stage, belong solely in the inscriptions table, but this still generates some redundancy when a publication or an image concerning the whole of an object must be included with each of the inscriptions on that object.

At the front end, users will be allowed to search text and to browse objects and inscriptions by various criteria. Object records will be displayed with links to the inscription(s) on that object, and inscription texts may be displayed in several alternative forms including diplomatic, edited and raw XML (with the former two generated by a transformation of the latter). Texts are stored and displayed in Romanised transliteration (IAST). This allows the addition of editorial spacing between words even where the syllabic organisation of their original Brāhmī-type script (and of Devanāgarī, the modern Indian script often used in printing Sanskrit) would prevent this.

In addition to rendering the texts more accessible to scholars less proficient in the language, Romanisation and editorial spacing also facilitate the tokenisation of words for searching and referencing. However, this involves an additional hurdle that is most prominent in Sanskrit, the chief epigraphic language of India in the period we are concerned with. In the phenomenon of samādhi (euphonic alteration), word-final phonemes may be merged with the following initial phoneme into a single phoneme that is not necessarily identical to either of the original ones. This feature of the language is reflected in writing, which makes it impossible to neatly wrap individual words in tags unless one is willing to truncate words arbitrarily. At the present stage this problem is ignored in the Siddham corpus since tokenisation is not on the agenda. Nonetheless, partial tokenisation (such as the tagging of personal and geographical names) may well be a medium-term goal, and in the long term full tokenisation may also become desirable. The problem of fuzzy word boundaries may be handled by reluctantly accepting truncation and alteration or by applying standoff markup; either of these solutions will need to be accompanied by lemmatisation.

---

8 A systematic approach to handling n to n relationships between objects and inscriptions in EpiDoc has been suggested by Morlock and Santin 2014; their method is more complex than the two-pronged approach outlined here, but may be adopted by Siddham for use in EpiDoc export.

9 In the ‘abugida’ scripts of South and Southeast Asia by and large each glyph represents a group of one or more consonants followed by one vowel. There are also glyphs to represent vowels in hiatus or at the beginning of blocks, but word-final consonants are as a rule joined in a single glyph to the initial vowel or consonant-vowel cluster of the following word. Although final consonants can be represented in these writing systems when necessary, the special signs for these are hardly ever used except at the end of major structural or semantic units.

10 Thus printed editions of Indic epigraphic texts commonly show the merged phoneme as the beginning of the latter word, which leaves the former word invariably truncated and the latter word’s initial phoneme frequently altered.
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The challenges of automated collation of manuscripts

Elli Bleeker, 1 Bram Buitendijk, 2
Ronald Haentjens Dekker, 3 Vincent Neyt 4
& Dirk Van Hulle 5


For some time now, the Huygens ING in Amsterdam and the Centre for Manuscript Genetics in Antwerp have been working together to find a good solution for the automatic collation of our transcriptions of modern manuscripts. The Huygens ING develops CollateX, and the transcriptions of Samuel Beckett’s manuscripts made in Antwerp serve as a test case.

One of the problems we are facing is that Beckett often did not use different colours of ink when he made revisions, so it is difficult to discern writing layers with certainty, and with automatic collation in mind, it is impossible to divide a manuscript up into multiple coherent textual versions, one for every layer of revision. This problem is of course not unique to modern manuscripts; the phenomenon also occurs in medieval and older documents. And actually, we prefer the word ‘challenge’ to ‘problem’, as we see the complexity of this textual form as a richness that deserves to be treated with attention to detail, also in collation.

In the last few months, we have worked together on the development of a new version of CollateX that can handle this kind of internal variation or ‘in-text variation’, if it is encoded in XML using the common practices described in the TEI guidelines. Our goal is to lower the threshold for CollateX users to input their

1 elli.bleeker@uantwerpen.be.
2 bram.buitendijk@huygens.knaw.nl.
3 ronald.dekker@huygens.knaw.nl.
4 vincent.neyt@uantwerpen.be.
5 dirk.vanhulle@uantwerpen.be.
TEI/XML transcriptions, and to build special mechanisms into the algorithm to preserve the multi-layered richness of the manuscript (as much as possible) in the output of the automatic collation.

The TEI guidelines propose two ways of encoding in-text variation. On the one hand, added text can be encoded with the <add> tag, cancelled text with the <del> tag. There is the option of marking a cancellation and its following addition as one substitution with the <subst> tag. On the other hand, in-text variation can be encoded using the apparatus (or <app>) tag. This approach means, to quote the TEI guidelines, ‘treating each state of the text as a distinct reading’ (TEI).

The latter method was used among others in the encoding system developed by Barbara Bordalejo for the Commedia project (Bordalejo 2010). She adds an extra dimension to this apparatus tagging, by making a clear distinction between ‘the text of the document’ and ‘how the editor (or the transcriber) interprets the different stages of development of the text’. The two ‘textual states’ produced by a substitution are made explicit as readings, and a third reading with the type attribute value ‘literal’ is used to transcribe ‘the visible, physical features of the text of the documents’ (Bordalejo 2010), as shown in an example below.

```xml
<app>
  <rdg type="orig">dura</rdg>
  <rdg type="c1">duro</rdg>
  <rdg type="lit">dur<hi rend="ud">a</hi>o</rdg>
</app>
```

In the two encoding schemes, the <app> tag and the <subst> tag perform the same function: they flag and demarcate a spot where a manuscript becomes ‘multi-layered’, where there are two or more alternatives for one word or passage. The author usually discards the cancelled alternative in the next version of the text, but to facilitate the examination of the writing process we believe it is important to include the cancellations in the collation input as well, and to have them clearly visualized as such in the output.

In order to make this possible in a collation tool such as CollateX, the first step must be to allow for the comparison of structured data, such as XML. Currently, XML tags can be passed along through the collation pipeline, but usually they do not influence the alignment of tokens. Our proposal is based on a proof of concept where a witness inputted as XML will be treated as a tree hierarchy containing text, elements, attributes and attribute values. All this information will be taken into account during the collation.

The new collation algorithm is designed to process the <subst> as well as the <app> tagging scheme. They both trigger special behaviour in the algorithm: CollateX labels <subst> and <app> as an ‘OR-operator’, and the <add>s, <del>s and <rdg>s as ‘OR-operands’. This means that the elements and the text they contain are not to be placed in a linear sequence of tokens, but are seen as two options for
the same spot in the sequence. In this way they do not need to be aligned next to each other, but possibly above and below each other.

It is important to stress that the special treatment of transcriptions containing <add>s and <del>s only works when <subst> tags have been placed explicitly around them. Loose <add> and <del> tags will be treated as all other tags in the input transcription. In the case of the <app> method, an additional rule of exception has been created for the ‘literal reading’ <rdg type='lit'> used in the Commedia project. The new CollateX algorithm disregards the reading with the ‘lit’ attribute value and includes all other readings in an <app> in the collation. At the moment of writing, we are in the midst of development. We already have a working implementation of this OR-operand, but the software can only process 2 witnesses that have no other XML elements than the <subst> and <app>tagging schemes. This is, of course, temporary: in the end the software should be able to process multiple witnesses.

**Standard substitution**

Here is the XML input for a standard substitution using the <subst> tagging (1) and the corresponding input using the <app>tagging scheme (2):

1. Bench by the

   <subst>
   
   <del hand="#SB">lock</del>
   
   <add hand="#SB">weir</add>
   
   </subst>

2. Bench by the

   <app>
   
   <rdg type="deletion">
   
   <del hand="#SB">lock</del></rdg>
   
   <rdg type="addition">
   
   <add hand="#SB">weir</add></rdg>
   
   <rdg type="lit">
   
   <hi rend="strike">lock</hi>
   
   <hi rend="sup">weir</hi></rdg>
   
   </app>
Please note how the `<rdg type='lit'>` contains only 'documentary' information, and the first two readings contain the interpretative tagging, such as `<add>`, `<del>` and all possible attributes associated with these tags. It is precisely this interpretative tagging we as (genetic) editors would like to pass through the collation process and include in the apparatus generated by CollateX.

When collated with a second witness 'Bench by the weir', CollateX will produce the following output (here expressed in the TEI parallel segmentation format), exactly the same for both input methods:

```
Bench by the
```

When a witness contains a substitution, marked in the input with the `<subst>` tag or with the `<app>` tag, the siglum for that witness will be present two or more times in the readings of the `<app>` produced in the output. A @type attribute on the `<rdg>` element indicates whether it concerns a 'deletion', an 'addition', or an 'addition within a deletion', and so on. The varSeq or variant sequence attribute numbers these multiple Wit1 readings in the linear order in which they are placed in the input transcription. As most projects will place the deleted word before the added word in their transcriptions, the deletion will have varSeq equals zero, and the addition varSeq equals one.

When two witnesses have the same word (or words), but the use of the surrounding tags is different, they are placed in a reading group (`<rdgGrp>`). It has a type attribute with the value 'tag_variation_only' to indicate that the readings only differ on the level of the XML elements. In the example witness 1 and 2 have the word 'weir', but there is a difference: the occurrence of 'weir' in the first reading is contained in an `<add>` element, which is not the case in the second reading.

We acknowledge that this tagging is already very verbose for such a simple example. But it holds a lot of information, and that information can be transformed (for instance with XSLT) into any number of more human-readable visualisations, such as this alignment table:
Witness one has in-text variation: at the ‘level zero’, i.e. in the running text, the word ‘lock’ has been struck through (the strikethrough being a visualisation of the <del> tag in the output), and the word ‘weir’ has been added (with superscript as a visualisation convention for the <add>tag). The red colour draws attention to the matching reading of ‘weir’ in Witness 1 and Witness 2. We will provide an XSL stylesheet with a basic visualisation that then can be customized to every project’s desires.

In the last part of this extended abstract, a number of more complex textual instances will be discussed that often occur in manuscripts.

**Substitutions within a word**

Consider the example of the word ‘furthest’ being changed to ‘farthest’ by crossing out the ‘u’ and writing an ‘a’ above the line. There are quite a few ways of encoding something like this in both tagging schemes. But in the case of the <subst> method, the placement of the <subst> tag itself is problematic. Placing it around only the changed letters would produce an undesirable and unusable collation result. Placing it around the entire word makes more sense, but it complicates matters immensely at the tokenization stage in CollateX to handle these instances correctly. We currently are exploring ways to solve this issue. The problem does not arise with the encoding via the <app> tagging scheme, as the ‘literal’ reading can contain the letter for letter substitution, while the two interpretative readings can hold the two full words ‘furthest’ and ‘farthest’, optionally with <del> and <add> tags around the modified characters.
**Alternative Readings**
The same principle of the OR-operator applies to alternative readings or open variants. As they are not substitutions, the `<subst>` tagging scheme is not a suitable way of triggering the special treatment in CollateX. Our recommendation would be to use the `<app>`-method here.

**Transpositions**
A transposition produces 'two states of the text', with a difference in word order. It is another instance of non-linearity in a manuscript, but it is of a different type. There are not two alternatives for the same 'spot' in the linear sequence, but two different linear sequences. A special treatment by CollateX of this textual feature is not strictly needed to provide a meaningful result. But editors can make use of it by fitting the transposition into the `<app>` tagging scheme.

**Long substitutions**
We would like to present our last example, a long substitution, to address a challenge we are facing in development.

```
Wit1: The dog’s big black ears brown eyes.
Wit2: The dog’s big eyes.
```

Wit1: The dog’s big black ears brown eyes.
Wit2: The dog’s big eyes.
In this case, there is more than one way to align all of the words in these witnesses. It has to do with the preferred focus in the collation result: do we want to give priority to the unit of the substitution, or should the alignment of matching words receive priority?

This alignment table draws full attention to the textual operation performed by the author in Witness 1: ‘big black ears’ was struck through and substituted by ‘brown eyes’. It clearly marks the spot where ‘something happens’ on the manuscript and you get the totality of the textual operation as one block.

If we ask CollateX to give dominance to the matching of words, we arrive at this more detailed alignment table. The similarities jump out at you, but the unit of the substitution can get lost somewhat. An editor making an apparatus by hand is free to choose a different focus depending on the corpus or even alternate for different parts of the same corpus, but a software tool needs clear instructions, and we have not decided yet which instructions we would like to give.

In conclusion, in this paper we provide an inclusive approach to automated collation that can account for multiple types of textual variation. We are developing CollateX to recognize the two TEI XML tagging schemes for in-text variation and to label them as OR operators, thus treating multiple layers of revision in a more suitable way.

Our approach comprises a rather complex TEI/XML encoding of the collation input and output. However, what happens on the page of the source document is complex and the more we would simplify it by linearizing or flattening the input, the more information we lose. It is exactly this information we consider important for research into manuscripts and literary writing processes.
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The role of digital scholarly editors in the design of components for cooperative philology
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This contribution is focused on the role of the digital scholarly editor in the continuous process of analysis, development and evaluation of libraries of components for cooperative philology. We need to distinguish between collaboration and cooperation, because these different practices have important implications on project design. Indeed, according to Kozar (2010), collaboration requires direct interaction (i.e. negotiations, discussions, etc.) among individuals to create a product, whereas cooperation requires that all participants do their assigned parts separately and provide their results to the others. As a consequence, collaborative philology produces web applications and platforms, so that digital humanists organized in communities can work together with shared goals (McGann 2005). On the other hand, cooperative philology produces web services and libraries of components that highly decouple their function from the overall goal they are used for. In cooperative philology, the interactions are not limited to person-to-person transactions, but involve the cooperation between human and non-human agents.

By following a general trend, in the domain of digital humanities developers are progressively shifting from the project-driven approach to the new community-driven paradigm (Siemens et al. 2012). This shift is solicited by the increasing
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aggregation of scholars in communities that express common requirements and share best practices (Robinson 2013).

Along the decades, many initiatives have been financed to manage large varieties of documents (medieval manuscripts, handwritten contemporary documents, printed editions, etc., see Figure 1). Each project was focused on single philological aspects, e.g. the representation of variant readings and conjectural emendations, the diachronic development of author’s variants, the treatment of critical apparatus (Bozzi 2014). The Text Encoding Initiative has established guidelines related to the formal representation of textual data for input, processing and output, (cf. again (McGann 2005)) but the agreement on interchange formats does not ensure interoperability. Indeed, as pointed out by Schmidt (2014), ‘interchange (...) after a preliminary conversion of the data (...) implies some loss of information in the process’, whereas ‘interoperability’ is ‘the property of data that allows it to be loaded unmodified and fully used in a variety of software applications’.

In the community-driven paradigm, even the interoperability is not sufficient, because also the software components need to be reusable in different contexts and by different subcommunities (e.g. philologists and epigraphists in the wider digital humanities community).

For this reason, the role of each (sub)domain expert in the community is strategic. Their needs on topics such as content management, content searching/consuming are gathered through user-stories techniques and used for the overall design of components produced in the community.

Figure 1: many documents and many kinds of philological issues.
In most cases, service providers are responding to these needs by offering web services quickly developed by taking into account the specific functionality that they expose or, worse, by wrapping legacy code. Although a pipeline of web services devoted to linguistic analysis and collaborative annotation provides many advantages in terms of flexibility, we are concerned by the impact of the main drawbacks, in order to study alternative or complementary solutions for our domain.

Modularity, maintainability, performance and atomicity are the principal issues in which we are interested.

Modularity is an architectural property that allows applications to be extensible, reusable, maintainable, and reactive to changes. The modularity of a single exposed service/application does not imply that each component of the service is modular in turn. For example a Greek part of speech tagger web service may be used in different contexts, but the single components of the service (e.g. the lemmatizer and the statistic model) could not be reused separately. This typically happens when web services are created by wrapping (pipelines of) legacy code.

Maintainability concerns what to do in case of service invocation failure. In order to avoid failures, the system must be ‘up-and-running’ by assuring a reasonable level of service, which imply at least high-availability and recovery procedures. But small and medium size projects are not always able to assure such quality requirements. A second aspect that services need to address is related strongly to the typology and size of managed data.

Performance is affected by whether data or tools should be moved and by whether the service is called synchronously or asynchronously. Actually, performance is affected by the trade-off among challenging conditions (e.g. memory resources, computational overload, bandwidth). Defining such trade-offs is strongly related to the communities to whom the services are offered, since waiting one day for getting data might be reasonable for communities that manage large but static data, but also totally unacceptable for others that manage highly dynamic data. This is probably the most important reason for which the users are asked to provide a feedback.

Finally, atomicity assures that a service is capable of offering results in a consistent way, including rollback politics in case of failure. For example, if a user decides to remove an entire synset for the Ancient Greek WordNet (Bizzoni 2014), the service responsible for such operation needs to traverse and delete all the semantic and lexical relations which involve the synset and its lemmas or rollback to the initial status in case of failures.

At the Cooperative Philology Lab (Institute of Computational Linguistics ‘A. Zampolli’, CNR, Pisa) we aim to address these issues by designing and developing a library of components for the domain of scholarly editing (Robinson 2009). A library can be installed locally or remotely and can provide multiple choices for maintenance and performance tuning. But above all a library of components provides the building blocks to shape local or remote services at the adequate level of atomicity, in order to ensure reusability and extendibility.

---

4 URL unreachable for any reasons, timeout, maximum limit of size exceeded are the most common failures in web-services based architectures.
The role of the digital scholarly editors with which we have collaborated in pilot and funded projects at the CNR-ILC is crucial, because they are providing the necessary use cases that we are generalizing for the design of our library. In our experience, the multidisciplinary approach is enhanced when the team is lead by a digital and computational philologist with an interdisciplinary background. Indeed, the communication between humanists and software engineers is challenging, because for the domain experts it is difficult to linearly express their requests, if they are not able to recognize the technological limitations, and for the analysts it is difficult to elicit further information from them, in order to refine generic requests, if they are not able to master the peculiarities of the philological domain. But a new generation of digital humanists is emerging, and these scholars not only are creators of digital resources and consumers of computational tools or web infrastructures, but they also are actors in the analysis of requirements and in the evaluation of the computational instruments devoted to their activities.

In conclusion, in the age of software components and (web) services, the interaction between these two communities (DH and IT) can lead to a fruitful cross-fertilization, which aims at extending linguistic resources by textual evidence and enhancing scholarly editions by linguistic tools and lexico-semantic resources.
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Inventorying, transcribing, collating

Basic components of a virtual platform for scholarly editing, developed for the Historical-Critical Schnitzler Edition

Stefan Büdenbender


The Trier Center for Digital Humanities currently is involved in the creation of a number of digital editions, be it through preparing and providing data or through the developing of software solutions. In this context, the Arthur Schnitzler Edition (Arthur Schnitzler: Digitale historisch-kritische Edition (Werke 1905-1931)) holds a special position because of its complexity and scope.

The project was launched in 2012, with a projected runtime of 18 years. It is a binational cooperation, involving the Bergische Universität Wuppertal, the University of Cambridge, University College London and the University of Bristol, in partnership with the Cambridge University Library, the German Literary Archive at Marbach, and the Center for Digital Humanities at the University of Trier.²

It aims to create a critical edition of Schnitzler’s works in digital form, to be published on an open access online platform. This portal is to bring together the physically dispersed archival holdings and the published works in a virtual form, combining the functions of digital archive and edition. The collected extant material – both manuscript and typescript – shall be digitally reproduced, transcribed, and made accessible through commentaries, registers etc.

With emphasis on the categories of ‘textuality’, ‘materiality’ and ‘genesis’, this results in a multitude of perspectives and views: the user can choose between diplomatic transcriptions, amended reading versions, and genetically interpreted reconstructions.

---

1 bued2101@uni-trier.de.
2 For more information, see: http://www.arthur-schnitzler.de.
To set the basis for this, two teams of philologists in Wuppertal and Cambridge have started to inventory and transcribe a corpus of more than 20,000 pages, documenting the textual development of all witnesses, down to the alteration of single characters, via a complex model of layers and states.

It became obvious in the early planning phase that there was no immediately available software solution that would cover the whole workflow. Given the amount of material to be edited and the long runtime, we decided to create a digital platform which is to support all associated steps of scholarly editing, from the first assessment and inventory of textual witnesses, through their transcription, down to the comparison of the resulting texts. The platform consists of individual modules and thus should be reusable by similar projects, be it in parts or as a whole. The main modules – some newly developed, others based on preexisting software – will be presented briefly below.

**Technical Infrastructure: FuD**
The research network and database system (*Forschungsnetzwerk und Datenbanksystem*) FuD[^3] forms the technical backbone of the platform, offering a set of features for decentralized collaborative work. On the one hand it allows the inventory (metadata capture, grouping) and commentary (creation of indexes) of the material, on the other hand it provides a database environment which manages all created content and thus represents the intersection between the individual modules. Although these have XML interfaces and can be run independently, the access to a central database facilitates collaboration and has advantages when dealing with concurrent hierarchies and structures transcending document borders.

**Transcription of textual witnesses: Transcribo**
Transcriptions are established in Transcribo[^4], a graphical editor developed to meet the exact needs of the project. Technically, it had to be able to communicate with FuD, to handle large image files without delay and to support an extensive set of specific annotations. The user interface sets the digital facsimile (generally the scanned physical witness) at the centre. This appears in double form, always providing the original for close examination while all processing steps take place on a slightly attenuated duplicate. This arrangement accommodates the use of multiple monitors and above all saves time-consuming jumping back and forth between image and editor window. Thus, field markings in rectangular or polygonal shape can be drawn around graphic units, reproducing their exact topography, and the transcribed text then can be entered directly. For the processing of typescripts an additional OCR with options for image enhancement (such as contrast and color adjustment) is integrated, providing a raw transcription as a basis for further editing.

[^3]: http://fud.uni-trier.de.
More fundamentally, each transcribed element can be provided with a comment and each relevant philological or genetic phenomenon can be annotated in a uniform way. Here, a context menu is used with a set of project-specific options, with capacity for expansion. It will be adjusted as necessary throughout the project’s lifecycle, according to the requirements of the textual basis.

In terms of data modelling, we found it very challenging to represent the results in a straightforward XML encoding, as there is a systematic overlap between the textual and material level of description, leading to the above-mentioned concurrent hierarchies for each and every text. While the TEI proposes a number of solutions to circumvent this inherent problem\(^5\), there are significant drawbacks to each of them when it comes to processing the data any further. Thus, the internal data exchange between the tools is handled via relational databases. When XML is required, be it for exchange with external partners or archiving, a TEI-conformant version can be created at any time.

**Collation**

Additionally, we are developing a graphic environment for textual comparison, as existing solutions have proven to be inadequate for a number of reasons. Firstly, the variation between the textual witnesses can at times be quite significant, as entire

paragraphs, chapters or scenes may be moved, split, joined, added or deleted. So, in many cases the challenge is to first spot the scattered counterparts before a meaningful comparison can be made. Secondly, it is often necessary to compare a large number of witnesses simultaneously. Finally, we want to visualise the results in different contexts, with varying granularity. The comparison process therefore is divided into two stages:

At first, all versions are put into chronological order and each one is compared to its successor in terms of larger linguistic or structural units (depending on the text: sentences, paragraphs, speeches, scenes etc.). These elements are then aligned, regardless of their textual position. Only after a complete matrix of corresponding passages through all witnesses has been established, checked by a philologist, and corrected if necessary, the matches are handed on for detailed comparison.

While this is a time-consuming approach, it has proven to work very well and it enables us to intervene at different stages of the collation. Moreover, we can evaluate different algorithms and existing solutions for the different tasks. Currently, we use parts of the TEI Comparator tool\(^6\) for the first alignment and CollateX\(^7\) for the actual comparison.

\[\text{Figure 2: Building an alignment matrix for multiple textual witnesses.}\]

\(^6\) http://www.cems.ox.ac.uk/holinshed/about.shtml#tei.
\(^7\) http://collatex.net/.
Outlook: material collection and genetic pathways

The platform is to be completed by an environment for ordering textual witnesses and defining genetic pathways. This is still in the design phase and should in due course make it possible to associate textual witnesses with the respective works or versions via drag and drop and to define sequences from various perspectives (genesis of a version, absolute chronological order, interdependence of version etc.).
Combining topic modeling and fuzzy matching techniques to build bridges between primary and secondary source materials

A test case from the King James Version Bible

Mathias Coeckelbergs,¹

Seth van Hooland² & Pierre Van Hecke³


Living in a world where ever more documents are digitised, and every day many more born-digital are created, the demand for techniques to deal with this vast amount of data becomes ever more clear. Within the study of canonical historical texts, we see the publication of a large amount of new scholarly articles every year, that are not only important for researchers in related fields, but also for the digital critical edition of the primary source material. Hence the importance of inquiring how to produce meaningful links between primary and secondary source materials. In this article, we share our first experiments in this field.

The study of how texts are interlinked has been at the very core of the humanities ever since their inception. The scientific and technological developments resulted in a drastic increase of the scholarly production in the field. Seminal thinkers such as Paul Otlet (1934) and Vanevar Bush (1945) already developed the blueprints for how heterogenous documents could be interconnected in a meaningful way, but without having the technology at hand to implement the concepts and mental devices they imagined. Ted Nelson finally coined the term ‘hyperlink’ in the 1960s

¹ mathias.coeckelbergs@ulb.ac.be.
² svhoolan@ulb.ac.be.
³ pierre.vanhecke@kuleuven.be.
and presented it extensively in his work 'Literary machines' (Nelson 1980), in which he details the ambition to create a vast network of two-way connected nodes. Within Nelson’s vision, bidirectional links allow each node to understand where it is linked to and to analyse in detail the resulting network. However, hyperlinks as we all use and create them today in the context of the Web are unidirectional. The fact that everyone can create a link to a resource, without the requirement that the resource being linked to has to confirm the link and therefore remains agnostic of it, is central here. This was a conscious architectural decision from Tim Berners-Lee for the Web to scale rapidly in a radically decentralised approach.

The rise of the Semantic Web and the Linked Data paradigm have re-introduced the possibility of bi-directional relationships. Links between two resources are made through the use of an RDF (Resource Description Framework) triple. As the name suggests, it consists of three elements, respectively the subject, object and the predicate, which constitutes a relation between both. For example, if we have as subject ‘Guernica’, as predicate ‘painted by’ and as object ‘Picasso’, we have expressed in RDF that Picasso is the painter of Guernica. This method allows for easy encoding of many links for different resources, and makes it searchable by its own querying languages, SPARQL, allowing such queries as ‘what are all the resources painted by Picasso’ but also ‘give me all painters influenced by painters influenced by Picasso’, which are hard or impossible with standard online search engines. Although this method proves useful for linking multiple resources in a knowledge graph, it is not suitable for linking broader entities of linguistic meaning, such as sentences or paragraphs for example. The case study presented here will look closer at the methods and tools which can be used for the latter purpose.

In this paper we investigate the viability of combining two different methods of linking secondary scholarly work to the primary text, which in our case is the Bible. The first method is topic modeling, a technique aiming to extract keywords from a given collection of documents, which are afterwards clustered using a probabilistic algorithm. Throughout the past 25 years, many variations have been proposed to two main types of topic modeling algorithms, i.e. Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA – based on vectorial representation of words/documents; Deerwester et al. 1990) and Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA – working with prior probabilities; Blei et al. 2003). Since it is by far the most commonly used today, and because space does not permit us to compare techniques, we have opted to choose LDA for our experiments. The second method we consider is a fuzzy matching algorithm to link biblical verses to journal articles that cite them. After we have discovered the possibilities and limits of both approaches, we will describe in the second section how a combination of both is able to provide a best of both worlds solution.
Comparison of Both Techniques and Evaluation of Results

Topic Modeling

In this article, we apply LDA to both the King James Version of the Bible, as well as to 76,204 scholarly articles on the bible extracted from JSTOR digital library, satisfying the query ‘bible’. Topic modeling algorithms start with the raw text, on the one hand, and the user’s decision of how many topics need to be discerned in the text. Based on this initial input, the Latent Dirichlet Allocation algorithm, which we use in this article, generates word distributions per topic, and topic distributions per document, respectively. Informed by the Dirichlet priors, indicating the prior probability values, and iterating this process of sampling updated probabilities for both distributions via Gibbs sampling, we end up with a clustered groups of keywords extracted from the text. These clusters then constitute the computational topics, which the model assumes to be latently present explaining the present distribution of vocabulary words. Hence, we can infer from a list of keywords *Israel land David king Solomon* that we deal with the topic of kings of Israel. It is important to note, however, that the algorithm only presents the clustered keywords, and that the inference to the label of the topic is made by the researcher.

As is evident from this short overview of the LDA methodology, moving from a computational topic to a concept as understood by humans, requires interpretation. In addition, it is equally challenging to estimate how to objectively compare the results of different topic models. What is the influence of extracting amounts of topics which lie close to each other? How does deleting or adding a text to the corpus affect the extracted topics? These are only two questions to which a satisfying answer is hard to find. Space does not permit us to discuss in detail a comparison of the extracted topics. Suffice it to say that the most stable clusters of identifiable semantic units are obtained when between 300 and 400 topics are extracted. Below, we will see how we can delimit the interpretation radius of the extracted clusters.

Up to this point, we have only placed emphasis on the extraction of semantics from the text, not on how it actually constitutes links between texts. The algorithm presents us with a collection of topics which are presumed to be latently present within the collection of documents. For each topic, we have information on how the words from the corpus and all documents relate to it. Links between documents can be estimated from their similarity in ranking for the same topics. For example, if we find two scholarly articles dealing with the creation theology in the book of Job, it is likely that several key words from one article also will appear frequently in the other, resulting in them having highly similar scores for the topic of creation.

In this way, we can construe a comparison of scholarly articles dealing with the Bible, without referencing the source text. If we want to compare the extracted clusters from the articles on the one hand with those extracted from the Bible on the other, the issue of topic comparison we described above arises again. Computational topics can be compared by their similarity in keywords, but it would be risky to conclude that scholarly articles having high correspondence to one topic would be relevant for biblical documents scoring above threshold
similarity with a similar topic extracted from the bible. Another possibility would be to establish a topic model for both the biblical text as well as scholarly articles simultaneously. Although this approach will provide clusters of keywords to which both biblical and scholarly documents are linked, these models will for the greatest part report links between scholarly articles, because they are far greater in number. Hence, we can conclude that both approaches have their shortcomings, and that with topic modeling used the way we proposed here, it is hard to make a comparison between the original primary text and secondary literature. From this we conclude that, although topic modeling provides salient results in classifying documents according to relevance for a certain cluster of keywords, it is hard to use this technique for linking primary and secondary texts.

**Fuzzy Matching**

In contrast to the previous subsection, which focused on inferring more abstract units of semantics based solely on the input of raw text, we now focus on individual sentences appearing in the corpus. As with any task of matching elements from one set to another, possibilities of incorrect links are possible. In this case, we talk both about false positives (established links which are incorrect) as well as true negatives (quotations which are not linked to an article in which they appear).

The evaluation of the results of fuzzy matching is conceptually easier than the method of topic modeling described above. We do not have the space here to describe the exact results of different levels of similarity score in detail, but we have taken over the demands for declaring matches from the general description of the matchmaker API developed by JSTOR labs. These requirements are that similarity is above 80%, and when at least fifteen characters match, results are considered satisfactory.

Different degrees of uncertainty can occur concerning links, which human interpreters have no difficulty in mapping to the same entity. This is an important difference with topic modeling, where the interpretation of a computational topic to a human concept can lead to divergent outcomes among human annotators. For our fuzzy matching approach, a simple example of multiple entities with the same referent is the reference of the verse identifier. Many versions are thinkable. First of all, the book name can appear fully, such as for example ‘Genesis’, but also in abbreviated form, as ‘Gen.’ or ‘Gn’. Of course, it is important that all these instances are mapped to the same verse. Secondly, the verse numbers can be added and separated by different signs, of which commas and semicolons are used the most often.

Although for our work on topic modeling we ran experiments on both the Hebrew original as well as the King James Version (the most widely used English translation of the Bible), we have opted to limit our research to English examples only, for the simple reason that most scholarly articles are written in English. Of course, in the future we wish to include other languages as well (and experiment equally with the linking of Hebrew articles to the Hebrew original version). For the moment we run into some difficult problems regarding multilingual topics, to which we come back in section 2.2, that deals with the persisting difficulty of dealing with a multilingual context for both approaches.
An evident drawback of the fuzzy matching approach is that during the linking process it only matches quotations to scholarly articles. Hence, it does not make a classification of the latter articles in any way, apart from indicating which articles are citing which verses, and which articles contain how many quotations of biblical verses. This leaves us with the problem that, certainly for often-cited verses, the list of linked articles is hard to oversee without manually reading through all of them.

**Possibility of Mutual Enrichment**

As we have concluded in the previous section, both the approach of topic modeling as well as that of fuzzy matching come with their own advantages, but also disadvantages. By bringing both approaches together, however, the potential of both can be increased. We are still in the process of working out the methodology proposed here. Hence, in this contribution we will only describe the plan for conducting this research.

Since the fuzzy matching approach presents highest scores on correctness, it is taken as the point of departure and its matching results are improved with topic modeling, rather than the other way around. In this way, topic modeling presents a tool to be able to classify the results of fuzzy matching links to a sentence. Also, the major drawback of fuzzy matching is that we are left with unsorted articles linked to individual verses, a sorting which can be done by topic modeling. On the other hand, the problem of interpretation of extracted topics can be leveraged by constraining the interpretation radius by verse citation. Since the fuzzy matching approach links verses to articles citing them, the links will per definition be meaningful, but the extent remains to be discovered by topic modeling.

**Proof of concept of combining Fuzzy Matching and Topic Modeling**

The first step in our methodology for combining the strengths of both topic modeling and fuzzy matching is to model topics from the scholarly articles found in the JSTOR database, which in our previous approach already were linked to bible verses using ‘Matchmaker’, the fuzzy matching algorithm developed by JSTOR Labs. We propose to manually label the extracted topics, so that general, human-made topics are available based on the computationally generated ones.

Taking from the first section our approach of fuzzy matching, we end up with on the one hand all biblical verses, linked to a set of scholarly articles in which the verse under consideration is quoted. On the other hand, we have the computational topics generated on the basis of the entire collection of these articles, and human labels to make them easier to interpret. Our second step, then, renders visible for a selected verse not only the articles it is linked to, but also the entire list of topics, and the score for their recurrence in the linked articles. In this way, the user can easily derive in which context the verse under scrutiny recurs, without having to read through all the linked articles.

What would of course be most valuable is that the algorithm automatically selects articles relevant to a user query. Query expansion techniques present possibilities here, although we believe for the current goal of structuring articles linked to a specific verse, it might be easier to present the user with a set of key
terms for which the resulting articles can be sorted by manually labeling the computational topics extracted from the corpus of scholarly work, the inferred labels can be used as key terms to appear after a verse has been selected by selecting the topic the user is interested in, he can see for a verse he is investigating which articles are most relevant. On the other hand, it is straightforward that for the results we already have generated, it is equally possible for a user to select a key term, find which documents are most relevant for these topics, and hence see which verses are most popular in being quoted in this context.

The problem of multilingualism
A persisting problem we have encountered throughout our research is that of multilingualism. Not only is the primary source text written in dead languages (Classical Hebrew, Aramaic and Greek), the secondary sources appear in numerous languages as well. For the present purpose of showing the viability of our approach, we have limited our choice of languages to English, although salient topic models also have been developed for Hebrew. Because the English collection is understandably bigger than the Hebrew one, we selected the one with the highest resources. Of course, we want to be able to go further than to link primary text or its translation only to documents that happen to be in the same language.

A solution to this problem will consist either of developing polylingual topic models, or by ‘translating’ the extracted topics to each other, or to interlingual topics. Concerning the first type of models, most research has been conducted in context of high topical similarity, for example in Wikipedia articles across several languages dealing with the same issues. Although these models provide promising results, our research poses a more difficult problem in sorting all articles in different languages according to a mutual set of topics. More research is needed in this respect. A viable way out seems to us to define a topic ‘translation’ model, which classifies two topics in different languages as equal topics if and only if a threshold of dictionary nearness has been reached for most of the words in both topics.

Conclusion
The goal of this article was to show that combining Fuzzy Matching and Topic Modeling techniques is a viable method for generating links between primary and secondary source materials. We have seen that both methods in themselves have their assets and drawbacks, but when combined a satisfying solution can be found, which will be worked out further in the future.
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The importance of being... object-oriented

Old means for new perspectives in digital textual scholarship

Angelo Mario Del Grosso,1
Emiliano Giovannetti2 & Simone Marchi3


Introduction
In this contribution we propose an Object-Oriented (OO) approach to the design and development of reusable tools for the domain of scholarly editing. It regards some software engineering considerations about the importance of being object-oriented in implementing software applications for digital textual scholarship. This work fits into an ongoing discussion about textual modelling (Pierazzo 2015) where the need for extensible, reusable and modular applications is constantly increasing (Driscoll and Pierazzo 2016).

Although the digital turn of textual scholarship is nowadays a reality and many advancements have been made in encoding and visualizing textual resources, flexible and shared models in the construction of tools for scholarly editing are still missing (Almas and Beaulieu 2013; Shillingsburg 2015; Robinson and Bordalejo 2016). This lack typically leads to the development of ad hoc – i.e. not reusable – software (Ciotti 2014; Schmidt 2014).
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Exploiting our experience in projects we worked on (e.g. Giovannetti et al. 2016; Abrate et al. 2014; Bozzi 2013; Del Grosso et al. 2013), we have conceived a general OO model that will be introduced in the following section (Del Grosso et al. 2016; Boschetti and Del Grosso 2015).

Method and Discussion
The typical approach to the digital scholarly editing generally encompasses two phases: 1) textual encoding and 2) web publishing. On the one hand, the data and metadata encoding phase makes the textual resource machine-actionable and useful for information exchange. The best practice includes the identification of textual phenomena by marking up the transcribed source by means of suitable XML tags following vocabularies which are defined in specific and formal schemas (e.g. the TEI-XML guidelines). On the other hand, the aim of the electronic publication phase is to provide end-users (mainly scholars) with high-level functionalities (e.g. advanced visualization and searching) through Web graphical user interfaces. Actually, powerful frameworks built on Javascript libraries – such as AngularJS, Ember, React or D3.js – provide developers with ready-made widgets useful for the processing and publishing of digital editions. This approach can be adopted just in large academic project-oriented initiative, because, in our opinion, it requires too much developing work in order to implement and/or customize the specific digital environment.

In addition, this strategy also brings some negative consequences from an engineering point of view. Indeed, it lacks of (1) formal specifications for the domain of interest; (2) abstractions for shared models; and (3) plans for software evolution and software reuse.

The lacks concerning data and procedure abstraction become particularly evident when software designers and developers strive to encapsulate both the digital representation of the textual resource and the operations required to process it. This matter is even more challenging when software architects look for formal and shared models to develop reusable components. In the light of all of this, we are working on the definition of some textual scholarship entities (e.g. the document, the text, the edition, the witness, etc.) together with the functions needed to manipulate them as shared and implementation-independent objects. Figure 1 shows a diagram of our Object-Oriented model for textual scholarship designed starting from the identification of the Domain Specific Abstract Data Types (DS-ADTs).

An ADT is a high-level and mathematically-founded data type the internal representation of which is not directly accessible from users (information hiding). Actually, data and functions which operate on them are bound into a single entity of concerns.

By adopting this approach, the focus turns from the data value and representation towards the behavior of the components. Moreover, suitable Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) define functionalities and protocols to easily integrate, extend and use software components in different projects. The proper design of APIs is a critical task within Domain Driven Applications.
del grosso et al. (Bloch 2006), since they are the only point of dependence between clients (users) and service providers (namely, who implements the ADT). Finally, within our approach, we also apply Design Patterns as ‘off-the-shelf’ solutions to recurring problems in developing software for specific contexts (Ackerman and Gonzalez 2011). Figure 2 shows an UML diagram of the textual analysis component embodying the aforementioned design policies.

Figure 1: The Domain Specific Abstract Data Type approach (DS-ADT): (on the left) doc is an instance of the ADT Document Class representing the encoded document. The DS-ADT hides the implementation details and exposes all and only the necessary functionalities.

Figure 2: Example of the object-oriented design principles. Such a design provides an effective way to implement decoupled, abstract and reusable software components.
Once the architecture, the model and the ADTs have been defined, it is necessary to put in place a process to implement the tools. To do this, we chose, as our development environment, the Object-Oriented Analysis, Design and Development – inspired from the ICONIX approach (Collins-Cope et al. 2005). In particular, our process is structured in five main steps, roughly corresponding to the typical software engineering workflow: A) the involvement of the scholar community (Cohn 2004) to gather the requirements and define the specifications (Rosenberg and Stephens 2007); B) the design of the single components following the Domain-Driven and the User-Centered approach (Evans 2014); C) the design of the general architecture using the Pattern-Oriented approach and the UML diagrams (Fowler 2003); D) the development of the software according to the S.O.L.I.D. principles; and E) the implementation of advanced Graphical User Interfaces through a specific UI framework.

Conclusion
From a software engineering perspective, digital textual scholarship in general, and digital scholarly editing in particular, need a formal definition of digital domain entities and procedures: this formalization is mandatory to design and develop of what we call the Domain Specific Abstract Data Types for Digital Scholarly Editing (DS-ADTs for DSE).

These ADTs will lead, then, to the identification of standard and shared Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) and to the specification of the components’ behavior. The APIs are, by definition, independent both from the actual representation of the data and the algorithms manipulating them. In this way, we ensure a strong decoupling between the API user and the API developer. Moreover, the OO approach can bring benefits not only to developers but also to end users (as scholars) who could count on a more efficient and effective development of the tools they need.

From a practical point of view, we are applying the principles illustrated in this contribution by implementing a digital scholarly platform, called Omega, which is hosted on github (https://github.com/literarycomputinglab).

4 Single responsibility, Open-closed, Liskov substitution, Interface segregation, Dependency inversion
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Edition Visualization Technology 2.0

Affordable DSE publishing, support for critical editions, and more

Chiara Di Pietro¹ & Roberto Rosselli Del Turco²


The popularity of digital scholarly editions has grown considerably during the last decade, at least judging by the number of projects completed or nearing completion. Many of the existing editions, however, are the result of sophisticated programming and implementation of complex, feature-rich frameworks: while text encoding is relatively easy, a single scholar or a small group of researchers surely would have to look for further support and resources to publish the resulting edition.

Edition Visualization Technology (EVT)³, an open source tool to produce digital editions on the basis of XML TEI-encoded documents, was born to serve the goals of a single project, the Digital Vercelli Book (http://vbd.humnet.unipi.it/beta2/), but has been developed in such a way as to become a general purpose tool. This software aims at freeing the scholar from the burden of web programming, so that (s)he can focus on preparing the edition documents according to the TEI Guidelines and schemas. After the web edition is generated using EVT, the final user can browse, explore and study it by means of a user-friendly interface, providing a set of tools (zoom, magnifier and hot-spots for manuscript images, text-image linking and an internal search engine for the edited texts) for research purposes.

¹ dipi.chiara@gmail.com.
² roberto.rossellidelturco@unito.it.
³ For more information on the EVT, see: http://evt.labcd.unipi.it/. For the EVT’s file repository, see: https://sourceforge.net/projects/evt-project/. For the EVT’s code repository, see: https://github.com/evt-project/evt-viewer.
Figure 1: The first beta version of the Digital Vercelli Book (2014).
The starting point of the system is one or more documents in the standard TEI P5 format: by applying a single XSLT style-sheet, the TEI XML text is turned into a web based application – a mix of HTML5, CSS3 and JavaScript – that can be easily uploaded and shared on the Web; in fact, since the EVT viewer is based on the client-only model, there is no need to install and configure additional software on the server. The text can be presented in different levels of edition (e.g. interpretative, diplomatic) and, besides the default visualization layout where text and scans of the original manuscript are linked together and placed side by side, a book reader mode can be activated if double side images are supplied.4

Version 1.0 has been released in February 2016 and has proved to be quite successful, since it has been adopted by many other projects such as the Codice Pelavicino Digitale (http://labcd.humnet.unipi.it/evt/) and the Tarsian Project (http://tarsian.vital-it.ch/about/). There are also many new projects led by young researchers who have found in EVT the perfect tool for their needs, some of these will be announced during the months to come.

As a consequence of these collaborations, EVT has been enriched with several new features, and – being open source software – each new feature added as per request by a specific edition project is going to benefit all others (if applicable). The continuous development and need to adapt EVT to different types of documents and TEI-encoded texts has shifted the development focus towards the creation of a more flexible tool for the web publication of TEI-based documents, able to cater to multiple use cases. One of the most requested features, and actually one of the Digital Vercelli Book project’s original requirements, is the support not only for diplomatic transcriptions linked to the corresponding manuscript images, but also for critical editions complete with a proper apparatus. The complexity of this task and of other planned additions, combined with the growing intricacy of the current code base – especially with regard to adding and combining new features – convinced the development team that it was essential to move over and start with a complete code rewrite for the following version.

The current version (EVT 1), therefore, still is being developed and will be supported with bug fixes / small enhancements for a long time, but it will be the last one to use the current, XSLT-based architecture. EVT 2.0 is already under development using a different approach in order to improve flexibility and modularity, to make it easier to implement new features and to adjust the UI layout for different kinds of editions. This is why the development team decided to refactor the whole code of the viewer and base it on AngularJS (https://angularjs.org), a Javascript framework which implements the MVC (Model View Controller)5 pattern to separate presentation, data and logic components, providing a great modularity of the web application. The goal is to offer a tool that can be customized easily and does not need any intermediate XSLT transformations. The user just needs to point at the encoded file by setting its URL in a configuration file, and to open the main page: the web-edition will be automatically built upon the provided data. As the previous version, EVT 2 is a client-only tool, with no specific server required, the user will be able to deploy the web-edition immediately on the Web.

4 See Rosselli Del Turco 2015 for more information.
The current development focus revolves around the support for critical editions, which is a very challenging goal in itself, especially with regard to the complexity of the User Interface layout (Rosselli Del Turco 2011). This new level of edition is based on the current TEI relevant CA module and Guidelines chapter and it supports the Parallel Segmentation method. The current implementation, however, is meant to be as generic and flexible as possible to make it easier to update it when the TEI module will be rewritten and expanded to become more powerful and suitable to philologists.

Figure 2: The Codice Pelavicino Digitale (top) and the Tarsian digital edition (bottom).
• MVC (Model View Controller) approach.
  • Data are saved in a JSON model organized in a way that allows a very quick access to the information needed.
  • No more XSLT transformations.
  • Direct parsing of the XML.

Figure 3: The new architecture for EVT 2.0.

Figure 4: EVT 2: base text with inline critical apparatus.
Among the different tools offered, EVT 2 provides a straight and quick link from the critical apparatus to the textual context of a specific reading; moreover, it allows for comparing witnesses’ texts among each other or with respect to the base text of the edition (or to another specific text); finally, it offers specific tools such as filters, to select and show different textual phenomena (e.g., the person responsible for each emendation), and a heat map, showing where the variants are more frequent in the textual tradition. All these features are implemented already and can be tested by downloading the current development version from the file repository or straight from the code repository. In the final version, the user will be able to examine each variant in its paleographic context if the digitized images of each manuscript are provided.

From the point of view of the editor, the new architecture will be as easy to use as the current one: the only technical skill required will be a general competence in XML editing in order to configure EVT properly and to place each XML-related component of the edition (mainly the schema besides the encoded texts) into the correct area of the directory structure. For those editors who can boast computer programming skills, or who can count on technical support, there also will be the possibility to add new CSS rules and to customize all aspects of text visualization according to their needs.

In conclusion, EVT 2 is going to be a greatly enhanced version of an already popular tool enabling the single scholar, or a small research group, to publish digital editions, both diplomatic and critical, in an easy and effective way.
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Compilation, transcription, multi-level annotation and gender-oriented analysis of a historical text corpus

Early Modern Ducal Correspondences in Central Germany

Vera Fasshauer


Introduction
The corpus Early Modern Ducal Correspondences in Central Germany (Frühneuzeitliche Fürstinnenkorrespondenzen im mitteldeutschen Raum) consists of 600 Early New High German letters comprising 262,468 tokens. It was created between 2010 and 2013 during a DFG-funded research project located at the University of Jena and carried out by Rosemarie Lühr, Vera Fasshauer, Henry Seidel and Daniela Prutscher. Handwritten correspondences between male and female representatives of Ernestine Saxony in the early modern period (1550-1750) were digitized, catalogued, transcribed in full text, linguistically annotated on up to 17 different levels and analysed for phenomena like genderlect, language change, dialect, grammar, lexis, orality-literacy and signals of modesty and politeness. The annotated corpus has been published and provided for further linguistic research under open access conditions. Currently, the letters are also edited in full text in order to make them accessible for historical and literary research as well. This paper gives an overview over the corpus’ contents, describes the successive work procedures and the annotation spectrum, and finally points out its subsequent scientific usability and accessibility.

1 fasshauer@em.uni-frankfurt.de.
Corpus description

A thorough investigation of gender-related language characteristics requires a sufficient amount of personally handwritten letters by both male and female authors. Larger collections of Early New High German correspondences between men and women have survived only in the family archives of the ducal houses. Although the duchesses hardly ever took part in the political government, they nevertheless fulfilled important dynastic functions which included the writing of letters in order to maintain and cultivate the relations with the members of both their original and their husband’s families. Writing letters in their own hand instead of having them written by office clerks indicated a special personal affection and respect (Nolte 2000). As documents of dynastic relevance, the duchesses’ letters have been kept along with their husbands’ political correspondence. Many of them can still be consulted in the State Archives – in our case those of Weimar, Dessau, Coburg, Gotha, Dresden, Altenburg and Munich.

The act of writing, however, was generally regarded as strenuous and exhausting. Very few princesses were diligent and willing writers, especially since the reigning prince usually functioned as the communicative centre of the court and therefore carried out the biggest part of the correspondence himself. Only in situations when their husbands were unable to correspond for one reason or another, the women were forced to write more extensively and frequently. In the century after the reformation, however, Ernestine princesses of three successive generations were either temporarily separated from their husbands or, as widows, had to advocate their cause mostly on their own. Elector John Frederick I the Magnanimous (1503-1554) and his eldest son John Frederick II (1529-1595) both were taken into imperial custody and partially or completely dispossessed of their territories. While Electress Sibylla (1512-1554) as well as her daughter-in-law Elisabeth (1540-1594) could still correspond and confer with their husbands, Dorothea Susanna (1544-1592) and Dorothea Maria (1574-1617) stayed behind alone with their children after both their husbands had died at an early age. Out of their precarious circumstances, they wrote supplication letters to the elector and the emperor, negotiated their children’s dynastic, confessional and educational rights with their guardians and asked their male relatives for legal assistance and financial support. The necessity of treating new topics made them go beyond the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Period</th>
<th>Total amount of letters</th>
<th>Letters by female writers</th>
<th>Letters by male writers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1546-1575</td>
<td>249</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1576-1600</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1601-1625</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1626-1650</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1651-1675</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1676-1700</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1701-1725</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1726-1756</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Temporal distribution of the letters in the corpus.
usual epistolary formula of the period and adopt an individual style and spelling habits. Thus, 300 women’s letters were compiled and complemented by just as many letters from their male correspondents in order to investigate their distinctive gender-specific features by comparison with their male contemporaries’ diction and grammar. As the following generations of Ernestine dukes suffered less tragic fates, their wives felt much less need to correspond; moreover, French gradually became the dominant language at German courts. The corpus therefore mainly consists of correspondences from the 16th and early 17th centuries.

**Database and text transcriptions**

Unlike the political correspondences of the reigning princes, the duchesses’ letters have only sporadically been consulted for research, let alone scientifically edited. Thus, very few holding institutions offer single entry recordings of these letters; especially the State Archives mostly register them only as entire correspondence bundles. All letters relevant to the project were therefore recorded and made searchable in the *Fürstinnen-Briefdatenbank* (*FileMaker*). This database contains detailed sets of metadata concerning both the letters and their writers. Apart from the conventional correspondence data – sender, recipient, place/date of dispatch, object location and classification number – the database also records the correspondents’ biodata, their dynastic status and the princesses’ families of origin. Due to unambiguous and hyphenated abbreviations, complete correspondences can be searched either individually or combined with other letters directed to the same recipient or stemming from the same author. The database also provides relation-oriented search options regarding the protagonists’ gender, family relationship, dynastic function and marital state. A short abstract of each letter summarizes its contents and its textual modules; it also comprises all mentioned names and places in their correct and full form as well as the respective GND reference numbers. Moreover, the database contains diplomatic full-text transcriptions which were done manually from digital facsimiles of the handwritten texts.

**Linguistic annotation**

On the basis of the transcriptions, the texts were annotated linguistically on 17 different levels. The annotation was carried out by means of the XML-based open source software EXMARaLDA (*Schmidt et al.*). Under preservation of the original word order, the original Early New High German texts were translated into standardized New High German according to the ten-volume Duden as a reference dictionary (*Duden* 2000). The insertion of a modernized text-level guaranteed not only the comparability of the texts across the centuries, but also facilitated their semi-automatic lemmatization and part-of-speech-tagging by means of the TreeTagger (*Schmidt* 1994-) according to the ‘Stuttgart-Tübingen-Tagset’ (STTS) (*Schiller et al.* 1999). The manually revised TreeTagger-output was complemented by a morphological analysis according to the same guidelines and served as a basis for the further annotation of the corpus.
Figure 1: Annotation levels in EXMARaLDA’s score editor.

Since STTS was developed for modern German, its applicability to Early New High German required its modification and extension by 10 more tags; in addition, over 150 tags have been developed for marking the syntactical, graphematical, phonological, lexicological, phraseological and stylistic peculiarities (Fasshauer et al. 2013a). The identification and description of all graphematic and phonological deviations of the original Early New High German from the normalized New High German text enables the investigation of language change, dialectal influences and gender-specific writing habits. In a thorough syntactical analysis, the type (e.g. declarative, interrogative or imperative), form (e.g. subjunctive or pronominal) and grammatical function (e.g. adverbial or attributive) of each clause as well as the sentence complexity were defined. Moreover, the topics dealt with in the single letters are tagged according to early modern letter rhetoric or *ars dictandi*.

Apart from formal categories like salutation, date or signature, textual statements like compliments, requests, inquiries or exhortations were also marked. The author’s self-references and his or her way of addressing the correspondence partner are focussed especially because they contain signals of modesty and politeness allowing an investigation of the respective genderlect. This newly created annotation system consisting of c. 160 tags forms the Jena Tagset (JeTS).\(^2\)

**Corpus analysis**

As the person- and letter-related metadata recorded in the database have been imported into EXMARaLDA, the Corpus Manager Coma is able to form subcorpora on the basis of various metacriteria. For instance, all letters by a widowed princess to her brothers containing more than one page and having been dispatched from a certain place of residence in one and the same year can be pre-selected and saved individually for further processing.

\(^2\) For a similar approach to adapt STTS to historical German see Dipper et al. 2013.
The analysis tool EXAKT enables detailed search queries both on the text levels and the annotation levels either for the whole corpus or for pre-defined sub-corpora. Again, search results can be filtered, saved for further processing and exported to other applications like MS WORD or EXCEL. By applying Regular Expressions (RegEx) as filter criteria, the text levels can be searched for any combination of characters. Search results can be displayed on different levels at the same time; irrelevant items can be unselected and removed from the list.

Apart from linguistic research, the corpus can also support historico-cultural studies and literary text analysis. For instance, on the modesty-politeness-level, all the authors’ self-references as well as their references to the recipient or to third persons may give insights into their self-positioning and self-staging in a sociological respect; similarly, the detailed annotation of rhetorical phenomena like salutations, compliments, threats or curses on the phraseological level allows not only for stylistic analyses and literary genre studies but also for examinations of social, dynastic and political relationships between the persons involved.

Thanks to the standardization and lemmatization levels, the texts can be searched regardless of their original spelling in full text for certain correspondence topics. Subjects of interest are for instance the everyday life of the early modern high nobility with regard to their daily routine, their social activities, their handicraft, diet, diseases and medication, exchange of gifts, child care, gardening, historical persons, places and buildings or early protestant religious practice.

**Edition and access**
The database also forms the basis of a digital reading edition which is presently being developed in the ‘Universal Multimedia Electronic Library’ (UrMEL) (Fasshauer et al. 2015). UrMEL is provided by the Thuringian State and University Library (ThULB) and ensures sustainability, data maintenance and open access. Its contents are integrated into comprehensive web portals like Europeana or Kalliope. The edition provides a synoptic presentation of the digital facsimiles and the letter transcriptions which are encoded according to the TEI P5 guidelines. Shortly, the lexicological annotation levels (standardized text, lemmatization, POS, morphological analysis and meaning) will also be integrated.

The annotated text corpus has been published in the LAUDATIO-Repository (Fasshauer et al. 2015) which provides long-term access and usage of deeply annotated information. It has also been integrated into the ANNIS database (Krause et al. 2016) which is equipped with a web browser-based search and visualization architecture for complex multilayer corpora, allowing for complex corpus analyses by combined search queries on different levels. Both platforms have specialized in linguistic research and are universally accessible. A detailed description of the corpus structure (Fasshauer et al 2013a) and a project documentation (Fasshauer et al 2013b) have been published on the project homepage. The Jena Tagset (JeTS), which was designed especially for the annotation of historical texts, has been provided for free reuse (ibid.). Moreover, a volume dedicated to the corpus analysis is under preparation and will shortly appear in print.
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Hybrid scholarly edition and the visualization of textual variants

Jiří Flaišman,¹ Michal Kosák² & Jakub Říha³


At the Institute of Czech Literature of the ASCR, textual scholarship ranks among the traditional disciplines. Since 1998, research has been based in the Department of Textual Scholarship. The work of the Department is considered central to the development of the discipline in the Czech Republic for several reasons: (1) the editions its members produce (especially Kritická hybridní edice (Hybrid Scholarly Edition)), (2) its method-oriented research, (3) its work in the literary history field, (4) the development of ‘Varianty’ (Variants), a specialized series devoted exclusively to textual criticism, (5) regular seminars/colloquiums constituting the basis of scholarly discussion of the field of textual scholarship, and (6) cooperation/tuition at universities in Prague and Olomouc.

The involvement with the digital editing began in the 1990s. At that time, a new project fully exploiting the new media was born: the Czech Poetry Database (as the name suggests, it was inspired by the English Poetry Database). The CPD is a full-text database of 1,700 volumes of poetry books (written in Czech in the 19th century and in the beginning of the 20th century). Its core unit is the poetry book (usually the first edition), which is presented firstly in a literal (diplomatic) transcription and secondly as an edited and corrected text. Descriptions of a unit usually do not include any information about the unit’s textual history or any comparison or collation with other readings.

¹ flaisman@seznam.cz.
² kosak@ucl.cas.cz.
³ riha@ucl.cas.cz.
This situation, together with the endeavor to pursue editorial work, fed the interest in textual variants and their presentation in the digital environment. Our approach to textual variants was shaped by pioneering works by Czech structuralists, such as Jan Mukařovský’s paper ‘Variant readings and stylistics’ (1930). While studying the variability of texts, we strive to identify the textual differences, or more precisely whole planes (strata) of textual differences, which point to the formation or transformation of authorial poetics. If we use the terminology of Russian textual scholarship (represented by Boris Tomashevsky, Konstantin Barsh and Pjotr Torop), we can say that we seek to track both changes in particular textual features and changes in the structure of the text as a whole. To put it simply, we are interested in the processuality of the text, and we attempt to capture the vector or vectors of its changes. Our interest in variants is not primarily linguistic – although linguistic analysis lies at the basis of our work – but aesthetic: we seek to capture the dynamic or fluid nature of literary texts and to be able to visualize them adequately.

The effort to conceive each variant as an independent and individual work and therefore not to declare one of the variants ‘canonical’ fundamentally shaped the conception of the Hybrid Scholarly Edition. To disrupt the identity of the ‘canonical’ text, the Hybrid Scholarly Edition combines a book edition for general readers and a digital edition for academic readers.

The digital edition brings together and arranges or organizes all the textual variants, such as drafts, manuscripts, fair copies, all the types of prints (magazine, book) and corrected prints. Every text is presented to the reader in different ways: (1) as a facsimile, (2) as a transcription (in the case of manuscripts), (3) as a literal (diplomatic) edition of printed texts and (4) as a corrected and commented edition. Textual changes furthermore are registered in the apparatus section in the form of a synoptical reading.

The digital part of the Hybrid Scholarly Edition does not aim to establish authoritative canonical reading but rather aims to grasp the substantial fluidity of the text. This aspect of the digital edition is reinforced by the different editorial approach to the book edition. The book edition allows for a progressive editorial approach, consisting of corrections, orthographic alterations, etc., while the digital edition holds to a conservative editorial approach, consisting of identification and correction of obvious writing or printing errors or of a diplomatic transcription.

This approach is preserved even in the edition of non-textual materials. For example, the digital edition of Gellner’s collected works also includes the author’s art. Its presentation also reflects variability and offers not only finalized paintings and printed illustrations but also drafts and proofs. The digital edition also comprises the complete, full-text database of critical evaluation and secondary sources, related to edited texts.

The main emphasis of the Hybrid Scholarly Edition is on the presentation of variants. Important progress in this area was made in the third volume of the edition: Petr Bezuče’s Silesian Songs (2015). It introduced a new module for the analysis of variants that allows the reader to compare chronological subsequent
variants and also to identify the differences between them and to measure so-called Levenshtein distance. These tools allow us to introduce new statistical methods into the research of the variants.

We seek to approach the variability of the texts from various directions and to represent it in different ways. For example, a draft with several layers is reproduced as a photographic image. It enables the reader to follow the spatial dimension of the manuscript or the dynamics of writing. Then the same text is presented as a transcription, therefore an interpretation of the relation between changes. On top of that, two chronologically subsequent variants can be visualized in a special interface, with highlighted mutual differences (this solution resembles Juxta Commons, which was not familiar to us at the time the edition was being made). The synoptical reading then interrelates all the intratext variants with other preserved textual sources.

By juxtaposing various editorial approaches – facsimile, transcription, diplomatic edition or corrected edition supplemented with a commentary – we do not just want to offer verified textual material for other scholars; we also want to create a set of differently interrelated and hierarchically arranged editions that takes advantage of the differently based approaches to text.

Finally two areas of textual variability will be stressed which still remain a challenge for us. The first set of problems is associated with the so-called ‘genetically last layer of the text’. Each manuscript is captured as a static facsimile (image) and then its intratextual variability is interpreted in a synoptical reading. Furthermore, we present texts in a separate window as a genetically final form. We intended to represent variants simply, without their intratextual history, in the way Sergej Bondi once prepared the works of Alexander Pushkin – interpreting the surviving sketches so that he always could offer a definitive version of the text to the reader. However, our initial decision has been challenged lately by the very fact that not every draft seeks a definitive form; some of them diverge in several, equivalent directions. In these cases the practical editorial work illustrates the dilemma between the strictly applied genetic approach and approaches which take into account authorial intention, which is not always clear.

The second set of problems is related to the isolation of texts in our edition. As already mentioned, the core unit is a single text, be it a poem, a short story or a journal article, so it is complicated for us to address the variability of the composition within larger units. In the last volume we tried to capture the variability of the composition of a collection which was published during the author’s lifetime more than 30 times; however, we failed to demonstrate transformations in juvenile manuscript collections of Karel Hlaváček. This is not the most significant result of the isolation of individual texts in our edition. To pursue our goal – description of the formation or transformation of authorial poetics – we need to be able to show the interdependence of changes between poems and to define a network of synchronous changes and their motivations. Here, at the core of our effort, the ability to represent textual variability seems insufficient and it is necessarily left to the commentary.
It is obvious that the *Critical Hybrid Edition* actually combines different editorial approaches, that it hides many different editions in the disguise of a single one. Our position stems from skepticism toward single editorial approach, from the knowledge of its inner limitations. We try to ensure that each approach is aware of its own implications, that it realizes its own methodological shadow, and also that it see where its strengths lie.
Burckhardtsource.org: where scholarly edition and semantic digital library meet

Costanza Giannaccini¹


Burckhardtsource.org is a semantic digital library created within the project ‘The European correspondence to Jacob Burckhardt’, funded by the European Research Council and coordinated by Prof. Maurizio Ghelardi (Scuola Normale Superiore, Pisa). It concentrates on a timespan ranging from 1842 to 1897 and witnesses a period of significant cultural transformations. The platform has a functional and intuitive structure: thanks to a broad view on the entire collection, the research team has identified specific research areas of particular relevance and therefore has planned preferential access paths (Collections and Highlights) to offer alternative interpretations. Contents may be queried and displayed in several ways, thanks to different input modalities in data and information.

The platform uses specific tools for content semantic annotation: Pundit and Korbo. In addition to thematic anthologies and to Highlights, users can lead autonomous researches alternatively entering a search term, or using filters (operating at metadata and semantic annotations level). Filters work both independently, and in combination. Search results offer several visualisation options, while single letters are presented in two versions: a semantic and a philological one.

¹ costanza.giannaccini@sns.it.
Introduction

The concept lying behind the project ‘The European correspondence to Jacob Burckhardt’ complies with both the desire to overcome the limits imposed by a conservative archival structure, and to meet scholars’ and researchers’ needs in the investigation of this rich collection and of all the historical and cultural information here collected. More than half of the entire correspondence is currently available on the platform: 700 letters can be analysed and read in their double version. Soon the remaining letters will be added to the collection. The correspondence counts around 400 authors and more than 1100 letters sent to the Swiss art historian in a time span of 55 years, in a period of particularly fervent European history and culture.

The platform has a functional and intuitive structure: thanks to the overview on the entire collection, the research team has identified specific research areas with particular relevance and has therefore planned preferential access paths (Collections and Highlights) in order to offer alternative interpretations. These entry points suggest innovative interpretations following a thematic common thread, identifying six recurring themes in the entire correspondence. These topics

---

![Image of Burckhardtsource platform](image_url)

Figure 1: Burckhardtsource has a functional and intuitive structure. Collections and Highlights are preferential access paths offering alternative interpretations on the entire collection.

---

2 EUROCORR ERC Advanced Grant Project – Advanced Grant EUROCORR, Grant Agreement no. 249483.
flow into anthologies, bringing factual information on relevant historical and cultural issues. Besides, the insight into the entire collection suggests a further access point on an inter-thematic level. Highlights propose a selection of letters with notably historical and cultural importance, showing significant facts related to both territory and society (Figure 1).

Contents are queried and displayed in different ways, thanks to the input modalities of data and information. Information on letter materiality is detailed in the metadata section, while semantic meaning is added through annotation. Data belonging to metadata and annotations are easily retrievable with the search tool.

Annotations are integrated via the web annotator tool Pundit in combination with the internal vocabulary and semantic web basket manager Korbo. Queries have two alternative directions: one search term may be added in the Browse space, otherwise special filters lead information retrieval by means of appropriate selections.

Visualisation has a fundamental role. Fully conscious of the importance of both data retrieval and visualisation potentialities, Burckhardtsource.org offers different systems for contents display. Search results – more or less numerous depending on the filters set – are visible spatially on a map, or chronologically through a timeline. A final, and particularly innovative visualisation modality is the Advanced Semantic Search. The link on the Homepage is a random entry point, showing at each new access a different sender: this semantic search displays further connections with other people, places and art works, t.i. with other semantic contents.

**Entry points**

Burckhardtsource.org homepage is divided into different areas corresponding likewise to access points. The main part is reserved to Collections, i.e. anthologies collecting letters tied to specific themes. One of those, Potnia analyses women’s social condition in the second half of the 19th century: themes emerge through the pen of Lady Writers and male correspondents. Music gathers letters from correspondents sharing with Burckhardt the same passion for music. The Faraway collection shows how small the world used to be in the nineteenth century, collecting letters sent to the Swiss art historian by notable learned men from around the globe. Important evidence on the major European events during the second half of the century is highlighted in the Europe Collection. In Photography Burckhardt’s response and use of the new medium proves how central this topic was in the period. Finally, in comparison to all the other collections, Bode is unique, since it stores the complete known correspondence between Jacob Burckhardt and Wilhelm von Bode.

The selection of these thematic areas has been possible thanks to a broad view on the entire collection of letters. This same perspective led to the creation of another ‘super-collection’, the Highlights, another access point to the platform. This selection does not follow a thematic criterion: the letters collected here have value in themselves and excel over the whole correspondence.
Tools

_Pundit and Korbo_

The platform uses specific tools for content semantic annotation. _Pundit_ is an annotator working in association with the web basket manager _Korbo_, a customised dictionary containing annotated entities present in the letters. Once semantic value is added, content is retrieved through four annotated categories: People, Places, Artworks and Bibliographic citations.

Search

The search tool _Browse_ is recommended for free searches in both metadata and semantic annotations. Moreover, the platform added value in research is the filters tool: on the left side of the screen are several research categories – Year, Sender, Compilation and Receiving place – coming from the metadata, while on the right side are aligned the previously mentioned semantic categories. Users therefore can lead autonomous researches through filter selection, by selecting specific information coming from the metadata (e.g. Year), from semantic annotations (e.g. Artwork), or combining more filters (e.g. selecting a Compilation place and a Bibliographic indication) (Figure 2).

![Filters](image-url)

**Figure 2:** On the left side of the screen are metadata research categories, on the right side are aligned four semantic categories: People, Places, Artworks and Bibliographic citations. Users can lead autonomous researches through single or combined filter selection.
**Visualisation**

In addition to the different research and selection types, Burckhardtsource.org offers several visualisation options of the results. Indeed, letters might be ordered chronologically on a timeline, or on a map in case of users interested in the geographic issue.

Eventually, an innovative visualisation system is the *Advanced Semantic Search*. The access point in the Homepage is a completely random threshold to the entire letters collection: it is at the meantime an additional access point, since it reveals further connections among letters. The dots around the access entity are likewise connections to other entities, therefore showing additional links, unknown to more traditional search typologies (Figure 3).

Each letter on the platform has two versions: a semantic and a philological one. The first version is a running text showing semantic annotations, specifically conceived for users more inclined to letters content. The second is a scholarly edition containing all the text variants that users more interested in the philological aspect of the correspondence can easily and autonomously select in the drop down menu.

*Figure 3: The Advanced Semantic Search is a completely random threshold to the entire letters collection. Compared to more traditional tools, this search shows additional links among letters.*
Conclusions

In conclusion Burckhardtsource.org is an advanced and enhanced scholarly edition where data and information input can be retrieved, queried and visualised independently, in accordance with different research needs. The digital tools suggest alternative perspectives on the entire collection, opening new research panoramas. The critical rigour in texts analysis, in metadata collection and in annotations is certified by the copious documentation available on the site.
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EVI-linhd, a virtual research environment for digital scholarly editing

Elena González-Blanco,¹ Gimena del Río,

Juan José Escribano, Clara I. Martínez Cantón

& Álvaro del Olmo


Digital Humanities, as a scientific field, can be seen as a boundary discipline that requires cooperation and common agreements and views among many scientific communities (del Río Riande 2016). There are some tools that facilitate communication and understandings across different areas and even projects. These are what in sociology have been called boundary objects, described by Star and Griesemer (1989, 393) in this way:

Boundary objects are objects which are both plastic enough to adapt to local needs and the constraints of the several parties employing them, yet robust enough to maintain a common identity across sites. They are weakly structured in common use, and become strongly structured in individual-site use.

This concept is crucial when talking about collaborative and interdisciplinary labour. Virtual Research Environments (VREs) have become central boundary objects for digital humanists community, as they help global, interdisciplinary and networked research taking of profit of the changes in ‘data production, curation and (re-)use, by new scientific methods, by changes in technology supply’ (Voss and Procter 2009, 174-190). DH Centers, labs or less formal structures such as

¹ egonzalezblanco@flog.uned.es.
associations benefit from many kind of VREs, as they facilitate researchers and users a place to develop, store, share and preserve their work, making it more visible. The implementation of each of these VREs is different, as Carusi and Reimer (2010) have stated, but there are some common guidelines and standards generally shared.2

This paper presents the structure and design of the VRE of LINHD, the Digital Innovation Lab at UNED3 and the first Digital Humanities Center in Spain. It focuses on the possibilities of a collaborative environment focused on a very realistic type of research: a non-English speaker, relatively new in DH technologies, which is keen on working in his project with his team, but does not have a uniform team of researchers (that means, they have different levels of understanding DH technologies).

Taking into account the language barrier that English may suppose for a Spanish-speaking scholar or student and the distance they may encounter with the data and organization of the interface (in terms of computational knowledge) while facing a scholarly digital edition or collection, LINHD’s VRE comes as a solution for the virtual research community interested in scholarly digital work.

The main aims of EVI are:

• Promoting digital scholarly editions in Spain, as well as the humanist training in the field of Digital Humanities through the use of standards (such as TEI-XML), distinguishing the three fundamental processes involved in the development a complete digital edition: text tagging, analysis, text processing, and finally visualization and digital publication.
• Managing through digital tools and databases text collections that contain tagged texts (displaying different visualization possibilities) and link with other non-text content (such as images or multimedia content) labeled with metadata.
• Enabling recovery of such content.
• Providing the humanist researcher the building of digital repositories in the cloud using technologies of the semantic web and linked data (LOD) allowing standardization of content and interoperability with other projects, resources and databases.

In this sense, our project dialogues and aims to join the landscape of other VREs devoted to digital edition, such as Textgrid, e-laborate, ourSpaces, etc. and, in a further stage, to build a complete virtual environment to collect and classify data, tools and projects, work and publish them and share the results. Therefore, the key of our VRE is the combination of different open-source software that will enable users to complete the whole process of developing a digital editorial project. The environment is, up-to-now, divided into three parts:

---

2 As an example, see the Centernet map (https://dhcenternet.org/centers) and guidelines of TGIR Huma-Num 2015 (http://www.huma-num.fr/ressources/guides).
3 http://linhd.uned.es.
1. A repository of data to (projects, tools, etc.) with permanent identifiers in which the information will be indexed through a semantic structured ontology of metadata and controlled vocabularies (inspired in LINDAT, Isidore and Huni).4

2. A working space based on the possibilities of eXistDB to work on text encoding, storing and querying, plus some publishing tools (pre-defined stylesheets and some other open-source projects, such as Sade, Versioning machine, etc.).

3. A collaborative cloud workspace which integrates a wiki, a file archiving system and a publishing space for each team.

The impact of EVI-LINHD resides in building a very useful tool for the development of the humanities studies within a digital society. It aims to facilitate the change of the traditional editor's job to a virtual environment where accessibility, dissemination and visualization possibilities of the cultural object greatly increase the prospects of their study. A platform of this kind, pioneer in the Spanish-speaking community, will also facilitate the interoperability of our projects in international groups and networks working on similar topics.

EVILINHD is a powerful cloud-based platform that will offer researchers a space to manage their projects from the beginning to their publication and dissemination period, all through a single interface, which is thought of and designed as the key for the success of such a project: the research user.

---

4 The ourSpaces Virtual Research Environment project have worked in this sense developing an extensible ontological framework for capturing the provenance of the research process that they describe in Edwards (et al. 2014).
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Critical diplomatic editing

Applying text-critical principles as algorithms

Charles Li

In recent years, text-based research in the humanities has shifted dramatically from working with critically edited texts to diplomatically-transcribed documents. This is with good reason: both the refinement of computational techniques and the growing interest in the intricacies of textual transmission have led scholars to create archives of transcribed documents in order to facilitate computer-aided textual analysis. But for scholars of an ancient text, for which no autograph exists, it is still vitally important to have a critical edition, with a carefully-curated apparatus, to work with. This is especially evident in the context of Sanskrit texts, some of which exist in dozens, if not hundreds of manuscript witnesses, most of which are extremely corrupt. Many of these documents, when transcribed diplomatically, are simply unreadable.

But nothing prevents us from producing both a critical edition and an archive of document transcriptions that are the source of the edition; in fact, this seems like a natural solution, not only because it facilitates corpus research, but also because it makes the edition much more transparent and open. As a scholarly product, the critical edition should be, in a way, reproducible – the reader should be able to trace an edited passage back to its sources easily, noting precisely what emendations have been made. The critical apparatus traditionally has served as the repository for this information, but, crucially, some silent emendations and omissions – for example, of very common orthographic variants – inevitably are made in order to make the apparatus useful. However, the ‘usefulness’ of a critical apparatus depends both on the editor’s judgment of what to include or exclude and also on a given reader’s needs, which may or may not align with the editor’s

1 cchli@cantab.net.
critical principles; for example, while the editor may be trying to reconstruct the text as it was composed by the author, the reader may be trying to understand the text as it was read by later commentators. The challenge, then, is to make the critical apparatus flexible – to allow the reader to change the level of detail presented in the apparatus, on demand. Machine collation, applied to diplomatic transcripts, can produce a completely unselective, uncritical apparatus; however, when the collation algorithm is parameterized with a set of critical principles, then a selective apparatus can be generated which can be refined by the reader according to their needs.

The *Dravyasamuddeśa* project

The *Dravyasamuddeśa* project currently is producing an online, digital edition of the *Dravyasamuddeśa* of Bhartṛhari, a Sanskrit text on the philosophy of language, along with the *Prakīrṇaprakāśa* commentary by Helārāja. In order to achieve the aim of realizing an ‘open source’ edition, each witness is transcribed diplomatically in TEI XML and linked to the edition text. These witnesses then are collated automatically, using the *Myers diff* algorithm (Myers 1986, 251-266), to produce an apparatus. However, since the diplomatic transcripts contain variations in punctuation, orthography, and the application of sandhi rules, the *diff* algorithm naively would report these differences in the apparatus. Therefore, in order to refine the generated apparatus, the web interface of the edition includes a number of options to filter out unwanted information (Figure 1). By using a machine collation algorithm rather than collating manually, the results are more consistent and precise, since a great deal of human error is avoided. Moreover, an apparatus can be generated automatically for any witness as a base text; the critical text no longer has the same privileged status as in print editions, where the witness texts exist only as apparatus variants. All of the diplomatically transcribed witnesses are treated as texts in their own right and are fully searchable. But perhaps most importantly, working with diplomatic transcripts and machine collation forces the editor to express their text-critical principles in a precise and formal manner, as machine-readable algorithms.

**Text-critical principles as regular expressions**

In order to filter out unwanted entries from the automatically-generated apparatus, the diplomatic transcripts are pre-processed prior to being collated. The pre-processing is performed in three stages: first, XML tags are stripped, along with tagged content that should be ignored (such as marginal notes and deleted text); secondly, punctuation as well as other irrelevant characters, such as digits, are removed; and finally, the orthography is normalized according to a set of text-critical principles. This last operation, normalization, is achieved by expressing the text-critical principles as regular expressions.

---

2 See Formigatti (forthcoming), section 3.2, for an overview of applying TEI to South Asian manuscript sources.
Regular expressions are a way of formally describing a search pattern, and they are implemented in most programming languages. For the purposes of normalizing a text for machine collation, regular expressions can be used to replace orthographic variants with their normalized counterparts. In a typical print edition, the text-critical principles that dictate what kinds of variation are ignored are stated in the preface, and those principles are applied silently as the editor collates the witnesses. Even digital projects that use computer software to analyze textual variation usually emend the source texts, rather than work with diplomatic transcriptions; for example, take this recent project at the University of Vienna that aims to produce a critical edition of the *Carakasāṃhitā Vimānasthāna*:

---

See Chapter 9 of *The Open Group Base Specifications, Issue 7.*
In the first phase of our still-ongoing editorial work, the ‘collation, ’ all textual witnesses are compared with the widely known edition of Trikamji, that we chose as our standard version. In the course of this comparison all differences in readings between the manuscripts and the text as edited by Trikamji are noted with very few exception, like, for example, sandhi-variants, variants of punctuation, variants of consonant gemination after ‘r, ’ variants of homograph and semi-homograph akṣaras

(Maas 2013, 32).

Just as in a traditional critical edition, the witness texts are collated manually, and some variants are discarded completely. But if we employ machine collation, we can transcribe diplomatically all witness texts, and then use text-critical principles, precisely expressed as regular expressions, to normalize them before collating.

**Example: normalizing semi-homograph nasals**

One common variation that is ignored in critical apparatuses of Sanskrit texts is that of semi-homograph nasals. In most scripts used to write Sanskrit, the nasals \ṅ, \ñ, \ṇ, and \n, along with \m, often are written as the anusvāra \ṃ. In most editions, this variation is discarded silently; typically, the editor would express this rule in a prefatory statement, such as ‘variants of semi-homograph nasals are not noted’. But with machine collation, this rule must be expressed in a formal language, and this requirement gives us the opportunity to refine our text-critical principle to be as specific as possible. The replacement of a nasal with \ṃ occurs only under certain specific conditions, and, based both on Sanskrit grammatical theory and a survey of the manuscripts being collated, a formal rule can be devised which expresses these conditions. In the case of semi-homograph nasals, the text can be normalized using the regular expression

```
/\ṅ(?:\=[kg])|\ñ(?:\=[cj])|\ṇ(?:\=[ṭḍ])|\n(?:\=[tdn])|\m(?:\=[pb])|\ṃ/
```

Expressed in English, this means:

Replace

- \ṅ when followed by \k or \g,
- \ñ when followed by \c or \j,
- \ṇ when followed by \t or \d,
- \n when followed by \t, \d, or \n,
- and \m when followed by \p or \b,

with \ṃ.

When this regular expression is applied to the texts before they are compared by the *diff* algorithm, the resulting apparatus will not include semi-homograph nasal variants. This approach is preferable to manual collation in a number of respects: firstly, expressing a text-critical principle in a formal language such as a regular expression forces the editor to be as specific and precise as possible; secondly, the diplomatic transcript of the manuscript, with its own particular orthography, is unaffected by the process; and finally, any one of these rules can be turned
off by the reader, resulting in, for example, semi-homograph nasal variants being included in the automatically generated apparatus. As a result, the apparatus that is produced is both precise and flexible.

Conclusion
In 1973, Martin L. West declared machine collation not worthwhile, criticizing it for producing ‘a clumsy and unselective apparatus’ (West 1973, 71-72). His criticism is strictly correct, and, in fact, it articulates a general problem in data-driven analysis: datasets, even very large ones, contain inherent biases, and a straightforward analysis would simply reproduce those biases. In order to achieve meaningful results, domain-specific knowledge needs to be applied. In the example of normalizing semi-homograph nasals, domain-specific knowledge was acquired – gleaned from Sanskrit grammar as well as experience working with Sanskrit manuscripts – expressed formally as a regular expression, and used as a pre-processing step to a general-purpose algorithm, Myers diff. By applying text-critical principles to the task of machine collation, an apparatus can be generated automatically that is neither clumsy nor unselective, and which is more precise than what could have been achieved manually.

Since West made his statement criticizing machine collation, there has been a shift in scholarly attitudes towards what a critical edition is and what it means for an apparatus to be ‘selective’. As West himself admits, editors cannot always be trusted, and the critical apparatus is a way for the reader to check the assertions of the editor. But the apparatus itself is also curated by the editor, and it serves to restrict the reader to a very limited perspective of the textual evidence for the edition. For the scholar of an ancient text, this is not enough; new modes of inquiry demand access to more and more information about the source material. In the Dravyasamuddeśa project, we hope to facilitate this by making the edition as ‘open source’ as possible, without sacrificing the intelligibility of a ‘selective’ critical apparatus; we merely have expressed our selection criteria – our text-critical principles – as filters that can be turned on or off by the reader. In effect, the apparatus is transformed from a static, authoritative presentation of textual evidence to the site of a negotiation between the textual hypothesis of the editor and the analysis of the reader.

Figure 2: The generated apparatus: clicking on the variant highlights the lemma in the text.

---

4. For examples from research in the humanities, see Gitelman 2013.
Resources
The software being developed is based on open source libraries and is itself open source; the code is hosted on GitHub: <https://github.com/chch/chupama>. An online demonstration of the edition-in-progress can be found at <http://saktumiva.org/wiki/dravyasamudesa:start>.
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St-G and DIN 16518, or: requirements on type classification in the Stefan George edition

Frederike Neuber


Introduction
This paper reports on research emerged during the creation of a digital scholarly edition of Stefan George’s (1868-1933) poetical works. Since 1904, George published his literary works in a particular typeface: the Stefan-George-typeface (St-G). The type design of St-G broke with typographical conventions at the time by including formal and stylistic features of historical and foreign scripts. Since this reference to past times and cultures is related closely to George’s poetical motifs, typographical features need to be analyzed in coherency with the history of typography. Consequently, a classification of the St-G-types needs to be included in the digital edition. Since scholarly editing practices do not offer a standard or best-practice model for type classification yet, this paper takes a closer look at a type classification from the field of graphic design and typography: the German standard type classification ‘DIN 16518’. After giving a concise overview of type classification in general, the paper will examine the DIN standard and evaluate it by attempting to classify St-G-types. In conclusion, against the background of the conference title ‘Technology, Software, Standards’, the paper will discuss requirements for the creation of a sustainable standard of type classification, which allows for the identification and classification of the St-G-typeface.
Type classification
Classification systems are powerful forms of knowledge organization. A classification is ‘the assignment of some-thing to a class; (…) it is the grouping together of objects into classes. A class, in turn, is a collection (…) of objects which share some property’ (Sperberg-McQueen 2004: ch. 14 §1). Since the purpose of a classification determines the choice of the distinctive properties that define the classes, it always has to be perceived in relation to when, by whom and for what purpose it was created.

The first serious endeavor of a type classification was made by the Frenchman Francis Thibaudeau in 1921. He grouped types based on their serifs, which up to this stage in typography were the most distinctive feature (Kupferschmid 2012). In 1954 – because of the increasing variety of types – the Frenchman Maximilian Vox proposed an expanded version of Thibaudeau’s system, which would become the cornerstone for future standard type classifications: ‘Vox/ATypI’ by the Association Typographique Internationale (1962), ‘Typeface Classification 2961’ by the British Standards (1967) and ‘DIN 16518’ (hereinafter called ‘DIN standard’) by the German Institute for Standardization (1964).

The DIN 16518 standard
The purpose of the DIN standard and its national counterparts is to sort types according to their formal properties with regard to their historical development. The type classes are built according to a number of distinctive properties of the type’s anatomy: terminals (serifs or sans serif), form of the serifs, thickness of the strokes, symmetry of the curve’s axis, cross stroke of the lower case<e>, form of the leg of <R>, tail of <g>, and morphology of <a>. The DIN norm divides types into eleven classes and five subclasses (see Figure 1): classes I-IV are named after the periods when the types were designed and they are distinct through the characteristics of the serifs. Group V also contains serif-typefaces but in this case, the rectangular slab serifs. Class VI ‘Serifenlose Linear-Antiqua’ (for English translations see Figure 1) includes types without serifs but with linear strokes. Class VII ‘Antiqua-Varianten’ combines all sans-serif variants which do not belong in any other class. Class VIII ‘Schreibschriften’ refers to typefaces which evoke the formal penmanship or cursive writing while class IX ‘Handschriftliche Antiqua’ contains handwritten – but not connected – types based on Antiqua forms. The tenth group ‘Gebrochene Schriften’ is a specific national class containing blackletter scripts. It is the only class containing subclasses. The eleventh and last class ‘Fremde Schriften’ includes writing systems which are not based on the Latin alphabet such as Arabic, Cyrillic and Greek (paragraph summarized from Runk 2007: 46-58).
The St-G-typeface and DIN 16518

St-G-types (Figure 2) show influences from several scripts, forms of writing and writing systems: 1) from the Akzidenz-Grotesk, a typeface developed by the Berthold AG foundry that can be considered a ‘standard typeface’; 2) from book hand scripts such as the Roman Uncial and Carolingian Minuscule (i.e. <f>, <k>, <t>, <T>); and 3) from the Greek alphabet (i.e. <e>, <k>, <t>, <w>) (Lucius 2012).

Considering the linearity of the strokes and the absence of serifs, all St-G types seem to be contained by class VI, the sans serif typefaces. This assignment appears to fit properly for types such as <a>, <l> and <U>, formerly belonging to the Akzidenz-Grotesk, but it hardly seems suitable to put types with unusual shapes such as <A> into the same class. Do they rather belong to class VII, the Antiqua Variants? What about the types that seem to be based on historical book hand scripts, such as <e>, <t>, <w> and <k>? Do they have to be placed into class IX, the handwritten Antiqua? What if these types do not originate from book hand scripts but rather from the Greek alphabet? Should these types be put into class XI, the non-Latin scripts or maybe even into both classes? Ultimately, does it even make sense to assign a single type to four different classes?

Figure 1: DIN 16518 type classification (with English translations taken from the British Standard 2961).
The application of the DIN standard to the St-G-typeface raises more questions than it provides satisfying answers. The fact that St-G is actually not classifiable with the DIN norm underlines again the typeface’s exceptional nature, a feature that one recovers in many aspects of George’s poetical program. However, for the distinct identification of types and their placement into the history of typography within the context of a digital scholarly edition, the DIN standard is not very expressive because of several fuzzy aspects in its architecture, which may be summarized as follows:

- **Purpose and consistency**: the properties by which the type classes are defined are not consistent: some classes refer to a historical period (I-IV), others to forms (V-VII, X). Some classes are defined by the language or writing system (XI) and others again refer to a writing mode (VIII-IX). As a result, the purpose of the classification is not clearly comprehensible.

- **Terminology and semantics**: the class descriptions – in prose – are inexplicit: i.e. in the *Barock-Antiqua* class, the axis of the curves is described as ‘vertical or inclined slightly to the left’ (see British Standard). Vertical or slightly to the left and how slightly? Besides, the classification does not apply a shared vocabulary which increases terminological inaccurateness and especially impedies international communication.
Cross-classification and meta-classes: classes I-V overlap regarding the properties ‘serifs’ and ‘stroke contrast’. Moreover, the seventh class ‘Antiqua Variants’ is entirely unspecific and does not provide any information about the objects it contains.

A key prerequisite for a sustainable classification is a well-defined domain and an explicit outline of the classification’s purpose in order to be able to comprehend the distinctive properties that were chosen. A valuable classification system should develop a stable terminology and a controlled vocabulary as well as apply formal modelling rather than modelling in prose. It should allow for an identification of concepts through unambiguous labeling of both multilingual variants and alternative terms for synonyms. Furthermore, it should avoid meta-classes, known as ‘other-classes’, since they run the risk of becoming too heterogeneous. Finally, if the classification lacks a hierarchy, defined by Sperberg-McQueen as ‘one-dimensional’, only one value per class should be assigned to avoid cross-classification (Drucker et al. 2014: ch. 2B; Sperberg-McQueen 2004: ch. 14).

Additional requirements
In addition to the improvements suggested above, a sustainable type classification should reflect that type design is still a growing field and that exceptions such as the St-G-typeface always will exist. Hence, it is impossible to pin down the content of classes into hard and fast definitions and properties need to be liberated from their dependency on classes. Rather than predefine areas of knowledge and carrying out a top-down classification, classes should be pieced together through the combination of properties and as such bottom-up. Furthermore, to assure a certain degree of granularity, the classification should imply both hierarchical and associative relationships (Balzer and Lindenthal 2013: 3-5).

Another important point to consider when building a type classification is the wide range of properties according to which typography can be classified: a graphic designer might want to put the focus on properties of aesthetics and manufacturing while a literary scholar might be interested in semiotic aspects. A type classification in the context of the Stefan George edition requires the consideration of ‘form’ and ‘style’ as well as the inclusion of parameters, which express ‘function’ (i.e. headline, paragraph, emphasized text parts), and ‘emotional impact’ (i.e. static, heavy). In order to reflect various aspects of typography, the properties could be organized for instance in multiple hierarchies. Each tree could reflect a different typographical dimension and they could be combined flexibly which each other.

Conclusion
The failed classification of St-G with the DIN 16518 standard again emphasizes the unconventional design of the typeface. However, it is of little help to identify and classify the types in the context of the digital George edition. Therefore, it cannot serve as a basis for an examination of the poetical function of typography in Stefan George’s work. Even if it is not likely that a single classification scheme is exhaustive or can meet all needs, it is evident that the DIN standard is in need of
revision since it is not consistent, terminologically sharp nor extensible enough to identify types and classify them in an unambiguous way.

Considering the established requirements for the sufficient reflection on the particularities of St-G, it is discussable whether a standard classification structure is powerful enough to meet all the outlined features or if ontologies might be a better solution. Classifications and ontologies overlap greatly and follow very similar principles. However, ontologies, with their stronger potential to represent network-like structures, appear to be more suitable to guarantee flexibility concerning the combination of properties, extensibility through the introduction of new properties, and multidimensionality of the typographical contents. Only by including these key functions, a valuable classification of St-G-types as well as a subsequent analysis of their poetical function can be assured for the Stefan George edition.
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Visualizing collation results

Elisa Nury


In the recent years, the use of automatic collation tools such as CollateX has increased, and so has the need to display results in a meaningful way. Collation is admittedly more than just a record of variant readings (Macé et al. 2015, 331). It frequently incorporates additional notes and comments, ‘paratextual’ elements such as changes of pages or folia, gaps, lacunae, and so on. This combination of variants and paratextual material produces a large amount of complex collation data, which are difficult to read and interpret. Therefore, the editor needs to visualize and analyse the collation results as a whole, and not only variant by variant. A good visualization should offer a way to check collation against the actual witnesses, whether they are manuscripts or printed editions. In addition, the editor should be able to interact with the collation to analyse readings and variants. Collation could be filtered, so as to find patterns of agreements or disagreements between those witnesses, which can indicate how they are related to each other. Visualization and manipulation of collation results are thus essential in order to use collation for further research, such as studying the manuscript tradition and creating a *stemma codicum*.

To tackle these issues faced by an editor, I would like to present a method of visualization of collation results. The method of visualization consists of two aspects: first, a description of the collation table displayed in HTML; second, a Jupyter notebook² where the editor can interact with the collation through a Python script, for instance to select agreements between a group of witnesses against another group, or to make small corrections in the alignment. The case study to which the visualization was applied is the *Declamations* of Calpurnius Flaccus. It is a classical literary text in Latin from the second century. The witnesses, four manuscripts and two critical editions, have been encoded in TEI P5 and then pre-tokenized for collation with CollateX into a JSON format that allows to record a reading together with more detailed information.

---

1 King’s College London; elisa.nury@kcl.ac.uk.
The Collation Table

The collation table is a visualization that is user-friendly for scholars who do not work with CollateX or any computer-supported collation program. The table typically represents each witness on a separate line or column, with their text aligned when it matches, and blank spaces inserted where a part of the text is missing in a witness. In its most simple form, the table will show only plain text from the witnesses. Enhancements have been proposed to improve this basic table, for instance with colours to indicate the places where a variation occurs: in the Digital Mishnah demo, variant locations are highlighted in grey. Another example is the Beckett Archive project, where deletions are represented with strikethrough and additions with superscript letters. However, other elements are still missing from those helpful visualizations, such as, for instance, the changes of folia mentioned earlier. The reason for recording folia changes is mainly for checking purposes. If the editor or a reader wants to check the accuracy of the transcription for a particular reading, it will be much easier to find the reading back in the manuscript knowing the folio where it appears. How could this or similar paratextual elements be integrated into collation results? One solution is to take advantage of the JSON input format of CollateX.

By default, CollateX can take as input plain text transcriptions of the witnesses to collate. The texts will be split into ‘tokens’, smaller units of text, at whitespaces. This is the tokenization stage. The collation is then performed on these tokens, which are usually the words of the text. However, it is also possible to ‘pre-tokenize’ the transcriptions. The JSON format, in particular, allows to record not only the plain text words (t), but also other properties, such as a normalized form of the word (n). There is no limitation to the token properties that can be added: they simply will be ignored during the collation stage, but still be available in the end results. In order to integrate folio location, links to digital images and editorial comments, I transformed the XML TEI transcriptions of Calpurnius Flaccus into pre-tokenized JSON. The tokens include, beside the (t) and (n) properties, a (location) property, eventually a (link) and/or a (note) property. Below is an example of a collation table for the Declamations of Calpurnius Flaccus, making use of those properties. I have created this table by comparing the agreements of normalized readings among the different witnesses, with the help of the Jupyter notebook described below.

There are four manuscripts in this collation: B, C, M and N. Each manuscript is divided into two witnesses according to the different hands that wrote the text. For example, B1 is the first hand of manuscript B and B2 is the second hand who made corrections to the text of the first hand. There are also two editions in the collation. The editio princeps was first published in 1580 by the French scholar Pierre Pithou and reprinted in 1594. The second is the critical edition of Calpurnius Flaccus published by Lennart Häkanson in 1978. The last column, ID, represents a way to identify rows in the table. There are a few items highlighted in the table of Figure 1:

---

The (i) symbol next to a reading: on click, it can reveal/hide editorial comments that were made during the transcription, especially regarding problematic passages. Here the comment is related to an unknown abbreviation that was not resolved with certainty by the editors of Calpurnius.

The (i) symbol in the ID column: on click, it will reveal/hide locations of the readings for each witness in the row.

The location is in the form of ‘folio number:line number’. The unknown abbreviation mentioned above appears in folio 148r, line 8, of manuscript B. Since there is a digital facsimile available for manuscript B, the location will also link to the image of the page.

Green and red colours: the coloured lines next to a reading show agreement (green) or disagreement (red) with the same reading of a base text, chosen among the witnesses. Here the base text is the text printed in the edition of Håkanson. As a result, the readings Håkanson rejected because he considered them to be errors are shown in red, while the reading he accepted as true are shown in green. The pattern of colours would of course be different if another text, such as Pithou’s edition, had been selected as the base text.

The purpose of the colours is to detect relationships between witnesses, according to the (neo) Lachmannian⁶ method of text editing. Lachmann’s method focuses on common errors shared by a group witnesses in order to postulate relationships between those witnesses: a group of witnesses are likely to be related if they (1) agree on readings that (2) they do not share with the other witnesses, and especially (3) when they agree in errors, i.e. when they share readings that have no manuscript authority⁷ and do not represent the original text. Using the red/green colour scheme was inspired in part by Stemmaweb, a tool for creating

---

6 Here neo-Lachmannism refers to the improvements to Lachmann’s method brought by Pasquali and other Italian scholars, who took Bédier’s criticism into account and incorporated the study of the textual tradition and material documents (the manuscripts themselves) to the creation of stemmata. In this sense, neo-Lachmannism is also based on common errors shared by witnesses.

7 A reading with manuscript authority is ‘a reading that may have reached us through a continuous sequence of accurate copies of what the author wrote back in antiquity and may therefore be authentic and (by definition) right’ (Damon 2016, 202-203).
Being able to find common errors in the collation results would be especially useful for a scholar preparing a critical edition. For this purpose, I have prepared a python script, in a Jupyter notebook, which lets users filter the collation in order to find witnesses that agree with each other, and not with others.

**The Jupyter Notebook**

The Jupyter notebook offers an interactive way to explore collation results thanks to widgets, which are components of a user interface such as buttons, textboxes, and so on. Here I will show only one example of interaction, the selection of agreements between witnesses (Figure 2).

This small extract from the Jupyter notebook shows two selection widgets in the form of dropdown menus. In the first menu, the user selects a list of witnesses to see where they agree with each other. In the second menu, the user can select another list of witnesses. The resulting collation table will show readings where the first witnesses agree with each other and not with the witnesses in the second list.

The selection of witnesses in this example will result in the collation table that was presented in Figure 1. The table shows the agreements of B and C (both hands) against readings of M, N and P1594. This does not mean that M, N and P1594

---

8 Stemmaweb makes it possible to visualize collation tables where readings are highlighted in green or red. A green highlight means that the reading is consistent with a given stemma hypothesis. A red highlight means that the reading is not consistent with that same stemma hypothesis. In a similar way, the collation table highlights readings that are consistent or not with a ‘text hypothesis,’ the text that was selected as a base text.
agree together, only that they are different from B and C for the readings displayed in the table. The full table shows many examples of B and C agreeing together, and especially agreeing in errors. It shows that, at least according to Håkanson, they are related witnesses. In fact, editors of Calpurnius Flaccus recognize that B and C form a closer group, while M and N form another group of manuscripts (Sussman 1994, 19). The editio princeps of Pithou, on the other hand, is believed to be related to manuscript N.

The notebook offers more interactions with the collation results. Beside searching for agreements, it is possible to modify the witnesses’ alignment, add notes to readings or search for a specific reading. Although the rest of the notebook is not discussed here, the code is made entirely available on Github.\footnote{https://github.com/enury/collation-viz (Accessed November 3, 2016).}

In conclusion, the two examples of visualization described in this paper demonstrate how to make use of collation in an electronic format for further research. CollateX results can be improved with the use of pre-tokenized JSON, as it was already done by other projects such as the Beckett Archive. However, it is possible to integrate more information into the collation with JSON tokens: elements such as location of a word in the manuscript, or editorial comments, are important aspects of collating texts and there is no reason to discard them in a computer-supported collation. As shown in the collation table, the use of a few symbols allows one to make those elements easily available without overcrowding the results. The use of colours is a straightforward way to reveal groups of witnesses that agree with one another and thus help draw conclusions about the manuscript tradition. The collation table and Jupyter notebook presented here hopefully will provide suggestions on how to make available the extra material that is not yet exploited fully in collation visualizations.
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The Hebrew Bible as data: text and annotations

Dirk Roorda¹ & Wido van Peursen²


Introduction

The Eep Talstra Centre for Bible and Computer (ETCBC) (1) is specialized in the study of the Hebrew Bible. Its main research themes are linguistic variation in the historical corpus, identification of the linguistic system of Hebrew and the way it is used in narrative, discursive and poetic genres, and solving interpretation riddles using thorough data analysis.

To this end, the ETCBC has created a text database of the Hebrew Bible, annotated with linguistic information. This database harbours decades of encoding work.

In 2014, the CLARIN-NL (7) project SHEBANQ (2) has made this work available online as the website SHEBANQ. A powerful tool, LAF-Fabric, also was developed for manipulating this data. Roorda (2015) gives a concise history of this database and a description of SHEBANQ.

In the present article we focus on the methodological choices that eventually helped Hebrew text processing along. Three elements are key: an abstract text model, separation of concerns, and performance. We also comment on the sustainability of this work.

¹ dirk.roorda@dans.knaw.nl.
² w.t.van.peursen@vu.nl.
Abstract text model

Consider the first verse in the Hebrew Bible, Genesis 1:1 (‘In the beginning God created the heavens and the earth’). If you look it up in a standard text, such as the Biblia Hebraica Stuttgartensia (Elliger and Rudolph 1997), you see Figure 1.

בראשית בְּרֵאשֵׁית בֵּית לֶאֱוֹה יָם אַתָּה יָם אַתָּה יָם

Figure 1.

The diacritics represent vowels and accents, and the big, square letters are the consonants. The Hebrew language is such that to native speakers the text is perfectly readable without the vowels, and that is the usual way of spelling up till now. In the Hebrew Bible the consonants are many centuries older than the vowels!

בראשית בְּרֵאשֵׁית בֵּית לֶאֱוֹה יָם אַתָּה יָם אַתָּה יָם

Figure 2.

Hebrew is written from right to left, which poses problems for various applications, especially where Latin text is mixed with Hebrew text, as in syntax trees and basically everywhere where linguistic observations are being made. That means that it is convenient to have a faithful ASCII transliteration of the material, such as the in-house spelling at the ETCBC (Figure 3).

B.:-- R;>C173JT B.@@74> >>:ELOHI92JM >:71T HA- C.@@A73JIM W:-- >>:71T H@>>@75REY@0

Figure 3.

For yet other applications it is handy to have a phonetic representation of the text, e.g. Figure 4.

b'reššit bâr'a pêloh'îm pêêt haššâm'âyîm wâpêêt haššâ'reš.

Figure 4.

We have at least five ways to code the text and yet we do not want to consider the resulting text strings as five different texts, but as five representations of the same text. That means that our model of text cannot coincide with the very concrete notion of a string of characters. We need more abstraction.

Another reason for more abstraction is that not all words are separated by whitespace. Some words attach to adjacent words. We need a word distinction that is more abstract than the obvious, concrete word distinction by whitespace.
Finally, the text is segmented. There are books, chapters, verses, half-verses, sentences, clauses, phrases, subphrases and words. Segments can be embedded in other segments. Some segments become interrupted by other segments. The segmentation and embedding are objective characteristics of the text, and we want to represent those in our text model, despite the fact that much of it is not marked explicitly in the text string.

We are not the first to explore abstract text models. In his PhD thesis Doedens (1994) provides exactly the model that in subsequent years spawned a text database system by Petersen (2004) and a practice of translating exegetical problems into syntactical queries on the text as data(base) (Talstra and Sikkel 2000).

The essence of this model is this: one chooses a basic unit of granularity, such as character, morpheme, or word (in our case: word), and considers them as numbered objects. The numbering corresponds to the sequential order of these objects, which also are called *monads*. All other objects are subsets of the set of all monads. One object is embedded in another one, if the monads of the first object form a subset of the monads of the second object. All objects can have features. Features are basically key-value pairs, such as *part-of-speech = noun*, or *consonantal-translit = ’B>R>’*. The model organizes the objects into types, where the type determines which features its objects can have. We have a type for phrases, which is different from a type for clauses, because our encoding has bestowed different kinds of features on phrases than on clauses.

Summarizing: our abstract text model represents the text as a database of objects, with a notion of sequence and embedding. Objects can have any number of features, where features are organized in object types.

We want to stress that such an abstract text model moves away from regarding a text as coincidental with any representation it has. The text is not the one- or two-dimensional collection of glyphs on a canvas. It is rather a family of objects with spatial relationships and representational and functional properties. The actually given, concrete text can be obtained from it, but the abstract model is richer, because many other representations can be derived from it as well.

An other point to note is that the notion of embedding in the model by no means implies that the text is organized in a single, comprehensive hierarchy. The model is much more liberal: some parts may be outside any hierarchies, there might be multiple hierarchies and those hierarchies might overlap in arbitrary ways. This is a good thing, because in our case our data exhibits most of these phenomena.

This all might look pretty well from the theoretical perspective, but is it practical? Are there standards for this type of encoding? And what about TEI? The good news is, that there is a standard that comes very close to capturing the ideas sketched above. It is Linguistic Annotation Framework (LAF) (3) (Ide and Romary 2012). In LAF, there is a graph of nodes and edges, where the nodes correspond to regions of primary data. Nodes and edges can be annotated by feature structures. The correspondence with the previous model is apparent: nodes can be used to represent objects, and feature structures are a generalization of plain features. Further, in LAF, there is not a built-in concept of sequence and embedding. Instead, there are the regions as a category between the primary data
and the nodes. By defining your regions, you can get the notion of sequence back. The edges can be used to relate nodes to each other. The model allows multiple, annotated relations. In practice, unlabelled edges are used to model the embedding relationship.

Another piece of good news is that the whole LAF model can be coded into XML. The encoding scheme is very light-weight: most of the rules are about how to describe/declare the metadata. The model itself is coded in very simple tags for nodes, edges and annotations, where the linking is achieved by using XML attributes. The feature structures are coded according to the TEI module for feature structures (12).

Separation of concerns
When the Hebrew Bible is encoded in LAF, it is striking that the plain text is only 5 MB, whereas the annotations with the linguistic features take up 1.5 GB. Moreover, there are research projects under way that will deliver more annotations, some syntactical, some at the discourse level. There is a need for more semantic information, e.g. named entities and multiple senses of words. A separate, but not disconnected enterprise is the discipline of textual criticism, which leads to a mass of yet another type of annotation (see e.g. Rezetko and Naaijer 2016).

Last but not least, we also want to elicit user-contributed annotations, either in the form of manually added annotations, or in the form of bulk-uploaded software-generated sets of annotations.
These ambitions quickly will lead to unmanageable complexity of data and tools if our text model does not support the separation of concerns. The concept of primary data plus annotations already makes a very useful, principled distinction between an essential core of given and managed data on the one hand, and interpreted, reader-contributed data on the other hand. In order to create an annotation, there is no need to modify the primary data, not even for the purpose of inserting anchors.

The second separation is between the different sets of annotations. It is possible to conduct several annotation producing workflows at the same time, without the constant need to agree on a large set of encoding details.

The reader may have noticed between the lines: LAF is a strictly stand-off encoding practice. When we designed SHEBANQ in the course of a CLARIN-NL project we had to choose a standard format for the data. LAF seemed a good fit, and in the past years we have not regretted it and benefited from its stand-off character. The SHEBANQ tools page (5) gives a good indication of how new annotations and representations are going to live together in the whole SHEBANQ.
Performance

In order to process text, it has to be represented. In computing, part of the problem solving is finding a representation of the material that helps facilitate the tasks to be performed. Different tasks lead to different representations, and a lot of computing consists of moving information from one representation to another. SHEBANQ is a good example of this. Despite the suitability of LAF for representing the text, we need to transform the data again to process the material efficiently.

The Hebrew Bible in LAF is a massive resource: 1.5 GB of XML coding a web of objects with 30 million features. There are many tools for XML processing, but neither seemed to do a good job on this resource. An underlying reason is that our LAF is not document-like (a tree of deeply nested elements) and not database-like (a long list of flat records). It is graph-like, and the normal XML tools are just not optimized for it.

Our purpose has been to create a workbench where programming theologians can write simple scripts to walk over the data, grab the details they want, and save them in csv files in order to do interesting things with them, such as statistical analysis in R. We wrote a new tool, LAF-Fabric (4) that does exactly that. When first run, it compiles the LAF XML source into convenient Python data structures, and saves them to disk in a compact format. This may take 15 minutes. In all subsequent runs, the data will be loaded in a matter of seconds, so that the computer will work hard for the research task at hand, and not for the XML bureaucracy of parsing. Moreover, if you run your task in a Jupyter (13) notebook, you can load the data once, and develop your task without the need to repeat the data loading step all the time. This makes for very pleasant and efficient explorative data analysis.

As an example, the snippet of Python code in Figure 7 counts how many times each type of phrase occurs with outcomes (only the top 4) in Figure 8.

```python
In [10]: phrase_types = collections.Counter()
for node in F.type.s('phrase'):
    phrase_types[F.type.v(node)] +=1
```

Figure 7.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VP</td>
<td>68941</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PP</td>
<td>57478</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CP</td>
<td>52458</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NP</td>
<td>40856</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 8.
LAF-Fabric is not only useful for counting stuff, you also can use it to produce texts in fine typographical output, visualizations, and forms to add new annotations and process them. The trade off is that you have to program it yourself. LAF-Fabric eases the programming only in the aspects that deal with the particularities of LAF. That makes it a suitable tool for data preprocessing as part of datamining or visualization, where the users are programmers themselves.

Recently, we exported the data to R format (.rds), resulting in a 45 MB table with all nodes and features in it (14).

Users now can employ the whole power house of R to explore the Hebrew Bible as data. In the same Jupyter notebooks in which they perform data preprocessing with LAF-Fabric, they also can produce R analysis and graphics. There are several introductions to R for humanists and linguists: Baayen 2008, Levshina 2015, and Arnold and Tilton 2015.

**Sustainability**

SHEBANQ is a system that relies heavily on a particular dataset and on particular software tools. So how do we sustain this web of machinery? How can a research institute bear a burden like this?

Part of the answer is that a single, isolated research group will have a hard time to keep SHEBANQ alive. In our case, we are helped by supporting institutions (academic repositories) and global services (Github, Zenodo).

**Data**

Our data is archived at DANS (6), which takes care that the ETCBC data is long-term archived, findable, referable, downloadable and usable (Van Peursen et al. 2015).

The most recent version of the data is also on Github (8), as a convenient service to people who want to get started quickly with LAF-Fabric. Previous versions also are kept at DANS, and inside SHEBANQ, since there are published queries that depend on it.

Note that it is possible to reconstruct the plain text of the Biblia Hebraica Stuttgartensia from the data. There is a Creative Commons Attribution Non-commercial license on this data, in agreement with the publisher of the BHS, the German Bible Society (9).

**Software**

Software is much more difficult to sustain. The difference with data is that data should be kept constant over the years, whereas software has to evolve with the flow of technology in order to remain usable.

There is no perfect solution to software sustainability. What we have done is a compromise.

The query engine behind SHEBANQ is Emdros (Petersen 2004). We do not preserve the engine indefinitely, but we preserve the results obtained with it. We record when a query has been written, executed, and by which version of Emdros. If the time comes that we no longer can employ the Emdros software, we still can...
point at the results of the queries in SHEBANQ, some of which may have been cited in publications.

The underlying software for SHEBANQ and LAF-Fabric is on Github, open source. There are snapshot versions archived at Zenodo. The repositories contain their own documentation. From the start of 2017 onwards, I have deprecated LAF-Fabric in favour of a new format and tool: Text-Fabric.

**General**

We think we are well-positioned to preserve the results obtained by SHEBANQ for a long time. We will not be able to preserve the software indefinitely, but at least that will not break the preservation of the data, nor the interpretation of the results that we do preserve.

The best guarantee for sustainability might be not mere preservation, but active dissemination. Only when enough people use the system and benefit from it, is there a chance that it survives the first decade.

We are pleased to observe that several other groups are looking at the ETCBC data and using it to create their own systems. The next step is to link those systems in meaningful ways, so that researchers can hop around easily for the specific functionality they need. A good example is the Bible Online Learner (Winther-Nielsen and Tøndering 2013) with links to SHEBANQ and vice versa.
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Full Dublin-Core Jacket

The constraints and rewards of managing a growing collection of sources on omeka.net

Felicia Roșu


Introduction

The best digital editions of correspondence available today – the Van Gogh Letters Project, Mapping the Republic of Letters, Electronic Enlightenment – are true flagships for the current state of the art in digital humanities. But I would like to draw attention to a different type of project, more modest but at the same time more accessible to non-DH specialists who may contemplate digital source publication: an Omeka-based, almost DIY document collection that is expanding constantly and has evolving metadata that fits imperfectly within the Dublin Core element set. My paper reflects on the advantages and disadvantages of omeka.net and it will offer a historian's ‘lay’ perspective on the constraints and rewards of using controlled vocabularies, CSV imports, and Dublin Core elements for research and teaching purposes.

Our document collection (Vincentian Missionaries in Seventeenth-Century Europe and Africa: A Digital Edition of Sources) began in an XML and TEI environment, which was handled for us by the enthusiastic team of the now-closed Digital Humanities Observatory (Dublin, Ireland). When our initial funding period ended, the digital edition – which was only an optional component of a larger research project led by Dr. Alison Forrestal at the National University of Ireland, Galway – was far from completed. There were some nice spatial and

1 f.rosu@hum.leidenuniv.nl.
2 <http://earlymoderndocs.omeka.net/>.
temporal visualizations, but our items did not have any attached transcriptions and the metadata itself needed a lot more work.

Two years later, we decided to revive the database with the help of a new sponsoring institution (DePaul University from Chicago), which had a keen interest in our topic but could only offer limited funding. Their Digital Services staff recommended moving our data to omeka.net because of the low maintenance, user friendliness, and export capabilities of that platform. The new funder agreed to pay for an annual subscription to the Omeka Gold package; their Digital Services staff introduced us to the platform and uploaded a trial version of the collection; and later they also provided occasional but crucially important advice for the problems that arose from our need for periodic updates. But mostly, after the learning phase, we were left on our own.

Omeka.net offers limited customization and visualization options, but it is a growing platform with an increasing number of plugins; most importantly, it does not require heavy technical assistance. I liked the arrangement because handling the collection was not my main research activity and Omeka offered the flexibility and freedom of a true passion project – one on which I worked in my free time, with only one student assistant. Even with such limited commitment, the collection grew exponentially. Two years ago, the online edition had 120 items and no attached transcriptions. It now has 690 items, 540 attached transcriptions, increasingly complex metadata, and it continues to expand. Last but not least, it inspired my first student assistant (Thérèse Peeters, Leiden University) to start a PhD on a topic derived from its documents, and it continues to be a valuable teaching resource.
The challenge of repeated CSV imports: how we dealt with diacritics, attachments & geolocation

Instead of waiting for years until our work was completed, we decided to make it public as soon as possible and then update it as we went along. However, online edits on omeka.net do not work well for us because they can only be made on an item-by-item basis and we often make spelling or structural changes across the board, as our work with the sources evolves. For that reason, we keep our metadata in a spreadsheet that is constantly modified offline. Periodically, we convert it to CSV and upload it onto Omeka via the CSV import option offered by the platform.

Diacritics were one of the first problems we encountered in the uploading process. The problem came from Excel, which does not create UTF-8 formatted text fields in their spreadsheets. The digital specialists from DePaul University advised us to import our spreadsheet into Google Docs, because Google spreadsheets are UTF-8 formatted. Indeed, when we exported CSV files from Google Docs, we were able to retain the diacritics.

Attaching transcriptions was another problem. Initially we thought that we could only attach transcriptions online, item by item, via Omeka’s ‘File’ option. We did not mind doing that once, but uploading new versions of the database meant that the attachment operation had to be repeated all over again. Luckily, our colleagues from DePaul found a solution for us. We placed our transcriptions in a public Dropbox folder (for some reason, Google Drive did not work); then, in our spreadsheet, we added a column containing their permanent URLs; and finally, in the CSV import operation, we identified that column as ‘files’ (see below). We may now modify the metadata as often as we wish, without having to reattach the transcriptions with each new upload of the spreadsheet (Figure 2).

Unfortunately, we found no solution for geolocation, which can only be added separately. This is why for the moment we only have visualizations for 115 of our items, which were mapped by our collaborator, Niall O’Leary, in an earlier stage of the project.³ I hesitate to tell Niall to map all of the 690 items we currently have online when I know we are preparing the next upload, so we will leave geolocation for the very last stage of our project – unless Omeka introduces geolocation among its CSV import options.

---

³ <http://letters.nialloleary.ie/>.
Two additional problems raised by our reliance on CSV imports were Excel’s unfriendliness with long narrative entries (which many of our fields contain) and the imperfect fit between our fields and Dublin Core. Our solution for the former was simply to get used to it; the latter is discussed below.

The challenge of Dublin Core: element ‘translation’
The CSV import option offered by Omeka maps our columns to the Dublin Core element set. Unfortunately for us, our metadata and the Dublin Core elements do not fit very well, nor does omeka.net offer the possibility of renaming the DC elements for public view, which means that we had to ‘translate’ them for the readers. For example, DC has no Addressee or Recipient element (a rather important field for a collection of letters), but we are using the Contributor element for this purpose. We did the same for Origin and Destination (absent in DC), which we mapped to the Coverage element in DC. In order to avoid confusion on the user end, we added ‘Addressed to:’ in front of recipient names and ‘Origin’ and ‘Destination’ in front of place names, as illustrated below. Surely not the most elegant solution, but it does help to clarify what we mean by ‘Contributor’ and ‘Coverage’.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Example from CSV File</th>
<th>Map To Element</th>
<th>Use HTML?</th>
<th>Tags?</th>
<th>Files?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Origin</td>
<td>Origin: Rome</td>
<td>Coverage</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Destination</td>
<td>Destination:</td>
<td>Coverage</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3.

The challenge of controlled vocabularies: fuzzy data and spelling variations
Although we tried to have controlled vocabularies in as many columns as possible, we ended up with only five (Type, Language, Subject, Origin, and Destination). We also plan to standardize the Author and Addressee columns in the future, but for now they remain rather fuzzy. The rest of the columns contain complex information that cannot be satisfyingly conveyed with controlled vocabularies. One example is the ‘Related’ column. One letter can have several types of documents related to it (attachments, responses, decisions, comments and notes, etc.); moreover, these related items are not adjacent but scattered throughout our collection (our database is not growing chronologically or thematically but follows the organization of the archive). Therefore, as we add items, the relationships among them become more and more complex and our Related column keeps growing (Figure 4).

Spelling variations for obscure or uncertain names is a problem common to all document editions and we follow general usage on these matters. When no generally accepted spelling is known, we choose the one that occurs most often (in the case of personal names, the one used most often by its owner) and use it across
the database, with alternate spellings within brackets. The standard and alternate spellings feature on our Biographical Dictionary page as well. We often have to make adjustments across the board as we discover new spelling variations.

**User-experience limitations on omeka.net**

Omeka.net is a fuss-free, low-maintenance platform with many advantages, but it certainly has its limitations. For one, its search function is rather confusing: it is far from user-friendly and it does not search attachments (although it claims it does). We found two partial solutions to this problem: we added search instructions to our user manual and we made our item summaries as detailed as possible in order to compensate for the non-searchability of the attached transcriptions.

The platform offers limited sorting options and interconnectivity. Links to other items can be added manually and we plan to do that in the future (in the Related field especially), but for now we are relying on tags, which can be sourced from any of our spreadsheet columns during a CSV import. Unfortunately, this procedure turns the contents of an entire cell into tags, which can look rather silly in the case of wordy entries (we ended up with tags such as 'Addressed to Giovanni Nicolo Guidi di Bagno', as seen in Figure 5). For this reason, we will no longer tag the Contributor (Addressee) element and we will reconfigure the Subject and Author ones in order to turn them into more meaningful tags.

Another limitation comes from Omeka's navigation options, which are not very flexible. We are still pondering how to make the distinctions between document types more easily apparent, as the explanations in our user manual are not very effective for this purpose. One solution would be to split the collection into sub-collections based on document type (in our case, the main distinction is between correspondence and minutes), but that would also fragment the search and tag functions. For now, all items are placed in the same collection.
The advantages of using omeka.net

Despite its limitations, omeka.net has a number of important advantages. First of all, it is reasonably priced and it does not require intense technical assistance. Second, it offers flexibility, control, and the capacity to easily publish, modify, and update the outcome, all of which is much more difficult to do with more sophisticated tools that require the active involvement of digital specialists. (In the first phases of our project we often confused our DHO colleagues with our fuzzy data and constant changes!)

Most importantly, omeka.net offers enhanced educational opportunities that I had not foreseen initially. Because the platform is relatively easy to use and update, I can allow student assistants much more input than would be the case in a more controlled environment (they not only make transcriptions but also are engaged in creating and updating the metadata). In the process, they are confronted with in-depth source criticism: the constraints of Dublin Core, for instance, force us to cooperate in finding solutions for difficult questions about source authorship and other uncertain aspects of our documents. Student assistants also learn the importance of standardization as they advance in their familiarity with the database. Initially they would be relatively sloppy in their transcriptions and summaries, and my immediate corrections never helped as much as the subsequent tasks they received, which involved them in some aspects of our CSV imports or the creation of simple pages for our user manual. It was only when they had to use the database for those tasks that they truly realized how important precise spelling and standardized formats were. Allowing students to have this much input and...
publishing our work as quickly as we do certainly has the downside of imperfect results – indeed, our database continues to contain errors and inconsistencies that are only gradually eliminated. However, this approach truly engages students in the process and teaches them the accountability of editing choices, which is a priceless learning experience.
Of general and homemade encoding problems

Daniela Schulz


The Capitularia project is a long-term venture concerned with the (hybrid-) edition of a special kind of early medieval legal texts, called capitularies because of their subdivision into chapters (lat. capitula). The textual tradition of these decrees is rather specific due to the ways the dissemination took place: mostly they were transmitted within collections carried out by attendants of assemblies where these texts were promulgated, or based on copies sent to bishops and other office bearers, creating quite a variety of different versions of the text that once had been presented.

The project is funded by the North Rhine-Westphalian Academy of Sciences, Humanities and the Arts since 2014 and will run for 16 years. It is being prepared in close collaboration with the Monumenta Germaniae Historica (MGH) and the Cologne Center for eHumanities (CCeH). A website (Figure 1) presents diplomatic transcriptions (in TEI-XML) of the various collections as well as manuscript descriptions and further resources. It is based on the WordPress-framework, and does not only serve for the presentation of the material to the public, but also as a central platform for exchange among staff, be it communication, data, resources or tools. On the website each text is presented as it appears in the respective manuscript. A critical edition, including commentary and translation into German will appear in print. The digital edition does not only provide the material for the printed edition, but is meant as its permanent counterpart with a focus on the tradition and transmission of the texts.

Capitularies cover a wide range of different topics (e.g. administration, religious instructions) and are specific to Frankish rulers. They seem to have originated as individual texts from deliberations and assemblies at court, but hardly any originals
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have survived. What most capitularies have in common is their outer form as a list of chapters. Some appear to have been official documents; others might have been private notes, drafts or extracts. Different capitularies often are mixed into long lists of chapters. They were rearranged, modified, extracted by the (contemporary or later) compilers, which makes it hard to judge the status of a single manifestation of a text. These texts also differ significantly in length and number of witnesses. Given this great variety and heterogeneity, the modelling of an overarching structure to depict and reference the single textual units in their various manifestations within the manuscripts hence is one of the biggest difficulties. Overall there are about 300 texts in more than 300 extant manuscripts. The specificities of the source material pose particular challenges to the TEI encoding (regarding the identification of certain passages, overlaps, contamination etc.), and thus to the work of the editors. The project’s long term adds to these complexities, since one hardly can anticipate future technological developments, which is why ensuring coherence is quite an issue. Today’s decisions deeply determine future possibilities, and planning 16 years ahead does not seem achievable.

Since the start of the project, different kinds of encoding problems have arisen, resulting in constant revisions of the transcription guidelines. Besides overlaps in the textual structure as well as contaminations, the inclusion of tools such as computer-aided collation enforced further adjustments to the mark-up. Based
on CollateX, alignment tables are created to facilitate the editorial work with the numerous textual witnesses. This functionality was included in the Capitularia Collation plugin (Figure 2), which allows to compare any chapter of any capitulary in any set of manuscripts by either using the text of the old 19th century edition by Alfred Boretius and Victor Krause, or any version from a given manuscript as base to compare against (Figure 3).

The benefits of this procedure are quite obvious; however, the implications on the encoding still enforce a critical reflection and examination. Another encoding issue that will arise in the near future, and that will further add to the complexity of the mark-up is the question of how to identify, encode and then finally present certain collections of capitularies that seem to exist. Some capitularies apparently occur in conjunction with each other quite regularly, and some (non-official) collections already have been identified by previous scholars. To record and analyse these in a systematic way, a further ‘level’ of encoding needs to be inserted.

One further challenge still unresolved concerns the limits of creating a decent print output for a critical scholarly edition with all its components (text, translation, critical apparatus, and annotation) directly based on the XML-files. Due to the problems related to the application of XSL:FO, the critical print edition is prepared using the Critical Text Editor (CTE) as an (interim?) solution. The TEI-output offered by the CTE is fed back to the website to publish draft versions.
(Figure 4). This output is hardly perfect, and in general a more integrated or interrelated workflow between digital and print edition is definitely desirable for the future.

Figure 4: Draft version of the ‘Prooemium generale’ = Capit. LdF No 5, olim Boretius-Krause No 137 (http://capitularia. uni-koeln.de/en/resources/texts/ldf-bk137/).
The role of the base manuscript in the collation of medieval texts

Elena Spadini


This paper pursues procedures and algorithms for collating medieval texts. They are an exemplary case for demonstrating the importance of awareness and critical understanding in using computational tools, which is the wider frame of this research.

We perform textual collation for investigating the *varia lectio*, i.e. the variants. In the case of medieval texts, the results often are used for understanding the relationship among the witnesses. This is fundamental not only when following a stemmatic approach, but also for choosing a best manuscript (Bedier’s *optimus* or the copy-text), which can be identified only through a comparative analysis. On the other side, understanding the relations among the witnesses may not be the goal when collating dated modern materials.

If the reasons why we collate are well known, the way we do it, especially when we do it manually, is less documented: handbooks and essays seem to take for granted this delicate task or summarize it in a couple of sentences.³ Direct and indirect experiences, shared with colleagues, suggest that manual collation generally implies the selection of a base witness and the record of the variants of all the others, which are read aloud by a collaborator or visually checked. A base manuscript for the collation is chosen according to completeness and absence (or limited amount) of *lectiones singulares*, but it is necessarily, at least partly, an arbitrary choice, as performed during a preliminary stage of the text’s analysis. It is

---

¹ I would like to thank Ronald H Dekker (Huygens ING) and Gioele Barabucci (University of Cologne) for having discussed with me the questions addressed in this paper.
² elena.spadini@unil.ch.
³ The only exception to my knowledge being Bourgain-Viellard 2001.
not surprising, however, that the base manuscript for the collation often is retained as the base manuscript for the edition.

The selection of a base manuscript against which to compare all the witnesses is a common procedure for several reasons, all of them being practical ones: witnesses may not be available at the same time; comparing each of them with all the others would be highly time consuming; it is difficult to record, organize and visualize all the variants among a number of witnesses.

The role of the base manuscript has been questioned in the last decades, especially, but not only, by scholars using computational tools or preparing digital editions. Spencer and Howe (2004), whose research is grounded in textual criticism as well as in bioinformatics, uses a spatial metaphor to address the issue, which would sound familiar to textual scholars, as the relations among the witnesses are normally represented spatially, through a stemma, an unrooted tree, Eulero-Venn diagrams, textual flow diagrams or other forms of representations. They argue that 'reconstructing a stemma is like reconstructing a map from the distances between points. (…) If we only know the distances between each city and London (equivalent to collating each witness against a base text), we cannot reconstruct the relative locations of the other cities'.

Another example of challenging the base witness role is the Parallel Segmentation method for encoding a critical apparatus in TEI, which allows for avoiding the use of a <lemma>, and for considering all the readings 'as variants on one another' (TEI Consortium 2016; cf. Robinson 2004). This is also the case for manual alignment of sections of the texts in a table or a spreadsheet.

These experiences indicate that collating with reference to a base witness is not the only possible choice; more importantly, they demonstrate that it is not the most appropriate way to proceed, when the aim of the collation is to understand the relationships among the witnesses.

Nevertheless, software for automatic collation did not explore the alternatives to the base text paradigm until very recently. In fact, all software for automatic collation implemented text alignment uses a base witness, except one. In this paper, we focus on two software packages that today are used widely and that both follow the Gothenburg model (cf. TEI Consortium 2011): Juxta and CollateX. The use of a base witness is documented clearly in each of the different outputs available in JuxtaCommons (http://juxtacommons.org/): in the Side-by-side view, only the differences between two witnesses are visualized; in all the other cases, the user must select a base text. CollateX, on the other hand, allows for collating without first selecting a base witness. These behaviours are due to the type of algorithm that informs the software.

Two kinds of algorithms are used for textual alignment: pairwise alignment and multiple alignment ones. In the first case, all the witnesses are compared to the base witness (step 1) and the results are merged (step 2), as in the example below:
Step 1.

A pairwise alignment algorithm shows the differences among a pair of witnesses: recalling Spencer and Howe’s metaphor, it provides the distance between each city and the capital.

Multiple alignment, on the contrary, aims to calculate the variation among all the witnesses, giving enough information as to locate different cities on a map or to arrange manuscripts in a tree.

However, a multiple alignment algorithm is far more complex and computationally expensive, since its goal is to calculate the best alignment for the whole set of witnesses. As considering all the possibilities would just require too much time, different approaches and heuristics have been tested. The first attempt to apply multiple alignment to textual criticism makes use of progressive multiple alignment algorithms (Spencer and Howe 2004). This procedure consists of a first pairwise alignment between all the witnesses, providing distances upon which to build a guide tree; and then a second pairwise alignment is performed, where the witnesses are compared in order of similarity, as inferred by the tree. Aligning the most similar witnesses helps in finding correspondences and introducing white spaces, which is the strong point of this kind of algorithms. Some drawbacks are: calculating the first alignment is heavily computational expensive; establishing the
order for the second alignment is a NP-complete problem (commonly referred as
the travelling salesman problem); the act of comparing these witnesses creates a
super-witness that represents a serialization of the variant graph where the order of
the tokens is set arbitrary, but may not be irrelevant.

An alternative to using a progressive multiple alignment algorithm is to use
a non-progressive algorithm. However, at the moment their implementation in
textual criticism is still experimental and no related documentation exists yet
(cf. Sahraeian and Yoon 2013).

The only software for automatic collation – in its entire history – that uses a
multiple alignment algorithm, partly progressive and partly non-progressive, is
CollateX. Its results still prove to be problematic in certain cases. For instance, if
we avoid using of a base witness, we consider all manuscripts to be on the same
hierarchical level: this implies that the order in which the texts are fed as an input
should not affect the program’s output. This is not always ensured by CollateX,
nor of course by any of the other collation software packages, as shown in the
example below. Since CollateX is the only collation software that explores a non-
traditional path through the implementation of multiple alignment algorithms,
some difficulties are in order. Exploring them allows a better understanding of the
inner mechanisms of the software.

To conclude, multiple alignment algorithms are arduous and complicated: this is
the reason why the great majority of the programs use pairwise alignment. However,
even if making progress and developing these algorithms is a challenge endorsed
by computer scientists, textual scholars can push research in this direction, can
incite and foment developments, working together to create new tools that better
correspond to their needs. Improving the existing software, creating new software,
choosing which one to use (according to one’s needs), correctly reading the results
and, last but not least, recognizing and making use of the innovative potential.
All this is possible when the scholar opens the black box and investigates how the
software works and why. In the end, raising awareness and critical understanding
of using these tools may provide an answer to the popular question: is there a real
change, in terms of methodology and results, in the use of computational tools?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>the drought</td>
<td>the first march</td>
<td>the first march</td>
<td>the first march of</td>
<td>the first march of</td>
<td>the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of</td>
<td>of</td>
<td>of</td>
<td>drought</td>
<td>drought</td>
<td>drought</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>march</td>
<td>drought pierced</td>
<td>drought</td>
<td>pierced</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>of march</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hath perced</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>hath perced</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>hath perced</td>
<td>hath perced</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to the root</td>
<td>to the root</td>
<td>to the root</td>
<td>to the root</td>
<td>to the root</td>
<td>to the root</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and</td>
<td>and</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>and</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>is</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>is</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>is</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>this</td>
<td>this</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>this</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>this</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the right</td>
<td>the drought of</td>
<td>the right</td>
<td>is the</td>
<td>the right</td>
<td>the right</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the right</td>
<td>march hath</td>
<td>the drought of</td>
<td>the right</td>
<td>march</td>
<td>march</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A
B
C
A
B
C
A
B
C
A
B
C
A
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A tailored approach to digitally access and prepare the 1740 Dutch Resolutions of the States General

Tuomo Toljamo¹


Digital facsimiles are fundamentally data and therefore, in addition to being rendered to meet the eye, they also can afford algorithmic access to visual elements in imaged documents. This paper presents an exploratory case study where that affordance was used successfully: in the study, a highly tailored tool was developed to access cover-to-cover digitised images of a single document, to recognise select details in its layout structuring, and to use that information to prepare its contents automatically into a TEI-informed structured source. The document in question, belonging to a vast archival series, was the Resolutions of the States General for the year 1740. The aim of the study was to explore the computational use and usefulness of visual documentary evidence and to trial its exploitation with the select material. In this paper, the experiences from the study also are used to comment on tool building in the editorial setting.

The States General was the governing council of the Dutch Republic. The council met daily to decide on current political matters in such areas as foreign affairs, trade, defence, etc. (Nijenhuis 2007). These deliberations are recorded in the vast archival series of the Resolutions of the States General 1576-1796. The series, which was written down first by hand until 1703 and later set in print, and which spans unbroken for over 200 years and runs up to some 200,000 pages, has been recognised as ‘a backbone source for the political history of the Republic’ (Hoekstra and Nijenhuis 2012). But the breadth of the series has also posed a

¹ tuomo.t.toljamo@kcl.ac.uk.
formidable editorial challenge: in over a hundred years of editorial history, the Huygens ING and its predecessors have yet to advance further than the year 1630. Currently, it is seen that continuing to edit the remaining unpublished period from 1631 to 1796 using traditional editorial methods is out of the question. Instead, and importantly to the present topic, the Huygens ING recently started several small-scale pilots to explore methods alternative to editing for the opening of the series (Sluijter et al. 2016).

Related to the above pilots, the case study under discussion was designed to explore the use and usefulness of visual information in the digital opening of a single document, the Resolutions for the year 1740. The motivating idea was that there seemed to be a wealth of information encoded in the layout of the highly structured document which perhaps could be harnessed usefully. The primary data consisted of a set of document images, which were available as a folder of 452 JPEG files. The document itself consists of two main parts: an index of about 105 pages that was omitted from processing because it was seen not to meet contemporary standards; and two series of resolutions which together run for about 783 pages.

The selected means of exploration was tool development. Applying a document-centric perspective, the development work was based on an extensive modelling of the document’s logical and physical systems of structuring. In terms of logical structuring, the main body of the document is formed by a record of a chronological series of sessions corresponding to the council’s daily meetings. Each of the sessions follows a specific structure: they start with a date and an attendance list; continue with a resumption summarising the previous meeting; and follow this by a listing of the resolutions made during the meeting (see Sluijter et al. 2016, 682). Importantly, this logical structuring is mirrored and supported by an intricate system of physical structuring that extends across topographical, textual and typographical levels. Its main features include: the text flows in columns, with two columns per page and four per spread; its layout makes use of regularised layout patterning, italicisation, centring and indenting; and its flow is demarcated with large initial capitals and vertical spacing, which are used to signal where new sections start and previous ones end. In addition, organising elements and reading facilitators, such as running headers, lines dividing columns, and catchwords, play a large part in the overall arrangement. Here, the models of these structuring systems were used to guide the tool development.

The developed tool3 embodies a method which leverages the structural models and works as follows: firstly, a selection of mundane elements of the physical structuring is recognised from the document images (e.g. running headers, column dividers, large initial capitals, vertical spacing, layout patterning of text lines);

---

2 The editorial efforts so far include a sequence of volumes of the so-called Old Series (1576-1609) and the New Series (1610-1625) published between 1915 and 1994, and an electronic edition (1626-1630) published in 2007; the editorial history is outlined in Hoekstra and Nijenhuis (2012) and Nijenhuis (2007).

3 The tool is written in Python using the Jupyter Notebook. It is developed as a processing pipeline which also integrates existing tools and resources, such as the Tesseract 3.05 OCR-engine and INL’s Historical Lexicon of Dutch. Currently under active development, the tool will soon be released as open source.
secondly, the selection’s arrangement is compared to our model of the structuring in order to reconstruct the document’s physical flow; and thirdly, the physical flow is used to infer the document’s logical flow. In conjunction with the use of optical character recognition (OCR) to interpret the captured visual marks, the above analysis allows the tool to impose structure on the content and to store the information as an XML document. As a side note, the use of visual analysis also led to improved OCR results: because the logical roles of segments were known beforehand, it was possible to adjust the OCR engine’s use of resources accordingly.

Although the layout elements and their useful patterns can be observed in the digital facsimile, they need to be computationally accessed through image data. For this, the work borrowed a set of simple concepts and methods from the field of document image analysis and understanding: these included, for example, binarisation, projection profiles, and connected components (for an introduction, see Doermann and Tombre 2014). Although simple, they are conceptually very powerful in allowing one to see image data and how to work with it in a new light.
In this case study, the described method for exploiting visual information proved useful. The developed tool was able to help in the digital opening of the document by accessing the content and its structuring through digital facsimiles and by storing the information as a TEI-informed XML source. Because the series’ manual editing is currently out of the question, the produced source while imperfect is still useful as an additional layer of access (Hoekstra and Nijenhuis 2012) and as a starting point for further manual or automated enrichment (e.g. by applying the methods explored in the other pilots).

This paper concludes by using the gained experiences to comment on tool building in the editorial setting. Firstly, the work suggests that more attention should be paid on tool development incentives, and that expectations towards the tools should be adjusted accordingly: for example, here the tool was built as a process to learn and the outcome could be described at best as research software, and at worst as something close to PhDWare.4 Secondly, the work highlights

4 ‘PhDWare’ is a rarely used but fitting term: it describes research software written by people who often lack formal training in programming; whose main incentive is instead to write e.g. a PhD or a publication; and who are ill-incentivised to spend excessive amounts of time refining their code. It implies software that probably has worked at some point, but is often hard to build on or integrate, poorly documented, and likely not maintained.
differences between out-of-the-box and customised tools: in terms of OCR performance, for example, customisation here allowed to turn the intricate layout patterning from a potential hindrance into a great enabler. Customisation also was found to invite more customisation, because the steps already taken bring into sight new low-hanging fruit. In the editorial setting, this seems to suggest that although editors cannot always be involved in driving technology, they should very much be involved in its informed application. Thirdly, the work exemplified that although the developed tool is highly tailored and as such not directly applicable to other material sets, it can at the same time be quite re-usable on both conceptual and code levels. Overall, the development process also pointed towards the importance of grassroots aggregations of knowledge, e.g. workshops and how-to documents focussing on specific editorial activities and on the current approaches to supporting them, in helping to gradually improve the current situation with editorial tools.
The research leading to these results has received funding from the People Programme (Marie Curie Actions) of the European Union’s Seventh Framework Programme FP7/2007-2013/ under REA grant agreement n° 317436. The work was carried out during a DiXiT research secondment at the Huygens ING (KNAW).
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Editorial tools and their development as a mode of mediated interaction

Tuomo Toljamo


Encouraged by the Convention’s exploratory aims, this paper adopted two viewpoints: firstly, to view the production and sharing of editorial tools as mediated communication; and relatedly, to view a user’s engagement with a tool as material interaction. It did so in order to pose the following question: Is there something to be gained by thinking along the above lines, for example, with regard to how editorial tools are produced?

The above question was motivated by the many issues recently voiced regarding editorial tools and the means suggested for addressing them. For example, tools often are regarded as black-boxes or as reinventions of the wheel. Their development efforts are reportedly hampered by language problems and differences in thinking between scholars and developers. Additionally, such statements as ‘tools are built, but no one uses them’, ‘we need more tools, better ones’ and ‘instead of managing it, tools often add complexity’ are not uncommon for one to hear. Complaints also have been voiced over how there is too much custom software which does not build on existing work, and how the resulting tools rarely are maintained properly.

Many such issues have been addressed in literature and within collaborative settings. For example, improvements have been proposed to various technical matters and production processes (e.g. relating to debates contrasting larger-scale research environments vs. smaller tools; see e.g. van Zundert 2012, van Zundert and Boot 2011). These especially have considered the use of resources with regard to long-term returns. Additionally, initiatives on various levels have sought to bring people together to make things, to build communities around tool development.
(e.g. Interedition). Editors also often have been advised to standardise their work and to learn more about technology.

From this paper’s perspective, however, it could be argued that an over-emphasis on technicalities and features can act as a distraction from other valuable viewpoints. One such viewpoint could be that of communication. In that context, the so-called Wiio’s Laws (see Korpela 2010), humorous observations underlining the difficulty of communication (e.g. ‘communication usually fails, except by accident’), remind one of the involved challenges. Indeed, alongside such considerations some of the tool issues seem to present themselves in a different light. Thinking in these terms also might allow one to identify new issues or to propose different solutions for the existing ones.

In terms of mediated communication, this talk considered the production and sharing of editorial tools as communication mediated by the tools themselves. That is, while tools are developed for specific purposes, they are often also complex products used to communicate, to interact, to collaborate with others. Along these lines, if we would like to improve how we communicate by producing and sharing tools, it would be beneficial to understand how users interact with them.

For examining that interaction, this paper borrowed a framework of material interaction from Dant (2005, 2008). This informed the examination of how users interact with tools to consider: how intentionality is designed into objects; how users try to ‘read’ objects to understand them, and how they do so especially in accordance to their undertakings; and how this reading is done by means of perception, gesture and recovery – i.e. observing the object, manipulating it, and trying to recover from the unexpected by working out what happened and why. Additionally, the framework shows the production and sharing of tools as a mass medium whereas notably the users’ interactions with them are particular and singular. Importantly, then, the user’s reading of a tool is and can be situated consciously: it is affected by background and experiences, but can be primed with, for example, instructions and documentation for helping the user to read the tool in the intended manner.

Editorial tools are often complex objects. They implement conceptual models (for modelling, see McCarty 2005). In simple terms, these models embody selections of what is important and how it should be dealt with. Here, examined from the point of view of communication, it becomes all the more clearer to see how editorial tools are rooted in editorial theories and concepts, and how they also are developed in order to instantiate and disseminate particular theoretical and methodological positions. While this suggests that editorial tools embody the needs of the scholarship they are designed to serve and that they need to evolve alongside improvements in that understanding, it also seems to suggest that, in terms of material interaction, the tools often present themselves as icebergs.

Considered as icebergs, it seems that the users can only hope to be able to read what has been made available on the surface of these complex objects because it is challenging to correctly infer what lies beneath. That is, to infer those more implicit aspects of what the tool is about and why it is as it is. At the same time, it seems that an understanding of those aspects often would assist in the correct reading of the surface. For example, while a tool might seem like a reinvention of
the wheel, the reasons for its existence might well be hidden in the model below and only manifest themselves in less straightforward ways. This seems to suggest that it is important to situate tools carefully, also in other than technical terms. Indeed, for editors this is a familiar line of thought: introductory essays explain the underpinnings of editions and set the context for their reading, for expectations.

In general, the adopted viewpoints also seemed to emphasise how small, simpler tools communicate and are communicated with more easily and how black-boxes violate Dant’s reading mechanism of perceive, gesture, recovery. They also seemed to emphasise the importance of investing deeper collaboration in tool development. There, the discussed considerations could feed back to how tools are developed, and especially to how their reading is situated, in order to better reach common aims of development efforts. For example, these kinds of questions also could be asked in specifying a new tool – in addition to laying out use cases, features and technicalities.

In conclusion, we seem to be at a risk of the following pattern: we build tools and share them; others use them, read them, and misunderstand them. However, following Wiio’s Laws, by paying attention to aspects of communication we perhaps can hope to increase the chances for accidental successes.
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The Guidelines of the Text Encoding Initiative (TEI) have been used throughout numerous disciplines producing huge numbers of TEI collections. These digital texts most often are transformed for display as websites and camera-ready copies. While the TEI Consortium provides XSLT stylesheets for transformation to and from many formats there is little standardization and no prescriptive approach across projects towards processing TEI documents.

A Mellon-funded collaboration between the TEI Consortium, Northwestern University, the University of Nebraska at Lincoln, and the University of Oxford, TEI Simple project aims to close that gap with its Processing Model (PM), providing the baseline rules of processing TEI into various publication formats, while offering the possibility of building customized processing models within TEI Simple infrastructure. For the first time in the history of TEI there exists a sound recommendation for default processing scheme, which should significantly lower the barriers for entry-level TEI users and enable better integration with editing and publication tools.

Possibly of even greater significance is the layer of abstraction provided by TEI PM to separate high-level editorial decisions about processing from low-level output format specific intricacies and final rendition choices. PM aims to offer maximum expressivity to the editor, at the same time encapsulating the implementation details in TEI Simple Function library. A limited fluency in XPath and CSS should be enough to tailor the default model to specific user’s needs in a majority of cases, significantly reducing time, cost and required level of technical expertise necessary for TEI projects.

1 magdalena@existsolutions.com.
We believe editors indeed can become more independent from developers in tweaking the processing rules especially in numerous cases where editors already are deeply involved in the decisions about encoding on the level of XML markup and do have some rudimentary coding skills. Preliminary results show that it is perfectly reasonable to expect editors to tailor the existing high-level processing models to fit their specific needs, especially if lightly supported in concrete XPath/CSS formulations. For the non-technical users in particular the effect of incorporating the Processing Model into eXist-db native database and application framework environment makes it a viable option for out-of-the box publication of TEI documents, tremendously softening the learning curve necessary to achieve the same effect otherwise.

![TEI Simple Processing Model diagram](http://showcases.existdb.org/exist/apps/teisimple/index.html)

Figure 1: TEI Simple Processing Model.

Schema proposed by TEI Simple project assumes that TEI ODD files enhanced with processing `<model>`s directives are processed together with TEI XML source files to arrive at output document in one of supported formats. At present the most mature PM implementation is the eXist-db one written in XQuery\(^2\). In this scenario editor needs to install TEI Publisher (TEI Simple Processing Model app), available from eXist-db's Package Manager, upload TEI source files and, if necessary, customize default TEI Simple ODD file while the rest of the process is taken care of by the application.

---

Most important extensions to TEI ODD metalanguage concentrate on `<model>` element and its children that can be added to existing TEI `<elementSpec>`s.

```xml
<elementSpec mode="change" id="abbr">
  <model behaviour="inline">
    <outputRendition>
      text-decoration: underline;
    </outputRendition>
  </model>
</elementSpec>
```

Models need to have at least the `@behaviour` attribute specifying function from the TEI Simple function library to apply. Parameters, where applicable, can be passed via `<param>` children of a model. In cases when different treatment is necessary depending on element context (e.g. to distinguish between headings for divisions of type='act' and others) all possible situations need to have separate models identified via XPath expressions on `@predicate` attribute. Furthermore general rendition directives can be recorded as CSS instruction in `<outputRendition>`. More in-depth discussion of encoding scheme and full documentation can be found at TEI Simple GitHub page.³

---

The processing model is a new proposal and needs to be tested extensively before announcing it a success, nevertheless it is employed already in production by real world projects, some of which have been running for a significant number of years and have already produced vast collections of material as exemplified by historical documents of the US Department of State.⁴ The Office of the Historian publishes a large collection of archival documents of state, especially those appertaining to foreign relations. Having the material previously published with custom-built XQuery/XSLT packages means that it is possible to compare the results of using an approach based on the processing model with the previous one in terms of the quality and consistency of final presentation but also in more quantitative ways like the size of necessary code base, development time and ease of the long-term maintenance.

The first challenge in such an endeavour, obviously, is rephrasing the transformations previously formulated in XQuery/XSLT using ODD meta-language extensions proposed by TEI PM. Preliminary results are very encouraging even though, as expected, it became necessary to extend the behaviours library to accommodate some specific needs. From the developer’s perspective it is immediately clear that using the TEI processing model brings substantial advantages in development time and results in much leaner and cleaner code to maintain. For the Office of Historian project figures suggest code reduction by at least two-thirds in size, from original 1500 lines to mere 500. Numbers are even more impressive realizing that the resulting ODD file is not only smaller, but much less dense code, consisting mostly of formulaic expressions that make it easier to read, understand and maintain, even by less skilled developers.

TEI Processing Model does not exist in a void, to the contrary, it was conceived to be combined with existing XML technologies to arrive at promising technology stack for creation, publication and reuse of scholarly resources. It is hoped that editors, curators and archivists as well as developers dealing with TEI will benefit from employing TEI PM in their workflows.

⁴ Foreign Relations of United States, http://history.state.gov/
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Edvard Munch’s writings
Experiences from digitising the museum

Hilde Bøe


Introduction
In this paper I will delve into the details of a few of the experiences, challenges, plans and hopes that you are sure to come across during a project like the digital archive of Munch’s writings. In the first half I will be talking about experiences and challenges focusing on manuscripts; the written languages, the handwriting styles and variants as well as the many senders and receivers. In the second half I will discuss our plans to finish the still on-going work and to reflect upon what lies ahead and our ambitions for a future Munch web. But first a little bit about the collection and the digital archive.

The Munch museum’s collection stems from a large part from Edvard Munch as he bequeathed his belongings to the City of Oslo in his testament. Among these was an archive of writings. Munch seems to have collected correspondence and writings almost regardless of the content. Today we have approximately 25,000 manuscript pages in the museum, most of them from Munch’s own home. Over the last eight years the Munch Museum has been working with its digital archive on Edvard Munch’s writings and correspondence. The digital archive was launched in 2011, but the work is still on-going. 3/5 of Munch’s own writings have been published as well as half of the correspondence addressed to Munch, and a selection of about 1100 pages of his notes on art and his literary sketches have been translated in to English and published at emunch.no.

Munch’s writings have been a somewhat hidden treasure and were little known. They have been registered as museum objects, i.e. with seemingly little thought of

1 hilde.boe@munchmuseet.no.
what they are or what belongs together from a textual perspective, and although they have been transcribed, not much research has been done. Being a private archive of notes (of ‘all kinds’), literary sketches, prose poems, letters and letter drafts they are often hard to categorise precisely as they lack proper genre features, dates etc. Aside from the sent letters, most of the texts are in an unfinished state of some kind and there are also often several versions.

Much better known of course are Munch’s artworks, be it his paintings or the graphical prints. The collection also comprises some 7000 drawings as well as furniture, family letters, artist equipment (1000 paint tubes!) to mention some. In the coming years the museum will be working on creating an online presentation of all objects in its collection. Many of them are related to each other since Munch often worked on the same motifs in whatever media he chose.

The Munch archive has been built on the scholarly principles of modern philology (Neue Philologie). It is not a typical scholarly edition, rather a source edition. It has scholarly transcriptions of original sources, and offers these in a synoptic view that combines the manuscript facsimile and the diplomatic transcription. It is thus a hybrid between the facsimile edition and the diplomatic edition. The Munch archive can also be viewed as an analogue to the Catalogue Raisonné, i.e. the complete catalogue of an artist’s works within a genre, describing the objects without going into thematic analysis. The archive thus combines traditions from scholarly editing, museum cataloguing and art history.

Experiences and challenges

Handwritten manuscripts in several languages

Munch’s own writings are in Norwegian, German and French while the correspondence for Munch has letters in Norwegian, Swedish, Danish, German, French and English as well as the odd occurrence of Italian, Spanish, Polish and Czech. We work almost entirely with handwritten material, and alongside Munch’s own handwriting we have several hundred handwritings to consider when we transcribe and proofread manuscripts. The texts span 70 years, from 1874 to 1944. In addition to the numerous variants of personal handwriting styles we also have the changing handwriting script types of Cursive and Gothic with the German variants of Kurrentschrift (including Sütterlin) which of course sometime overlap in personal handwritings where the writer learned writing one script type and later learned a different type.

Transcription and Munch’s written languages

To read handwritten texts is demanding, at times extremely difficult, just as Munch’s handwriting can be. Handwriting distinguishes itself from printed type by being imprecise. Handwriting is affected by historical conditions, individual qualifications and by motivational factors in the writer’s situation. It is affected by the physical and mental circumstances within and around the person writing, by the tools of writing and by the surface that is being written on. Handwriting will thus always be open to a degree of interpretation. It also means that one will
find places in the text where one must choose between several ways of reading, where the text remains uncertain; one will find places in the text where one cannot decipher the word or letter that has been written, resulting in holes in the text.

Combine this with Munch’s faulty or lacking foreign language knowledge and – more often than not – sloppy practice, reading and transcribing Munch’s texts becomes quite the challenge. To be able to read and understand (and then transcribe) Munch’s German or French texts does not only require thorough knowledge of German or French, but also of Norwegian as it was written in Munch’s time, as many of the errors and peculiarities of Munch’s texts in German and French can be explained only as consequences of the writer’s Norwegian mother tongue. E.g. knowledge of sentence patterns in Norwegian and of how a French word is pronounced (by a Norwegian) and then spelled ‘orthophonically’ by a Norwegian is if not necessary at least very helpful when reading Munch’s French.

I think it is easy to take for granted the underlying need to understand the language of a handwritten text, and therefore to forget or underestimate the role this has on understanding the content of the text and on being able to transcribe it, and in the end the impact on the quality of the transcription. Transcribing depends first on understanding the language and then the content of the text, so if the text is written in ‘poor’ language with untidy or sloppy handwriting, the task becomes all the harder. If the transcriber is not very familiar with the language, either because it is foreign to the transcriber or an older (and thus unfamiliar) version of the transcriber’s mother tongue, the transcriber’s job will be very demanding, not to say at times impossible.

I am going to give you an example from Munch’s Norwegian texts of one decision we had to make. Passing into adulthood Munch changes his handwriting and – among other things – almost always writes the i without the dot. The lack of a dot over the letter i can cause problems since the letter without the dot often is formed in the same way as e and can thus be confused with e. In some cases this leads to a new meaningful word, although luckily not always a word that is meaningful in the context. Or it could lead to modern versions of the same word, as in the case of the Norwegian versions of the words you, me, oneself, where dig, mig, sig with an i are transformed to deg, meg, seg with an e. We know Munch wrote dig, mig and sig when he was young because he dotted the i, and perhaps as an adult and an old man as well. I say perhaps, because we cannot know this for sure when he no longer dots the i. With the orthographic reform of 1938 dig, mig and sig were replaced with deg, meg and seg, and by then many progressive language users had used deg, meg and seg for years already. We have chosen always to transcribe the words as dig, mig and sig. There are other cases where both i and e create a meaningful word, and were we have also used our knowledge of Munch’s writing habits, the history of written Norwegian and informed judgement to determine whether the word should be written with an i or an e.

The many senders and receivers

The manuscripts often refer to places, persons and institutions as well as artworks, books and other cultural objects. A commentary therefore is required, but since our resources have been limited we have had to prioritise. We are publishing
comprehensive person and institution registers and a commentary that is not at all comprehensive. We have chosen the briefest possible format on the person and institution descriptions focusing on the relation to Munch and where possible linking to other resources for fuller biographies. But, many of the persons in our material are hard to identify. Munch kept not only letters, but receipts, electricity and phone bills, and therefore all kinds of persons and institutions are mentioned and are senders and receivers. Secretaries and officials signing correspondence from public institutions are not included in our register, but still many remain that are hard to identify.

Related to persons are also the issues of copyright and privacy. It is more than 70 years since Munch passed away, but many of the people he corresponded with are not devoid of copyright yet. The copyright on some letters does not expire until 2078! For some of the senders we might contact heirs to obtain permission to publish the letters, but as this is also a really time- and resource-consuming task – all heirs must be found, asked and agree – we will consider the importance of the letters in a Munch context before doing so. The privacy of people mentioned in the letters also needs to be considered. Letters where living persons are mentioned shouldn’t be published at all. In cooperation with the juridical department of the City of Oslo, we have drawn guidelines stating that letters should not be published until the persons discussed or mentioned have been dead for 25 years. Privacy concerns also guard the content of letters. If letters contain discussion of sensitive matters, e.g. disease conditions, criminal offenses, sexual relationships, but also ethnic origin, political, philosophical or religious convictions, we ought to be careful and perhaps refrain from publishing. Although we read every letter during their preparation for publishing, having 10,000 letters and letter drafts to consider on copyright and privacy matters makes this task formidable, and we therefore have decided that we publish ‘in good faith’ where we have not been able to identify a person’s year of death or where we are uncertain about the sensitivity of the letter content. If heirs later come forward with protests, we of course can remove letters should it be deemed necessary.

**Plans and hopes**

*Finishing the work*

As I mentioned at the beginning of my talk, we have not yet finished the work, neither with Munch’s texts nor with his correspondence. The reasons are several, but the aspects I outlined above are the main ones: This material is so complex, it takes a lot of time building scholarly reliable, digital and authentic representations of it. There are also other tasks left on our to-do-list, and these are complex, resource intensive tasks too, and I hope that we can use digital tools to aid us with these tasks:

- Analysing and visualising the geographical encoding we have painstakingly added to our XML files using `<placeName>` tagging is high on my list. Visualising through maps is such a good way to convey the scale of networks and travelling, the extent of Munch’s impact etc.
• We have not had time to connect letters in correspondences. We offer lists of letters to and from a certain person, but would like to connect the letters in the order of the original correspondence between sender and recipient.
• We would also like to link Munch’s drafts for a letter to the sent letter or at least to each other. It might not be possible to arrange them in chronological or genetic order, but we can say that they are versions of each other.
• There are also other types of relations and connections between texts in our collection that I would like to make explicit. There are e.g. ‘broken’ texts where parts for some reason have not been catalogued as an entity or Munch for some reason has finished writing a text in a different part of the book than where he started out. Prose poems and literary sketches also come in several versions, which definitely should be linked to each other.

A Munch web
The texts do not exist alone though; they are connected to other objects in our collection. In 2019 the Munch museum is moving to a new building and ahead of the move we need to go through every object in our collection to make sure it is registered properly and that its condition allows moving. For this we receive extra funding and my hope is that there will be funding to finish digitising the texts as well. This hope is connected also to the fact that we are planning to build a digital collection presentation, an eMuseum, which will be launched when we move into our new building. We think it is a good opportunity to do this as we review our collection for moving. That process will give us a complete overview and will allow us to bring the data standard of all records in the database up to a minimum level. Everything will also be photographed, making it ready for sharing. Our collection is not very large. We have some 45,000 objects altogether. We are a single artist museum where all objects are related to Edvard Munch in some way, and they are also – more often than not – connected to each other. It is the connections between all our objects that are going to be the basis for the Munch web that will appear when we have built our eMuseum.

From my perspective the future of the online Edvard Munch collection is connected also to Linked Open Data (LOD). To quote europeana.eu’s definition: ‘Linked Open Data is a way of publishing structured data that allows metadata to be connected and enriched, so that different representations of the same content can be found, and links made between related resources.’ As a museum I believe it is important for us to share our data when we publish them online. We will present the collection and the metadata we will release as LOD will be drawn from the collection presentation data, so releasing the data as LOD does not add much to the workload. Without the LOD version the collection presentation is much less worth – at least thinking towards the future and the semantic web. This is of course because releasing LOD makes it possible to connect to others and let others connect to us, adding to the online knowledge base.

We must of course enrich our own data using our expertise and our knowledge of what is in our collection. But we need to remember that we do not know everything – when we share data openly other data can enrich them further from
other perspectives. New knowledge will come from looking into what links reveal about forgotten or previously unseen relations. As a basis for learning and studies LOD is the future, and for visitors the past will come even more alive through the connections that are opened by LOD.

Working with emunch.no has taught me that the Web is home to so much information that just sits there waiting to be intertwined. I would like to show you an example of what I want to see happen. In his so-called ‘Violet journal’ Edvard Munch writes from France (and I quote from the English translation): ‘Yes it is this nasty cough that will not subside – I should perhaps take some Géraudel pastilles.’ In the original Norwegian text the two words that translate as ‘Géraudel pastilles’, are hard to make sense of, as Munch’s orthography is faulty and his handwriting a challenge to read. After consideration and discussion including searching the web, we decided that he probably meant the French throat lozenges Pastille Géraudel. The Pastille Géraudel is in fact still quite famous and remembered even today due to the advertising campaigns that were really successful in large part because of the talented illustrators that were hired. These particular posters were created by Jules Chéret, a French painter, draftsman, printmaker and poster artist. Original posters and reproductions of them are sold to this day, you can even buy phone covers illustrated with a poster for the Pastille Géraudel, and of course they also appear in museum collections.

The throat lozenges obviously are not very important in Edvard Munch’s text, they are mentioned in passing, and they are even less important in the Munch collection (but I will add in parenthesis that Munch suffered frequently from colds and bronchitis so he might have become very well acquainted with the pastilles during one of his stays in France). Still, online their link to a much wider cultural history can open up the text to the world and teach the reader of the ‘Violet journal’ something new and fascinating, and the other way around, they could bring people browsing catalogues for French illustrators to Edvard Munch – if the linking possibilities are there. How do we facilitate such linking? We use e.g. ULAN of the Getty Vocabularies to reference artists that illustrated the campaigns of the Pastille Géraudel. In fact, looking up Jules Chéret in the ULAN reveals an indirect connection between him and Munch as Chéret’s student Eugéne Carriére was the teacher of Munch’s friend Norwegian artist Ludvig Karsten.

**In conclusion**

To conclude, digitising the museum is a large, complex and resource intensive task on many levels even if the collection in itself is not that large. It is necessary to spend the required resources to produce data of high quality. With high quality data – whether these are the digital images, the transcriptions or the metadata – we have the best base for whatever we want to build or do. This might seem obvious, but with the everyday battle for limited resources that most of us in cultural heritage institutions fight, and faced with the expectation of superiors regarding not only high quality, but also immediate (or at least faster) results it is not easy to convince said superiors that the slow, steady pace you are following actually is needed if the desired quality is to be achieved. This is one of those occasions where to hasten slowly really is the best approach.
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Crowdfunding the digital scholarly edition

Webcomics, tip jars, and a bowl of potato salad

*Misha Broughton*


Digital Scholarly Editing suffers a funding mismatch. Editors often create editions using grant funding, a model particularly geared to the print paradigm publication model. Namely, these grants provide a set amount of funds, over a limited period, to support the scholarly work which leads to the edition. Under ideal (print) circumstances, by the end of the funding period, a complete edition would be ready to be handed over to a publisher who then handles the expense of typesetting, printing, binding, and distributing the finished edition. In the digital paradigm publishing model, however, publishers are taken out of the equation. And while the publishing is much cheaper – and much faster – under the digital paradigm, and these costs and time can be covered easily during the grant period, digital publications have ongoing post-publication costs which print editions do not: server operation costs, software upgrades, data migration, hosting bandwidth, etc. Further, even this admitted dilemma is based on the very assumption that a given editor gets a grant to create her edition at all. The Digital Humanities have been referred to as ‘an old person’s game,’ in that only established scholars with a track record of successful funding are judged worthy of the risks associated with these new methodologies. Early-career or less prestigious scholars often find themselves wishing for the privilege of fretting about what to do when the grant runs out, as it would mean they had a grant to begin with. In either scenario, paywalls and licensing is, of course, an option, but one of the very impetuses for the move from print to digital scholarly editing was the ability to free the edition from the publication house and its price tags, to demolish obstacles – perhaps especially
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financial obstacles – to access without sacrificing quality. But if we are determined to keep our editions free – both in the ‘free beer’ sense, as well as the ‘free speech’ sense – how do we then finance them? In short, how do we monetize ‘free’?

As luck would have it, we scholarly editors are not the first to run into this particular problem. In the mid- and late-1990s, at the same time when scholarly editors were realizing the tremendous power and affordances of digital publication, cartoonists were realizing the same features for their own work. With relatively affordable web-hosting democratically (if commercially) available, they could share their art and funny pictures with fans far beyond what any but the most exclusive syndication contract could offer. Nor were cartoonists the only content creators to realize this potential: musicians, game designers, animators, illustrators, film-makers, and novelists have all come to realize the power of the internet as a distribution vehicle. However, with neither institutional support nor any form of grant funding, these creators were forced to wrestle with the problem of monetizing ‘free’ long ago. In this presentation, I discuss a few of the methods these creators have applied to tackle the apparent incongruity of generating revenue by giving away their product, with a few examples of each approach, and then remark on their commonalities before addressing the question of whether these approaches are appropriate to the digital scholarly edition. This list of approaches is far from comprehensive – there are nearly as many approaches to monetizing free content as there are creators creating it – and if it leans heavily on examples of webcomic creators, this reflects less their dominance in this enterprise and more my own experience.

**Approach 1: Ye Olde Tip Jar**

As soon as PayPal made it possible for small businesses to accept credit card payments without having tremendous (and expensive) credit card processing contracts, ‘Tip Jar’ links became almost ubiquitous on the landing pages of most webcomics. From customized logo links to PayPal’s default orange lozenge with a blue ‘Donate’ inside it, tip jar links gave many small- to mid-sized webcomics the opportunity to allow their fans to directly contribute to the site’s overhead (and the creator’s personal expenses) even as ad revenues began to dwindle. This approach is now all but extinct, however, because – frankly – it was a TERRIBLE form of crowdfunding. If a creator drew too little attention to their tacit donation appeal, donations became an Everybody/Somebody/Nobody problem: Everybody thought Somebody was donating, so Nobody actually wound up donating. Meanwhile, draw too much attention and readers feel pressured, eroding the very good will that would lead them to donate in the first place. As such, while Tip Jar links still abound, few creators rely on it as a sole – or even primary – form of funding.

**Approach 1a: The Fund Drive**

I mention the fund drive as a subset of the Tip Jar, rather than as its own approach, because it is, in principle, the same approach: ask readers to donate money to support a product they already receive for free. However, the fund drive approach sidesteps the problem of reader burnout on donation requests by limiting them
not in space on the webpage, but rather in time: rather than a standing, subtle request for tips, the fund drive picks a specific, limited time and makes blatant and immediate requests for funds. This approach should be familiar to anyone who listens to American public radio or watches public television, or who uses Wikipedia around December. Notable among webcomics, however, is Randy Milholland’s *Something*Postive. Milholland, who was originally running *Something*Postive as a hobby project, even as its readership crested 100,000+ readers daily, received too many e-mails criticizing the professionalism of a project he did for love and provided for free. In response, Milholland opened a donation link and *dared* his readers to donate an amount equal to his day job’s salary, he would immediately turn in his notice to his employer and commit himself full-time to the comic, with – he promised – a concomitant rise in its professional standards, as it would now be a professional endeavor. While Milholland himself considered the gambit merely a snub at the more critical of his readership, the drive hit his goal within a month, and – true to his word – Milholland immediately turned in his notice and became a professional, full-time web cartoonist. For several years thereafter, as the anniversary of the first drive approached, he would remind readers that the previous drive had purchased his time for only a single year and open the drive again. He never failed to reach the goal.

**Approach 1b: Pay-What-You-Want**

If the fund drive ties the Tip Jar mentality to a specific temporal period, the Pay-What-You-Want approach ties it to a temporal event: the moment when bits are transferred. While the Pay-What-You-Want model is particularly ill-suited for webcomics, whose most recent content usually is displayed prominently on the landing page and immediately consumed, the PWYW model has found traction in other fields, most notably in the *ubuntu* Linux distribution and on the music site *Bandcamp*. In both of these cases, there is a moment when a bulk file – an operating system ISO or a music MP3 – will be downloaded. And in both of these cases, the host presents the user with a transaction window, allowing them to confirm how much money will change hands with the download. Two features separate the PWYW approach from any other e-commerce transaction: 1) the user can (and, according to Bandcamp, *often will*) choose to pay more than the producer is asking, and 2) the feature that makes this approach a subset of the Tip Jar approach: the user can also choose ‘zero.’

**Approach 2: Membership and Patronage**

Rather than the Tip Jar’s sporadic small donations, ‘Membership’ approaches encourage users to donate a set, non-trivial amount at once, usually to ‘purchase access’ to a site support club for a period of time. This membership often carries certain perks, such as ‘making of’ material, community forums, discounts on merchandise, etc. While there have been various individual Membership approaches in the past, the majority of this type of funding have moved to a site called Patreon, which handles billing, processing, and user management for Membership models, allowing the content creator to focus on creating content. While webcartoonists are
far from the only creators on Patreon – a brief browse of selections shows musicians, podcasters, Cosplayers, writers, and film-makers – two particular webcomicists make particularly good examples. Zach Weinersmith and Jeph Jacques both create webcomics in the high-end of the middle on the popularity (and success) spectrum, *Saturday Morning Breakfast Cereal* and *Questionable Content*, respectively. They are not superstars of the webcomic-verse like Penny Arcade or Sluggy Freelance, but neither are they ‘just someone posting MS-Paint squiggles to a Geo-cities page.’ Both, however, make more than US$84,000 (each) from their Patreon accounts (which is but one of several revenue streams for their comics). How? In both cases, these donations are from more than 3000 individual backers, averaging less than $3 per backer.

**Approach 3: Merchandise**

Among webcomics, merchandise sales tend to fall into two categories: souvenirs emblazoned with the comic’s characters, situations, or dialog, and ‘Dead Tree Editions,’ print versions of the material available online. The former case is, arguably, not terribly appropriate to Digital Scholarly Editions: it is unlikely there will ever be a huge demand for ‘Letters of 1916 Project’ t-shirts, or ‘Transcribe Bentham’ ball caps. The latter case, however, bears consideration, not least because at least one DSE, ‘Vincent Van Gogh The Letters,’ already is using almost exactly this approach: making material available for free online while simultaneously selling a print edition.

Nor is this approach limited to webcomics. The novelist Corey Doctorow’s entire publication strategy is to make his novels available, first and foremost, as freely downloadable plain text files on his website craphound.com. Doctorow then invites readers who prefer a different format or platform (PDF, ePub, Kindle, etc.) to transform the files as they need, with a request that they then upload the resulting format for use by other readers. He then publishes those same books in a print edition through Tor, North America’s largest science fiction publisher. While Doctorow is reticent to discuss the financial success of this model, it is worth noting that he flatly refuses direct reader monetary donations, preferring instead that consumers purchase a copy for a library in want of one. This way, his publisher is never cut out of the revenue stream. While this is far from proof of his affluence, it is perhaps telling that he can afford to decline direct funds in favour of keeping his publisher invested.

**Approach 4: Delivery on Payment**

While this approach also encompasses the sites indiegogo and GoFundMe, Kickstarter is by far the most well-known of the sites facilitating Delivery on Payment approaches. Like the subscription lists of 18th and 19th century publishing, Kickstarter collects promises of funding to count against a minimum amount the project needs to complete its smallest production run. Unlike 18th and 19th century subscription lists, however, Kickstarter has both a worldwide outreach (the internet) and a method of painfully billing or returning backers.
funds (credit card billing). If the project reaches its funding goal, the project is considered successful, backer’s credit cards are charged for their pledges, and funds are dispersed to creators (who are then expected to get busy creating). If the project does not reach its funding goal, the project has failed, and no-one is billed. This business model has led to several unlikely (and noteworthy) success stories, two of which I would like to highlight:

First, in 2014, Zach ‘Danger’ Brown of Columbus, Ohio submitted a Kickstarter project to create a single bowl of potato salad (for his own consumption), with a minimum funding threshold of $10. Admittedly only submitting the project to test the bounds of Kickstarter’s policy on projects containing ‘a product,’ Brown was surprised when the project was accepted. However, he was more surprised when the campaign received $500 in pledges in its first day. As the campaign became a viral sensation, pledge totals kept increasing, reaching $55,000 by the end of the campaign one month later. (It is worth noting that Brown did not wish to keep the funds, but was stymied by another Kickstarter requirement that funds raised not be donated to charity. Revisiting his earlier ingenuity, he noted that the wording said only that funds not be donated DIRECTLY to charity, and that there was no regulation against using extra funds raised to host a potato salad themed festival, the proceeds of which then benefited the Columbus Food Bank.)

Second, in early 2015, three enterprising game developers created a campaign for a card game called ‘Exploding Kittens,’ seeking US$10,000 for a minimal print run. Game play was simple, if a bit macabre: 4 players take turns drawing from a deck of 56 specially-created cards. Some of these cards are ‘Kittens,’ and if a player draws a Kitten card and has no cards with which to distract or otherwise de-escalate the Kitten, then the Kitten inadvertently causes the player’s grisly ‘death’ through its adorable antics, removing that player from the game. The creators, each something of an internet celebrity in his own right, reached their funding goal in an hour. By the end of the first day, they had reached $1,000,000. At month’s end, they had raised over $8.7M from over 219,000 backers, making ‘Exploding Kittens’ one of the most successful Kickstarter campaign’s in the site’s history.

All of these examples, both of Approaches and instances of them, would be useful if we could generalize from those specifics some commonalities by which they succeed. I argue that the most important commonalities of the approaches mentioned here are these three: First, they are brand driven; the creator and/or the title becomes metonymic to the body of work as a whole. Supporters are not paying for the product they have seen already (which they can, and have, accessed without paying), but for the continuation of the brand they enjoy. Second, they are participatory; they offer supporters the opportunity to belong in the production process. Backers of ‘Exploding Kittens’ do not pay so much for a fairly simple card game, nor do Patreon supporters of Questionable Content have a desperate need for access to the Members-Only forums. Rather, they pay to be able to say ‘I was part of this.’ Third, they are extremely large, and extremely lossy; webcomic creators estimate that only 1-3% of readers donate. The fact that these approaches work at all speaks to the tremendous number of readers that 1-3% is applied to.

Which brings us to the final, and most important question: Are these approaches appropriate to the funding of Digital Scholarly Editions. To which I answer, quite
simply, no. They are not. Considering the commonalities of these approaches I highlight above, I argue that to build a brand of our creations, one that some segment of the public would be willing to pay in order to participate in it, requires not readers or users or stakeholders, but FANS. And, as a field, we have not been very good at creating fans of our work. In the print paradigm, the publisher often fills this void, creating ‘fans’ out of the libraries, scholars, and instructors who would pay (or make their students pay) to use scholarly editions. But with the publisher cut out of the workflow, the generation of enthusiasm – of fandom – has faltered. And without fans – without a fairly large number of fans, in fact – we have no hope of implementing any of these strategies successfully. If it is true, as one editor I overheard quipped, that the only people interested in scholarly editing are scholarly editors, then we could simply pass a single, crumpled 5 Euro note from hand to hand at the next TEI meeting and call it a day on crowdfunding.

However, I would be remiss if I ended without complicating that ‘no.’ These approaches are not terribly appropriate to scholarly editing now, as we practice it. And yet… There is a growing conversation (and practice) of crowdsourcing transcription and tagging in the scholarly editing community, with ‘Transcribe Bentham,’ ‘eMop for Typewrite,’ and ‘The Letters of 1916 Project’ being notable success stories. Crowdsourcing – like crowdfunding – is an invitation for the public to participate in and to support production, only in this case with their time and labour rather than their funds. Both forms of participation require the same enthusiasm from an interested public. Why should we believe that the same public would be willing to support us with their labor, but not with their funds?

With this in mind, I would like to end on the question ‘How could these approaches be appropriate?’ To which I would offer the following, tentative, answers.

First, we must make fans out of our readers and users. Perhaps, in some cases, we have to first make readers and users out of an indifferent public, and then make those readers and users fans. Regardless, the watchword is enthusiasm, and we must be the fountainhead of that enthusiasm.

Second, we must ask. Quite simply, we actually have to try it. While crowdfunding of science research is enjoying a slow ascendancy, very little is being (visibly) done to pursue crowdfunding of digital scholarly editions. Even in the case of merchandising, I said only that it was ‘arguably’ inappropriate for this genre. I cannot say it is absolutely inappropriate simply because, to the best of my knowledge, no-one has tried.
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Editing medieval charters in the digital age

Jan W. J. Burgers¹


For the student of medieval history, charters are a main source of information. This is because charters, being judicial documents issued by one or more authoritative persons, give objective facts about a wealth of subjects, and because they are transmitted in massive quantities – in European archives, hundreds of thousands if not millions of charters are kept, most of them from the late Middle Ages. For these reasons, charters have been edited for as long as medieval history is studied. Those charter editions were often in the form of special collections, the ‘charterbooks’ (Urkundenbücher in German), in which the documents were edited according to a specific diplomatic method.

In the 19th century, German scholars developed this edition method, their most important project being the publication of the charters issued by medieval German kings in the series Monумента Германiae historica.² In that period, many more charterbooks started to appear, in Germany and elsewhere. All editions consisted of a chronologically arranged series of documents related to a certain person, such as a king or count, or to a certain city, institution or region, as for instance the Urкundenbucḥ concerning the city of Hamburg.³

In the Netherlands, on which I will focus in this paper, the historians were lagging somewhat behind, but in the course of the 20th century they also began
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² In the Diplomata series of the MGH, the first work of which was edited by G.H. Perz, Hannover, 1872. Since then, 22 titles have appeared, many of them in two or more volumes. The series is published on the internet at <http://www.dmgh.de/de/f1/object/display.html>. (All internet sites mentioned in this article were accessed in October 2017.)
to make charter editions according to the accepted scholarly method. Here also, *Oorkondenboeken* were published concerning a single region, often a modern province, which in the Middle Ages more or less coincided with a bishopric, duchy or county. The first edition that fully applied the diplomatic method was the charterbook of Holland and Zeeland (Koch et al. – Kruisheer 1970-2005). These editions all start with the earliest documents, but they mostly stop around 1300, when the number of charters explodes. This can be illustrated by the charterbook of Holland and Zeeland: the first volume, spanning the period from the late 7th century to 1222, contains 423 numbers (a number being the edition of a charter text); the fifth and last volume, containing 964 numbers, runs only from March 1291 to November 1299. In other words, the first volume has an average of less then one number per year, while in the fifth volume we have an average of over 120 numbers per year. And after 1300, the number of charters keeps growing. No one has ever counted them, but in the Netherlands alone there must be several hundreds of thousands of charters from the late Middle Ages.

Moreover, editing charters according to the classical scholarly method is a laborious and therefore slow process. Before you can even begin, your source materials must be gathered from all relevant archives and libraries, some of them in far-away places. Moreover, in conjunction with the edition, much diplomatic research has to be done, for instance on the manufacture of the charter and the transmission of its text; the resulting study is printed as an introductory note to each charter that is edited. As a consequence, making a traditional charterbook is a formidable task. The work at the charters of Holland and Zeeland, for instance, started in the 1930s; the first volume appeared only in 1970, the fifth and final volume in 2005.

A solution for speeding up the slow editing process was found in subdividing the corpus, for instance by dividing a province in smaller regions or distinct units such as the charters of a monastery or the deeds of a count. This was done in the Dutch charterbooks of Noord-Brabant (Camps et al. 1979-2000) and Guelders (Harenberg et al. 1980-2003) and, in Belgium, in the edition of charters issued by the counts of Flanders (Prevenier et al. 1966-2009). Another solution to edit the mass of late medieval charters was found in the publication of collections of so-called *regests* (in German: *Regesten*). In those editions, instead of the text of the charter, only a short abstract is printed, together with a minimum of data, such as its archival location.4

At the close of the twentieth century, the slow work tempo connected with the edition of charterbooks went out of favour with the decision makers. They still acknowledged the usefulness of those publications, but they wanted faster results. They also realised that by continuing the accepted edition method, the thousands of late medieval charters would in the foreseeable future not become available for the researchers.5

---

4 An example in the Netherlands is (Muller 1981).
5 In the Netherlands, a first warning came from the experienced diplomatist Prevenier (Prevenier 1985), who objected to the time-consuming and, in his eyes, minimal gains of the l’art pour l’art of the classical method of editing charters.
At the same time, the computer started to revolutionise the sciences, including the field of diplomatics. In the course of time, a number of different possibilities of digitally editing charters came forward, which were applied in their pure form or in various combinations.

First of all, one can digitise existing charterbooks. This has been done rather extensively, all over Europe. It is a cheap and quick method, and it makes the contents of those old publications, which often lie hidden in a few specialised libraries, widely available. The simplest method is to scan the pages of a charterbook and put the pictures online. Recently, more advanced methods have been applied, using OCR. The Dutch charterbooks, for instance, have been digitised by the Huygens Institute for the History of the Netherlands in The Hague. In those editions, one can leaf through the original printed books as an image, as PDF, or even as OCR. Of course it is also possible to do a full text search.

In such a type of digital edition, the original printed book is still the visual reference point. In many of the recently digitalised editions, however, the screen image no longer has a typographical connection with the original publication. For instance the Württembergisches Urkundenbuch, running from circa 700 to 1300, is now digitised in a manner in which each charter is displayed on a single screen page. Many old charterbooks recently have been digitised according to the same principle, such as the editions published by the École des Chartes in Paris.

Secondly, one can simply continue an existing project of a charterbook edition, but now publish the new volumes exclusively in a digital form. As far as I know, this option is not widely used, but an example can be found in another Dutch charterbook, that of Noord-Brabant. Between 1979 and 2000, two volumes (in four books) were published concerning the charters of various regions of this province, but the ongoing work on volumes three and four is now made exclusively available on the internet. From 2010 onward, all completed items are added immediately to the database, which therefore is expanding continually. As a consequence, researchers do not have to wait for a decade or so for a next volume of the charterbook, but the workload has remained the same and the editing process is just as slow as it was before. The new medium has additional advantages: pictures of the source are now added to the edition. Also added is a list of names of persons, places or institutions found in the text, in the form of hyperlinks. The user now has the option to click a link, which gives a list of all other charters in which that name is mentioned. The names are normalised to modern spelling, greatly simplifying the search actions but again adding to the workload of the editor.

---

6 See for instance the retro-digitised Oorkondenboek van Holland en Zeeland: <http://resources.huygens.knaw.nl/retroboeken/ohz>.
7 <https://www.wubonline.de>.
8 For instance the digitisation of (Guérin – Celier 1881-1958). <http://corpus.enc.sorbonne.fr/actesroyauxdupoitou>.
9 An example is the digital continuation of the Hamburgisches Urkundenbuch (see above, footnote 2), but this digital continuation is up to now rather fragmentary.
10 <http://resources.huygens.knaw.nl/oorkondennoordbrabant>. For the earlier printed edition, see above footnote 5.
A third possibility is to edit a single source, or a single source complex, containing the texts of a great many charters. That way, one is relieved of the time-consuming task of an all-out archival search and a diplomatic study of every single document. Consequently, the editing process is sped up considerably. This method is followed in the digital edition of the Registers of the counts of Holland of the period 1299 to 1345. There are 22 register volumes extant, together counting some 1000 tightly written pages, containing over 3500 documents, mostly charters issued by the count. In the edition, these texts are presented just as in the classical charterbooks. Attached are scans of all registers, thus offering the possibility to inspect the original source; it is also possible to virtually leaf through every single register volume. Of course, the user can search through the full text of the edition, and here also are at the bottom of each text hyperlinks of the normalised names of persons and places, as well as of the most important terms found in the document. These registers have been edited in circa six years by one single person, working half time, while the work on the traditional Oorkondenboek van Holland en Zeeland, containing about the same number of charter texts, took more than sixty full-time man-years.

However, all these modern practices of digital charter editions have not solved the problem of coping with the hundreds of thousands of late medieval charters. A complete edition of all charters still remains out of reach. The only immediate solution to this problem seems to lie in a rough digital presentation of large quantities of materials. This implies a departure from the classical diplomatic method of editing charters. In practice, this means omitting the study of the transmission of each charter text, the identification of textual variants, and often even the text edition itself. In many cases, only a short abstract of the text is included, which makes such type of digital editions the equivalent of the old printed collections of regests.

A first option therefore is to continue those earlier publications of regests with digital means. An example is Regesta imperii, the collection of regests of charters issued by the German kings and emperors. This project started in 1829, as a kind of preliminary work for the definitive edition of the royal charters in the Monumenta Germaniae historica (Bohmer 1833). New volumes are still being published in book form (now over 90 volumes have appeared, containing some 130,000 numbers), but since 2001 the data are also available online in the form of a searchable database.

A more advanced example is constituted by Diplomata Belgica. This is also on the basis of a regest edition, namely the 11 volumes of the Table chronologique, started by Alphonse Wauters in 1866, but it is enriched by materials from various charter editions and by pictures of the original documents. At present, the database contains the metadata of about 35,000 charters up to the year 1250; included are also some 5000 photographs and almost 19,000 full text transcriptions, taken from earlier printed editions. However, it is clear that in this project much work

11 <http://resources.huygens.knaw.nl/registershollandsegrafelijkheid>.
still has to be done by hand, and from the mass of charters after 1250 only a selection will be incorporated.

Another method is to work on the basis of the contents of individual archives. By limiting oneself that way, chronological completeness can be obtained, be it only for a small section of the late medieval documents. A spectacular example is constituted by the Monasterium project.\textsuperscript{14} Started in Austria in 2002, its database at the moment contains over 838,000 images of 623,000 charters from 164 archival funds in fourteen countries. To make such an effort possible, the project is an ad-hoc collaboration of some 60 archives from central and southern Europe. As a consequence, the metadata are not tailored to one single standard, but simply are adopted as they are supplied by the various institutions. Next to the abstracts, sometimes also transcriptions of the texts or scans of the original charters are added, but especially the transcriptions are often lacking. To emend this defect somewhat, the collaboration of users is sought. They are invited to add those transcriptions as well as other useful elements, under the eye of a watchful moderator. They may even add new items. Thus, Monasterium is in fact a digital collection of archival data as well as a steadily growing digital-born charterbook; moreover, also included are digitisations of 137 old printed charterbooks.

Operating along the same lines is the Cartago project in the Netherlands.\textsuperscript{15} This database contains archival data, many scans and a number of transcriptions from charters in the archives of the northern provinces of Groningen and Drenthe, and recently also from the adjacent German region of Ost-Friesland. Like Monasterium, Cartago also includes digitised charterbooks, and it too seeks the collaboration of the public. It must be said, however, that up to now this user participation seems not to be very successful, quantitatively nor qualitatively. The database is also not very user friendly, as the search results do not disclose beforehand whether one will get an original charter, or a later transcript, or even a printed text from a modern charterbook.

Finally, at the moment a similar but more encompassing project is being initiated at the Huygens Institute. This aims to be a Dutch national charter portal, the Digitale Charterbank Nederland (DCN).\textsuperscript{16} In this portal, the data will be collected of all original medieval charters that are kept in Dutch archives. To speed up the working process, it is tried to harvest those data automatically from the online inventories of the various archival funds, by selecting the items containing the Dutch word ‘charter’ or one of the other archival terms used to designate an original charter. Included in the dataset are the obvious elements: the location and shelf number of the document, the summary of the text as given in the inventory, and, if present, the regest as well as thumbnails of the scans. When DCN is completed, the user will be able to search all digitised items in one go; in order to consult the inventory itself or to see the full picture of the document, he or she will be redirected to the website of the archival institution.

\textsuperscript{14} [http://monasterium.net/mom/home].
\textsuperscript{15} [http://www.cartago.nl/nl].
\textsuperscript{16} The DCN project is at the Huygens Institute supervised by J. Burgers and dr. Rik Hoekstra.
The advantages of large charter collections such as Monasterium, Cartago and DCN are obvious. Every historian or other interested person will be able to search through the data of thousands of medieval charters, and in many instances even have a picture of the document. However, when compared with the classical charterbooks, the disadvantages are equally clear. Instead of a scholarly edition, including a study on the origin and transmission of the text, the user now will have only the most basic data, often not even a transcription of the charter.

However, even within these minimal data much research can be done from one’s armchair that before was impossible to do without travelling to a great number of archives and consulting an even larger number of inventories. Thus, much basic research, for instance on specific persons or places, will be facilitated greatly. But these large digital editions will also allow for more wide-ranging historical studies, for instance on the longue durée of many medieval developments, such as feudal institutions, trade and industry, the reclamation and use of farmlands, or the process of substituting Latin for the vernacular in official documents. And when a sufficient number of pictures are available, even the traditional diplomatic and paleographical research can be done.

Finally, it is possible that those pictures will come to additional good use in the foreseeable future. If recent efforts of developing a tool for automatic recognition of handwritten texts proves successful, thousands of – more or less rough – transcriptions could be attached to the data of those large-scale editions, thus in one stroke greatly enlarging the research possibilities. It is even conceivable that the online pictures of medieval charters can play a role in the development of such a reading tool. The scans are already available in large quantities and they are often of sufficient quality. Moreover, charters are uniformly structured documents, consisting of a single block of text. And the script of charters is mostly quite regular and stylised. All this seems to make them ideal training material for a learning machine.

To conclude, the digital age probably has arrived just in time. Just as the traditional method of editing charters had come to a dead end, because of the impossibility of editing the mass of late medieval documents, the computer offered new possibilities. Already various digital methods have been developed for making charters available for the researcher. It is likely that not all ideas will turn out to be equally valid or fruitfull, but the best path forward probably lies in integrating the various methods, as is done already in for instance the Monasterium portal, where rough archival data are combined with digitised charterbooks and digital-born editions. In the Netherlands, something similar could be done by integrating Cartago and DCN with the already digitised Oorkondenboeken and regests collections, and with digital-born editions such as the Oorkondenboek Noord-Brabant and the Registers of the counts of Holland.

Whichever path we take, the consequences for the researcher will be profound. The digital edition methods often constitute a break with the classical diplomatic approach, as they omit much information and often even a transcription of the text. Scholars will have to learn to cope with that, and will have to acquire new skills, such as reading old script. But the disadvantages are offset by the massively increased volume of materials and the greatly enhanced search possibilities. If
digital charter editions are taken up and executed with the necessary vigouresness and discrimination, they will give a strong boost to all types of research on the history of the Middle Ages.
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Editing copyrighted materials

On sharing what you can

Wout Dillen


At the moment, the issue of copyright in digital scholarly editing is a big mess. In the first place, this is the case because copyright law is territorial. In other words: something that is completely legal in one country could be illegal in another. On top of that, these laws change over time, and usually only in the wrong direction (Epstein 2002; Goss 2007). And then there are cases where an especially interesting work threatens to enter the public domain, and the copyright holders start to devise mechanisms for keeping their control a little longer – see, for instance, the recent copyright debate regarding the diaries of Anna Frank (Flood 2016). As scholarly editors, we are expected to take all these issues into account while developing a digital edition, especially if we want our work to be as widely accessible as possible. But this is actually very difficult to do because the legal framework we are supposed to follow is so heterogeneous and prone to change. Rather than going into all the ins and outs of copyright law, however, this conference paper is written from a more pragmatic point of view. Say you find yourself in a situation where the materials you want to edit are still protected by copyright. What are you going to do? How

1 This conference presentation was based on a longer and more detailed treatment of the topic, published in Digital Scholarship in the Humanities. This article ‘Digital Scholarly Editing within the Boundaries of Copyright Restrictions’ by Wout Dillen and Vincent Neyt was first published online on 4 March 2016 by DSH. The article can be consulted at: https://doi.org/10.1093/llc/fqw011.
2 The research leading to these results has received funding from the European Research Council under the European Union’s Seventh Framework Programme FP7/2007-2013/ under ERC grant agreement n°31360911. In addition, the author received funding to participate in this conference from the People Programme (Marie Curie Actions) of the European Union’s Seventh Framework Programme FP7/2007-2013/ under REA grant agreement n° 317436.
3 wout.dillen@uantwerpen.be.
can we try to work creatively within the boundaries of those copyright restrictions, to make as much of our academic output available to the largest possible audience?

**Background**

By exploring how much of their data scholarly editors can still share *within* the boundaries of copyright, this paper responds to the popular sentiment in academia that copyrighting academic output is bad practice, and that the results of scientific research should be made freely available to the general public by default. Good examples of this idea are the series of blog posts and *The Guardian* columns by paleontologist Mike Taylor who claims that ‘Hiding your research behind a paywall is immoral’ (2013), or the decision by the UK’s Higher Education Funding Bodies to introduce ‘an open access requirement in the next Research Excellence Framework’ (Higher Education Funding Council for England, 2015). Although these examples were written mainly with more traditional academic output formats in mind, they can be applied easily to the academic output of scholarly editors, the most recent realization of which is the digital scholarly edition.

And indeed, at the ADHO conference in Lincoln Nebraska in 2013, scholarly editor Peter Robinson posited a list of desiderata for scholarly editions, that included the dictum that ‘All materials (in a scholarly edition) should, by default be available by a Creative Commons share-alike license’ (2013). Commendable though Robinson’s ambitious program may be, scholarly editors who work with modern manuscripts for which today’s copyright and intellectual property laws are still considerable issues may feel the need to nuance this statement. While I certainly agree that Robinson’s desideratum is a laudable goal that should be pursued whenever possible, the fact remains that it is often unattainable. By arguing that all digital scholarly editions should by default be made available under a CC-BY-SA license, Robinson neglects the fact that this license is not necessarily the editor’s to give. While this may prevent the data from being re-used outside the walls of the edition, it should not diminish the value of the data, nor of the functionality that was built around those data. To illustrate this point, the paper zooms in on the practices of a couple of projects that work with copyrighted materials, to see how they deal with this situation.

**Curation**

The first step in the creation of any scholarly edition – be it digital or in print – is to find an interesting corpus of texts to analyse. Obviously, the ideal situation here would be that the texts of the source materials have entered the public domain, and that high-resolution scans of these materials have been made freely available under a Creative Commons license (see for instance Pierazzo and André 2012). But for scholarly editors working with even more recent materials, conditions are usually less favourable. When copyright restrictions come into play, careful negotiations with authors or the executors of their estates become a crucial aspect of the contractual agreements between what is already a large group of people with
a wide range of (commercial and non-commercial) interests: scholars, memory institutions, publishers, and funders.

The same holds true for the Beckett Digital Manuscript Project (BDMP; Samuel Beckett. Krapp's Last Tape / La Dernière Bande: a digital genetic edition) for example. At the moment, the BDMP has secured a contract regarding the acquisition of scans with a number of holding libraries, and hopes to strike up even more, similar collaborations in the future. These agreements allow the project to request high resolution scans of the necessary documents for scientific purposes, and to incorporate them into the edition. As with most digital editions, these facsimiles form a crucial part of the BDMP’s publication. But what is of course even more important for the edition is the text those facsimiles contain. And the copyright of those texts currently belongs to the Beckett Estate – where it will remain for quite some time to come.

This is what makes a good relationship and workable contracts between Digital Scholarly Editing projects and authors’ estates (or their representatives) so important: if reports of troubled relations between scholarly editors and the Joyce Estate for instance teach us anything, it is that a project on such a scale covering an important contemporary author simply would not be possible without it. Thankfully, in the case of the BDMP, all parties involved have realized that the future of scholarly editing is digital, and that the scholarly augmentation of Beckett’s legacy will only increase the interest in his works – academic or otherwise. That is why the Beckett Estate agreed to give the directors of the BDMP the license to publish their genetic edition of Beckett’s manuscripts online, as long as this happens behind a paywall that pays for the license. Still, limited access is better than no access; and because the BDMP’s contractual agreement with holding libraries and the Beckett Estate stipulates that each of the collaborating institutions is granted institutional access to the edition, this means that there is still a considerable group of people who can access the edition free of charge.

**Public Access without a Public License**

A different approach to this problem is the one that the Woolf Online project has taken (Woolf 2013). This project aims to offer a genetic edition of Virginia Woolf’s *To the Lighthouse* in the form of a digital archive that combines transcribed facsimiles of Woolf’s manuscripts, a number of the work’s editions, extracts from diaries and letters, photo albums, critical reviews, etc. – all of which can be accessed by anyone who visits the project’s website. Obtaining the license to publish these materials is in itself already quite an achievement, since the edition incorporates a range of different kinds of materials belonging to a number of different copyright holders. But we have to keep in mind that scholarly edition does not meet the requirements of Robinson’s third desideratum either. Although the Woolf Online project has acquired a license to offer its users free access to its materials, those materials are not allowed to leave the project’s website.

As it is clearly stated on the project’s Copyright Notice, the ‘material is provisioned for online publication and reading only at Woolf Online and may not be copied, distributed, transmitted or otherwise altered or manipulated without
the express permissions’ of the copyright owners. This means that the edition’s users will not be able to publish the project’s data in a new interface, as in the reusable future Robinson envisions. But the question remains how important this final step is to enable further research. Developing a Digital Scholarly Edition, scholarly editors will want to build the best possible environment for their readers to fully appreciate the nuances of the materials they are editing, and to distribute it in such a way that it may be a useful foundation for others to build their research on. To achieve this goal, Creative Commons licenses are useful, but not strictly necessary.

Sharing What You Can
It can be recommended, however, to make academic data that is not bound to copyright restrictions publicly available under as public a license as possible. The most obvious example in this category is metadata. Short of copying their contents, researchers are allowed (and could be encouraged) to describe the resources they are studying in as much detail as they desire, and to share their findings – preferably in a standardized format like RDF. But we can do even more. For researchers who are working with similar data, the steps we take to achieve our results can be just as valuable as the results themselves. Like metadata, a project’s documentation, for example, can contain a wealth of harmless information about the project that may be of use for other researchers. In the case of Digital Scholarly Editions, the TEI for example already provides a standard format to share this information: the ODD (or: One Document Does it all). A file that combines a TEI-XML validation schema with human readable schema documentation in a single XML file.

Recognizing the potential of this kind of information for other scholarly editing projects, the BDMP recently put its own documentation online for consultation in the form of a digital Encoding Manual.\(^5\) The basis of this documentation was a cheat-sheet designed by my colleague Vincent Neyt that helped the project’s contributors transcribe Beckett’s manuscripts. In collaboration with Vincent, I have expanded this document to include validation information, more examples and explanatory text, more information on encoding practices in general, and the BDMP’s ODD validation schema. This way, the project’s collectively cultivated expertise does not go to waste, but may help to support (or even initiate) other research instead.

Fair Use
The above was written from a position that takes an absolute view on copyright: namely that nothing that is not protected through copyright may be copied and distributed in any way without the express permission of the copyright holder. But that is of course not exactly true: there are exceptions to the rule that make it possible to share copyrighted materials (to a certain extent), notably by means of

\(^4\) http://www.woolfonline.com/?node=about/copyright.
\(^5\) http://uahost.uantwerpen.be/ bdmp/.
the fair use doctrine. The problem with this exception, however, is that it is open to interpretation and assessed on a case by case basis, taking a non-exhaustive list of vague criteria into account. Still, there are some basic rules of conduct that can be followed to help minimize the risk of litigation to an acceptable degree. For example, using only the most relevant passages of a copyrighted work strictly for research purposes in a non-commercial environment can already go a long way towards convincing copyright holders that the odds would be against them if they decided to pursue the matter legally. This is a strategy we have tried to apply for the Lexicon of Scholarly Editing we are developing at the Centre for Manuscript Genetics.

Instead of writing its own definitions, this lexicon aggregates citations in academic outputs (journal articles, monographs, etc.) that are relevant to each of its entries. This way, the passages quoted in the Lexicon can be used to develop a better understanding of certain problematic concepts; to discover what those concepts are called in different languages; and to help textual scholars develop more nuanced arguments in their own writing. In order to publish these citations under the purview of the fair use doctrine, we try to make sure that: (1) the materials are used for research purposes; (2) we only use small fragments – usually only a fraction of the full text; (3) these fragments are attributed consistently to their rightful owner; (4) the use of the fragments only furthers their original aims: namely to further scholarly research; and (5) all of the above is published in a transparent, non-commercial research environment.

Conclusion
In conclusion, I would argue that scholarly editors often still have plenty of room within the boundaries of copyright restrictions for the publication their Digital Scholarly Edition, and all of the ancillary data they produce along the way. This means that the limitations posed on copyrighted materials should not be a reason for academics to stop using those materials. Quite to the contrary: they should be an incentive to make them available for further research by any means possible. There is no reason to put off trying to answer the research questions we face today – especially if we already have the technology to do so. If that means forgoing a CC BY-SA license, or setting up a paywall, so be it. In that case, editors will have to accept the challenge to convince their readers that their corpus is worth consulting in spite of those limitations.

7 http://uahost.uantwerpen.be/lse/.
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What you capture is what you get. Authenticity and quality control in digitization practices

Wout Dillen


Regardless of whether documents are taking a more prominent place in the edition (see Gabler 2007; Robinson 2013; Pierazzo 2014), it seems inevitable that today’s scholarly editors are working more and more with these documents’ digitized facsimiles. This may happen already in the research stage of the editing process when digital surrogates are integrated into the editor’s workflow and effectively become the documents on which the editor bases her interpretation of the text and of its transmission over time. While these facsimiles are not (and probably indeed should not) be used exclusively, in lieu of the original analog source materials, it is nevertheless the case that they come more and more to the forefront as the basis of the editor’s analysis and transcription – precisely because they are more transportable and durable, and because today’s imaging hardware and software is capable of revealing aspects of the documents that are difficult or even impossible to detect with the naked eye.

And as important as these facsimiles have become for the editor, they are even more important for the user. Once they take their place in the digital scholarly edition, facsimiles are the closest the user will get to an unedited representation of the document’s physical and textual features – even though, as Hans Zeller

---

1 The research leading to these results was conducted as part of the author’s work on the ‘Digital Scholarly Editing and Memory Institutions’ project at the University of Borås (Sweden). This is an Experienced Researcher position that is part of the DiXiT network, a Marie Curie ITN which has received funding from the People Programme (Marie Skłodowska-Curie Actions) of the European Union’s Seventh Framework Programme (FP7/2007-2013) under REA grant agreement n° 317436. This funding also allowed the author to participate in the conference.

2 wout.dillen@uantwerpen.be.
already suggested in the 1970s in his influential essay on ‘Befund und Deutung’, a facsimile is not completely unedited or objective (1971). As the only available visual representative of the physical document, the facsimile becomes the document that the user will use to assess the editor’s transcriptions, claims, and arguments about the text. This means that both users and editors are placing a lot of trust in the digital avatars of physical, historical documents they claim to study. Therefore, this paper argued that issues of authenticity and quality control for digital facsimiles are important issues that need to be addressed at the outset of any digital scholarly editing project. Because too often, we take these digital surrogates at face value.

As editors, we pride ourselves on knowing the difference between the two. We know that text is transmitted from document to document, from medium to medium, and that we should consider the effect that the medium has on the text that is transmitted. Documentary aspects like ‘size’, ‘texture’, ‘coloring’, etc. can help us determine how the text was read at the time the document was made. As textual scholars we are very aware that the medium that carries the text has a very specific impact on our interpretation of that text. And we know that by digitizing an analog object, we effectively are transporting it onto a new medium, which inevitably will have an important impact on our understanding of that text. Some aspects, such as the text, typically will be retained – although the readability of that text will depend strongly on the quality of the images. Some aspects, such as the correctness of its colours, can only be hinted at or assessed in relative terms. And some aspects, like the document’s texture, feel, smell, etc. will be lost. In other words, by transporting select aspects of the original object into a new medium, we are creating a new document, that acts as an intermediary between the original on the one hand, and our edited version on the other.

But even as scholarly editors, do we really treat this new, intermediary document with the same due diligence and scrutiny as we do the documents it mediates between? Personal experience tells me otherwise. Working on the Beckett or Bruléz editions at the University of Antwerp’s Centre for Manuscript Genetics as part of my PhD, I was transcribing and checking transcriptions of image files that I had never seen the original of. Of course, I was not the real ‘editor’ of those specific modules. And if I were, I would consider it my editorial duty to go to the archives and see the original documents for myself. But even if that were the case, I doubt that I would spend the same time analysing the ins and outs of every page with the same attention to detail as I did when I was transcribing the documents. In many cases such scrutinious inspection is not even possible, because we have to be very careful not to damage the documents while we are studying them. That is one of the reasons why we digitize in the first place. And when I am using someone else’s scholarly edition, I will think about these issues even less, and interact with the facsimiles ‘as if they were the actual documents’ myself.

This is the premise of my current project at the University of Borås, titled ‘Digital Scholarly Editions and Memory Institutions’ that aims to address these issues by calling for a critical assessment of digitization practices. To do so, the project focuses on the moment the analog object is captured – a process that retains as well as discards a substantial amount of information. Therein lies the meaning of this paper’s title. For the facsimiles that we use in our editions, what you see usually
is what you get: you see an image that you try to make sense of in relation to the edited text, an image that promises to be a faithful representation of the source document, but that is rendered without any data or context to back this claim up. And what you see, is really what you capture: those aspects of the document that are possible to represent in the digital medium as we know it – and really only a selection of those aspects, relative to the means and tools the photographer has at her disposal, the standards that she is required to follow, and the decisions that she has to make. It is these issues and the variables they introduce into the digitization process that this project wants to address.

As the project’s first case study, I visited the National Library of Sweden in Stockholm to investigate how this institution handles digitization practices: which standards are used, and why?; how are these standards established?; how are they negotiated between different parties?; and how minutely are they followed in practice? The National Library of Sweden was selected for this case study because 1) it has for some time now been actively involved in the development of a detailed digitization strategy, and 2) it prides itself on putting trained photographers in charge of capturing (i.e. digitizing) the source materials. These factors, as well as some preliminary meetings with Lars Björk – the head of conservation at the National Library – suggested that this institution has a relatively high awareness of the issues this project means to investigate, and that its expertise in these areas may be transferred to memory institutions that have a less advanced digitization strategy. The case study would exist of three parts: 1) a document study – including documents with technical information and digitization manuals that the library had drafted as part of its digitization strategy; 2) an observation study – where I followed a photographer for a couple of days while she was capturing the materials, to study how her workflow was executed in practice, as well as her interaction within this workflow with her hardware and software, and with her colleagues; and 3) a series of interviews with people from the institution who were involved in the digitization process in some form or other.

This paper reported on the preliminary results of this first case study at the KB in Stockholm. By mapping the interactions between different agents who are involved in the digitization process, it aimed to refute the notion that digitization is a simple and straightforward process. Instead, the research suggests that different agents put different demands on the digital object – demands that need to be taken into account by the photographer during the moment of capture. And that even when these issues and agreements are taken into account, digitization often is still a process of ‘problem solving’. To this end, the paper presented a set of examples to support the claim that in many cases the quality of the digitization will depend highly on the photographer’s professional skills and interpretation (arguably much in the same way as the construction of the ‘text’ of a scholarly edition depends on the editor’s professional skills and interpretation). This would suggest that (as in scholarly editing) the ‘accountability’ of the photographer is much more important and relevant than her ‘objectivity’ – and that in a scholarly edition, we should try to find a way to incorporate that accountability into the edition, and thereby raise the user’s awareness of the degree of interpretation that goes into the process of creating the digital facsimile.
To conclude, the paper introduced the next proposed case studies that will serve to put the findings at the National Library in Sweden in perspective. By bringing these case studies together, I want to examine how aware these memory institutions are of each other’s efforts in this area, how their standards are communicated, and whether they are negotiated further on the international level as well. I think that this mapping of the way in which quality measures are negotiated between different agents is an important first step towards getting a better understanding of the relation between the source document and the digital facsimiles that we are displaying in our editions. And I think that this awareness is essential if we really want to be accountable for all the aspects of our edition, and our interpretation of its materials.
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The problems at hand
In the context of the current onslaught cultural artefacts in the Middle East face from the iconoclasts of the Islamic State, from the institutional neglect of states and elites, and from poverty and war, digital preservation efforts promise some relief as well as potential counter narratives. They also might be the only resolve for future education and rebuilding efforts once the wars in Syria, Iraq or Yemen come to an end. But while the digitisation of archaeological artefacts recently has received some attention from well-funded international and national organisations, particularly vulnerable collections of texts in libraries, archives, and private homes are destroyed without the world having known about their existence in the first place.²

¹ grallert@orient-institut.org.
² For a good example of crowd-sourced conservation efforts targeted at the Armenian communities of the Ottoman Empire see the Houshamadyan project (http://www.houshamadyan.org/), which was established by Elke Hartmann and Vahé Tachjian in Berlin in 2010 and launched an ‘Open Digital Archive’ in 2015. Other digitisation projects worth mentioning are the Yemen Manuscript Digitisation Project (http://ymdi.uoregon.edu/, University of Oregon, Princeton University, Freie Universität Berlin) and the recent ‘Million Image Database Project’ of the Digital Archaeology Institute (http://digitalarchaeology.org.uk/, UNESCO, University of Oxford, government of the UAE) that aims at delivering 5000 3D cameras to the MENA region in spring 2016.
Early Arabic periodicals, such as Butrus al-Bustâni’s *al-Jinān* (Beirut, 1876-86), Yaʿqûb Şarrûf, Fâris Nimr, and Shâhîn Makâriyûs’ *al-Muqṭaṭaf* (Beirut and Cairo, 1876-1952), Muḥammad Kurd ‘Ali’s *al-Muqṭabas* (Cairo and Damascus, 1906-19/19) or Rashîd Riḍâ’s *al-Manâr* (Cairo, 1898-1941) are at the core of the Arabic renaissance (*al-nahḍa*), Arab nationalism, and the Islamic reform movement. These better known and – at the time – widely popular journals do not face the ultimate danger of their last copy being destroyed. Yet, copies are distributed throughout libraries and institutions worldwide. This makes it almost impossible to trace discourses across journals and with the demolition and closure of libraries in the Middle East, they are increasingly accessible to the affluent Western researcher only.3

Digitisation seemingly offers an ‘easy’ remedy to the problem of access and some large-scale scanning projects, such as Hathitrust4, the British Library’s ‘Endangered Archives Programme’ (EAP), MenaDoc or Institut du Monde Arabe produced digital facsimiles of numerous Arabic periodicals. But they come with a number of problems, namely interfaces not adapted to Arabic script (Arabic books are frequently presented back to front), the absence of reliable bibliographic metadata, particularly on the issue level, and a searchable text layer. Due to the state of Arabic OCR and the particular difficulties of low-quality fonts, inks, and paper employed at the turn of the 20th century, these texts can only be digitised reliably by human transcription (cf. Märgner and El Abed 2012).5 Funds for transcribing the tens to hundreds of thousands of pages of an average mundane periodical are simply not available, despite of their cultural significance and unlike for valuable manuscripts and high-brow literature. Consequently, we still have not a single digital scholarly edition of any of these journals.

On the other hand, grey online-libraries of Arabic literature, namely *al-Maktaba al-Shâmila, Mishkât*, *Ṣaydal-Fawâ’id* or *al-Waraq*6, provide access to a vast body
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3 In many instances libraries hold incomplete collections or only single copies. This, for instance, has caused even scholars working on individual journals to miss the fact that the very journal they were concerned with appeared in at least two different editions (e.g. Glaß 2004; see Grallert 2013 and 2014).

4 It must be noted that the US-based Hathitrust does not provide public or open access to its collection even to material deemed in the public domain under extremely strict US copyright laws when users try to connect to the collection from outside the USA. Citing the absence of editors able to read many of the languages written in non-Latin scripts, Hathitrust tends to be extra cautious with the material of interest to us and restricts access by default to US-IPs. These restrictions can be lifted on a case-by-case basis, which requires at least an English email conversation and prevents access to the collection for many of the communities who produced these cultural artefacts; see https://www.hathitrust.org/access_use for the access policies.

5 For the abominable state of Arabic OCR even for well-funded corporations and projects, try searching inside Arabic works on Google Books or Hathitrust. The ‘Early Arabic Printed Books’ (EAPB) project (http://gale.cengage.co.uk/arabic), currently under development by GALE in collaboration with the British Library, makes repeated claims of employing ’newly developed optical character recognition software (OCR) for early Arabic printed script’ (see this factsheet: http://gale.cengage.co.uk/images/EAPB-Factsheet_English_WEB.pdf ). But since they share neither the text layer nor the software their claims cannot be verified. As a substantial number of the digitised books in EAPB are written in languages other than Arabic that employ Arabic script (such as Farsi, Urdu or Ottoman Turkish) and as some works resemble complex manuscripts with multiple commentaries around a main text fully automated text-retrieval is highly unlikely.

of mostly classical Arabic texts including transcriptions of unknown provenance, editorial principals, and quality for some of the mentioned periodicals. In addition, these grey 'editions' lack information linking the digital representation to material originals, namely bibliographic meta-data and page breaks, which makes them almost impossible to employ for scholarly research.

**Our proposed solution**

With the open scholarly digital edition of *Majallat al-Muqtabas* we want to show that one can produce scholarly editions that offer solutions for most of the above-mentioned problems – including the absence of expensive infrastructure – through re-purposing well-established open software platforms and by combining the virtues of immensely popular, but non-academic (and, at least under US copyright laws, occasionally illegal) online libraries of volunteers on the one hand with academic scanning efforts as well as editorial expertise on the other. To this end, we transform digital texts from *shamela.ws* into TEI XML, add light structural mark-up for articles, sections, authors, and bibliographic metadata, and link each page break in the digital text to digital facsimiles provided through EAP and HathiTrust; the latter step, in the process of which we also make first corrections to the transcription, though trivial, is the most labour-intensive, given that page breaks commonly are ignored by *shamela.ws*'s anonymous transcribers. The digital edition (TEI, markdown, and a web-display) is then hosted as a GitHub repository with a CC BY-SA 4.0 licence for reading, contribution, and re-use.

We argue that by linking facsimiles to the digital text, every reader can validate the quality of the transcription against the original. We thus remove the greatest limitation of crowd-sourced or grey transcriptions and the main source of disciplinary contempt among historians and scholars of the Middle East. Improvements of the transcription and mark-up can be crowd-sourced with clear attribution of authorship and version control using .git and GitHub’s core functionality. Such an approach as proposed by Christian Wittern (2013) has recently seen a number of concurrent practical implementations such as project GITenberg* led by Seth Woodworth, Jonathan Reeve’s Git-lit* and others.

To ease access for human readers (the main projected audience of our edition) and the correction process, we provide a basic web-display that adheres to the principles of GO::DH’s Minimal Computing Working group. This web-display is implemented through an adaptation of the TEI Boilerplate XSLT stylesheets to the needs of Arabic texts (or right-to-left writing systems in general) and the parallel display of facsimiles and the transcription. Based solely on XSLT 1 and
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7 For a history of Muhammad Kurd ʿAli’s journal al-Muqtabas (The Digest) see Seikaly (1981) and the readme.md of our project’s GitHub repository: https://github.com/tillgrallert/digital-muqtabas.
8 The text of al-Muqtabas itself is in the public domain even under the most restrictive definitions (i.e. in the USA); the anonymous original transcribers at shamela.ws do not claim copyright; and we only link to publicly accessible facsimile’s without copying or downloading them.
9 https://gitenberg.github.io/.
10 https://github.com/Git-Lit/git-lit.
CSS, it runs in most internet browsers and can be downloaded, distributed and run locally without any internet connection – an absolute necessity for societies outside the global North.

In addition to the TEI XML files we provide automatically generated structured bibliographic metadata for every article in *al-Muqtabas* as MODS (Metadata Object Description Schema) and BibTeX files that can be integrated easily into larger bibliographic information systems or individual scholars’ reference managing software. Currently, we provide stable URLs to all elements of the mark-up by combining the base-url of the TEI files with their @xml:ids. For future iterations, we plan to make the XML referenceable down to the word level for scholarly citations, annotation layers, as well as web-applications through a documented and persistent URI scheme such as Canonical Text Services (CTS) URN (cf. Kalvesmäki 2014). To further improve access to individual articles and allow for a search of bibliographic metadata across issues and beyond GitHub’s search functionality we feed our MODS files into a public Zotero group.

In order to contribute to the improvement of Arabic OCR algorithms, we will provide corrected transcriptions of the facsimile pages as ground truth to interested research projects starting with transkribus.eu.

Finally, by sharing all our code, we hope to facilitate similar projects and digital editions of further periodicals. For this purpose, we successfully tested adapting
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**Figure 1: The journal al-Muqtabas: Project scheme.**
the code to ʿAbd al-Qādir al-Iskandarānī’s monthly journal *al-Ḥaqāʾiq* (1910-12, Damascus) in February 2016.

**Conclusion**

Cultural artefacts, and particularly texts, face massive challenges in the Middle East. We propose a solution to some of these problems based on the principles of openness, simplicity, and adherence to scholarly and technical standards. Applying these principles, our edition of *Majallat al-Muqtabas* improves already existing digital artefacts and makes them accessible for reading and re-use to the scholarly community as well as the general public. The paper discusses the particular challenges and experiences of this still very young project (since October 2015).

---
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Digital editions of artists’ writings
First Van Gogh, then Mondrian

Leo Jansen


Introduction
In October, 2009, the results of the Van Gogh Letters Project were published online: www.vangoghletters.org. In this talk I will look back on the history of the project. When and why was it started, under what circumstances and with what aims; why did it take so long, what changed over the course of 15 years between start and finish, which methodical and practical changes occurred?

On the face of it there is nothing exceptional in publishing the correspondence of a historical person; there are hundreds if not thousands of scholarly editions that make letters available for reading and studying. On the other hand, as I hope to show, in the case of Van Gogh’s correspondence there were specific circumstances that turned this into not just another edition, or another scholarly edition for that matter. To close, I will briefly sketch the outlines of a project that could be considered the Van Gogh project’s successor, the Mondrian Edition Project.

Why?
Before embarking on an ambitious edition project there is a fundamental question that needs a very convincing answer before one can start to think further about it. This question is: why should we do this? In general, the answer depends on two conditions. 1: the historical importance of the text; and 2: the possible contribution of the projected edition to scholarship in the related academic disciplines. Once the
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importance has been substantiated convincingly and it can be argued that scholars will benefit substantially, one can start to think about what this publication might look like and what is the best way to realize it is.

So why publish Vincent van Gogh’s correspondence? Are these letters so important? There are 820 letters from Vincent van Gogh still extant and 83 he received. They date from 1872 till 1890, the year of his death. About two-thirds of his letters were written to his brother and confidant Theo. The rest is written to his sister Will, artist-friends such as the Dutch Anthon van Rappard and Frenchmen like Paul Gauguin and Emile Bernard, and a few others. Roughly two-thirds are written in Dutch, one-third in French. If we limit ourselves to Vincent van Gogh’s own letters, they are an invaluable source to those who seek deeper insight in the art, the ideas and the biography of one of the most important artists of modern art. This justifies their publication beyond any reasonable doubt. The fact that according to many they have literary merits as well is an extra argument to publish them.

The next question, then, is: what is the type of edition that best suits the demands of this twofold readership, the scholars on one side and the more literary interested readers on the other? The publication history of the letters during the decades before we started the project shows that there were already different types of publications available in many languages, ranging from complete editions to all sorts of anthologies and selections. It is important to realize, however, that most of these publications were edited by dedicated individuals who were not trained in textual criticism or scholarly editing.

And so the Van Gogh Museum decided to come to terms with the needs of art-historians worldwide. In 1994 the Van Gogh Letters Project was launched as a collaborative venture under the auspices of the Van Gogh Museum in Amsterdam and the Huygens Institute for the History of the Netherlands in The Hague. This was the perfect combination of, on one hand, the museums vast Van Gogh documentation and specialized documentalists and curatorial staff, and on the other hand the expertise in scholarly editing at the Huygens Institute. The editorial team was stationed at the Van Gogh Museum in Amsterdam.

An editorial board was inaugurated and a steering committee (directors and management team members of both institutions) guarded the financial parameters and decided on planning issues. It was everyone’s ambition to do it properly once and for all, to aspire for ‘the definitive edition’ (even though everyone knows that in life only one thing is definitive and it is not a text edition). I am mentioning this because this shared dedication created a certain trust and latitude for the project to take its necessary course; to adjust the initial plans when this appeared necessary to maintain the high standards we had set for ourselves; and not least of all, to allow the editors more time than initially planned. It is not that we were free to do as we pleased; the point is that this shared sense of responsibility towards art-historians, art lovers and other readers all over the world was crucial to the eventual outcome and its success.
Aim
Our assignment was to prepare the manuscript for a scholarly edition of Vincent van Gogh's complete correspondence within five years. Initially it was expected to comprise about 12 to 14 volumes in printing, intended for an international readership and containing the edited texts of all the letters and a new English translation of them. The letters would be fully annotated and introduced by essays on general topics related to Van Gogh, his background, his letters and his correspondents. Needless to say, this bulk would be made accessible by a very cleverly designed index or multiple indices. Of course the little drawings in the letters, which were dubbed letter sketches, would be illustrated.

It is important to mention a particular secondary aim, which greatly influenced the editing process and thus the duration of the project. For both practical and conservational reasons, requests by scholars to view and study the original manuscripts at the Van Gogh Museum were seldom granted. One of the ideas behind the project was that it would produce a diplomatic transcription of the manuscripts which, in combination with black and white photographs, would make it unnecessary for scholars to see the original, sometimes very fragile letters. This service to scholars had serious consequences for the transcription method and for the way in which we presented these transcriptions; they constituted a kind of archival edition for internal use, in the form of digital files created with a conventional word processor, and available to visiting scholars.

Stages
The way we structured and planned the editing process followed a pattern that, I think, shows the obvious and natural order of consecutive stages. The basis for everything is the diplomatic transcription of the manuscripts in which as many characteristics as possible of Van Gogh's handwriting and writing process were documented.

Next comes the editing of the text, the result of which differs from the diplomatic text in that it is cleared of confusing and oftentimes unintended features and errors that may slow down or puzzle the reader. While we wanted to maintain the characteristics of Van Gogh's writing style, the urgency and dynamics of which made him sometimes sloppy at spelling and certainly at punctuation, it is the editor's duty to solve textual problems for the reader. And we wanted the edited text to be quotable without burdening those who quote a passage with a text that presents reading or interpretation problems.

This reading text, as we called it, is the basis for the next version, the translation. We had trial translations done that enabled us to write detailed guidelines for the translators, who had to work in a consistent and uniform way as much as possible. After a selection procedure we engaged a team of five professional translators and discussed their results in detail with the chief editor of translations. This was a costly project in its own right, and a very time-consuming one at that.

While translators were struggling with the pitfalls of Van Gogh's use of language we started research for the annotations and commentaries. We made use of well over twenty interns who did a lot of basic research.
When, after these various stages, we felt we grasped most of the key elements of Van Gogh’s thinking and writing, we were able to write more elaborate introductions to general subjects that play a role in and behind the correspondence.

Two important lessons can be learned regarding such complex long term editing projects. The first one is that it is essential that, before definitively starting a new phase, an analysis be made of the material in order to investigate and try out what method works best in the long run. The results of each trial and possible options to proceed were always discussed with the editorial board.

The second lesson is that when many different people are involved, some shorter, some longer, the loss of consistency and coherence in the final result is a serious risk. It is therefore essential that the chosen method and all decisions and choices are documented in guidelines that must be applied consistently over the complete corpus and by all team members and collaborators.

Changes

I have become convinced that a disciplined and phased approach like I sketched is necessary for such a long term project to be successful. At the same time I have learned that it is impossible to foresee how such a project will evolve or how the outcome will compare to the original plan. Since each stage takes quite some time, say two to three years, one can in all reasonableness plan ahead only the first next stage. Depending on the environment in which the project is carried out, factors of different nature may influence its course. The Van Gogh Letters Project was carried out at the Van Gogh Museum. The editors became involved in several exhibition and publication projects, both initiated by the museum and by external partners; they were asked to take on other positions at the museum for a certain period of time; and they delivered many talks and lectures. These activities were one of the reasons why the project took fifteen years. In other words, it could have been done quicker. However it is my firm belief that the quality of the edition strongly benefited from these extra activities. They caused a lot of interaction and discussion with exactly those people for whom we actually were making this edition and it made us aware of the expectations and needs among colleagues and students, beside the fact that we ourselves were given a lot of useful research results in return. Also the extra activities created good publicity for the project.

There is one issue that greatly influenced the duration of the project that I have not mentioned yet. Of course digital technology developed so fast that around the turn of the century the dreaded question was raised: should we consider publishing on an electronic medium of any kind? We were not blind to what was happening in the publishing world. For a while we talked to a variety of commercial IT and web entrepreneurs who were emerging all over the market. They were eager to associate themselves with Van Gogh and the Van Gogh Museum because it would be great publicity for their companies. Our hesitation to join parties with them was caused by the fact that we encountered no true understanding for the nature of our work. We were in the process of producing 900 files with diplomatic transcripts, 900 files with edited texts, 900 files with translations of these texts, 900 files with notes, maybe 1500 illustrations of different kinds. Lots of pages with introductory
essays and other commentaries were in the making. They were not simply a load of files; they formed a complex structure of connecting layers and compartments, thematic networks, references, etc. We believed that this was our contribution to Van Gogh scholarship and art history: not simply a compilation of files, certainly not a database – an easy way to irritate me is to call our edition a database. Our aim was to present and unfold the complex intellectual world that lies within Vincent van Gogh’s extraordinary letters. It took us years to understand this complexity and to find a way of making it accessible and understandable. With the printed book in mind we had devised a system to help the reader in following and understanding the many possible ways to access the different versions of the letters, the thousands of notes and even more cross references, the wealth of documentary material (images, city maps, family trees, glossaries etc.), the commentaries and the apparatus. By simply dumping the files on the internet, to put it bluntly, the most valuable part of our knowledge and achievement would have been lost.

However, after a long and tedious process to find this solid academic press with whom we were on the verge of signing the contract, the publisher withdrew at the last moment, finding it too risky an investment. It was around 2003, and we were anticipating the finalizations of the manuscript part with texts, translations and annotations in 2006.

If the publisher’s withdrawal was one sign of the times, there was another such sign that finally helped us to overcome the setback. Exactly what caused the publisher to withdraw, i.e. the increasing persuasiveness of the possibilities of electronic publishing, led the Huygens Institute to set up an IT department with the aim of becoming one of the frontrunners in digital editing. To build the Van Gogh edition would create opportunities for exploration and for gaining expertise. To us editors it was a relief that we would not be bullied by commercial guys but helped and guided by non-profit experts. We saw the advantage of presenting the full-fledged scholarly results, provided that the interface would be able to do even better what we had wanted to do in the books: to connect the different layers and levels of information, texts, images etc. The very fact that we already had thought that through was of great help to the development of the website, simply because we knew what we wanted.

We then decided that the very content of the edition would be extended: apart from the edited texts and their English translations we chose to publish the complete digital facsimiles and line-by-line transcripts of the text as well. In other words, Van Gogh’s letters could be read in four different versions. And in a digital edition the number of illustrations is more a matter of choice than of money and if one can get a colour image, this can be used with no extra cost.

As a consequence, though, we had to mobilise interns and colleagues to assemble all this material. The digitization of the manuscripts was undertaken as a separate project, largely funded by Metamorfoze, the Netherlands’ national program for the preservation of paper heritage. The publishing department of the museum helped to get the images together of all the artworks, both by Van Gogh and by the artists he mentioned. The Word-documents were converted into xml-files. These were all time-consuming things and they required a lot of discussion, choices and decisions among the editors, IT people and, at a certain point, the designers of the visual
presentation on screen. I am mentioning this to stress the fact that no matter how technical the issues are, no matter how many other specialists are needed to create, build and design the publication, it is the editors who must have the final say. It is their knowledge and vision that determines the scholarly value of the project. That said, the success of the publication, its accessibility, its transparency and user-friendliness depend to a high degree on the expertise of the collaborating IT people and designers.

**Spin-off**

As I explained earlier, we were all aware that the Van Gogh Letters Project was a one-off undertaking. It was hoped that the all-encompassing scholarly edition would lead to different types of publications to serve different segments of the readership. This worked out really well. A complete, illustrated and annotated edition was published in three languages at the same occasion as the launching of the website in 2009. (In 2016 it will be published in Chinese.) This is a luxury edition, with abridged notes. In the following years we, the editors, selected a more affordable anthology, with an extensive new introduction. This selection is now available in Italian, Dutch, Norwegian, French, Turkish and English editions; in the near future we anticipate the German, Japanese and Arab editions to come out. With this cheaper book we reach a much wider audience and the more literary oriented readers.

**The Mondrian Edition Project**

To the lessons learned I mentioned earlier, a few more can be added. First of all, interaction and collaboration with other scholars/projects takes time but can be very useful. Secondly, the interface should be the (digital) reflection of the editors' understanding of the edited source. And a scholarly edition can be the basis for derived publications; not the other way around.

These lessons were taken into account when the RKD – Netherlands Institute for Art History and Huygens ING decided to collaborate and initiate the Mondrian Edition Project. The Dutch artist Piet Mondrian has greatly influenced 20th century art and design and publications about his artworks fill many meters of bookshelves. Contrary to his image as a hermit he had a widespread international network and corresponded with many friends, artists, art dealers, collectors and curators. Very little of his correspondence has been published; his theoretical writings, very important to him as a means for spreading his idealistic views on art and society, and very influential to modern abstract painting, have been published in part and not in a critical edition. Mondrian's influence on modern art is at least as great as that of Van Gogh and a scholarly edition of his letters and theoretical writings has been a desideratum for many decades.

The Mondrian Edition project is again going to be a long term venture. In 2014-15 we conducted a one-year pilot project with the aim of investigating what approximately it may take in terms of money, time and content. We experimented with a small selection of 50 letters, and some theoretical texts. Peter Boot from
Huygens ING and DiXiT fellow Elena Spadini created an xml schema for the letters and we did a lot of calculating and estimating. This led us to think that we will need approximately 12 years to finish.

**Not the same**

Despite the similarities with the Van Gogh situation, it will not be a matter of copying the Van Gogh approach or format, nor even the methods applied. An important difference is the almost double number of letters (namely 1600 instead of 900), a more diverse group of correspondents (namely 125 instead of fewer than 25) and of course the theoretical writings we want to include. These writings have survived in the form of publications, manuscripts, typescripts, notes etc. and to reconstruct their writing and publication process will need a different editorial approach than the letters. However, Mondrian’s theoretical thinking and writing, and the publication of the resulting texts are so intertwined with large parts of his correspondence that in our opinion it is appropriate to present these different types of texts together. How to combine them in an organic and transparent way is one of the new challenges of the Mondrian Edition Project.

Another difference in comparison to the Van Gogh Letters Project is the fact that we intend to include the wealth of documentation that is kept by the RKD and some other institutions and that is cited or requested frequently by scholars. This regards Mondrian’s personal documents, his horoscope and portrait photographs but also very important photographs of his various studios, installation pictures, exhibition catalogues etc.

The RKD publishes online several databases containing all kinds of art-historical and archival information about artists, artworks, publications, auctions, exhibitions etc. Instead of copying in that sort of information in our edition, particularly in the annotations, we intend to harvest these data through links to the RKD database files; the same could be done with databases from other archives, libraries, museums and the like if they are willing to cooperate.

The next innovative addition is the complete catalogue *raisonné* of Mondrian’s paintings and drawings. It originally was published in print in 1998 and it is an essential reference book for all who are interested in or doing research on Mondrian. The updated, digital version is being prepared in conjunction with the edition project and, as said, will be part of… what shall we call it? Is it still an edition? The new digital opportunities challenge us to be creative and to push the limits of the traditional concept of a text edition. Of course we could simply call it a website but from a theoretical point of view we as scholars are challenged to engage in some methodical and theoretical, if not paradigmatic re-orientation.

Since the launch of the Van Gogh edition a lot of progress has been made in digital publishing and digital humanities. Also, in recent years a range of questions have surfaced – about crowd sourcing, new tools, sustainability, etc. – that need to be addressed in the near future if we want to make sure that our work remains relevant and accessible to future generations. The DiXiT fellows are the new generation whose task it is to give directions for the future of digital humanities. I thank them in advance for their contribution to the Mondrian project.
Digital editing: valorisation and diverse audiences

Aodhán Kelly


The perceived potential to reach broader publics has been an oft-discussed topic since the earliest adoption of digital technologies for the publication of scholarly editions. A dichotomous concept of ‘audience’ has become prevalent in the field, divided into ‘scholarly’ and ‘non-scholarly’. John Lavagnino (2009), for example, described it as ‘the problem of two audiences’ while Edward Vanhoutte (2009) has proposed an integrated dual-model of maximal and minimal editions, one aimed at each audience. This dichotomy typically renders that there are two potential outputs: the ‘scholarly edition’ aimed at scholars, and the ‘reading edition’ for a general public. But what happens beyond this, what other ways does digital editing attempt to valorise scholarly knowledge in society at large?

In this paper I will take the stance that there is, rather, a diverse spectrum of publics who possess overlapping layers of interests, competences and capacities. Not only can audiences be extremely diverse but so can the potential means that could be employed to engage them. What forms of engagement do we value and how? Spin-off publications aimed at general audiences often are considered to be a form of ‘outreach’, a side-project to the scholarly edition itself but is that a healthy perspective to take on scholarship? Are we limiting our efforts geographically or should there be attempts to engage more globally diverse audiences? This paper will offer a state of the field in efforts to valorise scholarly knowledge with more global and diverse audiences, and attempt to suggest some potential avenues for further exploration.

My research role with the DiXiT Network is to investigate the dissemination of digital editions by looking at ways in which we can communicate textual scholarship with broad audiences, both specialist and nonspecialist alike. Primarily, I am trying
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to look at digital editions through the lens or perspective of the user. Looking at perspectives of Engagement, Discoverability, Usability and Accessibility for different user types. Typically speaking when I describe my research area to other scholars in the field it is met with some welcoming positivity as they are trying to figure out ways to valorize their research.

What is valorisation? Knowledge valorisation refers to the utilisation of scientific knowledge in practice. Examples include developing a product or a medicine, or applying scientific knowledge to a system or process. It is something which has come originally more from Science, Technology and Medicine fields but increasingly is applied to humanities research. While valorisation is not something which I initially thought I was trying to address in my research it is clearly something which is on the tip of peoples’ tongues, a genuine concern that is surely the sign of an increasing impact agenda within humanities funding structures. Valorisation in the humanities is also akin to the idea of ‘impact’ which Simon Tanner defines as ‘the measurable outcomes arising from the existence of a digital resource that demonstrate a change in the life or life opportunities of the community’ (Tanner 2012, 4).

There are a variety of perspectives on this from various funding and review bodies such as the AHRC and REF in the UK. But instead of discussing impact measurement metrics today I intend to highlight some digital approaches to social valorisation and social impact that primarily address the non-scholarly audiences. In order that we that might be able to foster ideas for digital editions projects about how to allow our research to have a positive impact on broader society. Then, almost by proxy, addressing some of these funding requirements. In order to do this I will look at a number of case studies of digital projects as well as looking at some other potential approaches for consideration. While there are many different ways we could look at this question I would like to focus on three broad areas for today’s discussion: Social and Public Approaches; Addressing Digital Divides; Physical spaces in GLAMs (Galleries, Libraries, Archives and Museums). These are potential avenues of exploration that I have identified through my research into dissemination methods.

**Social and Public Approaches**

Perhaps it stands to reason that one of the best ways to create social value is to take social approaches in creating our digital resources, or in other words, to engage in public humanities. Many of you will have heard much about the *Transcribe Bentham* project which has harnessed crowdsourcing for the purposes of transcription. Given the timing of this paper I would rather talk about the *Letters of 1916* project at Maynooth being only a few weeks before the centenary of 1916 Easter Rising in Dublin. The project is the first public humanities project and has over 1300 volunteers working on the transcription of digitised letter collections from the year 1916 in Ireland. The most interesting aspect of this project, from a social value creation perspective, is indeed the public aspect. The history of the 1916 Rising, like many similar events in other countries, has developed a sort of mythic status and still remains an emotionally charged topic. It has been used and
abused by various parties in Ireland during the period of national identity building post-independence and throughout the 20th century and sometimes forced into single narratives, which is only beginning to be countered in recent years. This type of public humanities project has the potential to deconstruct the myths and redress this type of single narrative. It involves ‘ordinary people’ transcribing the letters of ‘ordinary people’. This process results in a democratisation of knowledge and that truly can be considered to be a form of social impact. When addressing subjects in which the events lie distinctly within living memory it could have even more value. The Genocide Archive of Rwanda for example has been collecting materials and testimonies since shortly after the tragic events of 1994 in which approximately 20% of its population died. They hope that through education on these events it might help to prevent future genocidal atrocities.

The Readers’ Thoreau project is an excellent example of a social approach to digital editing but with more of a pedagogical focus. It combines a digital reading edition of the Walden text with an online community of engaged users who can avail of a collaborative annotation functionality. This format creates an interesting discourse, whereby annotations from well known scholars sit alongside comments from current users, gathering different generations of scholarship together in one place, as if in conversation with each other. The editors see this as a tool for democratic practice which can build community and empower students. The importance of annotation is recognised as one of the scholarly primitives laid out by John Unsworth (2000). In my mind this project represents a real and original contribution to the field of digital editing and its methods of user engagement and pedagogical experimentation. It is a format I believe could be replicated easily, although I do not think it is available on GitHub.

**Addressing Digital Divides**

This leads me into the next area which is the discussion of digital divides. This term typically is used in relation to the divide in digital access to information between wealthy nations and developing nations. But it can also be a divide in access for those with visual impairments or those users with lower levels of literacy. It would perhaps be fairer to talk about this across five categories of divide: literacies, socio-economic, technological, disabilities and linguistic. While we are usually in the business of talking about purely textual matters I do believe that modes of communication other than reading are also important as demonstrated by Claire Clivaz.²

Erik Champion in his work on critical gaming argues that while text-based research is highly prevalent in DH that non-textual approaches and media are important, relevant and can augment rather than replace text. He claims that: ‘A concern or predilection with text-based material is obstructing us from communicating with a wider audience. Multimedia, visualisations and sensory
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interfaces can communicate across a wider swathe of the world’s population. And although literacy is increasing, technology is creating a fundamental divide between those who can read and those who cannot (Champion 2015, 10). He also points out here that according to UNESCO today that the rough global percentage of literacy today has risen to 84% from 76% in 1990. That still means that 774 million people are functionally illiterate and about 160 million of these are in highly developed OECD nations. The eTalks platform demonstrated by Claire Clivaz is a good example of how to address different types of literacies simultaneously by linking together text with sounds and images. In her talk yesterday she also made a point that history usually cannot tell the story of the losers, but maybe through this multimodal approach it might be possible to do so. The Rwanda digital archive mentioned earlier is that it is truly multimodal, it contains documents, publications, video recordings, audio recordings, objects, photographs, interactive maps, transcriptions and commenting features and perspectives from both victims as well as perpetrators. This might be a good example of a digital resource that addresses Clivaz’ concerns in this area.

Regarding the economic aspect of the digital divide it is worth pointing out that the Rwanda Archive was established and funded by a British NGO the Aegis Trust. Many other cultural heritage digitisation programmes in underdeveloped nations and conflict zones such as South Sudan and Syria depend entirely on external support. It is worth remembering that the very existence of these types of projects depends on the support of academics like the people in this room. Initiatives exist to make digital journal access free or affordable for developing world economies in STEM fields but I do not know if similar initiatives exist in the humanities nor how to approach this from a digital editing perspective.

Aside from addressing economic divides affecting access to textual cultural heritage there is also the issue of the technological gap. This is the digital divide in the most common sense of the expression. One of the biggest challenges regarding access to cultural heritage information (or rather access to information in general in these regions) is the reality of lower wifi speeds and the reality of lower standards of digital hardware available too. The Global Outlook Digital Humanities special interest group is beginning to explore this area, particularly with a focus on the concept of minimal computing. Which is using techniques like static website generation, strategies for data transfer, low cost and DIY hardware in order to make digital humanities resources available to those with technological constraints.

The remaining digital divides are those arising from disability and due to linguistic divisions. How are we to make our resources accessible to those with visual and hearing impairments? If we are to truly achieve multimodal communication of our textual cultural heritage then we need to consider this area. Many of you will already be familiar with some basic W3C accessibility guidelines such as adding Alt text descriptions to images to make them machine readable and there is also Text-to-Speech (TTS) technology that allows text from websites to be read aloud. Decisions about which languages we make our resources available through naturally are going to affect the composition of the audiences we can reach, but how do we decide? Needless to say, there is a great need for increased discussion of these topics in our field.
When we talk about social impact I would implore that we should try to: think globally and act locally. This is an expression that typically is associated with environmentalism. Although in this case it usually refers to ensuring that local activities should seek to limit any negative impact on the more global environment. In the case of our cultural and scholarly work it would be more along the lines of seeing how we can make our local activities have a positive impact on the global.

**Physical spaces in GLAMs**

The third and final area I want to bring into discussion is what we could do with digital edition content in public places and physical spaces like in GLAM institutions exhibitions. The importance of public museums and other similar institutions for access and exposure to cultural heritage is immense, even more so for people from less privileged economic backgrounds. Most people who walk through the doors of a GLAM institution are there in order to gain access and exposure to culture and heritage thereby making them an ideal environment in which to try to make a social impact with its relatively captive audience.

During a visit to Archives+ in the Manchester Central Library I was inspired into the idea of creating digital touchscreen exhibitions in GLAM institutions as a form of public engagement for digital editing projects. Archives+ is a truly multimodal and multimedia space, open, welcoming and engaging and is attracting a real public interest with its use of digital exhibitions. This is the one of the three areas which I intend to research with the DiXiT members based at Antwerp, we are currently in the initial planning phase for such an interface in a literary museum in the city. You need to adjust your expectation for what you can communicate on these types of devices compared to a web based digital edition. I conducted some user research last year with Elena Pierazzo at King’s College London on the potential use of tablet devices for the dissemination of digital editions. We found that tablet users were less interested in accessing a full-on digital scholarly edition with critical apparatus et al in this environment but could see a real value in their usage for reading editions, learning, and public engagement (Kelly 2015, 137). These fixed digital touchscreen exhibitions in GLAMs are then probably most suited to purposes of learning and public engagement in these spaces. I am interested to discover whether this kind of partnership between memory institution and a scholarly editing project could be a mutually beneficial exercise in the dissemination and valorisation of textual heritage knowledge.

**Conclusion**

All three of the areas I have raised in this paper still need a fuller investigation from within our field but I hope by raising this today I can stimulate some discussion of how this might be done. Perhaps by engaging in social and public approaches to editing, by thinking more globally about our idea of social impact and through a reconsideration of some of the physical spaces in which society comes into contact with textual cultural heritage maybe we can achieve and demonstrate real social value even beyond what digital scholarship has already achieved in this arena so far.
References
Social responsibilities in digital editing – DiXiT panel

Editing and society: cultural considerations for construction, dissemination and preservation of editions

Aodhán Kelly


This presentation intends to initiate discussion during this panel regarding the social role of our scholarly editing community in society at large. This is slightly off-topic from the general theme of this conference on technologies, tools and standards but, nonetheless, something that I feel is important to bring up on a panel focusing on ‘Editing and Society’.

I was inspired into this line of discussion when I recently had the unusual privilege of visiting what is probably the newest national archive in the world, situated in an extremely and tragically war-torn country. I prefer to keep the country anonymous in this discussion so as to avoid any chance of further endangering the archive. The foundation of the archive in question was the product of the hard work of a small group of scholars who assembled materials from around the country in difficult circumstances, catalogued them using recognized standards and have stored them in donated archival boxes in a cool dry building. Operating without a single shelf in the entire facility, they still manage to remain relatively organised and grant access to the small number of researchers who manage to visit.

It is operated with pride and enthusiasm but without a formally approved mandate from its very volatile government. Housing almost the entirety of its written historical record for the 19th and 20th centuries in one place, they are
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acutely aware that if the government should decide that the documents housed in the archive might threaten their power in any way, that the entire collection could be razed at any time. An external cultural heritage NGO is assisting them in digitizing their collections, in order of priority set out by one of the scholars, and should this worst-case scenario occur there is at least some hope of the digital record surviving externally. Needless to say this visit stimulated a real interest for me.

Moving on to another region of the world, we all have been reading about the ongoing destruction of important cultural heritage in Syria and Iraq and it has begun to generate discussion in the media throughout the world particularly regarding the destruction of the site at Palmyra. There are global organisations working on emergency preservation such as UNESCO or Global Heritage Fund. The principle focuses of these kinds of organization relate to built cultural heritage as well as intangible cultural heritage (music etc.). However, there is considerably less focus and funding for preservation of the documentary record. There are exceptions such as the British Libraries endangered archives programme. And specifically in Syria the Hill Museum & Manuscript Library at St. John’s University from Minnesota have been running a rather successful digitization programme since 2011.

Is it a scholarly community responsibility to get involved in preservation?
I do not really have a clear answer to this question, as it is a topic in which I am perhaps not yet well informed enough, but I do believe strongly that it should be discussed or at least acknowledged at an event like this. This is a topic discussed far more often among GLAM (Galleries, Libraries, Archives, Museums) circles than the scholarly editing community as such. However, I do remember from a previous DiXiT meeting in Sweden earlier this year that when we were asked what is at the root of what we do as members of this particular academic field, one answer was that we should take on the role of ‘custodians of cultural heritage’, or something to that effect. Should scholarly groups such as ours gathered here today, as experts in textual cultural heritage objects and digital methodologies try to engage more with these challenges, and what roles could we take?

A more global outlook
To achieve that line of thinking probably requires us to think a little bit more globally, sometimes outside of our normal spheres of engagement. In the DH community more generally there is a slowly increasing interest in this kind of attitude, such as with the ADHO special interest group Global Outlook::Digital Humanities (GO::DH). Their aim is to help break down barriers to communication and collaboration in research and study – between countries of differing economic status – in digital arts, humanities and cultural heritage. ‘Minimal Computing’ is one of their research areas for example. It focuses on computing done under some set of significant constraints of hardware, software, education, network capacity, power, etc. It acknowledges the reality of conditions in many other parts of the
world. This is what commonly is referred to as the ‘digital divide’. Simon Tanner argues that ‘whilst we can hope for the digital divide to be eradicated, it might be more reasonable to expect information technology to address some of the worst information, education and cultural resource inequalities rather than solve all of them’ (Tanner 2005: 27). DH in general seems to be making headway in this area, but should we be talking about it more often in the scholarly editing community? Should we also treat dissemination as a scholarly responsibility?

I think it is not that difficult for us to think about preservation of cultural heritage as something with which we feel a certain amount of social responsibility but would we be able to apply the same feeling of obligation to the dissemination of knowledge and scholarship to society at large. My research role in the DiXiT network is to investigate dissemination of digital editions. A lot of my focus is on figuring out how to convey important aspects of this type of scholarship to broader (often non-scholarly) audiences often using potential spin-off publications that stand independent from the edition itself.

But who are our audiences?

Making false assumptions about the composition of our audiences can be hard to avoid unless we are consciously making an effort to assess it, such as through the use of analytics software for example. One interesting case I heard at the MLA 2015 conference in Vancouver came from Neil Freistat who explained that during the first 24 hours after the Shelley-Godwin Archive was launched the site received 60,000 visits, which came disproportionately from Latin America and Eastern Europe. This really made them re-think about what audiences that they might reach. It highlights that while the majority of digital editing projects are taking place in Western Europe and North America, the end users of these editions can be far more diverse.

So maybe we should prepare for the possibility of diverse users. Who exactly should we try to engage with? We cannot realistically engage with everyone. Not every piece of scholarship can gather broad appeal, but many can and many have something to communicate even if they need to do it by other means than the edition itself. Elena Pierazzo discusses different purposes for reading works of literature ‘one can read to enjoy the content or for the purpose of studying some particular feature of the text; some may also be interested in the transmission history of the text’ (Pierazzo 2015: 153). She then points out that a digital environment can support (and enhance) all of these types of readings, but not necessarily within the same edition nor even within the same environment’ (Pierazzo 2015: ibid). The CantApp created by Peter Robinson and Barbara Bordalejo is a good example of what I mean by a spin-off publication that is not the edition itself, but is derived from its scholarship and has the potential to engage a different audience and generate popular interest in a difficult but important text. The Jane Austen manuscripts project which received a lot of press after its launch due to
die-hard Austen fans discovering that their favourite author's writing style was far from fluent, with many typos and vast amounts of corrections, shattered popular myths about her manner of writing. Generating this non-scholarly interest alone is a fantastic achievement in my opinion.

**Dissemination activities and concerns**

In my opinion dissemination involves a wide range of concerns and activities that can be divided into four broad categories: engagement, discoverability, usability and accessibility.

**Engagement**

There are numerous potential ways to engage diverse users with scholarly texts such as the creation of reading editions, pedagogical exercises, gamification, social editing or crowdsourcing activities, social media or utilising physical exhibition spaces like museums, galleries and classrooms.

**Discoverability**

How do we make our publications discoverable for the appropriate audiences? A survey I conducted in 2014 revealed that even among scholarly users the most common ways they discovered editions was through academic citations and word of mouth (2014: 131). This is despite the fact that there are discovery resources available such as digital catalogues those by Patrick Sahle or Greta Franzini as well as subject-specific resources. Other discoverability concerns include search engine optimisation (SEO), the application of appropriate metadata standards and compatibility with larger knowledge consortiums and cultural data aggregators such as Europeana for example.

**Usability**

A user-centric perspective is vital to ensuring successful (and enjoyable) usage of digital outputs and thus, naturally, user-centred design approaches which often may require conducting various forms of user studies. Implementing user analytics software in order to better understand the user paths through a digital publication as well as its possible strengths and weaknesses can provide invaluable insights and direction for improvements in design.

**Accessibility**

Ensuring that a publication is accessible to the appropriate users is yet another many-headed hydra. This can involve a delicate balancing game between adhering to Open Access principles while navigating various copyright concerns. As mentioned earlier it is also important to have an awareness of how to make scholarship available to those with lower technological capacities or equally to consider users with disabilities. Accessibility of open-source data for remix and re-use in further scholarship also falls under this category.
These are the manifold concerns of which I believe that the dissemination process is or should be comprised. To be effective in this it is crucial to create and implement actual dissemination strategies and to do so as early in the editorial process as possible. By treating questions of dissemination as a mere afterthought there is a risk of developing an edition that excludes or limits many of the potential users. These are the activities that need to happen if we want our scholarship to reach our intended audiences and diverse ones too.

Conclusion
In conclusion I actually have two separate questions for this panel discussion. Firstly, should we embrace more of the social responsibility of engaging in the preservation of cultural heritage using the skills and means available to us as a community? Secondly, could we begin to see the dissemination of our scholarship to society at large not just as something necessary to meet funding and professional requirements but more as another form of social responsibility?
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Documenting the digital edition on film

Merisa Martinez


Introduction

Film is used for ethnographic data collection in the social sciences (Banks 1995) but less so as a method of disseminating research (Baptiste 2015) or documenting the creation of academic work in the arts and humanities (Bell 2006). The first two decades of the 21st century saw an explosion of online learning environments and eventually MOOCs, which often disseminate knowledge in the form of short digital films. This medium reaches wide audiences through easily accessible, sharable and usable interfaces like YouTube and Vimeo. Digital films are modular, reusable, redistributable, and with a growing market of low-cost equipment, can be scaled up or down to fit many different project budgets and levels of expertise. Given this potential, the short academic film can be viewed as a complimentary method to document the creation of digital editions and explain their technical and intellectual content.

Documentation as a necessary part of academic output

In the hard sciences, replicating the results of a proof or experiment is a way of validating those results. Replication necessitates an accurate description of the steps taken to form the results in question. This is made geographically complex in the
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digital scholarly editing community, where collaborative networks spread out over countries or even continents is the norm, and the considerable task of documenting meetings, building websites, metadata and mark-up choices may be distributed unevenly throughout the (often multi-year) lifecycle of a digital edition. And though digital scholars may apply previously developed tools, theories or editing styles to their projects, innovation rather than replication is the goal. Nevertheless, there has been a significant uptick in digital project collaborators documenting their editorial practice through conference presentations and in user guides on edition websites. Documentation can significantly affect how a digital resource is used and reused (Warwick et al. 2009). If users have difficulty understanding where to start with a digital resource, they may simply choose to exit. Conversely, creating textual and audio-visual guides with detailed descriptions of the technical and academic content therein can be a good way of increasing users’ time on the website, and could potentially increase engagement with its materials.

Understanding the technical infrastructure and theoretical underpinnings that lead to the creation of a digital edition also can engender a sense of appreciation for its value as a scholarly/art object (Bell 2006). Within the scholarly editing community, text has an understandably significant hegemony, but particularly in the case of digital editions, visuals are arguably as important as the text. What ‘counts’ as a digital edition increasingly has concerned scholarly editors. Indeed, Elena Pierazzo argues that only a combination of digital ‘methods of production’ and their research outputs can qualify a work as a digital edition (Pierazzo 2015). With the introduction of digital methods to the creation of scholarly editions, editors either have gained technical skills in user-interface and graphic design, collaborated with technical staff who take on these tasks, or a combination of the two. This adaptation to new methods and collaborations shows that it is possible to address issues that come up in a specifically digital work environment. It also indicates that it is possible to address the needs of diverse digital user groups with the creation of further audio-visual aids.

Film as documentation

One way of using film to document the digital edition is by creating a visual user-guide as an ancillary video for the edition. This could be as simple as a screencast showing a narrator clicking on different links in the edition, with a voice-over and subtitles explaining its mark-up style, or its modules, where to find the critical apparatus and how to download the XML files (to name just a few options). Films could be broken down into different competency levels or familiarity with digital editions, e.g. ‘beginner’, ‘intermediate’, and ‘advanced’. Opportunities abound for creativity in this medium. Further, creating a user-guide is a good exercise for scholarly editors and others who work on digital editions to think through how their editions will be used and how to effectively communicate the options for use and reuse of data. Film is a medium well-suited to couple with traditional academic output like research papers, written user-guides and conference presentations about projects. Diverse user groups receive something that is visually demonstrative, but
also allows – through easy interfaces – for users to start, stop, pause, go back, repeat, increase or lower volume, increase or decrease window size, and perform other simple functions which customize the viewing experience.

**Perceived Problems**

One perceived problem is simply where to start if a scholarly editor has no experience in filmmaking. Luckily, there are many written guides and short films on how to make short films. There are also workshops (many of them free) and subscription-based websites and MOOCs which provide simple instruction on how to use equipment, how to storyboard and edit, and how to compress and code short films. Perhaps the greatest reason to choose this medium is that it is another opportunity to collaborate: many university and public libraries create short films about their online and in-house exhibits in order to gain public awareness. If they have an in-house production team, it is possible that the team can provide supplies, staff, and advice to a digital editing project. There is no one way to do this – film editing and output is similar to the TEI in that there are standards but they can be employed in different ways for different people and different audiences.

Another perceived problem is expense. Getting started with digital equipment can be overwhelming, and with the added cost of some top-of-the-line equipment, the cost-benefit analysis can immediately outweigh any desire to get started in this medium. Luckily, the market for affordable video-capable DSLR cameras and lenses has expanded in the last ten years, and there is a growing market of refurbished equipment as well. There are also many companies (some that ship to several countries) which rent out digital equipment. And, if a project is connected to a library or university, that institution may have its own equipment that can be rented by university-affiliated employees. Most DSLR enthusiasts start out with borrowed or rented equipment to get a ‘feel’ for this medium, so cost can be kept relatively low for first-time users.

A third perceived problem is time. Film is its own form or storytelling, and, even in short videos this can require a lot of time and energy, resources which may be in short supply. Using collaborative networks and thinking carefully about how to construct a sufficient user-guide while the edition is being built is a good way to offset time cost, as the work of storyboarding can be done in parallel with the work of building the actual edition.

A fourth perceived problem is peer-review. Digital project collaborators already face significant concern about how to properly assess the scholarly merit of their work. Yet it is also possible that by opening up this work to include films, one opens up the possibility of constructive review and assessments from new media scholars, film studies scholars, and others who have expertise in visual storytelling. And this type of film is not seen as a replacement for scholarly output, but rather as a support of it. There is still space for ‘traditional’ peer-review in the form of the written work of the edition, and through well-respected avenues of publication and dissemination such as conferences, academic journals, and monographs.
Conclusion
Taking time to document our processes, particularly with regard to collaborative efforts, can arguably be described as a cornerstone of digital humanities research. The current system of project-based output in the digital humanities could benefit from diverse methods of visual storytelling to aid a diverse group of users. This may prove a challenge to scholarly editors without the benefit of significant training in filmmaking, but the cultural heritage sector has proven expertise in this medium, and as such is an area where collaborations can be made. The viral nature of digital video through social media sharing can benefit digital projects as a way of grabbing attention and broadening audience interaction. In order to sustain attention, digital academic films must be focused on effective digital storytelling, and on the users. There are lots of different types of short films – documentaries, trailers, interviews, videos – that explore the materiality of a specific text or time period covered in the edition, and explanations of methodology; all of which can provide interesting ancillary materials to digital editions.
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Towards a definition of ‘the social’ in knowledge work

Daniel Powell


Culture and knowledge have always been social, produced and consumed within networks. The scholarly landscape is changing rapidly; not only is collaborative authorship becoming (slowly) more widespread, but innovative publication practices for academic work quickly are becoming mainstream. Alongside peer-reviewed journal articles, academic blogging is everyday practice for those working in many fields. At in-person conferences and symposia, there is often now a Twitter-based back channel posing questions, linking to materials, or carrying on discussion. Conference panels are put together on Facebook, and an institutional repository or Academia.edu page might matter more than a formal pedigree. The modern scholar lives in a deeply interconnected world of information, and the manifold connections between those bits of information, and between those bits and people are, inexorably, shifting long-understood processes of academic work. Knowledge work now is, or can be, transparently social, outwardly iterative, and incredibly fast-moving. My research attempts to grapple with the making of culture and of knowledge in the 21st century, and this brief piece is an attempt to begin thinking through ‘the social’ as a concept in contemporary knowledge work within the academy.

To bracket ‘the social’ as an adjective describing knowledge work is a problematic opening gesture, but one that nonetheless carries a certain force precisely because it highlights the antisocial nature of much academic work in the humanities throughout the last century. In Keywords, Raymond Williams sketches out a trajectory of society as a linguistic and cultural concept in modernity. By way of definition, he writes that ‘(s)ociety is now clear in two main senses: as our
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most general term for the body of institutions and relationships within which a relatively large group of people live; and as our most abstract term for the condition in which such institutions and relationships are formed. In his view, and backed up by eclectically selected samples throughout the last approximately 600 years, the development of ‘society’ is largely a history of movement from the Latin sense of ‘ally’ or ‘confederate’ through to ‘company’ or ‘companionship’ to the definition cited above. Along the way, Williams notes that the tension between the ‘general and abstract’ vs. the ‘active and immediate’ senses was always present, but that by the 19th century, the latter sense had been abandoned almost entirely in favour of the former. The idea of ‘the social’ followed a similar trajectory, moving steadily from a sense of genial association to objective generalizability. Thus while in up to the 17th century ‘social’ might appear as a synonym for ‘civil’ – as in the Social War of Rome against its longstanding allies in the 1st century BC – by the 19th century, ‘society’ as such had become externalised to such an extent that it became possible to speak of social reformers, social diseases, social geographies, social status, and so on – and in fact many of these terms and those like them formed during the emergence of society as an objective, outside construct during the 100 year period of 1810-1910.

Many of the ways that we think about knowledge production, about remediation in an age of digital reproducibility, and about digital scholarly editing have been influenced deeply by the multivalent nature of society and the social as terms and constructs. For example, Elena Pierazzo’s recent book *Digital Scholarly Editing* summarises social editing in essentially two contexts: the first is the rise of social media connectivity and Web 2.0, and the second is developments in discourses of social textuality. The first set of ideas is obvious from the way many of us live our lives (there are nearly 1.5 billion monthly users of Facebook, for instance), and the second comes to us through Donald McKenzie and Jerome McGann.

I actually want to argue for a conception of social knowledge that is connected to both social media connectivity and to the analytical categories scholars might bring to bear, in the manner of McKenzie or Robert Darnton, on the inscription-bearing artefacts of knowledge work in the humanities. This leads to two claims: first, scholars must accept and take seriously the McKenzian view that all texts are constructed socially in both their production and interpretation. If applied to academic work, then it is difficult to claim that the outcomes produced in the academy – from scholarly editions to journal articles to white papers to undergraduate essays – are also not texts of some sort, subject to the same analytical categorization as McKenzie and others apply to historically distant works. For McKenzie, social production easily could be seen in the printing shops of early modern England, where the lines between authors, editors, publishers, and printers became hopelessly muddled. This is a way of understanding the production of textual artefacts. On the other hand, the McKenzian reading of land as text in pre- and post-treaty New Zealand is illustrative of how textual
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meaning is intricately bound up in social norms, expectations, technologies, and religious systems. Sociality can inform how we understand artefacts themselves as well as how we can think through the set of socio-cultural relations from which textual meaning may emerge. No reader ever makes meaning alone, and no creator makes texts in isolation. This is especially true if scholars remember that all texts are connected to documents, whether those documents are written manuscripts, letterpress printed codices, or ones and zeroes on magnetic discs. Inscription is unavoidable, and no inscription happens in a vacuum. By definition it leaves traces that lead us to a multiplicity of hands.

In 2001, and again in 2009, Jerome McGann has said that ‘(i)n the next fifty years the entirety of our inherited archive of cultural works will have to be re-edited within a network of digital storage, access, and dissemination’. While the time scale may be ambitious and seems more a provocation than a plan of action, the realities of cultural practice indicate that such a transition is well underway. Scholars have a valuable role to play in this collective remediation of our intellectual patrimony. To do so, however, individuals within academia must be present when decisions about funding, promotions, targets, and goals are discussed – and a key part of such discussions must be the nature of academic work in society at large. To remain and become more relevant, scholars must redefine scholarship as an expansive, welcoming process of collective cultural work. In short, I truly believe that for humanities work to survive as more than a set of disciplines increasingly under siege by legislators and dismissed by an underinvested public, humanists not only must accept that knowledge is and always has been social and that digital communications technology are changing the ways that knowledge work can be done, but embrace such a renegotiation of the scholarly landscape. Instead of standalone models of individual, isolated scholarship wherein editors insist that control remain centralised in authoritative hands, humanists must grapple with the necessity of a scholarship that is public facing, that integrates diverse groups into creative knowledge-making activities, and that is social in the most positive sense. The Devonshire Manuscript Project and the Renaissance Knowledge Network are two attempts to enact this belief and are discussed at length elsewhere.

It is worth remembering Williams’ definition here, especially because of the way that ‘social knowledge’ as a theoretical construction fits so neatly into his narrative of objectifying and generalising relationships between actual people, much like the spate of ‘social x-y-z’ that formed throughout the 19th century. Humanists, collectively, often have placed internal practices of knowledge work into a black box closed to outside scrutiny, and even more so to outside involvement or investment. This has resulted in a false sense of separation, but one that has become so normalised that it no longer requires comment or explicit mention. In a larger dissertation project, I outline that one goal of the case studies, published content, and prototypes gathered together is to push back against some of the assumptions around critical work in the humanities, as well as advancing discussions about how

6 See Powell et al. 2013; Powell et al. 2015 and Powell et al. 2014.
best to create and encourage social knowledge work in specific content areas. This follows logically from the idea of ‘the social’ as an analytical construct – as a way of interpreting texts and the world writ large – and the social as a way of practically and effectively re-mediation our ‘inherited archive of cultural works.’ These two meanings of the social – as analytical construct and as a way of discussing real-world interconnections facilitated by primarily digital means – are two sides of the same proverbial coin; namely ways of exploring social knowledge as practice within the contemporary humanities.

The dissertation mentioned above explores two of the major scholarly functions that digital humanists often find themselves undertaking: digital scholarly editing (remediating cultural content for publication, dissemination, and reuse online) and research infrastructure planning and execution (putting the systems in place that will facilitate future humanities research in self-reflexive ways). For both of these functions, social knowledge should be reconsidered so that, ironically, it would have made sense centuries ago: as a corollary to building fellowship and fostering community. Approached in this way, social knowledge creation, whether it takes the form of editing, peer review, authorship, project building, or other activities within the ambit of digital humanists at work today, should not only be something to encourage and work towards, but also a way of remaking and remediating knowledge in practical and institutional terms. Scholarly communication cannot and does not exist in the absence of communities of practice that bring it into being. And in this it is tied to material production, dissemination, and circulation of knowledge in concrete terms amongst those communities. Artefacts can productively reveal relations between embodied individuals, and subsequently be iteratively reconsidered to further foster such necessary ties.

7 Powell 2016.
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Beyond Open Access

(Re)use, impact and the ethos of openness in digital editing

Anna-Maria Sichani


Introduction

‘Open Access’ is something of a buzzword in academia and in digital scholarly editing. My paper aims to critically engage with digital scholarly editing and Open Access through the lens of reuse and value creation. Such an approach distances itself from discussions of funding models needed to cover the costs of providing free access to expensive scholarship as well as from copyright and licensing issues. To be honest, it aims to get one step further: beyond Open Access as we used to think of. I first will attempt to describe how (what I call) an ‘enlarged ethos of openness’ succeeds in promoting creative reuse and redistribution of diverse digital content and data and how reuse is linked with and contributes to the value, impact creation and sustainability of digital data. I claim that such an approach of assessing value through reuse should be central in contemporary discussions of digital scholarly editing and Open Access, given that the majority of digital editions result from publicly funded projects, where the scholarly content and its value are need to be reconceived and redefined outside the sphere of monetary and material exchange, outside traditional economic/ market thinking.

In my main analysis, I will first try to map (though a qualitative and quantitative approach) the current practices employed in digital editions towards Open Access and reuse. Although the information environment in which digital scholarly content is created and delivered has changed phenomenally over the past fifteen years, allowing the sharing and reuse of digital data, and though the number of
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publicly accessible digital editions remains on the increase, I argue that limitations in adopting an Open Access agenda focused on reuse in digital scholarly editing still persist. I then will attempt to reveal the main dissuasive reasons for such a stance by questioning mainly the degree to which the patterns of reuse in scholarly editing have changed as we have moved from print to the digital. Finally, I will try to present and further discuss the different models of reuse in digital scholarly editing on both a theoretical and practical level, hopefully laying out a persuasive argument for the multiple benefits of such an endeavour.

The virtuous cycle of open digital content: re-use and value

As much as it gets: Open Access and the ‘ethos of openness’

Open Access: what’s in a word? Originating in the ‘free’ software movement and soon adopted in the early 2000s by academics and libraries calling for ‘free immediate access to, and unrestricted reuse’ (PLOS) of scholarly research, Open Access is grounded in a dual rupture as regards ‘price and permission barriers’ (Suber 2012). In the past decade, the culture and practices of Open Access have been expanded strategically and reinforced by the rhetoric of Open Definition, celebrating content/data that is ‘freely used, modified, and shared with anyone for any purpose’ (Open Definition). Such an expansion and insistence on defining the ‘openness’ in the digital information environment marks the growth of open-related initiatives and communities of practice (e.g. Open Data, Open Source, Open GLAM) while also helping us uncover the major principles of ‘openness’: 1) Availability and Access, 2) Re-use and Redistribution, 3) Universal Participation.

Though the OA movement has made great strides in the last decade, it is important to celebrate all the small and big victories while also understanding that there is a complex matrix behind Open Access, meaning various degrees and combinations of the abovementioned principles. Speaking of barriers, there are two non-equivalent kinds of free online access: to adopt the terminology established for scholarly publications in journals, there is 1) ‘gratis OA’, which removes price barriers but not permission/copyright barriers, and 2) ‘libre OA’, which is free of both price barriers and unnecessary copyright and licensing restrictions, allowing reuse rights which exceed fair use/fair dealing enshrined in copyright law. There is room for variation here, as there is more than one kind of permission barrier to remove and more than one way to do it (type of re-use: copying, redistribution, derivative works, commercial re-use / attribution and right to remove attribution / indication of modification) and this is what Open Licenses (such as Creative Commons or Open Source Licenses) are designed to offer, i.e. a simple, standardized way of sharing and reusing works under a choice of conditions. Besides different types of barriers, there is also variety in what is actually open, speaking of output level and source-files and documentation level.
Open and useable digital content: value through reuse

Adopting such an ‘ethos of openness’ necessarily must reflect on the existing value systems of both academia and the market: in brief, it is mainly about disaggregating the concepts of value from cost and price as the conventional law of demand and supply and the scarcity principles teach us. Instead of making content valuable by making it scarce, as it is the rule in traditional economics and cost/market-based pricing, Open Access makes new knowledge/data valuable by making it widely available and open to reuse.

Such an understanding of value through (re)use, centres around the concept of non-rivalrous commodity exchange (Eve 2014; Suber 2012), introducing a remarkable dissonance with traditional evaluation paths for scholarly or cultural content. All in all, the idea of re-use could be used as an alternative metric with which to assess the value and impact of digital resources.

In light of the expanding mass of digital content created in the last decade, there also has been an ever-growing research interest in the area of use and impact assessment for open digital content, which is an incredibly difficult – if not impossible – task; many initiatives have developed and applied an array of both qualitative (stakeholder interviews, resource surveys, user feedback, focus groups, and questionnaires) and quantitative methods (e.g. webometrics, log file analysis, scientometric (or bibliometric) analysis, and content analysis) (TIDSR, Hughes et al. 2013) that capture ‘information about the whole cycle of usage and impact’ (Meyer et al. 2009: 6) in order to assess the usage and impact of digital resources (Warwick et al. 2006; Hughes 2012; Meyer et al. 2009; Tanner 2012).

Though this interest is mainly the result of pressure exerted by funding bodies (e.g. NEH, AHRC, Wellcome Trust, AHRC, EU/Horizon 2020, Mellon) and governments insisting on ‘the need to demonstrate the ‘impact’ of publicly funded resources and research, as a means of quantifying the value of the investment in their creation’ (Hughes 2012: 2), alongside guidelines of major funding bodies specifying that projects’ outputs (esp. software) should be ‘free in every sense of the term, including the use, copying, distribution, and modification’ (NEH 2013) and the opening up of many GLAM institutions datasets (such as DPLA, Rijksmuseum, Cambridge Digital Library; see also Terras 2015) for reuse and redistribution, it demonstrates nevertheless that stakeholders are now strategically moving from the creation of digital content towards a more sophisticated awareness of how notions of reuse, value, impact, open access and sustainability remain entwined.
Digital Scholarly Editions made (not-so) open

Reading the numbers
How does this embracing of the virtuous cycle of open digital scholarly and cultural content and such an ethos of openness promoting ‘value through reuse’ relate to the field of digital scholarly editing?

In order to answer this question, I have collected data through qualitative analysis of digital editions projects and I also have extracted some quantitative data from Greta Franzini’s catalogue of Digital Editions² (total: 210 editions), to which I contributed.

Even though, historically, digital editions were conceived and developed with the aspiration of ‘making ( )’s vast work freely and conveniently accessible to scholars, students, and general readers’, what digital editing endeavours actually achieve is more a critical curated digital reunification/gathering of materials scattered around the world in libraries and private collections. In other words, it succeeds in breaking down the textual scholarship barriers of time and space as regards the primary material. In addition, as a vast number of Digital Scholarly Editions initially are developed under grant cycles from funding agencies and governments, they have to conform from the outset to OA in the sense that they need to be free of charge. Despite persistent rhetoric regarding accessibility and availability, a relatively small percentage of those (only 12.7%) make their ‘beyond-the-output content’ openly available for reuse and redistribution.

Figure 2: Catalogue of Digital Editions and Open Access.
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Revealing the barriers

Thus barriers still remain, both in the conception and in the practices of what it means for a digital edition to behave in an open access manner. The reasons for this may vary.

First of all, digital editions consist of cross-domain and heterogeneous primary material (e.g. text transcriptions, facsimiles, critical apparatuses, indices etc.) and thus issues of copyright may still persist or there may be different licensing frameworks for each of these materials (e.g. copyrighted facsimiles, pictures from the 20th and 21st centuries, orphan works etc.). Moreover, behind the scenes digital editions usually consist of far more than the output level: encoded XML source files, XML schemas, processing and transformation scripts, entity relation models, rich metadata, transcription and XML encodings, encoding conventions and decisions, project documentation (feasibility studies, proposal) and so on. All of them, are interpretative decisions or editorial choices and integral parts of the project’s workflow.

Usually, as digital editions are developed within project-based frameworks, in which teams and contributors perform flexible roles, and allocated with fluid or overlapping tasks, claiming ownership or authorship of digital data is difficult to determine. In addition, a fear remains regarding losing control over your data (meaning that you are no longer able to update it) as well as a fear of malicious (re)use.

Aside from legal, economic, or operational reasons behind licensing complications, I strongly believe that the ‘page paradigm’ (Sahle 2008; Pierazzo 2015) remains a crucial hindrance in adopting an openness ethos that will encourage reuse; its inheritance is still so strong in our scholarly culture that we remain ‘zoned to print’ (Sutherland 2009: 20), thus tending to create and use digital editions ‘as restrictedly repositories of data and generators of print editions’ (Sutherland 2009: 2), as end-products or self-contained entities handed over to the end user ‘to be seen and not touched’ (Shillingsburg 2010; Dahlström 2011: 103). The ‘look-but-don’t-touch’ problem, as Dahlström terms it, is rooted, on the one hand, in a strong scholarly attachment to completed, finished, publishable work, related to enduring issues of attribution of credit and professional reward. On the other hand, the problem is the partial result of a limited knowledge or evidence of how people might interact with and (re)use digital scholarly editions and their components.

Re-use’ in the history of modern textual scholarship

I am firmly convinced that we deserve more than a read-only world – and in digital editing as well. Digital scholarly editions remain in an incunabular stage, primarily because we are too reluctant to change our habits when interacting with / using digital editions, which by definition possess different material qualities from printed ones. In other words, we continue to use them in much the same way as we use(d) a printed edition: for reading, consultation, observation, or in order to incorporate the new findings enabled by the computational technology into our next printed scholarly output (an article or a book). Such a pattern of reuse
differs little from the long established model of reuse in print culture: the footnote, the apparatuses and the related reference systems. While the footnotes ‘offer the empirical support for stories told and arguments presented’ (Crafton 1999: vii) and manifest a social model of knowledge creation, it also suggest a fertile but freezeed interaction with the source, whose terrain of production and reproduction was defined by the print culture. As ‘electronic texts (and editions) are artefacts or mechanisms… amenable to material and historical forms of investigation, (thus) challeng(ing) textual critics to respond to the new medium in terms of its own materiality, architecture and functioning, as distinct from those of print’ (Sutherland, 2009, 22), I would suggest that the real advantages of digital editing will become apparent as we further understand and reuse digital scholarly editions in terms of their very own materiality and functioning, thus advancing us beyond ‘screen essentialism’ and exploring new patterns of re-use.

Towards an ethos of openness and reuse in digital editing

How we can reuse a digital edition?

There have been several theoretical proposals for how a re-use approach might be applied to digital editing. We can trace a few early but brave examples of such a practice.

In their proposal for Open Source Critical Editions, Bodard and Garcia (2009) support the distribution of the raw code, the documentation of the tools and applications that were used in reaching these conclusions, and the methodological statement behind the output, claiming that this is not only a commitment to operational transparency; it also amounts to a critical stance, in the sense that it ‘implies the adherence to reasonable methods and principles’. Getting ‘full access to the raw code is what that makes an experiment or a solution reproducible’ otherwise ‘it is a dead end; it cannot be built upon’.

In a similar vein, James Cummings (2009) claims that the model of ‘agile editions’ (easily transformed, re-purposable) based on the stand-off encoding proposal presupposes the opening up and distribution of underlying XML files alongside the HTML versions rendered. Moreover, by having first-hand examples of both successful and unsuccessful forms of community practice, we will be able to discover our joint errors and misunderstandings of the Guidelines and thus aid their improvement.

Peter Boot and Van Zudert’s proposal for ‘digital scholarly edition 2.0’ (2011) suggests a decentralised, diverse and distributed architecture of openly available sources, services and functionalities (virtual research environment), initially enabled through cloud computing and cloud storage. This will reduce the amount of custom developed software and enhance the permanence of our digital outputs.

Models of reuse and/as aspects of value

Let me further extend the abovementioned abstract models by introducing how an open-ended model of deep access can be implemented in digital editing projects and mainly discuss the potential value of such a reuse ethos. Its foundations mainly
rely on Dynamic systems development principles as found in the agile project delivery framework. In the open ended deep access model digital scholarly editions tend to be seen not as a static, closed-ended project or fixed product but more as an ongoing and open scholarly enterprise, as a continuum of iterative and incremental reuses of the various components of the project.

Deep access calls for opening up for reuse and redistribution source files (encoded XML, related schemas and ODDs, scripts for processing and visualisation, transformation scripts and query algorithms, entity relational models etc.). By going even deeper, we might also think about sharing parts of the project’s documentation such as funding proposals (successful or not), feasibility studies, editorial conventions, even budget plans (as in most cases we are speaking of publicly funded projects) as supportive material for ‘how to get a digital editing project off the ground’.

It is not the Open Access rhetoric per se but we need to find more elaborated ways to question, reveal and assess the value and the impact of such an ethos of openness in digital scholarly editing. By using some of the available quantitative methods to measure the impact of a digital edition (such as web analytics or log file analysis), we might gain important data about file requests, but it is extremely doubtful whether we are going to have any insight in the actual trajectory and value of its reuse. We need to engage in a more specialised and qualitative analysis of the patterns of reuse.

Aside from guaranteeing transparency, opening up and sharing source files also yields raw material for a new kind of research and scholarship that could be re-integrated and built upon it; an ideal test-bed for new computational/analytical approaches, either separate from or elaborated through a big data approach; an easy way to produce derivatives and varying outputs on demand (ePub, PDF) with potential for commercial exploitation; an opportunity for improvement and refinement; and finally, exemplary reference material for teaching purposes. An excellent example with such open ‘fertile files’ can be found at the Jonathan Swift Archive, a project that opens up for download and reuse its source files and scripts (TEI-XML, XSLT) so that researchers in the Centrum voor Teksteditie en Bronnenstudie (KANTL-CTB) have created a prototype with parallel readings of versions of Swift’s works.
Reusing openly available source files also may contribute to reducing development costs, making future projects and their funding proposals more competitive. Though there, until now, has been a ‘black hole’ surrounding the economics of digital editing projects, I think we could easily claim a great potential for cost and time-avoidance: Latest statistics from Transcribe Bentham argue that not only could we save at least £400,000 if the remainder of the Bentham Papers were transcribed by volunteers, but that the *Collected Works of Jeremy Bentham* (which will run to approximately 70 volumes), could save up to 6 months of research staff time per volume (Causer *et al.* forthcoming). Additionally, the reuse of existing XML files contributed to a considerable reduction in the overall budget estimation, making more competitive and finally successful the proposal of the new AHRC funded Bentham project.

Finally, re-use and re-integration of existing data also may provide a distributed archiving solution (LOCKSS, Tapas), as well as a sustainability venue for continuous refinement and update, securing its long-term sustainability. By adopting such an approach familiar from the sustainable environmental management agenda: while reducing new demand for raw products, we succeed in avoiding depletion, to exploit the maximum of existing resources and thus to ensure the longevity of the planet, in a similar vein.

**Conclusion**

To conclude, I think it is the right time to revisit Open Access in digital editing by focusing and further developing aspects of a more radical approach towards sharing, distributing and re-integrating digital content and outputs and the value of such an undertaking. I strongly support that it is not enough to claim for Open Access per se and struggling on the economical and distribution aspect but it would be more important to elaborate, develop and adopt practices and models that will help us to have more Open, Usable, Used and Useful digital scholarly editing future.
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The business logic of digital scholarly editing and the economics of scholarly publishing

Anna-Maria Sichani


Over the past two decades, scholarly discussions have been populated by a narrative of immanent crisis in the future of scholarly publishing, and especially in the Humanities. This crisis narrative affects the whole spectrum of scholarly communication (academics, libraries and publishing entities) and usually is associated with a complex mix of financial recessions, continuous market shrinkages, price increases, and the advent of electronic forms of knowledge production and communication. From infrastructure and technological issues, agents, assessment and evaluation criteria, to communicative structures, business models and impact frameworks, the academic community invests its efforts in the cultivation of an ever-growing arena of discussion and experimentation in a constant attempt to remodel roles and practices alongside various scholarly outputs (monograph, journals, dissertation) in the digital publishing ecosystem in terms of economics and long-term sustainability (MLA 2002; Alonso et al. 2003; Fitzpatrick 2011).

Meanwhile, textual scholars have been pioneering explorers and challengers of the changes introduced by digital technologies in textual production, representation and transmission, resulting in an ever-growing body of research on concepts, encoding standards, digital tools and methods alongside a variety of exemplary digital scholarly editions. Though digital editing typically has constituted a very creative and productive branch of digital scholarship, scholarly editing surprisingly has failed to find a space of participation in the abovementioned ‘crisis discussion’. This comes as no surprise: digital editions produced so far primarily are developed
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as ‘exploratory loci’ – in other words, as ‘experiments, a way to test what is possible within the new medium and to establish new ways for scholarship’ (Pierazzo 2015, 204) and secondly as ‘products’ within the scholarly publishing and communication circuit, with distinct commodification aspects or features (e.g. cost, exchange- and use-value etc.). To put it differently: digital scholarly editing is now struggling to move out of a relatively sheltered environment operating at the pace of and through the grant-based funding of the academic enterprise, into one that operates at the speed of digital scholarly publishing and communication and in accordance with the new rules of web economy. While there are some exemplary cases of business mindsets informing digital scholarly editing projects, such an approach remains somehow fragmented within digital editing cycles. In what follows, I aim to propose some basic pillars of such a business logic.

**Business model approach and sustainability**

Given that the majority of digital editions so far have been linked organically with a research project logic, they programmatically have failed to address issues of business modeling, operating architecture and sustainability planning. However, the inherent technological qualities of various media types of digital data – components of digital editions – demand perpetual curation (both in technological and in scholarly terms) and thus related costs – a parameter rarely addressed within the project-based framework of digital editions. This partially could explain why digital editions created in the previous decades, considered monumental in terms of scholarly integrity and quality, are now obsolete in terms of technical infrastructure, functionality and/or interface. They now require a solid and costly maintenance/upgrade plan in order to re-state their place in the scholarly communication ecosystem.

A comprehensive business-driven approach to digital editing can aid our enterprise with crucial operational aspects such as fundraising avenues, project management and financial planning while informing our practices with a vast repertoire of cost-reduction strategies (e.g. out/crowdsourcing), revenue-generation streams (e.g. subscription, freemium, advertising etc.) and distribution channels, currently implemented and thriving in digital publishing and web commerce. By approaching digital editing projects’ sustainability through such a critical business mindset, I claim that we can challenge the narrative that persistently posits publicly funded and Open Access by principle digital resources in the Humanities as incompatible with the sphere of monetary exchange.

**Value and impact creation**

While the existence of different audiences within digital editing cycles is discussed frequently, mainly in relation to encoding strategies and resulting functionalities, such discussions are not always associated with a sophisticated demand-driven approach in terms of customizer-to-user needs formats and features. By implementing the principles of market research and segmentation in digital editing projects, we can thoughtfully design and ensure the access to and the value
– financial or otherwise – of our digital editions for targeted categories of users in the long-term.

Multiple formats and modalities (e.g. tablet version, apps, print version), advanced functionalities (e.g. print-on-demand, customized visualisation etc.), specialised tools and working environments – all the abovementioned strategies genuinely reframe Vanhoutte’s idea of the minimal and maximal edition (Vanhoutte 2012) through a market-oriented perspective: they offer a wider dissemination of our scholarship and act as an important revenue generator, while strategically enhancing the impact and the creative (re)use of the digital scholarly editions’ content. Concepts such as the reusability and the reproducibility of digital editions (Dahlström 2009) do not only describe our academic endeavour of knowledge transfer and scholarly exchange; they are also substantially linked to the economics of the digital edition, introducing cost avoidance solutions and additional revenue streams.

Furthermore, by adopting a hybrid concept of digital editions as an endlessly flexible scholarly resource and a customizable bundle of services that often genuinely exceed the scholarly realm, we succeed in attracting, retaining and expanding an audience while nourishing the interest and the value proposition of the resource.

**Partnerships that count**

Digital editing historically has been a collaborative enterprise between scholarly editors, libraries and cultural heritage institutions, university presses and technology specialists. Such a partnership ethos lies at the heart of digital scholarship and is vital for the successful accomplishment of highly demanding and expensive digital editing projects.

However, besides their cost-efficient purpose, well-planned partnerships also ensure, through a decentralization/division of labour, that each partner pointedly will contribute to his/her specialty in the long-term. Such a strategy results in high quality specialised services that will guarantee the quality as well as the afterlife of the digital edition in terms of maintenance, distribution and communication.

While the implementation around digital scholarly editing and publishing alongside their financial politics are still (and probably will remain) constantly in flux, I stand up for the experimentation with and adoption of more entrepreneurial and business-like mindsets in all aspects of such an enterprise. As digital editing is fighting to slowly transform itself from an experimental undertaking to an accepted and legitimate form of scholarship, it is also necessary to explore and further develop flexible and sustainable business models and procedures that will ensure the scholarly quality while broadening the communicative, educational and cultural role of the scholarly edition in the new ecology of digital scholarly publishing and communication.
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The social edition in the context of open social scholarship

The case of the Devonshire Manuscript (BL Add Ms 17, 492)

Ray Siemens


Excerpted from: ‘Building A Social Edition of the Devonshire Manuscript.’ Constance Crompton (University of British Columbia, Okanagan), Daniel Powell (University of Victoria), Alyssa Arbuckle (University of Victoria), and Ray Siemens (University of Victoria), with Maggie Shirley (University of British Columbia, Okanagan) and the Devonshire Manuscript Editorial Group. Renaissance and Reformation 30.4 (2015): 131-156.

A Social Edition of the Devonshire Manuscript is an unconventional text in that it attempts to bring traditional scholarly editing practices and standards into conversation with comparatively recent developments in online social media environments. In doing so, the edition aims to embody contemporary editorial theories recognizing the inherently social form and formation of texts alongside the social practices of writing, revision, and editing that shaped the original production of the Devonshire Manuscript (BL MS Add. 17, 492). Dating from the 1530s to the 1540s, the Devonshire Manuscript is a collaborative verse miscellany authored and compiled by a number of 16th century contributors. We believe that,
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3 Following Peter Beal’s definition of a verse miscellany as ‘a manuscript, a compilation of predominantly verse texts, or extracts from verse texts, by different authors and usually gleaned from different sources’ in A Dictionary of English Manuscript Terminology, 1450-2000 (London: Oxford University Press, 2008), 429. Beal lists the Devonshire Manuscript as a pertinent example of a verse miscellany in Beal, Dictionary, 430.
as an inherently collaborative text, the manuscript calls for an innovative approach to scholarly editing. In this article, we detail the content, context, process, and implications of *A Social Edition of the Devonshire Manuscript*.

*A Social Edition of the Devonshire Manuscript* is an innovative project, but one with deep roots in ongoing Canadian scholarship on Renaissance literature, scholarly editions, and digital humanities prototyping. Much of this transdisciplinary work has taken place under the aegis of two groups: the Electronic Textual Cultures Lab (ETCL) at the University of Victoria and the Canada-wide Implementing New Knowledge Environments (INKE), both directed by Ray Siemens. The ETCL engages deeply with the study of textual communication in all its historical, present, and future forms. Alongside this research mandate, the ETCL serves as a Vancouver Island-based hub for regional, national, and global digital humanities work and training; the highly successful Digital Humanities Summer Institute (DHSI) held annually at the University of Victoria is perhaps the flagship initiative of the wider digital humanities community. With graduate student researchers, postdoctoral fellows, affiliated faculty, visiting speakers, and regular community events, the ETCL is a vibrant research collective engaged in the wider examinations of the types of intellectual issues prompted by *A Social Edition of the Devonshire Manuscript*. As a research and prototyping initiative, INKE describes itself ‘as an interdisciplinary initiative spawned in the methodological commons of the digital humanities that seeks to understand the future of reading through reading’s past and to explore the future of the book from the perspective of its history.’ Divided into three research areas – textual studies, modelling and prototyping, and interface design – INKE members interrogate the nature of textuality in the digital age. To date, the various INKE groups have produced a number of publications, sponsored several conferences, and built numerous digital tools and prototypes for scholarly use.

As these brief synopses might indicate, the intertwining research communities present around the ETCL and INKE provide context for *A Social Edition of the Devonshire Manuscript*. The prototyping and consideration of what a digital, social, scholarly edition might look like is an expression of longstanding and well-funded Canadian research into the nature of the book in a digital age. It also attempts to put into practice Ray Siemens’ argument that social media environments may enable new editing practices, itself an argument formulated in an article emerging from the collaborative research environment of the ETCL (Siemens, 445-461).

By publishing on Wikibooks (a partner site to Wikipedia focused on book-length projects) we emphasize the collective, social ethos of the original document itself. Throughout this process we have attempted to model the social scholarly edition and address the questions a social edition, and social editing, raise: How do we effectively integrate multiple communities with varying cultures and editorial...
standards while pushing the boundaries of editorial authority? How do we employ various social media platforms with different degrees of openness to ensure a safe space for numerous individuals and opinions? And how do we shift the power from a single editor who shapes the reading of any given text to a group of readers whose interactions and interpretations form a new method of making meaning out of primary source material? To attend to these questions, this article begins with a description and consideration of the document itself – BL MS Add.17,492. Next, we recount the processes involved with building a digital social edition of this idiosyncratic text. To conclude, we interrogate the affordances and drawbacks of digital scholarly editing in collaborative, Web 2.0 contexts.

In order to build a scholarly edition on the principles of open access and editorial transparency (in both production and dissemination), we have integrated early modern content and scholarly editing practices with web-based environments maintained by established social and social-editorial communities – most notably on Wikibooks, a cross-section of intellectual research activity and the social media practices that define Web 2.0. Early on, Web 2.0 was described as internet technologies that allow users to be active authors rather than simply readers or consumers of web content. (cf. DiNucci 1999: 221-222) Now, the term is associated most frequently with social media platforms, wikis, and blog applications. As Tim Berners-Lee remarks, the internet originally was developed for workers to collaborate and access source documents; with wiki and Web 2.0 technology, it is now returning to its roots. (cf. Mahony 2011) The successful group of Wikimedia projects (Wikipedia, Wikibooks, Wikiquote, etc.) emphasizes the importance of multi-authored and multi-edited endeavours. In doing so, Wikibooks instantiates earlier theoretical arguments that texts are created by a community of individuals; as Marotti argues, ‘production, reproduction, and reception are all socially mediated’ (Marotti, 212). To put this into practice, we extended our editorial conversations into multiple pre-existing Web 2.0 and social media platforms, including Twitter, blogs, Wikibook discussion pages, dedicated Renaissance and early modern online community spaces, and Skype-enabled interviews with our advisory group. In creating *A Social Edition of the Devonshire Manuscript* we bring both Web 2.0 and current editorial theories of social textuality and community editing into closer focus. What is the outcome of scholarly editing if, like the originary Devonshire Manuscript contributors, we understand and enact the edition-building process as inherently collaborative? In what follows we offer a brief overview of the methods, process, and thinking that led to the Wikibook instantiation of *A Social Edition of the Devonshire Manuscript*.

Perhaps more than any other editorial choice, the iterative publication of *A Social Edition of the Devonshire Manuscript* departed most clearly from traditional scholarly editing practices. In effect we have published (or are in the perpetual process of publishing) two versions of the edition: a PDF version, distributed to the project’s advisory board; and a version housed on the publicly-editable

---

8 Wikibooks is a Wikimedia project that continues the aim of Wikipedia; namely, to encourage, develop, and disseminate knowledge in the public sphere. Wikibooks differs from other Wikimedia projects in that it is designed primarily for facilitating collaborative open-content textbook building.
Wikibooks. We currently also are working with multiple publishing partners to produce versions of the edition in other mediums: an SQL-backed edition on Iter: Gateway to the Middle Ages and Renaissance; an e-reader edition designed for tablets; and a print edition, published by the Medieval and Renaissance Text Society. Taken together, these multiple platforms can meet the needs of a broad and varied readership while, for the most part, growing organically out of a central set of texts and practices. These versions were planned to productively inform and influence each other’s development, with cross-pollination of editorial input across platforms.

The Wikibook edition pushes the limits of what a print edition realistically can achieve – including in sheer size. Even if the manuscript facsimile pages and the XML files were excluded, *A Social Edition of the Devonshire Manuscript* would run to over five hundred standard print pages. In addition to a general and textual introduction, the online edition includes extensive hand sample tables that open our palaeographic attribution process to public scrutiny; witnesses that reflect the poem’s textual legacy; biographies and genealogical diagrams that clarify the relationship between the manuscript’s 16th century compilers; and an extensive bibliography of quoted and related sources. Courtesy of Adam Matthew Digital, we also have included the facsimile image of each page of the manuscript alongside transcribed content and explanatory notes. Going further, the discussion sections on each wiki page allow conversation on each item. The Wikibook edition extends the social context of the Devonshire Manuscript by providing a space for ongoing discussion and collaboration.

Editorial processes of *A Social Edition of the Devonshire Manuscript* began long before selecting Wikibooks as a publication platform. In 2001, work on a digital edition of the manuscript began with a more recognizably traditional scholarly activity: primary source transcription. The base transcription is based on examination of both the original document at the British Library and a microfilm of the Devonshire Manuscript, also provided by the British Library. Members of the Devonshire Manuscript Editorial Group (or DMSEG, a team made up of scholars, postdoctoral fellows, graduate researchers, and programmers, working

---

9 The DMSEG did, in fact, export the Wikibook edition to print format in summer 2013; the two-volume, hardback edition is approximately 1000 pages.

with two publishers\textsuperscript{11}, an editorial board\textsuperscript{12}, and self-selected members of the public) prepared and transcribed (in a blind process) two independent transcriptions from the microfilm. The transcribers collated the two paper copies manually, and the resultant rough text was resolved as far as possible using expanded paper prints and enlarged images. Their transcriptions were largely in accord with one another. Remaining areas of uncertainty were resolved with manual reference to the original document itself. This final, collated transcription forms the textual basis for \textit{A Social Edition of the Devonshire Manuscript}, the basis of all editorial activity.

Following this process, the team then encoded the text in XML according to Text Encoding Initiative (TEI) guidelines.\textsuperscript{13} While encoding, the team upheld principles of consistency and accountability. Even if the team discovered a choice to be less than optimal, they continued in that pattern until the text was complete. Rather than employ varying practices, consistently encoding the entire manuscript in XML allowed for global changes that could be, and indeed were, made after the conclusion of the initial encoding.\textsuperscript{14} Furthermore, while encoding the team maintained regular documentation to ensure that neither the original encoder nor any subsequent encoder would lack a basis from which to proceed. Another practice employed was to encode the manuscript by building layers of TEI in phases. The manuscript was encoded completely at a conservative level before commencing the second phase. The second layer of encoding, complete with annotations and regularizations, deepened, clarified, and augmented the first. This tiered process also allowed for the encoding of doodles, anagrams, and other non-textual materials found within the manuscript.

Although the project began in 2001, the social edition on Wikibooks started with the formation of an advisory group in 2010. Throughout the production of \textit{A Social Edition of the Devonshire Manuscript}, we consulted and conducted qualitative interviews with members of this advisory group to gather their perspectives on the content of the evolving edition. Forming an advisory group provided a unique opportunity to invite potential users and reviewers to shape the process and products associated with the social edition. As the final step before moving the text to Wikibooks, the members of the DMSEG working in the ETCL prepared a static digital edition of the manuscript. This fixed edition served as a base text against which our international advisory group of early modern and Renaissance scholars could compare the Wikibooks edition as it evolved.

\textsuperscript{11} Iter, a not-for-profit consortium dedicated to the development and distribution of scholarly Middle Age and Renaissance online resources in partnership with Medieval and Renaissance Texts and Studies and Adam Matthew Digital, a digital academic publisher.

\textsuperscript{12} Robert E. Bjork (Director, Arizona Center for Medieval and Renaissance Studies; Arizona State University), William R. Bowen (Chair) (Director, Iter; University of Toronto Scarborough), Michael Ullyot (University of Calgary), Diane Jakacki (Georgia Institute of Technology), Jessica Murphy (University of Texas at Dallas), Jason Boyd (Ryerson University), Elizabeth Heale (University of Reading), Steven W. May (Georgetown College), Arthur F. Marotti (Wayne State University), Jennifer Summit (Stanford University), Jonathan Gibson (Queen Mary, University of London), John Lavignino (King’s College London), and Katherine Rowe (Bryn Mawr College).

\textsuperscript{13} TEI provides a standard for encoding electronic texts. By encoding a text in XML under TEI guidelines, one renders the text substantially more searchable, categorizable, and preservable.

\textsuperscript{14} Please note that these global changes were not questions of textual transcription, but of encoding patterns and standards.
Before deciding on Wikibooks as a platform, the team had considered hosting the edition on a stand-alone site. In response to public interest in the project, coupled with the team’s investment in emerging public knowledge communities, we instead developed a two-pronged strategy: as a control we produced a static PDF version of the edition, and as a variable we moved the same content onto a Wikimedia platform. Most famous for Wikipedia, Wikimedia is a small non-profit foundation responsible for management, fundraising, and technological development of Wikipedia, Wikibooks, Wikisource, Wiktionary, and a number of other projects. Volunteer editors contribute and moderate the content of all projects with self-developed norms and systems of oversight. We considered Wikisource, Wikibooks, and Wikipedia as platforms, eventually deciding to mount our edition in Wikibooks. Acknowledging the dedicated community already engaged in Wikimedia, we sought to discover Wikibooks’ affordances for the scholar. Even though Wikipedia has far more editors, Wikibooks purposefully is structured to support the book-like form. And although Wikisource may appear a more appropriate environment for an edition, publishing A Social Edition of the Devonshire Manuscript on Wikisource would have disallowed the inclusion of any and all scholarly material outside the transcription itself—including paleographic expansions, appendices, notes, and bibliographies. With a book-like resource as our end goal, we produced a scholarly and peer reviewed edition in Wikibooks that also enables citizen scholars to access, contribute, and annotate material. Crucially, Wikibooks also archives each change in any content, allowing us to track reversions and revisions to the text.

In order to keep the editorial and encoding process transparent, the Wikibook edition includes links to the baseline XML-encoded transcription. In addition to being able to use the XML for their own projects, readers conversant with XML can see the encoder’s TEI-based editorial choices. Anyone can download this XML and continue working with the XML in any way they see fit, allowing the project to potentially evolve in unanticipated ways. With the firm foundation of documented encoding, all those working with the document can refer to, build on, or adapt the project’s foundation. Readers can compare our transcriptions to the facsimiles included on each page of the Wikibooks edition and are free to contest (and even alter) our regularizations or corrections.

In November 2011, ETCL-based members of the DMSEG began converting the TEI-encoded text into Wikimarkup, the unique language designed for wiki publication. The team then moved the text, appendices, glosses, commentary, and textual notes into Wikibooks. Wikibooks, like Wikimedia and institutional scholarship at large, has its own self-governing editorial culture, and A Social Edition of the Devonshire Manuscript received attention from Wikibooks’ existing editorial community. Since then, the ETCL team has amplified the base text with additional images of the manuscript, witness transcriptions, an extensive bibliography, and the XML files containing the encoded transcription of the manuscript. Consequently, the Wikibook became a hybridized edition-research environment for both early modern scholars and Tudor enthusiasts. Various

15 These can be downloaded from the Wikibooks edition site.
authors have written on these phenomena, and on the value of employing wikis as collaborative research or authoring platforms; best practice standards and protocols have developed as an increasing number of researchers (both academic and not) become versed in Wikipedia methods. We consciously have developed *A Social Edition of the Devonshire Manuscript*, a scholarly Wikibook edition, with these practitioners, priorities, and standards in mind.\footnote{Bo Leuf and Ward Cunningham, authors of the first book on wikis, recognize that a wiki must fit the culture of the user community for it to be successful (Leuf and Cunningham 2001). Emma Tonkin advises that a collaborative authoring wiki should include the following: a page locking system to deter simultaneous editing, a versioning system to track changes, and the ability to lock editing on a page in the case of an edit war, as well as an efficient search function, and navigation, categorization, and file management abilities (Tonkin 2005).}

The Wikibook platform gives us the opportunity to recognize and assign credit for important editorial work that extends beyond the creation of original base text. Activities like discussion and feedback are central to scholarly revision and authorship, but can be difficult to monitor and quantify in a large project. A print edition often only acknowledges these forms of labour with a line or two on the acknowledgments page. Originally, we considered the discussion pages ideal for this type of scholarly discussion and editorial record keeping. Like any private community, however, Wikibooks bears its own social conventions. Through conversation with an established Wikibooks editor we realized that the Wikibooks discussion pages are used more often for personal commentary and disputes than editorial suggestions. Reminiscent of Douglas’s note in the margin of ‘Suffryng in sorrow in hope to attyn’ (fol. 6v – 7r) to ‘forgethys, ’ and Shelton’s contradiction ‘yt ys wor(t)hy, ’ these pages are predominantly venues for editors to offer one another personal support (or criticism) rather than to analytically discuss content in a way scholars might find useful in a research context. Although the technology readily supports our original intention, the cultural practices of the Wiki community required us to alter our expectations. Despite this, all edits to all pages of the project are recorded on each page’s ‘View History’ tab.

Thus, rather than relying on the discussion pages for editorial debate and decisions, we made the most substantive changes in Wikibooks based on Skype and Ister interactions with our advisory group. Although our hope had been to have the advisors edit directly in Wikibooks, many found the technological threshold for contributing too high, and it became more practical to have the ETCL team make the proposed changes to WikiCode. We responded to the advisors’ recommendations in near-real time, adding (among other suggestions) navigation menus and facsimile page images. This is, again, a cultural issue rather than a technical one: the social edition has always been, and remains, open for anyone to edit at any time. Short of locking a page by an administrator (an action often undertaken only for repeated vandalism or during edit wars), there is no mechanism for denying anyone the ability to edit. As we found, many avenues for editorial conversation are necessary in order to foster the sense of a community that, as one of our advisors noted, is ‘virtually there, as if everyone is crowded around a page, putting their two cents in on matters great and small’. Even when those giving editorial direction do not directly make changes to the edition, the use
of multiple social media platforms like blogs and Twitter can productively facilitate social editing discussions. Focusing solely on one single communications platform potentially could impede the success of an evolving edition.

As we discovered, every social media platform attracts and enables specific types of interaction. Using social media allows us to integrate a new step into the editorial process – a step that fills the gap between initial planning stages and concluding peer review reports. Producing an edition ‘live’ in consultation with various groups across multiple media engenders an edition that quickly and productively meets the needs of its readers. Employing and participating in various platforms alerted us to different priorities across platforms, as well as forcing us to think through how we might create a polyvocal experience for safe, productive, and equitable interactions.

In addition to producing an edition that allows for multiple editorial perspectives, the DMSEG gathered responses to the social edition-building methodology. In the interest of refining the process and expounding on its utility for collaborative editors in the Web 2.0 environment, the ETCL team used a combination of methods to gather data on the social edition-building process. We invited feedback via Twitter, guest blog posts, and Iter’s social media space. We also encouraged direct intervention in the Wikibooks edition of *A Social Edition of the Devonshire Manuscript*. Furthermore, we consulted with members of our advisory group on issues of credit, peer review, and collaborative decision-making. Rather than soliciting anonymous reader reports from our advisors, we brought them into conversation with one another over the fixed edition and the evolving Wikibooks edition. We facilitated this conversation in a social media space housed by Iter, a federated site housed at the University of Toronto that serves a broad community of early modern and Renaissance associations and scholars. In many cases, their suggestions already have been incorporated into the Wikibooks publication; those that have not will be integrated into a final, socially-produced edition of the Devonshire Manuscript for print and e-publication with Iter and Medieval and Renaissance Texts and Studies (MRTS).

Considered as a whole, *A Social Edition of the Devonshire Manuscript* suggests that social media technologies can be harnessed for productive interaction and discussion by those scholars invested in a content area or project, but that they require comprehensive oversight by dedicated staff to develop and maintain participation in knowledge construction and dissemination. Regardless, social scholarly editions represent a step towards diversifying and democratizing knowledge, and the Wikimedia suite of platforms is an established environment
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18 These various avenues of participation met with different levels of success, the overview of which is outside the scope of this article. Our team has presented on this aspect of the project at Digital Humanities 2013 (see http://dh2013.unl.edu/abstracts/ab-300.html), and a forthcoming article focuses more intently on stakeholder communities and their responses to the project. See Constance Crompton, Raymond Siemens, Alyssa Arbuckle, the Devonshire Manuscript Editorial Group, and INKE ‘Enlisting ‘Vertues Noble & Excelent’ Across Scholarly Cultures: Digital Collaboration and the Social Edition.’ *Digital Humanities Quarterly* (accepted).
for this sort of work. Todd Presner reiterates this concept by considering Wikipedia as a model for the future of humanities research, deeming Wikipedia ‘a truly innovative, global, multilingual, collaborative knowledge-generating community and platform for authoring, editing, distributing, and versioning knowledge’ (Presner 2010). Larger than a mere technological innovation, wikis represent a change in the philosophy and practice of knowledge creation. Publishing scholarly work in such an environment is a direct intervention into multithreaded conversations maintained by lay knowledge communities on the web and existing scholarly discourses surrounding scholarly editing.
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Nowa Panorama Literatury Polskiej (New Panorama of Polish Literature)

How to present knowledge in the internet (Polish specifics of the issue)

Bartłomiej Szleszyński


Nowa Panorama Literatury Polskiej (New Panorama of Polish Literature, NPLP.PL) is a platform for the presentation of research results in the digital environment. Two first digital collections of NPLP.PL – PrusPlus and The Literary Atlas of Polish Romanticism – have been published on the 19th of September 2015. Currently, several other projects are being carried out by the NPLP team, some of which are going to be launched soon.

Scholarly base
NPLP.PL is a part of the Digital Humanities Centre at the Institute of Literary Research of the Polish Academy of Sciences (IBL PAN), one of the most important Polish research institutions in the humanities. Digital collections in NPLP.PL benefit from a unique scholarly base and are meant to publish ‘knowledge with the quality mark of the IBL PAN.’ Adapting the form of presentation to the research conducted at the institute is one of the main goals of our work (Szleszyński et al. 2015).

1 bartłomiej.szleszynski@ibl.waw.pl.
Structure
NPLN.PL does not have the structure of an encyclopedia. It consists of separate collections. Each collection is telling ‘a digital scholarly story’, using a different form to present content – each collection has its own narration, form, and visual identification. In the future, numerous collections will create a large knowledge base. The basic unit of meaning in NPLN.PL is an article with a normalized but flexible form: There are sections provided for elements such as graphics or maps, several functionalities for linking content or using hotspots on a map. There is also a special mechanism for publishing bibliographies and footnotes, as articles in NPLP are treated as pieces of scholarly knowledge. Each article can be searched using a built-in search engine.

Form
NPLP.PL tries to combine the high quality of published research results with an attractive, present-day, functional form, using the broad experience of NPLP team members in analyzing visual arts (digital, like video games or internet communication, but also more traditional formats like paintings and comic books). For each of the collections an individual form is created in order to communicate the specific content. This is why the interdisciplinary team of the New Panorama of Polish Literature includes not only literary and cultural studies researchers but also programmers, graphic designers and typographers. The interface is as intuitive as possible encouraging the user to immerse in the collection as deeply as possible.

The collection includes many visual materials – some of which are original graphics from the time period of each collection (e.g. in PrusPlus many graphics from 19th century newspapers from IBL PAN library were used); others are created especially for this collection.

Popularization of scholarly knowledge
Our activities are based on the general belief that there is a huge demand for high quality content on Polish literature. Since its launch NPLP.PL had over 27,000 unique users (and over 110,000 page views), which seems to confirm this assumption. NPLP.PL is also promoted via Facebook.² All collections are published in open access.

Digital editions and projects
Two digital collections have been published on NPLP.PL platform so far:

PrusPlus³ – a collection popularizing knowledge on Bolesław Prus and his most important novel, The Doll. It has a lexicon part, where articles are arranged by

³ http://nplp.pl/kolekcja/prus-plus/.
different categories\(^4\), and a map-based part called *Warsaws of Prus*\(^5\) whose narrative is planned both to exploit the potential of stories which connect the writer and the space of the city and to debunk some untrue stereotypes, which have occurred over the years about Warsaw, Prus and *The Doll*.

*The Literary Atlas of Polish Romanticism*\(^6\) – a map-based collection which breaks with the traditional way of organizing knowledge on Polish Romanticism according to its authors. The project shows a different arrangement which is based on space. The collection contains almost 100 articles on different issues connecting authors and their work with space. Many interactive maps have been designed and created for this collection and are planned to be re-used for future collections on different topics and periods.

The IBL PAN has very a long and well-established tradition of scholarly editing. In October 2015, a five-year editorial project, *Trio from Skamander Group on Emigration*, started with the goal of editing 1500 letters of correspondences from Jan Lechoń, Kazimierz Wierzyński, and Mieczysław Grydzewski both in print and in digital format (applying a customized version of the TEI Simple schema). Another three-year research project has just started on the life and work of Henryk Sienkiewicz: *Postmodern Sienkiewicz: A Digital Laboratory*.

**References**


\(^4\) http://NPL.PL/prus-plus/kategorie-standardowe.
\(^6\) http://NPL.PL/kolekcja/atlas-romantyzmu/.
Digital Rockaby

Katerina Michalopoulou¹ & Antonis Touloumis²


Introduction
The object of our study was the construction of an artwork that transcribes and reformats the original written text of Samuel Beckett’s Rockaby on the one hand, and creates a new experience of performing, reading, or watching it on the other. Before proceeding to the presentation and analysis of the new artwork, we shall briefly refer to the general philosophical context where its theoretical foundation lies.

According to Kittler the archive of knowledge and experience until the late 19th century was visually linguistically structured. The data of experience could be selected, stored and processed through the image and the writing. He claims that: ‘Texts and scores – Europe had no other means of storing time. Both are based on a writing system whose time is (in Lacan’s term) symbolic (…) all data flows, provided they really were streams of data, had to pass through the bottleneck of the signifier’ i.e. they had to be translated in static signs that signify (Kittler 1999, 4). Finally according to Kittler, ‘Writing stored writing – no more and no less.’

Things changed in the late 19th century due to the advent of the phonograph and the cinema. Kittler states:

What phonographs and cinematographs, whose names not coincidentally derive from writing, were able to store was time: time as a mixture of audio frequencies in the acoustic realm and as the movement of single-image sequences in the optical. Time determines the limit of all art, which first has to arrest the daily data flow in order to turn it into images or signs(…). To record the sound sequences of speech, literature has to arrest them in a system of 26 letters, thereby categorically excluding all noise sequences. (Kittler 1999, 3)

¹ Katmichalopoulou@gmail.com.
² Antouloumis@gmail.com.
Nowadays by using modern digital computing machines and new programming languages we no more reproduce images but we visualize routines. Generally we no longer construct models that imitate or represent the reality, but models that construct new realities, putting in question concepts traditionally given such as as the notion of text, writing, performance, and reading.

So in the case of the transcription of Beckett’s *Rockaby* the main issue for us was not to create a new shape of the text of the book but to design and visualize the rules that determine the evolution of the shape of the text through time. These rules may prescribe the reading process of the text too.

**Short description of the original Beckett’s ‘Rockaby’**

The play describes the procession to the death of an elderly woman. It is structured into four main parts. At first, we watch the woman’s anxiety to live a bit longer and communicate with someone from the outside world. Gradually hope fades; the woman abandons the attempt being closed on herself and her place, remembers her mother’s death and resigns herself to her own death in the very same way.

During the performance, we watch the woman sitting in a rocking chair and hear a taped voice describing the event. The text and the instructions given by the author for the direction of the play, prove its strict structure (Beckett 2006). Some of the elements that were recognized to create its dynamism are:

- Imperceptible changes in repetitive and rhythmic movements,
- Repetitions and light differentiations of words, sentences and the sets of sentences that they produce,
- Specific syntactic manipulations of language, and
- The use of voice recording.

Some of the key elements that create the rhythmic organization of the original work were analyzed and used in the new artwork. These are as follows:

- The metre of the monologue is visualized by the repeated movement of the rocking chair where the woman sits. Her movement is slow and steady. It is interrupted only at the end of each part and activated by request of the woman namely by the word MORE.
- The tempo of the rhythm, which in our case is considered to be the speed of the movement of the chair, is slow so as to get across a sense of ante mortem paralysis.
- Any action, any movement of the chair going back and fro, corresponds to the recitation of a sentence. Each sentence is structured rhythmically – with respect to the metre – through the sound of words, their meaning and their symbolism.
The new artwork

Through the new artwork, the mechanism of formation of the original text is attempted to be revealed – visualized. We designed a new mechanism, which proposes a new manner of reading, by using software which in turn is also concealed in the new artwork.

The structure of the original play text was analyzed through a series of diagrams. Diagrams as intermediates may prescribe without predefining, may define fields without describing properties. In this way the diagrams may become capable of leading to the creation of new spatiotemporal structures commensurate to the original ones. In this attempt to diagrammatize the text of the play we focused on its syntax.

In one of the diagrams created, the text was not read diachronically, according to the linear horizontal direction in which it was written. In contrast, it was studied synchronically, according to the vertical direction, which simultaneously penetrated the horizontal textual structure.

Thus, the lines turned into columns, the words of each line were classified into those columns according to the content or the sounds that they produced. The repeated words were removed from each column so that each word would appear only once. Very few words remained because the original text is produced by repetitions of few words and sounds. What resulted from this process is nine columns consisting of a few words, which, when combined in an appropriate way, can reconstruct the 250 sentences of the original text.

The new artwork was created by using a modern code written in Processing. Processing is an open source computer programming language built for the electronic arts, new media art, and visual design. The original text was encoded in Processing by the creation of an algorithm which transcribed the entire monologue phrases in some words. The nine columns were converted to nine concentric rings of different radius. If the Processing file is exported to JavaScript, the ‘Narrative’ is activated by the user. The interaction depends on their willingness to provide an input, which is a mouse click, in order to determine the outcome, which is the next sentence of the text. The rings rotate like gears do and stop only when a combination of words of different gears creates a sentence of the original text. The circular movement of the gears corresponds to the repetitive motion of the rocking chair in the play.

The relationship between the hand and the computer mouse provides dermal proximity with the technical picture of the computer. Our relationship with the image ceases to be more visual-optical and becomes haptic-tactile. The art work or animated image no longer lives outside of us, outside our sensory-perceptual system, but in proximity to it. It resides inside of us.

The correlation

a. The neutral voice heard during Beckett’s Rockaby – the identity and origin of which is undefinable (is it the woman herself? is it a narrator of her story?), sets up the play ensuring its development in time. The narration is the motivating power. Although the voice heard is obviously taped, the narration is linked to
the present since the woman periodically activates it by pronouncing the word ‘MORE’. In the new artwork, the computer user activates the next step of the narration by using the computer mouse. So, in a peculiar way he becomes a narrator too.

b. In the original artwork, the apparent insertion of the rules of modern rhythmology by the writer marks his preoccupation with the rhythmic succession; it reveals his views in relation to the perception of space and time as composed by the dominant material of his art, which is the language mainly as sound and secondarily as meaning. For us the priority given by the author to the sounds was a research point for two main reasons:
   i. It reveals that the author composes his works as temporal structures.
   ii. It reveals a key tool of composition, the sound patterns.

The new artwork respectively is also attempted to be designed as a temporal structure in which the animated image is considered to be the basic composing tool. We focused on incorporating in our structure the two basic theories of time – the A and B theories.

In theory A, which considers the time as based on a past – present – future axis, the present is dominant; so according to this theory one focuses only on the sentence created in the present time by the click of the computer mouse. This sentence is a present instant of a continuously transforming image.

Theory B focuses on the relative position of words, their potential participation in a sentence and mainly their constantly simultaneous presence (McTaggart 1908). What is important now is not the sentence produced but the words as an ensemble and their inner relations. The meanings are produced by the differences arising from the relations of the words, just as the meanings produced by the relations of the sounds of the words in the original work.

The whole, namely the sentence, is created as ‘an order of proximity, in which the notion of proximity first of all has precisely an ordinal sense’ (Deleuze 2004). The attempt to create such a structure in motion, where the words occupy relevant sites or positions, constitutes the major differentiation between the new artwork and Beckett’s play.

Concurrently the new artwork is designed rhythmically as a set of sections or instants, where, as in the original artwork, priority is given to:
- The image, instead of the plot,
- The motion, instead of the action,
- The shadow of the self and the subconscious, instead of the character-hero.

c. In the original work the speech becomes ambiguous through the relationship of the visual with the audial. That is, the image and the sound are autonomous.

This strange relationship between the sequence of images and audio frequencies and the overall sense that they produce, that is to say this correlation between syntax and meaning, eventually leads to the creation of new meanings.

Since our perceptual mechanism is analogous to a recording device such as the magic notebook of Freud, the empirical data may exist only if it is inscribed in us.
The aforementioned ambiguity of the original play may be found in the new artwork due to the unlimited possible correlations of all the words of the text that co-exist on the computer screen.

**Epilogue**

Marshall McLuhan argues that the content of one medium is always other media: film and radio constitute the content of television; records and tapes constitute the content of radio; silent films and audiotape constitute that of cinema (McLuhan 1964). In the new artwork two languages appear and are used; both the language used by Beckett (writing and speaking), and the modern programming language in which the proposed mechanism is written. The programming language contains the previous as it uses the latin characters and their punctuation. The correlation of the two languages creates new signs.

Kittler argues that the dominance of a new media presupposes that something ceases not to write itself (1999). In our case, the computer screen and keyboard may be considered the new medium where the Processing may be inscribed, and consequently the composing mechanism of the new artwork may be visualized. A process hitherto not writable.

Moreover, the composing process is disclosed through the experience of reading by giving it an active character. Our eye cannot scan the text before reading it as it usually does. Every new sentence will arise only when our hand decides to move.

Stefane Mallarme claimed that literature is made up of no more and no less than twenty-six letters. In this Modernistic tradition, of which he was an initiator and Schoenberg one of the successors by his twelve-tone method of composition, fits the Beckett’s *Rockaby* revealing the author’s insistence on the material of words, the sounds. This is also the key element that the digital artwork has arisen as a composition of signifiers rather than signifieds or as a composition of forms rather than meanings.

By our work we propose a mechanism for a reformation of the Beckett’s *Rockaby*. This mechanism may also enlighten the temporal design of the original text and constitute a tool for the creation of variants based on it. Hence the original text is considered to be a space – time element, the spatial layout of which can be translated in terms of temporal succession.

**References**


Appendix

1. W: M o r e.
   V: till in the END
   the day came
   in the END came
   close of a long day
   when she said  to
   h ers e l f
   whom else
   time she stopped

10. time she stopped
go ing to and fro
   all eyes
   all sides
   h igh and low
   for another
   another like
   h ers e l f
   another creature like
   h ers e l f
   l ittle like
go ing to and fro

20. all eyes
   all sides
   h igh and low
   for another
   till in the END
   close of a long day  to
   h ers e l f
   whom else
   time she stopped
   time she stopped

Figure 1: 1st Diagram by the authors, based on the original printed text.
Figure 2: 2nd Diagram by the authors based on the original text.
Figure 3: Stills from the animated text (Processing export).
As the papers in this volume testify, digital scholarly editing is a vibrant practice. Scholarly editing has a long-standing tradition in the humanities. It is of crucial importance within disciplines such as literary studies, philology, history, philosophy, library and information science, and bibliography. In fact, digital scholarly editing represents one of the longest traditions in the field of Digital Humanities — and the theories, concepts, and practices that were designed for editing in a digital environment have in turn deeply influenced the development of Digital Humanities as a discipline. By bringing together the extended abstracts from three conferences organised within the DiXiT project (2013-2017), this volume shows how digital scholarly editing is still developing and constantly redefining itself.

DiXiT (Digital Scholarly Editing Initial Training) is one of the most innovative training networks for a new generation of scholars in the field of digital scholarly editing, established by ten leading European institutions from academia, in close collaboration with the private sector and cultural heritage institutions, and funded under the EU’s Marie Skłodowska-Curie Actions. The partners together represent a wide variety of technologies and approaches to European digital scholarly editing.

The extended abstracts of the convention contributions assembled in this volume showcase the multiplicity of subjects dealt with in and around the topics of digital editing: from issues of sustainability to changes in publication cultures, from the integrity of research and intellectual rights to mixed methods applied to digital editing — to name only a few.